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The most significant recognized biological attack launched in the
United States in recent times came shortly after the devastating
events of 9/11 in late 2001. Combined, these events propelled the

nation into what many perceived to be a new era, fraught with the real
hazards of global terrorism abetted by the exploitation of common every-
day technologies—in the one case, an efficient and highly automated na-
tional postal service, and in the other, the enormous latent energy carried
by a commercial airliner set for a transcontinental flight. That the biologi-
cal agent used in the postal attacks was anthrax, a “classic” choice of those
intent on waging biological warfare, undoubtedly contributed to the na-
ture of the government’s response and the biodefense research priorities
that evolved subsequently with a nearly exclusive focus on well-recog-
nized, “traditional” biowarfare agents. Such a focus is dangerously nar-
row, although past successes in weaponizing anthrax and the potentially
devastating consequences of a smallpox release within an immunologi-
cally naïve population cannot be ignored. Conventional threats must be
addressed by any successful biodefense plan. However, it would be dan-
gerous to ignore the ingenuity displayed in the past by those who are
intent on disrupting and perhaps destroying our society. Smart and well-
informed terrorists who seek to use against us the technologies we have
developed and upon which we have come to rely so heavily at the begin-
ning of the 21st century have unparalleled opportunities to do harm. We
also need to be concerned about the unintended consequences from those
who use technologies in an irresponsible or ill-informed manner. These
dangers are nowhere more evident than in the life sciences, where bio-
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technology and our understanding of the biological processes that define
our very being are advancing at extraordinary rates.

Concerns about how new developments in the life sciences, including
their convergence with other rapidly advancing fields such as
nanotechnology and materials science, may enable the creation and pro-
duction of wholly new threats of biological origin led to the formation of
the Committee on Advances in Technology and the Prevention of Their
Application to Next Generation Biowarfare Threats, an ad hoc committee
of the National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine. The
committee’s charge has been to examine current trends and future objec-
tives of research in the life sciences that may enable the development of a
new generation of future biological threats. In taking on the charge to
define a horizon of 5 to 10 years, the committee has sought to identify
ways to anticipate, identify, and mitigate these dangers to society. While
this has been far from easy, and while the committee may worry about
how successful it has been in fulfilling its charge as this report goes to
press, several conclusions stand out with startling clarity.

First, the future is now. Even in the short time since the creation of the
committee, we have seen the phenomenon of RNA interference capture
the collective consciousness of the life sciences community, providing en-
tirely new insights into how human genes are normally regulated and
how this regulation might be disrupted for malevolent purposes by those
intent on doing harm. Similarly, “synthetic biology,” an approach em-
braced and discussed by few at the time the committee was formed, has
now been redefined and promoted on the cover of one of the most widely
read scientific journals. Neither of these developments could have been
foretold even a few years back, pointing to the futility of trying to predict
with accuracy what will come in the next few years. This leads to the
second conclusion, that the task of surveying current technology trends in
order to anticipate what new threats may face us down the road will be
never ending. This report, published in early 2006, will in some respects
be out of date by 2007.

These considerations led to two of the major recommendations
adopted by the committee: the need to survey the threat horizon continu-
ally for what we may face in the future and, in order to do this effectively,
the need to enhance in a significant manner the scientific expertise of those
charged with this task. Thus, rather than laying forth a list of threats as
perceived at the end of 2005, the committee has endeavored to describe a
process and set of organizing principles, a method by which technological
advances might be assessed and future risks for their malevolent use con-
sidered. Such a contribution is likely to be more lasting than any specific
list, although the process itself must be continuously reassessed in light of
advancing knowledge.
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In addressing our charge, committee members have been blessed by a
large committee, well endowed with expertise in a number of diverse sci-
entific fields and with several international members consistent with the
imperative that these issues be addressed in a global context. Our discus-
sions highlighted many different perspectives held by members of the
committee—differences that stem from past experiences in the very dif-
ferent fields represented by the members, which include biological dis-
covery, global emerging infections, nuclear physics, bioethics, law en-
forcement, and international arms control, to list a few. However, every
member was challenged by the committee’s charge.

Paradigms for threat reduction that may have worked reasonably well
for controlling nuclear arms proliferation, information control, materials
inventory, and so forth, may have limited relevance to the control of bio-
logical weapons proliferation. This is especially true given the wide dis-
persion of biological information and the mechanisms in place that sup-
port this globally, the capacity of the relevant materials to replicate, and
the lack of any readily apparent “global bargain” resembling the “Atoms
for Peace” initiative of the past. Yet it is increasingly important that life
scientists, and the funding agencies and editors who support their activi-
ties, take every possible step to ensure that the fruits of their work are not
exploited in a malevolent fashion, to the detriment of society. This will
require that those working in the life sciences achieve a much greater ap-
preciation of the dangers than that now held by most and a greater will-
ingness to shoulder this responsibility. A new ethos is required, and it
must be achieved on a global scale. This was apparent to all committee
members, although a clear path toward achieving this goal was apparent
to none of us—our recommendations are but first steps in this direction.

In many ways, this committee has worked in the shadows of the
groundbreaking National Research Council report Biotechnology Research
in an Age of Terrorism (2004), commonly known as the Fink report. How-
ever, there is a clear difference between that report and the present one.
Our focus has been on advances in the life sciences and related and con-
vergent technologies that are likely to alter the biological threat spectrum
over the next 5 to 10 years. To a greater extent than was the case with the
previous effort, we have attempted to take a global perspective and con-
sider how future threats might be anticipated. In contrast, the Fink report
focused primarily on the regulatory oversight of research employing bio-
technology and the flow of scientific knowledge derived from the use of
biotechnology, mostly within the United States.

It is an unfortunate reality that almost all advances in life sciences
technology pose potential “dual-use” risks. But better science is the best
protection against potential threats. This is not to advocate the creation of
a biological arms race, but to recognize the simple fact that better vac-
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cines, better drugs, and better countermeasures in general, not to mention
anticipation of potential threats, will stem from such a flow of informa-
tion.

The committee has broadly considered ways to prevent or mitigate
the consequences of malevolent exploitation (either by state actors,
nonstate groups, or individuals) or naïve misuse of these technologies. To
the extent that we do cover some ground trod earlier by the Fink report,
for example, in considering how regulations and policies may have utility
in addressing these risks—the conclusions here are much the same: The
committee recognizes and emphasizes the counterproductive nature of
efforts to control the flow of biological information. Given the widening
threat spectrum, the best means of future protection comes from the ex-
ploitation of science, paradoxically the very advances in technology about
which there is so much concern. It is imperative that we (defined broadly
as free societies) keep ahead scientifically and remain technologically
advantaged over potential opponents. Such protection can only come
from a robust scientific enterprise, which in turn depends on the free ex-
change of biological data among scientists.

Committee members have been struck by the often “self-centered”
and limited perspective taken by some in the United States charged with
addressing these critically important issues. Although we cannot pretend
to understand completely the forces that govern advances in science and
technology and the need for regulating these activities in diverse regions
of the globe, it is clear that different societies may have vastly different
perspectives on these issues and may adopt divergent paths while aiming
to achieve similar goals. To succeed in reducing the threats posed by these
advancing technologies will require an appreciation of these differences
and an understanding that science does not stop at our borders.

The futile nature of attempting to predict the future accurately and
which of the myriad scenarios a set of terrorists or malevolent state actors
might choose leads to the committee’s final conclusion—which is perhaps
the most obvious, the most important, but the least novel and therefore,
unfortunately, the least likely to be heeded. The best anticipatory prac-
tices, thoughtful predictions, and preventive actions are unlikely to be
completely successful in preventing a future significant biological attack,
whether with a conventional “classic” biological weapons agent or a
newly engineered weapon of biological origin. Thus, we must be pre-
pared; the best preparation will be to strengthen the nation’s fractured
public health infrastructure and the lack of coordination that exists among
the myriad federal and state agencies that will be called on in such an
event. Unfortunately, many of the same considerations likely apply to all
nations of the world. Ironically, substantial returns from these investments
are guaranteed. Even in the absence of a deliberate attack, a robust and
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agile public health system and a biodefense strategy informed by advanc-
ing science and technology greatly enhances our ability to address the
ever-present and constantly evolving threats to health from nature, as
should be clear from the avian flu threat and other emerging infectious
diseases. Although short on sizzle, such efforts are imperative. The costs
will be high if we fail to make such investments.

The committee is indebted to the many individuals who provided
their unique perspectives on the issues it faced and who through formal
presentations and discussions ensured that the committee possessed the
information it needed to inform its findings and recommendations. These
individuals include Robert Carlson, James B. Petro, Pim Stemmer, Charles
Rice, Drew Endy, Herb Lin, Sonia Miller, John Steinbruner, Barry Kellman,
Michael Moodie, Terence Taylor, David Lipman, Charles Jennings, Phillip
Campbell, Jonathan Tucker, Gerald Epstein, Jerrold Post, David Banta,
Decio Ripandelli, Charles Arntzen, Miguel Gomez Lin, Luis Herrera-
Estrella, Rosiceli Barreto Goncalves Baetas, Jacques Ravel, Patrick Tan
Boon Ooi, Abdallah Daar, Gerardo Jimenez-Sanchez, Tibor Toth, Amy
Sands, Robert Mathews, Jerome Amir Singh, Peter Herby, Nadrian
Seeman, Michael Morgan, Kathryn Nixdorff, and Elliott Kagan. The com-
mittee also greatly appreciates the role played by the Instituto Nacional de
Salud Pública (National Institute of Public Health) in Cuernavaca, Mexico,
in hosting a workshop convened by the committee in September 2004 and
recognizes in particular the head of the Institute, Mauricio Hernandez,
and his staff.

This report has been reviewed in draft form by individuals chosen for
their diverse perspectives and technical expertise, in accordance with pro-
cedures approved by the National Academies’ Report Review Commit-
tee. The purpose of this independent review is to provide candid and criti-
cal comments that will assist the institution in making its published report
as sound as possible and to ensure that the report meets institutional stan-
dards for objectivity, evidence, and responsiveness to the study charge.
The review comments and draft manuscript remain confidential to pro-
tect the integrity of the process.

We wish to thank the following individuals for their review of this
report: Ronald Atlas, University of Louisville; Edouard Brezin, French
Academy of Science; Robert Carlson, University of Washington; Malcolm
Dando, Bradford University; Drew Endy, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology; Gerald Epstein, Center for Strategic and International Studies;
David Franz, Midwest Research Institute; Gerald Fink, Whitehead Insti-
tute for Biomedical Research; Alistair Hay, Leeds University; James
Hughes, Emory University; Stephen Johnston, University of Texas; Gigi
Kwik Grönvall, Johns Hopkins University; Frederick Murphy, University
of California, Davis; and Mark Wheelis, University of California, Davis.
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Although the reviewers listed above provided many constructive
comments and suggestions, they were not asked to endorse the conclu-
sions or recommendations, nor did they see the final draft of the report
before its release. The review of this report was overseen by Gilbert
Omenn, of the University of Michigan. Appointed by the National Acad-
emies, he was responsible for making certain that an independent exami-
nation of this report was carried out in accordance with institutional pro-
cedures and that all review comments were carefully considered.
Responsibility for the final content of this report rests entirely with the
authoring committee and the institution.

Most important, this study and this report benefited greatly from the
efforts of Eileen Choffnes, study director, who played a critical role in the
committee’s work and deliberations. Among her many contributions, she
provided invaluable insight into previous efforts by the National Acad-
emies that related to many of the issues the committee was charged to
address, helpful feedback on the committee’s progress toward its goals,
an effective organizational structure, constant encouragement (and occa-
sional prodding), and great dedication to the project. For all of this the
committee is most grateful. Other members of the National Research
Council/Institute of Medicine staff also contributed substantially to the
committee’s work, including Stacey Knobler, who made important and
thoughtful contributions during the early phases of the study, and Kate
Skoczdopole and Katherine McClure, who provided extensive assistance
in orchestrating committee meetings, organizing the international work-
shop, and keeping information flowing between committee members.
Additional assistance with the writing of this report was provided by
Leslie A. Pray. The committee expresses its profound gratitude to all of
these highly talented individuals, with whom it has been a pleasure and a
privilege to work during the past two years.

Stanley M. Lemon,
Co-chair

David A. Relman,
Co-chair
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Executive Summary

Knowledge, materials, and technologies with applications to the life
sciences enterprise are advancing with tremendous speed, mak-
ing it possible to identify and manipulate features of living sys-

tems in ways never before possible. On a daily basis and in laboratories
around the world, biomedical researchers are using sophisticated tech-
nologies to manipulate microorganisms in an effort to understand how
microbes cause disease and to develop better preventative and therapeu-
tic measures against these diseases. Plant biologists are applying similar
tools in their studies of crops and other plants in an effort to improve
agricultural yield and explore the potential for the use of plants as
inexpensive manufacturing platforms for vaccine, antibody, and other
products. Similar efforts are underway with animal husbandry. Scientists
and engineers in many fields are relying on continuing advances in the
life sciences to identify pharmaceuticals for the treatment of cancer and
other chronic diseases, develop environmental remediation technologies,
improve biodefense capabilities, and create new materials and even
energy sources.

Moreover, other fields not traditionally viewed as biotechnologies—
such as materials science, information technology, and nanotechnology—
are becoming integrated and synergistic with traditional biotechnologies
in extraordinary ways enabling the development of previously unimagin-
able technological applications. It is undeniable that this new knowledge
and these advancing technologies hold enormous potential to improve
public health and agriculture, strengthen national economies, and close
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the development gap between resource-rich and resource-poor countries.
However, as with all scientific revolutions, there is a potential dark side to
the advancing power and global spread of these and other technologies.
For millennia, every major new technology has been used for hostile pur-
poses, and most experts believe it naive to think that the extraordinary
growth in the life sciences and its associated technologies might not simi-
larly be exploited for destructive purposes.

This is true despite formal prohibitions against the use of biological
weapons and even though, since antiquity, humans have reviled the use
of disease-causing agents for hostile purposes. In its most recent unclassi-
fied report on the future global landscape, the National Intelligence Coun-
cil predicted that a major terrorist attack employing biological agents will
likely occur by 2020, although it suggested that most future (i.e., over the
course of the next 15 years) terrorist attacks are expected to involve con-
ventional weapons. Official U.S. statements continue to cite around a
dozen countries that are believed to have or to be pursuing a biological
weapons capability. In addition to the efforts by terrorists or states with
malevolent intent, we must be concerned about the grave harm that may
result from misuse of the life sciences and related technologies by indi-
viduals or groups that are simply careless or irresponsible.

The continuing threat of bioterrorism, coupled with the global spread
of expertise and information in biotechnology and biological manufac-
turing processes, has raised concerns about how advancing technologi-
cal prowess could enable the creation and production of new threats of
biological origin possessing unique and dangerous but largely unpre-
dictable characteristics. The Committee on Advances in Technology and
the Prevention of Their Application to Next Generation Biowarfare
Threats, an ad hoc committee of the National Research Council and the
Institute of Medicine, was constituted to examine current trends and fu-
ture objectives of research in the life sciences, as well as technologies
convergent with the life sciences enterprise from other disciplines, such
as materials science and nanotechnology, that may enable the develop-
ment of a new generation of biological threats over the next five to ten
years, with the aim of identifying ways to anticipate, identify, and miti-
gate these dangers.

Specifically, the charge to the committee was to:

1. Examine current scientific trends and the likely trajectory of
future research activities in public health, life sciences, and biomedi-
cal and materials science that contain applications relevant to the de-
velopment of “next generation” agents of biological origin five to ten
years into the future.

2. Evaluate the potential for hostile uses of research advances in ge-
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netic engineering and biotechnology that will make biological agents more
potent or damaging. Included in this evaluation will be the degree to
which the integration of multiple advancing technologies over the next
five to ten years could result in a synergistic effect.

3. Identify the current and potential future capabilities that could
enable the ability of individuals, organizations, or countries to identify,
acquire, master, and independently advance these technologies for both
beneficial and hostile purposes.

4. Identify and recommend the knowledge and tools that will be
needed by the national security, biomedical science, and public health
communities to anticipate, prevent, recognize, mitigate, and respond to
the destructive potential associated with advancing technologies.

This report is part of a larger body of work that the National Acad-
emies has undertaken in recent years on science and security and the con-
tributions that science and technology could make to countering terror-
ism, beginning with Scientific Communication and National Security in 1982
and continuing with Chemical and Biological Terrorism: Research and Devel-
opment to Improve Civilian Medical Responses (1999), Firepower in the Lab:
Automation in the Fight Against Infectious Diseases and Bioterrorism (2001),
Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering
Terrorism (2002), Biological Threats and Terrorism: Assessing the Science and
Response Capabilities (2002), and Countering Agricultural Terrorism (2002).
Most recently and of particular relevance to this report is the National
Research Council report Biotechnology Research in an Age of Terrorism (2004).
The principal difference between that report and the present report is that
the former revolves around issues pertaining to the regulatory oversight
of research employing biotechnology and the flow of scientific knowl-
edge derived from the use of biotechnology, with a focus on the United
States. In contrast, this report adopts a more global perspective, address-
ing the increasing pace of advances in the life sciences and related conver-
gent technologies likely to alter the biological threat spectrum over the
next five to ten years and broadly considering ways to prevent or mitigate
the consequences of malevolent exploitation or naïve misapplication of
these technologies.

While many readers might hope to find a well-defined, prioritized list
or set of lists of future threats, the pace of research discovery in the life
sciences is such that the useful lifespan of any such list would likely be
measured in months, not years. Instead, the committee sought to define
more broadly how continuing advances in life sciences technologies could
contribute to the development of novel biological weapons and to de-
velop a logical framework for analysts to consider as they evaluate the
evolving technology threat spectrum. The committee concluded that there
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are classes or categories of advances that share important features rel-
evant to their potential to contribute to the future development of new
biological weapons. These shared characteristics are based on common
purposes, common conceptual underpinnings, and common technical
enabling platforms. Thinking of technologies within this framework
should help in evaluating the potential they present for beneficial and
destructive applications or technological surprise(s).

The committee classified new technologies according to a scheme or-
ganized around four groupings: (1) technologies that seek to acquire novel
biological or molecular diversity; (2) technologies that seek to generate
novel but pre-determined and specific biological or molecular entities
through directed design; (3) technologies that seek to understand and
manipulate biological systems in a more comprehensive and effective
manner; and (4) technologies that seek to enhance production, delivery,
and “packaging” of biologically active materials. This classification
scheme highlights commonalities among technologies and, by so doing,
draws attention to critical enabling features; provides insight into some of
the drivers behind life sciences-related technologies; facilitates predictions
about future emerging technologies; and lends insight into the basis for
complementarities or synergies among technologies and, as such, facili-
tates the analysis of interactions that lead to either beneficial or poten-
tially malevolent ends.

To a considerable extent, new advances in the life sciences and
related technologies are being generated not just domestically but also
internationally. The preeminent position that the United States has en-
joyed in the life sciences has been dependent upon the flow of foreign
scientific talent to its shores and is now threatened by the increasing glo-
balization of science and the international dispersion of a wide variety of
related technologies. The increasing pace of scientific discovery abroad
and the fact that the United States may no longer hold a monopoly on
these leading technologies means that this country is, as never before,
dependent on international collaboration, a theme that is explored in
depth in Chapter 2.

Foreign scientific exchange is an integral and essential component of
the culture of science. The training of scientists from other countries in the
United States has played an important role in fostering these interactions
and has contributed substantially to the productivity of the American sci-
entific enterprise. It has, however, been threatened recently by increased
scrutiny of visa applications as well as the growing attractiveness of sci-
ence and technology training opportunities outside of the United States.
As technological growth becomes increasingly dependent on the global
commons, international scientific exchanges and collaborations become
an ever more vital component of U.S. technological capacity, including
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biodefense technological capacity. Weakening this link by prohibiting or
discouraging bi-directional foreign scientific exchange—including the
engagement of foreign students and scientists in U.S. laboratories, meet-
ings, and business enterprises—could impede scientific and technological
growth and have counterproductive, unintended consequences for the
biodefense research and development enterprise.

Although this Report is concerned with the evolution of scientific and
technological capabilities over the next five to ten years with implications
for next-generation threats, it is clear that today’s capabilities in the life
sciences and related technologies have already changed the nature of the
biothreat “space.” The accelerating pace of discovery in the life sciences
has fundamentally altered the threat spectrum. The immune, neurologi-
cal, and endocrine systems are particularly vulnerable to disruption by
manipulation of bioregulators. Some experts contend that bioregulators,
which are small, biologically active compounds, pose an increasingly ap-
parent dual-use risk. This risk is magnified by improvements in targeted
delivery technologies that have made the potential dissemination of these
compounds much more feasible than in the past.

The viruses, microbes, and toxins listed as “select agents” or “cat-
egory A/B/C agents” and on which U.S. biodefense research and devel-
opment activities are so strongly focused today are just one aspect of the
changing landscape of threats. Although some of them may be the most
accessible or apparent threat agents to a potential attacker, particularly
one lacking a high degree of technical expertise, this situation is likely to
change as a result of the increasing globalization and international disper-
sion of the most cutting-edge aspects of life sciences research.

The committee concluded that a broad array of mutually reinforcing
actions are required to successfully manage the threats that face society.
These must be implemented in a manner that engages a wide variety of
communities that share stakes in the outcome. As in fire prevention, where
the best protection against the occurrence of and damage from cata-
strophic fires comprises a multitude of interacting preventive and miti-
gating actions (e.g., fire codes, smoke detectors, sprinkler systems, fire
trucks, fire hydrants, and fire insurance) rather than any single “best” but
impractical or improbable measure (e.g., stationing a fire truck on every
block), the same is true here. The committee, therefore, envisions a broad-
based, intertwined network of steps—a web of protection—for reducing the
likelihood that the technologies discussed in this report will be used suc-
cessfully for malevolent purposes. It believes that the actions suggested in
its recommendations (Box ES-1), taken in aggregate, will likely decrease
the risk of inappropriate application or unintended misuse of these in-
creasingly widely available technologies.
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BOX ES-1 Recommendations

1. The committee endorses and affirms policies and practices that, to the
maximum extent possible, promote the free and open exchange of in-
formation in the life sciences.

1a. Ensure that, to the maximum extent possible, the results of funda-
mental research remain unrestricted except in cases where national secu-
rity requires classification, as stated in National Security Decision Direc-
tive 189 (NSDD-189) and endorsed more recently by a number of groups
and organizations.

1b. Ensure that any biosecurity policies or regulations implemented are
scientifically sound and are likely to reduce risks without unduly hindering
progress in the biological sciences and associated technologies.

1c. Promote international scientific exchange(s) and the training of for-
eign scientists in the United States.

2. The committee recommends adopting a broader perspective on the
“threat spectrum.”

2a. Recognize the limitations inherent in any agent-specific threat list
and consider instead the intrinsic properties of pathogens and toxins that
render them a threat and how such properties have been or could be
manipulated by evolving technologies.

2b. Adopt a broadened awareness of threats beyond the classical “select
agents” and other pathogenic organisms and toxins, so as to include, for
example, approaches for disrupting host homeostatic and defense systems
and for creating synthetic organisms.

3. The committee recommends strengthening and enhancing the scien-
tific and technical expertise within and across the security communities.

3a. Create by statute an independent science and technology advisory
group for the intelligence community.

3b. The best available scientific expertise and knowledge should inform
the concepts, plans, activities, and decisions of the intelligence, law
enforcement, homeland security, and public policy communities and the
national political leadership about advancing technologies and their
potential impact on the development and use of future biological weapons.
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3c. Build and support a robust and sustained cutting-edge analytical
capability for the life sciences and related technologies within the national
security community.

3d. Encourage the sharing and coordination, to the maximum extent
possible, of future biological threat analysis between the domestic national
security community and its international counterparts.

4. The committee recommends the adoption and promotion of a com-
mon culture of awareness and a shared sense of responsibility within
the global community of life scientists.

4a. Recognize the value of formal international treaties and conven-
tions, including the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC)
and the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC).

4b. Develop explicit national and international codes of ethics and
conduct for life scientists.

4c. Support programs promoting beneficial uses of technology in devel-
oping countries.

4d. Establish globally distributed, decentralized, and adaptive mecha-
nisms with the capacity for surveillance and intervention in the event of
malevolent applications of tools and technologies derived from the life
sciences.

5. The committee recommends strengthening the public health infrastruc-
ture and existing response and recovery capabilities.

5a. Strengthen response capabilities and achieve greater coordination
of local, state, and federal public health agencies.

5b. Strengthen efforts related to the early detection of biological agents
in the environment and early population-based recognition of disease out-
breaks, but deploy sensors and other technologies for environmental
detection only when solid scientific evidence suggests they are effective.

5c. Improve the capabilities for early detection of host exposure to bio-
logical agents, and early diagnosis of the diseases they cause.

5d. Provide suitable incentives for the development and production of
novel classes of preventative and therapeutic agents with activity against a
broad range of biological threats, as well as flexible, agile, and generic
technology platforms for the rapid generation of vaccines and therapeutics
against unanticipated threats.
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Recommendation 1

The committee endorses and affirms policies and practices that, to
the maximum extent possible, promote the free and open exchange
of information in the life sciences.

Overall, society has gained from advances in the life sciences because
of the open exchange of data and concepts. The many ways that biological
knowledge and its associated technologies have improved and can con-
tinue to improve biosecurity, health, agriculture, and other life sciences
industries are highlighted in Chapter 2. Conversely, restrictive regulations
and the imposition of constraints on the flow of information are not likely
to reduce the risks that advances in the life sciences will be utilized with
malevolent intent in the future. In fact, they will make it more difficult for
civil society to protect itself against such threats and ultimately are likely
to weaken national and human security. Such regulations and constraints
would also limit the tremendous potential for continuing advances in the
life sciences and its related technologies to improve health, provide se-
cure sources of food and energy, contribute to economic development in
both resource-rich and resource-poor parts of the world, and enhance the
overall quality of human life.

The potential to develop effective countermeasures against biological
threats is strongly enhanced by the nation’s leadership position in the life
sciences. However, implementation of the regulatory regime imposed by
the PATRIOT and Bioterrorism Response acts on the life sciences commu-
nity has raised concerns that qualified individuals may be discouraged
from conducting biomedical and agricultural research of value to the
United States for a variety of reasons. Moreover, many features of these
statutes are considered unlikely to be effective in accomplishing their
desired effect—limiting access to select agents by would-be terrorists—
and may, in fact, lead to unintended consequences.

Recommendation 2

The committee recommends adopting a broader perspective on the
“threat spectrum.”

U.S. national biodefense programs currently focus on a relatively
small number of specific agents or toxins, chosen as priorities in part be-
cause of their history of development as candidate biological weapons
agents by some countries during the 20th century. The committee believes
that a much broader perspective on the “threat spectrum” is needed. Re-
cent advances in understanding the mechanisms of action of bioregulatory
compounds, signaling processes, and the regulation of human gene ex-
pression—combined with advances in chemistry, synthetic biology,
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nanotechnology, and other technologies—have opened up new and ex-
ceedingly challenging frontiers of concern.

The limitations of the current select agent lists, and indeed any list,
point to the need for a broadened awareness of the threat spectrum.
Mechanisms must be put in place to ensure regular and deliberate reas-
sessments of advances in science and technology and identification of
those advances with the greatest potential for changing the nature of the
threat spectrum. The process of identifying potential threats needs to be
improved. This process needs to incorporate newer scientific methodolo-
gies that permit more rigorous assessment of net overall risks. Rather than
adopting a static perspective, it will be important to identify and continu-
ally reassess the degree to which scientific advances or current or future
biological “platforms” hold the potential for being put to use by potential
adversaries. This will require the engagement of the scientific community
in new ways and an expansion of the science and technology expertise
available to the intelligence community.

Recommendation 3

The committee recommends strengthening and enhancing the sci-
entific and technical expertise within and across the security com-
munities.

A sound defense against misuse of the life sciences and related tech-
nologies is one that anticipates future threats that result from misuse, one
that seeks to understand the origins of these threats, and one that strives
to preempt the misuse of science and technology. It would be tragic if
society failed to consider, on a continuing basis, the nature of future bio-
logical threats, using the best available scientific expertise, and did not
make a serious effort to identify possible methods for averting such
threats. Interdiction and prevention of malevolent acts are far more ap-
pealing than treatment and remediation. The committee, therefore, urges
a proactive, anticipatory perspective and action plan for the national and
international security communities.

There are several existing problems within the national security com-
munity and national political leadership related to the task of anticipating
future biological threats. First, these groups have not developed the kinds
of working relationships with the “outside” (non-governmental) science
and technology communities that are needed (and are feasible). Second,
“inside” groups (national security community and national political lead-
ership) have been unable to establish and maintain the breadth, depth,
and currency of knowledge and subject matter expertise in the life sci-
ences and related technologies that are needed. The number of analysts in
the national security community that have professional training in the life
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sciences and related technologies is small and insufficient; these analysts
lose touch with the cutting edge of science and technology over time and
tend to be moved from position to position, preventing them from devel-
oping any particular depth of expertise and experience. To the degree that
the right kinds of expertise do exist in the analysis sectors, they do not
adequately penetrate the intelligence collection process, and the expertise
is distributed unevenly across these inside communities without suffi-
cient coordination and integration. Moreover, intelligence assessments are
not always shared among the different member agencies of the national
security community. Finally, historical, political, and cultural barriers
have prevented the national security community from working closely
with counterparts from other nations and regions of the world. Yet the life
sciences and related technologies are globally distributed in a seamless
fashion, and future threats that arise from this science and technology
will be globally distributed as well.

The committee, therefore, recommends the creation of an indepen-
dent advisory group that would work closely with the national security
community for the purpose of anticipating future biological threats based
on an analysis of the current and future science and technology landscape,
and current intelligence. In proposing the creation of this group, the com-
mittee supports Recommendation 13.1 of The Commission on the Intelli-
gence Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass De-
struction (March 31, 2005) that suggests the creation of a similar group,
which they named the Biological Sciences Advisory Group. While the
committee is mindful of the recent creation of the National Science Advi-
sory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) by the secretary of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, the current charter of the NSABB
does not provide for the critical anticipatory and analytical functions that
the committee envisions this new advisory group should provide to the
intelligence community.

While the exact structure and specific charge of the entity that might
fill this role are beyond the purview of this committee, the committee
believes that the features of the advisory group, described in more detail
in Chapter 4, will address critical unmet needs.

Recommendation 4

The committee recommends the adoption and promotion of a com-
mon culture of awareness and a shared sense of responsibility
within the global community of life scientists.

The 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC) and the
1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) serve as cornerstones of the
global biological-chemical regime, which has expanded to include rules
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and procedures rooted in measures ancillary to the two treaties. The bio-
logical-chemical regime as it currently exists—including the BWC, CWC,
Australia Group, Security Council Resolution (SCR) 1540, and other mea-
sures—must be recognized for its positive contributions and placed within
the overall array of measures taken to prevent biological warfare. Such
international conventions should not be considered the solution to the
issues society confronts today with respect to potential harmful use of
advances in the life sciences, nor should they be cast aside and ignored.
Despite their limitations, the committee appreciates their value in articu-
lating international norms of behavior and conduct and suggests that
these conventions serve as a basis for future international discussions and
collaborative efforts to address and respond to the proliferation of bio-
logical threats.

The committee also appreciates the potential for codes of conduct or
codes of ethics to mitigate the risk that advances in the life sciences might
be applied to the development or dissemination of biological weapons.
The committee concluded that the primary effect of such codes would be
to create an enabling environment that would facilitate the recognition of
potentially malevolent behavior (i.e., experiments aimed at purposefully
developing potential weapons of biological origin) or potentially inap-
propriate experiments that might unwittingly promote the creation of a
more dangerous infectious agent. The committee also recognized that such
codes could generally be expected to achieve their desired effect only
when reinforced by a substantial educational effort and appropriate role
modeling on the part of scientific leaders. The “informal curriculum”
probably drives what students learn and emulate more powerfully than
the formal curriculum. Identifying, celebrating, and rewarding senior sci-
entists who through word and deed serve as role models in preventing
the malicious application of advances in biotechnology is perhaps the
most important element in creating an environment that enables ethical
and appropriate behavior.

The committee also envisions the establishment of a decentralized,
globally distributed, network of informed and concerned scientists who
have the capacity to recognize when knowledge or technology is being
used inappropriately or with the intent to cause harm. This network of
scientists and the tools they use would be adaptive in the sense that the
capacity for surveillance and intervention would evolve along with ad-
vances in technology. Such intervention could take the form of informal
counseling of an offending scientist when the use of these tools appears
unwittingly inappropriate or reporting such activity to national authori-
ties when it appears potentially malevolent in intent. While decentralized
and adaptive solutions are potentially limited in effectiveness, they are
nonetheless of substantial interest. Their usefulness may be limited to their
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ability to engender public opprobrium, but active steps to promote the
development of distributed, decentralized networks of scientists will at
the least heighten awareness while potentially enhancing surveillance. A
good example of such a network is the Program for Monitoring Emerging
Diseases, which hosts the ProMED-mail Web site. A similar instrument
could be useful in establishing a shared culture of awareness and respon-
sibility among life scientists. Such a distributed reporting and response
network would be directed primarily at the community of legitimate sci-
entists, its aggregate aim being to stimulate both creativity in anticipating
activity that could be malicious, and vigilance in detecting and reporting
such activity.

Recommendation 5

The committee recommends strengthening the public health infra-
structure and existing response and recovery capabilities.

The committee recognizes that all of its recommended measures,
taken together, provide no guarantee that continuing advances in the life
sciences—and the new technologies they spawn—will not be used with
the intent to cause harm. No simple or fully effective solutions exist where
there is malevolent intent, even in cases where only minimal resources are
available to individuals, groups, or states. Thus, its recommendations rec-
ognize a critical need to strengthen the public health infrastructure and
the nation’s existing response and recovery capabilities. In keeping with
the focus of this report, the committee urges that the insights and poten-
tial benefits gained through advances in the life sciences and related tech-
nologies be fully utilized in the development of new public health de-
fenses. Although many of the concepts and suggestions embodied in these
recommendations were articulated in the 2002 National Research Council
report, Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Coun-
tering Terrorism (“Intelligence, Detection, Surveillance, and Diagnosis,”
Chapter 3, pp. 69-79), they remain as relevant and needed today as they
were then.

An effective civil defense program will require a well-coordinated
public health response, and this can only occur if there is strong integra-
tion of well-funded, well-staffed, and well-educated local, state, and fed-
eral public health authorities. Despite substantial efforts since September
11, 2001, few if any experts believe that the United States has achieved
even a minimal level of success in accomplishing this goal, which is as
important for responses to naturally-emerging threats, such as pandemic
influenza, as for a deliberate biological attack. Current efforts to accom-
plish these aims have been woefully ineffective and have not provided
the nation with the infrastructure it needs to deal rapidly, effectively, and
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in a clearly coordinated manner when faced with a catastrophic event
such as an overwhelming tropical cyclone, a rapidly spreading pandemic,
or a large-scale bioterrorism attack. These efforts need to be enhanced and
expanded.

Early and specific diagnosis, even prior to the onset of typical signs
and symptoms, should be the goal of research and development efforts.
While it is reasonable to hope that improved diagnostic tests will be de-
veloped as a result of current federal biodefense research efforts, it is not
clear that adequate attention, prioritization, or investment have been de-
voted to this important area or that all of the potentially useful approaches
(e.g., comprehensive monitoring of host-associated molecular biological
markers) have been adequately explored. There is a similar need for early
recognition and diagnosis of animal and plant diseases. Equally impor-
tant is the development of broadly active vaccines or biological response
modifiers capable of providing protection against large classes of agents.
To date, well-established companies in the pharmaceutical and vaccine
industries have had little financial incentive to develop new vaccines or
therapeutics for biological threat agents for which the market is extremely
uncertain and dependent ultimately on government procurement deci-
sions. Continued efforts must be taken to address this failure of the mar-
ket to produce the countermeasures needed.

CONCLUSION

Because its members believe that continuing advances in the life sci-
ences and related technologies are essential to countering the future threat
of bioterrorism, the committee’s recommendations affirm policies and
practices that promote the free and open exchange of information in the
life sciences. The committee also affirms the need to adopt a broader per-
spective on the nature of the threat spectrum and to strengthen the scien-
tific and technical expertise available to the security communities so that
they are better equipped to anticipate and manage a diverse array of novel
threats. Given the global dispersion of life sciences knowledge and tech-
nological expertise, the committee recognizes the international dimen-
sions of these issues and makes recommendations that call for the global
community of life scientists to adopt a common culture of awareness and
a shared sense of responsibility, including specific actions that would pro-
mote such a culture.

It remains unclear how the country’s response to a future biological
attack will be managed. How will the responses of many different federal
departments (e.g., Departments of Homeland Security, Health and Hu-
man Services, Justice, and Defense and the myriad agencies within them)
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be effectively integrated, and who will control operations and ensure they
are adequately interfaced with local and state governments and public
health agencies? Although well beyond the scope of the committee’s
charge, the development of an effective means of integrating the responses
by multiple government agencies would provide the nation with perhaps
the most necessary of “tools” with which to meet any future challenge.
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1

Framing the Issue

For many thousands of years, humans have been manipulating plant
and animal stocks—first by accident and later selectively—to meet
changing societal and environmental needs. But the discovery of

the structure of DNA in 1953, followed by the invention of DNA recombi-
nant technology two decades later, paved the way for the powerful po-
tential to manipulate genes directly and in such a way that the “nature” of
an organism can be altered with precision in a single generation. In 2001,
scientists finished the initial draft of the human genome sequence, repre-
senting a shift in the way biology is studied and opening a portal to vast
post-genomic possibilities—from RNA interference (RNAi) therapeutics
to DNA nanotechnology. This rapid pace of technological growth in the
life sciences research enterprise reflects a revolutionary change in the way
people interact with biological systems and a growing capacity to ma-
nipulate such systems. Such advancing technologies offer great promise
for improving the quality of human life: promoting health, preventing
disease, and ensuring adequate food and even the possibility of new en-
ergy sources. However, as with all technological advances, there is a po-
tential dark side, the ability for these technologies to be used, either pur-
posefully or negligently, in ways that cause harm to humans. Devising
optimal approaches for preventing this has been the overarching aim of
this committee.

This chapter provides an overview of recent growth in the life sci-
ences and its associated technologies—with an emphasis on the rapid and
shifting nature of this growth. It defines key terms that are used through-

In these early years of the 21st century, scientific discovery and under-
standing are playing an important and growing role in meeting the chal-
lenges—environmental, human health, economic—facing societies
everywhere. At the forefront are advances in biology. Indeed, it is rea-
sonable to say we are entering the Age of Biology, paralleling in many
ways the Age of Physics in the first half of the 20th century.1
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out this report and explores the broad-based nature of the threat posed by
the rapid, unpredictable growth, and widespread dissemination of life
sciences knowledge and associated technologies. This overview takes into
account contemporary understanding of how naturally emerging patho-
gens cause disease and recently developed technologies that have opened
up novel approaches to engineer potentially more harmful agents from
both pathogenic and nonpathogenic microbes or viruses. In reviewing this
material, the committee developed a heightened awareness of the tremen-
dous potential of the benefits to be derived from the advancement of
knowledge and technological growth in the life sciences. At the same time,
committee members came to appreciate the magnitude of what hangs in
the balance should society fail to address the potential for these technolo-
gies to be exploited to cause harm or, by overreacting and imposing un-
duly restrictive measures on activities in the life sciences, unwittingly
muzzle the ability of the life sciences to contribute to future human good.

COMMITTEE CHARGE AND PROCESS

As discussed above and in more detail throughout the report, life sci-
ences knowledge, materials, and technologies are advancing with tremen-
dous speed, making it possible to identify and manipulate features of liv-
ing systems in ways never before possible. On a daily basis and in
laboratories around the world, biomedical researchers are using sophisti-
cated technologies to manipulate microorganisms in an effort to under-
stand how microbes cause disease and to develop better preventative and
therapeutic measures against infectious disease. Plant biologists are ap-
plying similar tools in their studies of crops and other plants in an effort
to improve agricultural yield and explore the potential for the use of plants
as inexpensive platforms for vaccine, antibody, and other product manu-
facturing. Similar efforts are underway with animal husbandry. Scientists
and engineers in many fields are relying on continuing advances in the
life sciences to identify pharmaceuticals for the treatment of cancer and
other chronic diseases, develop environmental remediation technologies,
improve biodefense capabilities, and create new materials.

Moreover, other fields not traditionally viewed as biotechnologies—
such as materials science, information technology, and nanotechnology—
are converging with biotechnology in unforeseen ways and thereby en-
abling the development of previously unimaginable technological
applications. It is undeniable that this new knowledge and these advanc-
ing technologies hold enormous potential to improve public health and
agriculture, strengthen national economies, and close the development
gap between resource-rich and resource-poor countries. However, as with
all scientific revolutions, there is a potential dark side to the advancing
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power and global spread of these and other technologies. Every major
new technology has been used for hostile purposes, and many experts
believe it is naive to think that the extraordinary growth in the life sci-
ences and its associated technologies might not be similarly exploited for
malevolent purposes.2

This is true despite formal prohibitions against the use of biological
weapons and even though, since antiquity, humans have reviled the use
of disease for hostile purposes. In its most recent unclassified report on
the future global landscape, the National Intelligence Council argued that,
although most future (i.e., over the course of the next 15 years) terrorist
attacks are expected to involve conventional weapons, a bioterrorist at-
tack will likely occur by 2020.3  Official U.S. statements continue to cite
around a dozen countries that are believed to have or to be pursuing bio-
logical weapons capabilities.4

The threat of bioterrorism, coupled with the global spread of exper-
tise in biotechnology and biological manufacturing processes, raises con-
cerns about how this advancing technological prowess could enable the
creation and production of new biological weapons and agents of bio-
logical terrorism possessing unique and dangerous but largely unpre-
dictable characteristics. The Committee on Advances in Technology and
the Prevention of Their Application to Next Generation Biowarfare
Threats, an ad hoc committee of the National Research Council and the
Institute of Medicine, was constituted to examine current trends and fu-
ture objectives of research in the life sciences, as well as technologies
convergent with the life sciences enterprise from other disciplines, such
as materials science and nanotechnology, that may enable the develop-
ment of a new generation of biological threats over the next five to ten
years, with the aim of identifying ways to anticipate, identify, and miti-
gate these dangers.

As part of its study, the committee convened a workshop in Septem-
ber 2004 at the Instituto Nacional de Salud Pública (National Institute of
Public Health) in Cuernavaca, Mexico. The purpose of this information
gathering workshop was to sample global perspectives on the current
advancing technology landscape. Experts from different fields and from
around the world presented their diverse outlooks on advancing tech-
nologies and forces that drive technological progress; local and regional
capacities for life sciences research, development, and application (both
beneficial and nefarious); national perceptions and awareness of the risks
associated with advancing technologies; and strategic measures that have
been taken or could or should be taken to address and manage the poten-
tial misapplication of technology(ies) for malevolent purposes. The re-
sults of this workshop helped inform the committee as it developed this
report.
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The committee was charged to:

1. Examine current scientific trends and the likely trajectory of fu-
ture research activities in public health, life sciences, and biomedical and
materials science that contain applications relevant to the development of
“next generation” agents of biological origin 5 to 10 years into the future.

2. Evaluate the potential for hostile uses of research advances in ge-
netic engineering and biotechnology that will make biological agents more
potent or damaging. Included in this evaluation will be the degree to
which the integration of multiple advancing technologies over the next 5
to 10 years could result in a synergistic effect.

3. Identify the current and potential future capabilities that could
enable the ability of individuals, organizations, or countries to identify,
acquire, master, and independently advance these technologies for both
beneficial and hostile purposes.

4. Identify and recommend the knowledge and tools that will be
needed by the national security, biomedical science, and public health
communities to anticipate, prevent, recognize, mitigate, and respond to
the destructive potential associated with advancing technologies.

In interpreting its charge the committee sought to examine current
trends and future objectives of research in public health and the life and
biomedical sciences that contain applications relevant to the development
of new types of biological weapons or agents of bioterrorism, with a focus
on five to ten years into the future. It is recognized that the global technol-
ogy landscape is shifting so dramatically and rapidly that any attempt by
the committee to devise a formal risk assessment of the future threat hori-
zon exploiting dual-use technologies by state actors, non-state actors, or
individuals could be an exercise in futility. Given that within just the past
few years the global scientific community has already witnessed the un-
expected emergence of some remarkable new technologies, such as RNA
interference and nanobiotechnology, biological threats in the next five to
ten years could extend well beyond those that can be predicted today.

Rather than a formal risk assessment, the committee has proposed a
conceptual framework for how to think about the nature of the future
threat landscape. Indeed, as the world becomes more competent and so-
phisticated in the biological sciences, it is vitally important that the na-
tional security, public health, and biomedical science communities have
the necessary knowledge and tools to address the present and future ap-
plications of advances in the life sciences.

This report is part of a larger body of work that the National Acad-
emies has undertaken in recent years on science and security and the con-
tributions that science and technology could make to countering terror-
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ism, beginning with Scientific Communication and National Security in 1982
and continuing with Chemical and Biological Terrorism: Research and Devel-
opment to Improve Civilian Medical Responses (1999), Firepower in the Lab:
Automation in the Fight Against Infectious Diseases and Bioterrorism (2001),
Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Science and Technology in Countering
Terrorism (2002), Biological Threats and Terrorism: Assessing the Science and
Response Capabilities (2002), and Countering Agricultural Terrorism (2002).
Most recently, and of particular relevance to this report, is the National
Research Council report Biotechnology Research in an Age of Terrorism (2004).
The principal difference between that report and the present report is that
the former revolves around issues pertaining to research oversight and
the flow of scientific knowledge, with a focus on the United States,
whereas this report adopts a more global perspective and broadly consid-
ers the use and applications of such knowledge.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN THE LIFE SCIENCES

Heralded by Science magazine as the 2002 “Breakthrough of the
Year,”5  RNA interference (RNAi) has emerged as a promising therapeu-
tic approach for the treatment of a wide range of diseases, including can-
cer.6  Yet just a year before it earned its breakthrough title, RNAi was met
with doubt and criticism.7  RNAi therapy involves using small interfering
RNA molecules (siRNAs) to cleave and destroy sequence-specific RNA
and, in so doing, silence endogenous genes that participate in the path-
way of human disease. The technology is expected to prove particularly
valuable in cases where the targeted RNA encodes genes and protein
products with activities that cannot be modulated today by conventional
drugs. Several recent experiments indicate that investigators are well on
their way to overcoming the clinical challenges of delivering effective
RNAi therapy.8  In October 2004, Acuity Pharmaceuticals (Philadelphia,
PA) announced that it was beginning a Phase I clinical trial of an investi-
gational drug known as Cand5, making Cand5 the first RNAi therapeutic
to enter clinical trial. Cand5 is an siRNA that turns off the expression of
proteins contributing to vision loss in patients with age-related macular
degeneration.

In addition to its therapeutic applications, RNAi has emerged as a key
basic research tool for use in functional genomics; by blocking the expres-
sion of a particular gene, one can create a phenotype that yields clues
about the function of that gene. RNAi technology is forecast to grow at an
annual average rate of just over 30 percent between 2003 and 2010.9  Al-
though European and U.S.-based companies currently dominate the mar-
ket (i.e., there are about 50 U.S. and European companies active in the
RNAi market, most of their revenues coming from RNAi reagents and
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research tools),10  this may change over the course of the next several years
as Asian companies begin specializing in RNAi applications.

Touted alongside RNAi in Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
(MIT) 2004 Technology Review as one of the top 10 emerging technologies
that “will change your world,” synthetic biology is the assemblage of gene
networks—or circuits (i.e., analogous to silicon circuits)—that can guide
the construction of novel, synthetic proteins and direct cells to perform
assigned tasks.11  By assembling genes into circuits that direct cells to per-
form assigned tasks, synthetic biologists have taken genetic engineering
to a level so profoundly different from recombinant technology that, in an
October 2004 Nature news article, the latter was referred to as “old hat.”12

DNA synthesis applications are now largely limited to places like the
MIT’s Independent Activities Period (IAP) course, where students design
DNA circuitry, send their designs via the Internet to Blue Heron Biotech-
nology, Inc. (Bothell, WA), and then introduce the resulting synthetic
DNA molecules into E. coli strains.13  Because it is in its early growth phase,
the future industrial potential of synthetic biology is unclear.14  Mean-
while, research scientists are using the technology to design unique ge-
nomes and test novel hypotheses and models.

In just five years, nanotechnology has catapulted from being a spe-
cialty of a handful of physicists and chemists to a worldwide scientific
and industrial enterprise.15  The U.S. government estimates that the
nanotech economy will be worth $1 trillion by 2012, and the White House
recently requested $1 billion for fiscal 2006 to develop nanotechnology
(up from $442 million in 2001). In April 2005, the National Academies Keck
Futures Initiative announced that it had awarded a total of $1 million to
14 interdisciplinary research projects in nanoscience and nanotechnology.
The awards, which are considered seed money to allow recipients to de-
velop research approaches and position themselves competitively for
other project funding, will be used for a variety of projects ranging from
an examination of the interactions of nanoparticles with biosystems to the
development of a new approach for capturing solar energy.

Nanoparticles are already being used in a variety of commercial
products, like sunscreen, paint, inkjet paper, stain-resistant trousers, and
highly durable engine parts.16  Some industry analysts predict that by
lowering drug toxicity and the cost of treatment (among other benefits),
nanotechnology-enabled drug delivery systems will probably be among
the first biomedical markets to evolve and to provide significant business
revenue opportunities.17  For example, Elan Corporation (Dublin, Ireland)
has developed a proprietary technology known as NanoCrystal, which
transforms poorly water-soluble drugs into nanometer-sized particles
that can be used to create any of a variety of more soluble common
dosage forms for both parenteral and oral administration. There are sev-
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eral NanoCrystal-based therapeutics already on the market or in
development.18

Nanobiotechnology—also known as DNA nanotechnology—refers to
the convergence of nanotechnology with molecular biology.19  In fact,
most of the examples in the preceding paragraph fall within its domain.
Nanobiotechnology and nanobiotech start-up companies constitute nearly
50 percent of the venture capital invested in nanotechnology.20  Scientists
are increasingly reporting discoveries with implications for potential ap-
plications of nanobiotechnology. For example, in January 2005, in a paper
published in Physical Review Letters, researchers from the University of
California, Los Angeles, described a nanoscale mechanism for externally
controlling protein function, a technological advance that could ultimately
lead to a generation of targeted “smart” drugs that are active only when
certain DNA is present or a certain gene is expressed.21  In February 2005,
in a paper published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
Northwestern University researchers described a nanoparticle-based as-
say for detecting the onset of Alzheimer’s disease.22  Also in February 2005,
an Illinois-based company, Nanosphere, Inc., announced plans to expand
and market the application of the same assay to a variety of other dis-
eases, including cancer.23

While new tools, like RNAi therapeutics and nano-based drug deliv-
ery are emerging, already proven tools such as the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing, are becoming more versatile, more
affordable, and faster. For example, real-time, or quantitative PCR (qPCR),
which is arguably one of the fastest growing PCR technologies, allows
users to quantitatively monitor the amplification process as copies of DNA
accumulate (unlike “traditional” PCR, which provides only an end prod-
uct, a “yes/no” answer, and a qualitative measure of the abundance of
the target material).24  In 2004, the least expensive qPCR thermocycler on
the market was listed in the mid-$20,000 range. In spring 2005, Bio-Rad
Laboratories (Hercules, CA) launched a “personal” qPCR machine that
sells for about $16,500 and is one of the smallest machines on the market
(i.e., in terms of size and the number of samples it can accommodate).

Moreover, it should not be forgotten that PCR itself was not widely
anticipated before its arrival on the scene.25  And it is instructive to re-
member how it developed, first as a relatively straightforward concept in
which DNA synthesis was recycled through a series of cyclic thermal
manipulations.26  This resulted in a doubling of the product each thermal
cycle with an exponential amplification of the product over many thermal
cycles of annealing, extension, and denaturation, with the DNA poly-
merase enzyme being destroyed during the denaturation step. However,
it was not until a thermally-resistant DNA polymerase was isolated from
nature that the process became widely available and widely utilized.
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Now PCR is as indispensable a “tool” for many 21st-century biolo-
gists as a microscope was to a 19th-century microbe hunter. Its impact on
accelerating the velocity of life sciences research is readily appreciated
by anyone in the field, as most biotechnologists today would have diffi-
culty accomplishing their aims without this technique. Its importance
overall to the life sciences is reflected in the relatively unusual actions of
the Norwegian Nobel Committee, conferring its award on the inventor
of PCR, Kary Mullis, only a few years after the technique was first re-
ported. Parallels to the thinking that went into PCR are seen today in an
unrelated field—the investigation of spongiform encephalopathies, like
“mad cow disease,” where an analogous cycling technique has been re-
ported recently for in vitro amplification of prions, putative infectious
agents that lack genes (i.e., DNA or RNA) and that consist of a protein
with “infectious” capacity to initiate misfolding of similar proteins.27  This
series of events in the development of PCR recapitulates a theme in the
life sciences: the sudden arrival of a new technique, followed by its tech-
nological exploitation, further refinement, and subsequent extension to
other related fields. Similar scenarios have accompanied the discovery of
restriction endonucleases and the development of recombinant DNA,
and are unfolding now with RNAi technology or recently described mul-
tiplex DNA synthesis capabilities.

The speed of DNA sequencing, DNA synthesis, and protein struc-
tural analysis—each a different measure of biotechnological power—has
increased practically exponentially over the past 15 years.28  Indeed,
progress in the life sciences, rather than being “linear,” is often marked by
periodic and unpredictable major breakthroughs in our understanding of
the living world that consequently radically transforms the growth and
development of advances in disparate disciplines.29  At present, the 10
plant and animal genomes and the approximately 100 microbial genomes
that are sequenced every year are done so, largely, at a small number of
factory-like DNA sequencing centers. It has been estimated that if techno-
logical developments continue to improve the efficiency of DNA sequenc-
ing as they have up to this point, by 2010 a single lab worker will be able
to sequence (or synthesize) about 1010 bases in one day (there are 3 × 109

bases in the human genome).30

The future of DNA synthesis is likely to follow a similarly rapid tra-
jectory, with scientists being able to synthesize complete microbial ge-
nomes by 2010 if not sooner.31  In December 2004 Harvard University’s
George Church and colleagues published an article in Nature describing a
new microchip-based technology for the multiplex synthesis of long oli-
gonucleotides.32  The researchers used the new technology to synthesize
all 21 genes that encode proteins of the E. coli 30S ribosomal subunit. This
technological advance is coupled with falling prices. In 2000, sequence
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assembly cost about $10 to $12 per base pair. By the beginning of 2005, the
cost had dropped to about $2 per base pair (e.g., Blue Heron offers a spe-
cial price of $1.60 for new customers33 ), and it is expected to fall to 1 cent
per base pair within the next couple of years34  (see Figure 1-1).

This has had real and practical consequences. For example, when the
first successful autonomously replicating RNA replicons for hepatitis C
virus were described by the Bartenschlager laboratory in 1999,35  several
other groups immediately synthesized the entire ~7,000 nucleotide-long
complementary DNA sequence of this RNA so as to be able to access this
technology. De novo chemical synthesis was judged to be a more rapid, or
less expensive means to acquire the technology than working through
Materials Transfer Agreements, etc., with those who first described the
replicons. The DNA synthetic “muscle” for this was readily available on a

Decrease in the Cost of Finished DNA Sequencing
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FIGURE 1-1 The plunging cost of DNA sequencing has opened new applications
in science and medicine.
SOURCE: Reprinted with permission. Service, RF. 2006. Gene sequencing: The
race for the $1,000 genome. Science 311(5767):1544-1546. Available online at
www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/311/5767/1544.
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contract basis, even five years ago. Such an exercise would be trivial to-
day, however, given recent advances in DNA synthetic capacities.36

Similar predictions about feasibility, rapidity, and affordability can
be made for the structural analysis of proteins and other biologically
important molecules. It is not unreasonable to expect that, before long,
scientists will develop and have access to computer programs that simu-
late in detail the molecular processes in cells, so that the interaction of
cells with pathogenic microbes and molecules can be fully anticipated
and understood.

Notable Features of Technological Growth in the Life Sciences

Technological growth in the life sciences is characterized by several
notable features. These are critically important to recognize if a reason-
able estimate is to be made of what is or is not possible in predicting its
future.

First, as described above, progress in biology has been marked re-
peatedly by successive serendipitous discoveries and applications that
over time have lead to the widespread adoption of new technologies with
independent scientific and economic impacts. Indeed, the rapid growth of
bio- and other relevant technologies over the past 30 years has been driven
by two processes working together: a quantitative increase in performance
coupled with a decrease in the cost of existing technologies (such as tem-
plate independent DNA synthesis) and instruments, as explained in the
previous section, and sudden and occasionally dramatic qualitative
changes (paradigm shifts) resulting from unanticipated new inventions,
unexpected discoveries, and insights, all of which may be significantly
enhanced by the occurrence of unforeseen, historically significant events
that impact significantly on human society and its everyday concerns. In
addition to recombinant DNA technology (which sparked the biotech
revolution back in the 1970s), prominent new inventions and discoveries
in recent history include PCR (i.e., which originated in the mid-1980s as
described above), the transfer of nuclei from cell to cell (i.e., cloning, also
known as somatic cell nuclear transfer, or SCNT), the advent of RNAi
technology (as described above), and the introduction of new techniques
for parallel DNA synthesis capable of greatly accelerating the rate at which
genes can be created de novo. New inventions and discoveries like these
are a precondition for the rapid growth of technology. They result in the
capacity to reduce the development costs associated with new and poten-
tially very useful products, such as the recombinant hepatitis B vaccine,
one of the early “fruits” of the recombinant DNA era, or to genetically
engineer crops with intrinsic resistance to pests.

Equally important, however, are both public and political support for
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these efforts. Such support can, in turn, drive the availability of govern-
ment or venture capital funding required to fuel the advancement of re-
search and development activities in the life sciences. Current levels of
government support in the life sciences can be attributed in part to un-
foreseen historical events, such as the political decision to declare a “war
on cancer” in the 1970s, the occurrence of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in the
1980s, and the 2001 anthrax mailings, which, in part, contributed to the
current “war on terror.” On the other hand, the public perception of risks
can readily derail the expansion of this technology, as evidenced by the
impact of the “green” movement in Europe on the acceptance of geneti-
cally engineered crops by the public.

This constantly changing and rapidly growing global technological
landscape, marked as it is by the seemingly stochastic arrival of new para-
digm-shifting concepts, makes it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
predict specific future trends. Just a year before it earned its “Break-
through of the Year” title by Science magazine,37  RNAi was met with
doubt and criticism. Self-assembling nano-devices, such as the DNAzyme
(a device that can bind and cleave RNA molecules one by one) developed
in 2004 by Purdue University researcher Chengde Mao, were unimagin-
able just a couple of years ago.38  About the only thing one can predict is
that the life sciences will continue to advance quickly, in a variety of di-
rections, and that new and previously unanticipated paradigm shifts are
very likely to occur in the future.

Second, as difficult as it is to predict what kind of technological or
scientific breakthroughs might occur next, it is practically impossible to
know where in the world these breakthroughs might happen. As dis-
cussed in greater detail in Chapter 2 of this report and in an earlier work-
shop summary report from this committee, a number of countries around
the world are investing heavily in life sciences technologies.39  Indeed,
several countries that are not commonly viewed as being technologically
sophisticated, or that have not been considered technologically savvy in
the past, are making remarkable progress in biotechnology and are well-
positioned to become regional or global leaders in the near future. Impor-
tantly, the rapid global dispersion of life sciences materials, knowledge,
and technologies is not limited to technologies with proven therapeutic
and market value. While India is currently strong in generic and bulk
biopharmaceutical manufacturing, several factors, including its growing
technological expertise and its 2005 accession to the World Trade Organi-
zation, are contributing to its greater capacity for innovation and research
and development of novel products. South Korea is rapidly gaining glo-
bal prominence for its breakthrough contributions to stem cell research,
although some of these “breakthroughs” are now in dispute.40  Mean-
while, Singapore has identified biotechnology as a central pillar of its fu-
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ture economy. Biotechnology is no longer the restricted playing field of a
few privileged nations, but is truly a global enterprise.41

Third, the number of known biologically active molecules, and poten-
tial genetically engineered organisms, that could cause harm to humans
through inadvertent use, inappropriate use, or as a result of purely ma-
levolent intent such as in the development of a weaponizable biological or
chemical agent, is increasing rapidly. This stands in sharp contrast to the
still relatively small number of nuclear materials that could potentially be
used for malign intent. This is evident in the increasing pace of research
activity in the life sciences, as reflected in the number of biotech drug
approvals (i.e., as opposed to large pharma drug approvals), which grew
from fewer than 5 in 1982 (and none in 1983) to more than 30 in 2000.42

According to the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO), there are
approximately 370 biotech drug products and vaccines currently in clini-
cal trials targeting more than 200 diseases.43  This growing number of po-
tential and approved drugs is due in part to a fundamental shift in the
drug discovery process.

New technologies—genomics, microarrays, proteomics, structural bi-
ology, combinatorial chemistry, toxicogenomics, and database mining—
allow drug developers to identify likely molecular targets early in the dis-
covery process and then screen large numbers of compounds that bind to
and affect the targets. Moreover, purely “in silico” screening approaches
are becoming more common. There has thus been a shift in drug discov-
ery methodology from pure empiricism to more rationally based drug
design. In addition, new methods for synthesizing chemical libraries have
led to the aggregate generation of several hundred million new potential
ligands, while the same discovery process has identified thousands of
potentially toxic compounds each year.44  Until now, most of the data-
bases produced by these efforts have been proprietary and jealously
guarded by the companies that generated them.45  However, the
Chemical Genomics Center network, recently established by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), will make this type of information much more
accessible (see Box 1-1). Without any knowledge of the underlying bio-
logical mechanism, it will be possible to mine this vast chemical database
to unearth structural relationships between desirable targets and the
chemical compounds known to interact with them. While originally con-
ceived as leading ultimately to a “roadmap” of the functions of the myriad
proteins expressed by the human genome, it is also possible that this novel
program could become a “roadmap” to new generations of very efficient
poisons. Thus, as will become evident throughout this report, almost any
effort to advance knowledge in the life sciences, such as the NIH Roadmap
(Box 1-1), brings with it the potential for malevolent use as well as benefi-
cial impact.
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Finally, one can imagine a future where, as biotechnology continues
to change radically, rather than becoming big and centralized, the life sci-
ences and related applications may become increasingly domesticated and
accessible. An example of this is the recent pet store appearance of geneti-
cally modified tropical fish with new and brilliant colors (see Box 1-2).
The fish were developed as a commercial product by the Taikong Corpo-
ration of Taiwan; they first appeared on the commercial market in Taiwan,
Japan, Hong Kong, and Malaysia in 2003. More importantly, just as com-
puter technology was transformed over the course of a few decades to a
point where computers were small enough and cheap enough to be used
in homes (e.g., to prepare income tax returns or homework) and then to a
point where computer games and toys became a dominant feature of
children’s lives, biotechnology may similarly be transformed.46

Definitions

The life sciences are defined broadly in this report to include any field
of science that is leading to or has the potential to lead to an enhanced
understanding of living organisms, especially human life. These sciences
include, for example, branches of mathematics and computational science,
as these are now being applied in efforts to effectively model a wide vari-
ety of biological systems, or materials science, as it is applied to the ma-
nipulation of biological systems. Here “associated technology” refers to
the development and application of tools, machines, materials, and pro-
cesses based on knowledge derived within or applied to the life sciences:
genetic engineering, synthetic biology, aerosol technology, combinatorial
chemistry, and nanotechnology are just a few of these technologies. The
future problem in some respects resembles the current threat; for every
biological threat agent there must be a means for delivery to the target
(aerosols are usually thought to be the most efficient mode for agents that
are not contagious). The efficient delivery of medicines by aerosol (insulin)
or nanotechnology is intensely relevant “enablig technologies” to future
problems, even if they are not inherently “biology.” In addition, the
future holds threats that are so different from the classical biothreats that
they fall into entirely new categories and will require highly innovative
ways to detect and counter them. The aim of this report, therefore, is to be
as inclusive as possible in looking at technologies—including those not
traditionally viewed as biotechnologies—but that may lead to the creation
and production of new biological weapons and biological warfare threats.

The terms “weapon” and “bioweapon” are also used broadly, and
include any biological agent or biologically active molecule or other en-
tity47  that is used or developed and/or stockpiled for use in an effort to
cause harm to humans, plants, or animals. In some cases a bioweapon
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BOX 1-1
The NIH Roadmap: Where Will It Lead Us?

 Even seemingly “benign” or solely beneficial activities such as those
envisioned by the achievements of the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Roadmap could serve as a new source of potential dual-use information—
that is, information that can be used inappropriately or for malicious pur-
poses as well as for the beneficial intent for which it is designed. The NIH
Roadmap is designed to identify major opportunities and gaps in biomedi-
cal research that no single NIH institute could tackle alone but that, by
relying on an interdisciplinary research approach, would make the biggest
impact on medical research progress in the coming century. It is high-
lighted here simply to point out that the potential dual-use nature of the
information to be generated may not be fully appreciated. The challenge is
to devise a strategy for allowing this necessary and beneficial research to
move forward while preventing inappropriate or malicious use.

 There are three NIH Roadmap “themes.” The first, “New Pathways to
Discovery,” among other goals, addresses the need to know more precisely
the combination of molecular events that lead to disease and involves es-
tablishing a library of chemical molecules for use in identifying potential
targets for new therapies and other purposes. The second, “Research Teams
of the Future,” involves stimulating new ways of combining skills and dis-
ciplines in the physical and biological sciences, for example, by encourag-
ing public-private partnerships and encouraging investigators to conduct
research that is high-risk but also high-payoff. The third, “Re-engineering
the Clinical Research Enterprise,” addresses the need for new partnerships
and networks between and among the scientific and clinical communities
in order to better translate research discoveries into drugs, treatments, and
preventative methods.

 Each of these themes comprises several or more groups and initiatives,
the details of which can be viewed on the NIH Roadmap Web site:

may be purposefully modified to enhance its ability to be delivered or to
otherwise cause harm. However, it is not necessary for a biological agent
to be specifically “weaponized” for it to be used as a weapon, as, for ex-
ample, a routine culture of a bacterial pathogen might simply be added to
food or drinking water.

The term “dual-use” refers to the capacity or potential for biological
agents, information, materials and supplies, or technologies to be used
for either harmful or peaceful purposes. This definition needs to be dis-
tinguished from a common use of the term within defense circles, wherein
“dual-use” implies a potential military application for a civilian technology.
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As used in this report, the terms “inappropriate use” and “malicious
use” or “malevolent use” capture a continuum of potentially dangerous
activities that are largely distinguished on the basis of intent. Thus, (1) the
use of technology without the intent to cause harm but with unantici-
pated dual-use consequences, including experiments or other activities
conducted with inadequate oversight or without an awareness of the con-
sequences of certain outcomes would be considered inappropriate use,
while, (2) the deliberate use of technology for the creation, development,
production, or deployment of biological weapons is considered malevolent
or malicious use, with malevolent indicating the intent to cause death or

nihroadmap.nih.gov/overview.asp. One example of an initiative that may
eventually lead to potent new dual-use information is the Chemical
Genomics Center, established in June 2004 by the Molecular Libraries and
Imaging Implementation Group, as part of the New Pathways to Discovery
theme. This center will be part of a consortium of chemical genomics
screening centers to be located across the country whose purpose will be
to identify small molecule inhibitors of every important human cellular
protein or signaling pathway. Part of the rationale for the chemical
genomics initiative(s) is that, in contrast to researchers in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, many academic and government scientists do not have easy
access to large libraries of small molecules (i.e., organic chemical com-
pounds that are smaller than proteins and that can be used as tools to
modulate gene function). The database will give academic and govern-
ment researchers an opportunity to identify useful biological targets and
thereby contribute more vigorously to the early stages of drug develop-
ment. With plans to screen more than 100,000 small-molecule compounds
within its first year of operation, one of the goals of the Chemical Genomics
Center network is to explore the areas of the human genome for which
small molecule chemical probes have yet to be identified. Data generated
by the network will be deposited in a comprehensive database of chemical
structures (and their biological activities). The database, known as
PubChem, will be freely available to the entire scientific community. In
addition to screening and probe data, it will list compound information
from the scientific literature. Should this come to pass, it will offer enor-
mous opportunities for industry and academic scientists alike to pursue
novel “drugable” targets in a search for small molecule inhibitors of certain
pathways that could offer substantial clinical benefit. However, the avail-
ability of information and reagents that enable one to disrupt critical hu-
man physiological systems has profound implications for the nature of the
future biological and chemical threat spectrum.
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BOX 1-2
One Fish, Two Fish, Three Fish—GloFish™

The GloFishTM, a fluorescent red zebrafish sold as a novel pet, has be-
come the first transgenic animal sold to U.S. consumers. Its sale has pro-
duced regulatory controversies, a lawsuit, and profits for its proponent,
Yorktown Technologies (Austin, TX). With the market plan calling for sales
in a widening number of countries, continuing controversy seems likely.

What Is a GloFishTM?
The GloFishTM is a trademarked transgenic zebrafish (Danio rerio) ex-

pressing a red fluorescent protein from a sea anemone under the transcrip-
tional control of the promoter from the myosin light peptide 2 gene of
zebrafish.a Produced and patented by a group at the National University of
Singapore,b exclusive rights for international marketing were purchased by
Yorktown Technologies in 2002. Yorktown produces GloFishTM through
contracts with 5-D Tropical (Plant City, FL) and Segrest Farms (Gibsonton,
FL) and began marketing the fish in the United States in December 2003.

Issues Posed
The prospect of commercial sales of GloFishTM has raised a number of

issues. Among them was the issue of whether GloFishTM pose an environ-
mental hazard. Zebrafish, a tropical species native to south Asia, are sensi-
tive to low temperatures. Despite decades of production and use in the
United States, zebrafish have not established self-sustaining populations in
this country. Laboratory tests showed that viability, reproductive success,
and temperature tolerance of transgenics were equal to or somewhat less
than those of the wild type.c While preliminary, results supported the ex-
pectation that the modification would not increase invasiveness and that
environmental risk was small.

Commercialization of the GloFishTM in the United States poses regula-
tory uncertainty because existing biotechnology policy bases oversight on
use of the product. Sales of ornamental fishes are not federally regulated.
The Food and Drug Administration asserts jurisdiction over genetically
modified animals using the New Animal Drug Application process.d After
a brief internal review and interagency consultation, the FDA’s Center for
Veterinary Medicine determined that “because tropical aquarium fish are
not used for food purposes, they pose no threat to the food supply. There is
no evidence that these genetically engineered zebra fish pose any more
threat to the environment than their unmodified counterparts which have
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long been widely sold in the United States. In the absence of any clear risk
to the public health, the FDA finds no reason to regulate these particular
fish.”e Alan Blake, CEO of Yorktown Technologies, also made contact with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
the Environmental Protection Agency, which expressed no regulatory con-
cerns regarding GloFish.TM

Future Prospects
Future prospects for the GloFishTM include marketing additional color

lines in a wider range of markets. Not only red, but also green and yellow
fluorescent proteins have been introduced into stable transgenic lines,
yielding green, yellow, and orange fish.

Commercialization of fluorescent zebrafish has gone forward in several
countries and is stymied in others. Fluorescent green zebrafish developed
in Taiwan have been sold in Taiwan, Malaysia, and Hong Kong. Singapore
confiscated attempted imports of the fish. Despite this, Yorktown Tech-
nologies is considering other markets, including parts of Asia and Latin
America. Extensive information requirements suggest that GloFishTM will
not be marketed in Canada or the European Union in the near future. De-
spite these regulatory challenges, according to Blake, “The GloFishTM ven-
ture is a profitable one, and the company looks forward to continuing to
provide a safe and enjoyable product for many years to come.”f

aGong, W., et al. 2003. Development of transgenic fish for ornamental and
bioreactor by strong expression of fluorescent proteins in the skeletal muscle. Bio-
chemical and Biophysical Research Communications 308:58-63.

bNational University of Singapore. 2004. Zebrafish as pollution indicators. Avail-
able online at www.nus.edu.sg/corporate/research/gallery/research12.htm [accessed
January 4, 2006].

cU.S. Food and Drug Administration. 2003. FDA statement regarding Glofish.
Available online at www.fda.gov/bbs/topics/NEWS/2003/NEW00994.html [accessed
January 4, 2006].

dFDA asserts its authority to regulate transgenic animals under the “new animal
drug application” authorities it has under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act
(Title 21of the Code of Federal Regulations.)

eSchuchat, S. 2003. Why GloFish won’t glow in California. San Francisco
Chronicle (December 17):A29. Available online at sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/
c/a/2003/12/17/EDGQV3KOLB1.DTL [accessed January 4, 2006].

fAdapted from Hallerman, EM. 2004. Glofish, The First GM Animal Commercial-
ized: Profits Amid Controversy. (June). Available online at www.isb.vt.edu/articles/
jun0405.htm [accessed January 4, 2006].
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serious injury, and malicious a lesser degree of intended damage. These
latter terms do not include the deliberate use of technology to create po-
tentially harmful materials or other disease-causing agents for defensive
research purposes in the absence of any intent to cause harm (e.g., the
equivalent of computer hacking48 ). The committee recognizes, however,
the controversial and troubling aspects of such approaches, and their po-
tential to add to, as well as potentially help mitigate, the threat of
bioterrorism or biological warfare.

The term “bioterrorist” refers to individuals or groups, usually non-
state actors, that develop and/or use biological agents with the intent to
cause harm. On the other hand, “biological warfare” refers to the inten-
tional use of such weapons by state actors, regardless of whether they are
deployed against civilian or military targets, or on either a large or small
scale.

Finally, the term “biosecurity” is used to refer to security against the
inadvertent, inappropriate, or intentional malicious or malevolent use of
potentially dangerous biological agents or biotechnology, including the
development, production, stockpiling, or use of biological weapons as
well as natural outbreaks of newly emergent and epidemic diseases. Al-
though it is not used as often as it is in other settings, to refer to a situation
where adequate food and basic health are assured,49  there may be signifi-
cant overlap in measures that guarantee “biosecurity” in either sense.

20TH CENTURY GERM-BASED BIOWARFARE

History has demonstrated that research in biology, even when con-
ducted without any military application in mind, may still contribute to
the production of biological weapons. Indeed, people figured out how to
intentionally spread illnesses long before naturalists discovered that
germs cause disease.50  But it was only after the discovery of the germ
theory of disease in the late 19th century that infectious diseases were
seriously considered, on a continual basis, as tools of war. Biologists were
able for the first time to identify, isolate, and culture disease-causing mi-
crobes under controlled conditions and use them to intentionally induce
disease in a “naïve” host.

For example, one of the first attempts to use anthrax during warfare
was in World War I, when the Germans reportedly attempted to ship
horses and cattle inoculated with B. anthracis (as well as Burkholderia mal-
lei, the bacterium that causes glanders in livestock) from U.S. ports to Al-
lies.51  In 1917, German spies were caught allegedly trying to spread B.
anthracis among reindeer herds in northern Norway, near the Russian
border.52  These charges were confirmed when anthrax-laced sugar cubes,
obtained from a Swedish-German-Finnish aristocrat arrested as a German
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agent in 1917, were recently found to still be viable after being stored in
the archives of a Norwegian museum for the past 80 years.53

During World War II, every major combatant had a biological weap-
ons program in place (including the United Kingdom, the United States,
Canada, France, the Soviet Union, Germany, and Japan).54  The U.S. offen-
sive biological weapons program originated in 1942, at Camp Detrick, in
Frederick, Maryland. Its focus during WWII was on biological warfare
research on the causative agents of anthrax, botulism, and many other
human, animal, and plant pathogens.55  The Special Projects Division of
the Army Chemical Warfare Service, which was primarily responsible for
carrying out the program, had at its peak approximately 3,900 personnel,
including about 2,800 Army and 1,000 Navy personnel and 100 civilians.
Although Camp Detrick remained the parent research and pilot plant cen-
ter, field-testing facilities were established in 1943 and 1944 in Mississippi
and Utah, respectively, and production plants were constructed in Indi-
ana and Pine Bluff, Arkansas in 1944. After WWII, until the program was
dismantled in 1969, it developed and perfected offensive weapons capa-
bilities for the Department of the Army and certain weapons capabilities
for the Air Force, Navy, and the Central Intelligence Agency, using a
variety of human, animal, and plant pathogens. All work was conducted
under the strictest secrecy. 56

Japan’s secret biological warfare program, Imperial Unit 731 (herein-
after Unit 731), which was officially known as the Army Anti-Epidemic
Prevention and Water Supply Unit, studied, cultured, and developed a
large number of biological agents, including B. anthracis and C. perfringens,
which reportedly were used on prisoners of war.57  There were at least
four operational units of Japan’s secret biological warfare complex: Unit
731, located in Ping Fan; Unit 100 in Changchun; Unit 9420 in Singapore;
and Unit Ei 1644 in Nanking. There is also some evidence that the Japa-
nese had an “epidemic prevention center”—a euphemism for biological
weapons research on tropical diseases—in Rangoon, Burma. Each unit
had 10 to 15 individual facilities located within and outside mainland
China.58  During the Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945), Japan repeatedly at-
tacked China with the plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis, report-
edly targeting over eleven cities. At least 700 Chinese reportedly died from
plague alone, although the actual morbidity and mortality associated with
Unit 731’s germ warfare “experiments” against Chinese nationals and oth-
ers is likely to be several orders of magnitude higher.59

Even after the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BWC) was
opened for signature in 1972, the Soviet Union retained and expanded an
extensive secret biological weapons program that involved tens of thou-
sands of workers—the largest biological weapons complex ever created.
On April 3, 1979, an accidental release of anthrax was believed to have
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occurred at the Soviet Institute of Microbiology and Virology in
Sverdlovsk. A reported 67 people died from inhalation anthrax, and
another 33, perhaps more, were reported to have been infected with
B. anthracis, the causative agent of the disease.60  For years the Soviet
government officially maintained the cover story that the outbreak was
gastrointestinal anthrax and was due to ingestion of contaminated beef,
denying that the incident had anything to do with an accidental release of
anthrax from an upwind military research facility. In 1992, the Russian
press reported that President Boris Yeltsin officially acknowledged that
the 1979 incident had in fact been an accidental airborne release of anthrax
spores from a military research facility, although many Russian scientists
continued to steadfastly deny the occurrence of such an accident. The in-
cident reinforced U.S. suspicions that the Soviets had a biological weapons
program, despite having signed the BWC in 1972 and upon ratification,
making the statement: “The Soviet Union does not possess any bacterio-
logical agents and toxins, weapons, equipment, or means of delivery.”
The quantity of spores released at Sverdlovsk was recently estimated at
less than one gram, but the basis for this estimate is speculative.61

The nature and extent of the former Soviet Union’s biological weapons
program became known to western governments after Vlademir Pasechnik
and then Ken Alibek, chief and deputy chief (respectively) of Biopreparat,
defected to the United Kingdom62  and the United States in the late 1980s
and early 1990s.63  Biopreparat, an ostensibly state-owned pharmaceutical
organization was, in reality, carrying out a secret offensive and defensive
biological weapons program that operated from 1972 until at least 1992.64

It was the most sophisticated biological weapons program in the world,
and its size and scope were enormous. By the early 1990s, more than
60,000 people were involved in the research, development, and produc-
tion of biological agents for use in weapons, and the complex had the
capability to stockpile hundreds of tons of material containing anthrax
spores and dozens of tons of material containing other pathogens, includ-
ing smallpox and plague agents.65  Many state programs were involved in
various aspects of this effort. The Ministry of Defense and its research
facilities, of course, played a central role in setting requirements for the
program and in program implementation. Components of the Ministry of
Health and the Ministry of Agriculture and selected institutes of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences were also involved. The KGB developed the capa-
bility to deliver biological weapons through clandestine systems.66  These
activities were carried out despite Soviet assurance set forth in inter-
national agreements not to develop a biological weapons capability and
open declarations to the United Nations that it was not developing such
capacity.

South Africa’s clandestine program, Project Coast, a chemical and bio-
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logical weapons program that existed from the 1980s until 1993-1994,
when the government announced that it was dismantling all weapons of
mass destruction programs, serves as another example of a recent state-
level, clandestine bioweapons program. The extent of Project Coast was
not publicly known until 1998-1999, when the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission offered immunity to many scientists in exchange for disclo-
sure of their involvement with the project.67  The now-transparent history
serves as a dramatic example of how science can be subverted to under-
mine entire communities and how scientists can be persuaded to partici-
pate in a clandestine state-level biological weapons program. At the time
of the project, research conducted in the national interest was considered
the most important research in the country.68  As recommended by the
international community, the South African government has attempted
to keep many experts in this area employed under its watch rather than
have them take their expertise elsewhere.69

Beating Nature: Is It Possible to Engineer a “Better” Pathogen?

The rapid, unpredictable, and widespread growth of the life sciences
and biotechnology has raised concerns that, while such growth benefits
national development and enriches the quality of life for millions of people
worldwide, it also creates new opportunities for inappropriate or mali-
cious use. The question then becomes, what type of biological agent, or
bioweapon, poses the greater threat, and do human-engineered bio-
weapons pose a greater or lesser threat than naturally emerging infectious
disease agents?

Natural Threats

It has been argued by some that nature serves as the most potent res-
ervoir of biological threats to humans, animals, and plants and as a source
of biothreat diversity. This issue deserves further discussion here, given
the relevance of the counter-arguments (synthetic or engineered agents
may be as potent or more potent—at least in the short-term—than “natural
pathogens”) that are based on the potential impact of advancing tech-
nologies. This argument posits that deliberate efforts to create novel bio-
logical threat agents will not succeed in constructing agents more (or even,
as) potentially harmful than those that have or can arise through natural
means, because of the broad spectrum of natural mechanisms that give
rise to biological diversity and the competitive and selective pressures
brought to bear on these natural agents. In considering this argument,
however, it is important to consider the principles underlying “patho-
genicity” and to recognize that the capacity to injure humans does not, by
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itself, provide any virus, bacterium, or other infectious agent with a selec-
tive survival advantage. Rather, injury or “disease” occurs as an inciden-
tal effect of mechanisms evolved by the infectious agent to promote its
multiplication and long-term survival. To illustrate the devastation that
natural biological agents can cause, Table 1-1 provides a snapshot of cases
and deaths of emerging infectious diseases in the past and present. In
addition to those listed, many other infectious diseases have emerged,
reemerged, or developed drug resistance over the past couple of decades
and across the globe; every hour an estimated 1,500 people die from an
infectious disease.70

Influenza virus is considered by many to be the greatest natural infec-

TABLE 1-1 Cases and Deaths of Emerging Infectious Diseases in the
Past and Present

Historic Pandemicsa Causative Agent Cases Deaths

Justinian Plague, bacterium 142 million (based on ~100 million
6th Century (First Yersinia pestis an estimated 70%
recorded outbreak of mortality rate)
bubonic plague)

The “Black Death” bacterium 25 million
Yersinia pestis

China Plague bacterium 30 million 12 million
(or “Third Pandemic”), Yersinia pestis
1896-1930

Spanish Flu influenza A virus 200 million 50 million -
1918-1919 100 million

Current Pandemicsb Causative Agent Cases Deaths

Malaria Plasmodium parasites 300 million to 1.5 million to
500 million per year  2 million per

year

Tuberculosis Mycobacterium 8 million to 2 million
tuberculosis 10 million per year per year

Hepatitis C Hepatitis C ~170 million 10,000 per year
virus (HCV) (cumulative) (U.S. only)

HIV/AIDS Human Immuno- more than more than
deficiency Virus-1 60 million 20 million
(HIV-1) (cumulative) (cumulative)
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Recent and
Current Outbreaksc Causative Agent Cases Deaths

Marburg hemorrhagic Marburg virus 337 311
fever (in Angola;
as of May 17, 2005)

Avian influenza H5N1 Influenza 194 109
(in Asia and Eurasia) A virus
beginning January 2003;
as of April 18, 2006)

Meningococcal disease N. meningitidis 7,146 1,058
(in Burkina Faso, from
January 1 to April 20, 2003)

Severe Acute Respiratory SARS-associated 8,096 774
Syndrome (Worldwide, coronavirus
from November 1, 2002, (SARS-CoV)
to July 31, 2003)

aInformation on historic pandemics is adapted from “Killer Diseases through Time,” The
Scientist 17(11), 2003:16; updated information from Institute of Medicine. 2005. The Threat of
Pandemic Influenza: Are We Ready? Washington, DC: The National Academies Press;
Osterholm, M. 2005. Preparing for the Next Pandemic. Foreign Affairs, 84, (4): 24-37; McNeill,
W. 1998. Plagues and Peoples. Anchor Book published by Doubleday Press: New York.

bInstitute of Medicine. 2003. Microbial Threats to Health: Emergence, Detection, and Response.
Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.

cInformation on recent outbreaks is from the World Health Organization.

TABLE 1-1 Continued

tious disease threat faced by the world today. However, it is but one ex-
ample of a potentially devastating natural threat. The magnitude of the
threat posed by influenza reflects several different features of the virus:
its ability to be readily transmitted among humans, to cause significant
tissue injury, and to circumvent preexisting immunity within a popula-
tion by the rapid acquisition of novel surface antigens that are not recog-
nized by antibodies elicited by prior influenza infections. This latter fea-
ture of influenza illustrates one of several natural mechanisms by which
viruses and microbes create genetic diversity in their populations. How-
ever, influenza virus does this in an ongoing fashion and at a dizzying
pace, at times making fantastic genetic leaps. Many scientists consider an
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influenza pandemic—one that could conceivably kill tens or even hun-
dreds of millions of people worldwide—to be imminent.71  With the
spread of the highly pathogenic avian influenza (H5N1) in Asia and
Eurasia, politicians and the general public have recently begun to realize
the danger.72

Sometimes referred to as a “continually emerging” infectious disease
agent (as opposed to an emerging one), influenza viruses cause epidem-
ics annually, in part aided by a phenomenon known as “antigenic drift.”
Antigenic drift reflects the fact that the virus constantly accumulates ge-
netic mutations (errors in its genome) and that over time, this eventually
results in significant antigenic changes in its surface proteins that lessen
their ability to be recognized by virus-neutralizing antibodies prevailing
in the host population. Less often, a more dramatic change in the anti-
genic structure of the virus takes place through a process of reassortment
of its segmented genome. This occurs through mixing of gene segments
from different influenza viruses co-infecting the same host, producing a
new influenza strain with a different complement of gene segments.
Reassortment between avian and human influenza viruses is thought to
occur in intermediate hosts, such as swine, and can lead to the appear-
ance of a novel human virus with potentially heightened virulence as
well as complete resistance to preexisting immunity (“antigenic shift”).73

Such an event is thought to have led to the emergence of a pandemic
strain of influenza virus three times in the past century: in 1918 (“Span-
ish” influenza, H1N1); in 1957 (“Asian” influenza, H2N2); and in 1968
(“Hong Kong” influenza, H3N2).74  The 1918 influenza A pandemic
(H1N1), which may have claimed as many as 50 million to 100 million
lives worldwide in less than a year, ranks as one of the worst disasters in
human history.75  Isolated cases and small outbreaks of disease due to
highly pathogenic avian influenza have become more frequent over the
past decade. The current epizootic of H5N1 avian influenza in Asia and
Eurasia is unprecedented in its scale, geographic distribution, and eco-
nomic loss. Tens of millions of birds have died of influenza, and hun-
dreds of millions more have been culled to protect humans.76  According
to information provided by the World Health Organization, between
January 2003 and April 21, 2006, there were 204 confirmed human cases
and 113 deaths of avian influenza A (H5N1), spread across 9 countries:
Viet Nam (93 cases, 42 deaths), Thailand (22 cases, 14 deaths), Cambodia
(6 cases, 6 deaths), China (17 cases, 12 deaths), Indonesia (32 cases, 24
deaths), Turkey (12 cases, 4 deaths), and Iraq (2 cases, 2 deaths).77  Evi-
dence suggests that the currently circulating H5N1 virus has accumu-
lated mutations that have made it increasingly infectious and deadly in
multiple bird species, as well as in mammals.78  Thus far there has been
little evidence of human-to-human transmission of the H5N1 virus, but
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many experts are concerned that the virus may need to accumulate only
a limited number of mutations in order for it to acquire the ability to be
efficiently spread between people.

The influenza virus genome is composed of RNA, placing it among a
group of human pathogens that evolve relatively quickly, even within a
single host. Other RNA viruses, such as HIV and hepatitis C, are also
particularly prone to this behavior. These agents generate significant
degrees of genetic variability and appear to have “sampled” (or to be sam-
pling) a large proportion of, if not all possible, gene sequence possibilities
(“sequence space”) as they replicate and spread in host populations. This
is due to the lack of proofreading capabilities in the polymerases respon-
sible for amplification or copying their RNA genomes, a feature that dis-
tinguishes these RNA-dependent RNA polymerases and reverse tran-
scriptases from the DNA polymerases that copy bacterial or protozoan
genomes. This lack of proofreading allows for rapid generation of se-
quence diversity and, coupled with very efficient replication schema (a
typical, chronically infected human, produces about 1012 new hepatitis C
virus particles per day and a typical HIV-infected person about 10-fold
less), promotes a process of accelerated “natural selection” that optimizes
the ability of the virus to sustain a successful interaction with the host,
which generally means to be able to multiply and spread to the next host.

Despite the fact that their genomes are copied with much greater fi-
delity, bacteria are also capable of generating genetic diversity by sharing
mobile genetic elements, such as plasmids, or by receiving exogenous
genes via bacterial virus infection. In fact, genes that confer virulence on a
bacterium tend to be carried on mobile genetic elements.79  These “acces-
sory” genes and functional potential allow an organism to compete more
successfully in their interactions with a host and are dispensable to those
microbes that either choose a different (exogenous) habitat or temporarily
adopt a nonpathogenic lifestyle in the host. Complex regulatory systems
recognize cues indicative of the host environment and modulate expres-
sion of virulence-associated genes accordingly. Some DNA viruses, such
as the herpesviruses, appear to have “picked up” genes from their hosts,
probably through a process of DNA recombination, and have modified
these for their own purposes, thus increasing their genetic diversity and
potential for survival.

Given the clear capability of at least some microbes and viruses to
evolve quickly, acquire new genes, and alter their behavior, it might seem
reasonable that over hundreds of thousands of years all conceivable bio-
logical agents have been “built” and “tested” and that the agents seen
today are the most “successful” of these. Thus, is there any reason to think
that it might be possible to artifically create a more successful biological
agent? Possibly not, but it is important to understand that “successful” in
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this context means the most able to survive within, on, or near human
populations over time. “Success” does not necessarily equate with viru-
lence, or pathogenicity, the ability to cause disease or injury.

The Evolution of Pathogenicity: What Does It Take to Cause Disease?

Early views of pathogenicity and virulence were based on the assump-
tion that these characteristics were intrinsic properties of microorganisms,
although it was recognized that pathogenicity was neither invariant nor
absolute.80  Over the course of the last century, as increasing numbers of
viral and microbial pathogens were identified and the pathogenesis of
multiple infectious diseases was characterized, the complexity and indi-
viduality of host-pathogen relationships became evident, while the gen-
eral definitions of pathogenicity and virulence became increasingly quali-
fied and cumbersome. Viral pathogenicity reflects two fundamental
features of a viral infection: the ability of the virus to cause direct injury to
tissue (i.e., its cytopathogenicity) and the amount of injury associated with
either an effective or ineffective immune response to the presence of the
virus. More subtle forms of pathogenicity also arise, such as when a virus
such as a papillomavirus causes malignant transformation of a cell or
when a differentiated cellular function (i.e., insulin secretion or T-helper
cell function) is lost along with the targeted destruction of a special, dif-
ferentiated cell type. Bacterial, fungal, and multicellular parasites are
somewhat different in that they can survive on host mucosal surfaces or
skin, and do not necessarily require invasion of a cell to multiply and
survive. Pathogenicity may be equated in many, but not all, bacterial
pathogens with the inherent ability to cross host cell barriers—a property
conferred by the expression of virulence factors, many of which are en-
coded by discrete DNA segments known as pathogenicity islands. On the
other hand, from the host’s perspective, disease occurs only when the
presence of a microbe (whether protozoan, bacterial, or viral) results in
damage—whether that damage is actually mediated by the pathogen it-
self or by the host’s immune response to it. 81

Virulence—defined broadly as the ability of an infectious agent to
cause disease in a host—is a relatively rare trait even among those mi-
crobes capable of survival within a host, such as humans. All but a tiny
fraction of the microbes that have thus far been found on the planet are
incapable of replication under human physiologic conditions. Of those
that spend a significant fraction of their existence in a human or other
mammalian host, most are on or near a mucosal surface, or on the skin, in
competition with a wide variety of other microbial strains and species.
The human body has been estimated to contain approximately 1014 cells,
90 percent of which are microbial!82  Some human endogenous sites, such
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as the skin and mucosal surfaces, have evolved with a robust microbial
community in attendance. Successful colonization of these sites by so-
called commensals does not precipitate a strong enough response to result
in damage. In fact, most microbes that reside in the gut—such as Lacto-
bacillus spp. and Bacteroides spp.—may actually serve a protective, not
pathogenic, role.83

Rather than producing overt illness in their hosts, the vast majority of
microbes establish themselves as persistent colonists: either low-impact
parasites (organisms that cause asymptomatic infections), commensals
(organisms that “eat from the same table,” deriving benefit without harm-
ing their hosts), or symbionts (microbes that benefit their hosts).84  These
states, while separate, represent a section of a continuum—one that ex-
tends to pathogenicity and disease—which is occupied by various micro-
bial species at various times depending on environmental, genetic, and
host factors.85  Persistent colonization of a host by a microbe is rarely a
random event; such coexistence depends on a relationship between host
and microbe that can be characterized as a stable equilibrium.86  Patho-
genic microbes acquire genes that enable them to exploit their hosts, but
they generally have evolved to do so in ways that allow both the hosts
and pathogens to persist. In certain cases (e.g., when microbes cause per-
sistent, asymptomatic infection), this equilibrium can be disrupted by
physiological or genetic changes in either the host or microbe, shifting the
relationship toward pathogenesis and resulting in illness and possibly
death for the host.87  The selective forces controlling evolution of the mi-
crobe are determined by its survival on the planet, not necessarily what it
does to its host. However, there are often no direct positive benefits de-
rived by the microbe per se in causing disease or killing its host.88

Of the several thousand species estimated to inhabit the body, only a
handful are capable of causing disease on a routine basis, while only a
modest additional number are capable of causing disease when host de-
fenses become impaired. Those that regularly cause disease in unimpaired
hosts employ a strategy for replication and survival that involves coloni-
zation of a highly protected anatomic site that is usually off-limits to mi-
crobes; the strategy includes mechanisms for resisting or subverting host
defenses. The net result of this strategy and the ensuing host response is
damage to the host and disease. Among the different viral and bacterial
species that routinely cause human disease, there are multiple and di-
verse strategies for gaining access to the appropriate habitat, adhering to
the relevant receptors, overcoming host defenses, replicating and/or per-
sisting.89  Sometimes the strategy involves a long-term association with
the host and more subtle disruptions of host physiology. Hepatitis C vi-
rus is a prime example, causing a persistent infection of the liver that typi-
cally remains asymptomatic for decades and causes significant disease
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(cirrhosis or liver cancer) only in a minority of infected persons. Another
is Helicobacter pylori, which infects half the world’s population but causes
gastric disease in only one out of five carriers. H. pylori is an example of a
potentially pathogenic (parasitic) microbe that more often assumes the
role of commensal or symbiont.90

Recent research indicates that viral as well as bacterial pathogens that
infect or colonize animals share broadly common strategies with those
that infect plants.91  Both can express proteins that mimic, suppress, or
modulate host cell-signaling pathways and enhance pathogen fitness, and
both are recognized by similarly sophisticated host surveillance systems.
Striking architectural similarities between surface appendages of plant
and animal pathogenic bacteria suggest common mechanisms of infec-
tion, while structural differences—most notably the presence versus ab-
sence of a cell wall—reflect the profound differences between plant and
animal cells. Studies of “interkingdom” pathogens, such as Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, which can infect both humans and plants, such as Arabidopsis
thaliana, reveal common features that permit a wide host range.92

Pathogenic bacteria are relatively restricted in their phylogenetic dis-
tribution across the bacterial domain. To date, only 7 of the more than 80
divisions of bacteria contain well-recognized pathogens, and within these
7 divisions the distribution of pathogens is focal. Clearly, some microbes
are inherently capable of adapting to life within or on humans, while oth-
ers are not. Notably, there is not a single known organism within the do-
main Archaea that is capable on its own of causing disease in humans (see
Figure 1-2).93

A few methanogens are common inhabitants of the human intestinal
tract, and they have recently become strongly implicated in the common
gum disease chronic periodontitis, where their role is believed to be
indirect, as partners in syntrophic relationships with other bacteria.94

However, the true spectrum of archaeal associations with disease and
archaeal virulence mechanisms has barely been explored, in part because
of the difficulty in detecting and characterizing these organisms. Simi-
larly, in recent years there has been a growing awareness that viral agents
also inhabit and replicate robustly in humans in the absence of disease
expression, such as the DNA TT viruses95  that persistently infect the
majority of some well-studied human populations, or GB virus C, a dis-
tantly-related, non-hepatotropic cousin of the RNA hepatitis C virus that
thus far is not recognized to cause any specific disease.

In discussing the known diversity of pathogens and the considerable
microbial community diversity that has yet to be characterized, it is im-
portant to recognize that the pressures that have guided the evolution of
these specialized microbes over long periods of time impose a number of
critical constraints. All organisms, including pathogens, have been se-
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lected for their ability to persist and survive on the planet. There is, after
all, a fitness cost associated with being too virulent—not just for the host
but for the parasite as well. If a pathogen kills or inflicts too much damage
on its host, it may impact its own survivability and transmissibility, and
could end up effectively committing suicide. Most successful pathogens
maintain an evolutionary middle ground with respect to the amount of
damage they exact on their host; to survive in the privileged anatomic
niche they have chosen and to be transmitted to a new susceptible host,
they may need to inflict some degree of injury but not so much that they
hinder the fitness of their host as an optimal partner in attaining these
goals: pathogen survival, persistence, and transmission.

An interesting and potentially serious anomaly is provided by those
infectious agents, such as some arthropod-borne viruses like West Nile
virus, that infect humans “accidentally.” For such pathogens, human in-
fection is not a necessary part of its essential life cycle, as for example
West Nile virus usually cycles between avian and mosquito species with
only occasional forays into mammals such as humans. When this hap-
pens, disease (tissue injury) can be catastrophic, as the host-pathogen
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interaction has not been tempered by evolution. It is interesting that most
pathogens on the category A select agent list fall into this category, among
them anthrax, plague, tularemia, and the viral hemorrhagic fevers.

Recent studies have suggested that some natural human pathogens
are not nearly as virulent as they could be. Genes associated with “hyper-
virulence” have been identified: Some encode products that down-modu-
late virulence (mutations that lead to depressed virulence); other genes
that are found to be inactive or missing in some pathogens encode factors
that might enhance virulence in some hosts.96  Hyper-virulence is thought
to reflect an exaggerated form of behavior that might be deleterious to the
microbe over long periods of time, and a behavior against which natural
selective forces tend to act; however, over shorter periods of time, or in
more restricted portions of the natural environment, these behaviors or
capabilities might not be so detrimental or even relevant. For example, in
extant strains of disease-causing Salmonella enterica, the product of the pcgL
gene, a D-Ala-D-Ala dipeptidase, facilitates growth in nutrient-poor con-
ditions, presumably found outside the human host.97  Naturally occur-
ring disruptions of this gene in some clinical strains cause the organism to
be hyper-virulent, but at the cost of impaired survival in the external en-
vironment. Some pathogens occasionally increase their virulence to over-
come a different type of disadvantage they face in the environment, such
as poor vector competence.98

Thus, the setting and conditions under which nature judges the “suc-
cess” of a pathogen may limit our appreciation for the kinds of virulence
properties that might be possible in a biological agent and cause us to
arrive at false conclusions concerning our ability to create new pathogenic
agents. The overall survival strategy of a pathogen may involve adapta-
tion to an external environment and transmission among hosts over thou-
sands of years; the result is often attenuation of virulence for the human
host.99  Nature rewards long-term survival of an organism whereas, long-
term survival is not an important requirement for an organism to be ca-
pable of causing disease and disrupting human populations in the short-
term (e.g., months, years). This is particularly so if the infectious agent is
aided and abetted in its production and distribution by a motivated and
knowledgeable actor. Such reflections suggest that the spectrum of viru-
lence, both in terms of severity and phylogenetic diversity, observed
among natural pathogens may not reflect the spectrum that is possible
and that might be achieved, albeit for only short periods of time, if one
were to explore additional realms of genetic diversity and genomic ar-
rangement (see Chapter 3, “sampling biological diversity”). Thus, Mother
Nature may not be “the mother of all terrorists” after all, and it is reason-
able to anticipate that humans are capable of engineering infectious agents
with virulence equal to or perhaps far worse than any observed naturally.
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The Importance of the Host Response

Our growing understanding of host-microbial interactions has led to
an increased awareness of the host as a key component and determinant
of the host-microbe outcome. While this greater awareness and under-
standing of host defense may lead to new strategies for the recognition,
prevention, treatment, and prediction of outcome of microbial disease, it
also broadens the knowledge base from which bioterrorists could design
new forms of biological weapons that disrupt host homeostatic sys-
tems,100  with diverse and potentially devastating consequences.

Irrespective of whether caused by a virus or bacterium, infectious dis-
eases typically result either from direct tissue injury caused by an infec-
tious agent or from the host’s response to it. How, then, does the host
differentiate between pathogenic and benign microbes? Evidence has ac-
cumulated, over the past decade, to suggest that the host’s “innate” im-
mune system recognizes the presence of molecular “danger signals” in
the form of molecular patterns that are primarily associated with most
microorganisms and viruses, regardless of whether it is a pathogen or
commensal.101  For example, in mammals, considerable research on the
epithelial cells lining the gut and other mucosal surfaces indicates that
this cell layer serves as a key interchange in a signaling network that trans-
mits signals between microbes, and adjacent and underlying immune and
inflammatory cells.102  Commensal microorganisms constantly stimulate
pattern recognition receptors (e.g., Toll-like receptors (TLR)) at a low level
and produce stereotyped responses that are protective for the gut mu-
cosa.103  Thus, in addition to providing a mechanical barrier between the
host and its environment, mucosal epithelial cells sense the makeup of the
intestinal microflora and provide signals to the host that affect the growth,
development, and function of nearby cells, including the activation of in-
flammatory and immune responses. Macrophages and other cells of the
immune system continuously patrol the inner tissues of the body, express-
ing similar molecular pattern receptors and constantly on the search for
similar stimuli where they should not be. Parenchymal cells also express
Toll-like receptors and, while much less well studied, are likely to contrib-
ute to this constant watch. The distinction between host responses to
pathogens and commensals is thus likely to relate to the location, as well
as the timing, duration, and intensity of the stimuli that initiate these ste-
reotyped responses. The complexion of the responses signaled by the acti-
vation of these molecular pattern receptors can be modified through the
action of secreted virulence factors (e.g., toxins) or in the case of many
viruses by direct interference with the intracellular signaling pathways.
Either an inappropriate dampening or induction of signaling by the host’s
pattern recognition receptors, or the provocation of signaling responses
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in cells that do not typically encounter microbes, can produce damage
and disease.

The ability to measure host responses in terms of genome-wide fluc-
tuations in gene transcript or protein abundance, using DNA microarrays
or mass spectroscopy, respectively, has raised the possibility of new ap-
proaches for early diagnosis and outcome prediction in infectious dis-
eases. Patterns of host transcript or protein abundance may reveal the
nature of the causative factor in microbial disease and help classify in-
fected hosts based on future clinical course, as well as help elucidate dis-
ease mechanisms.

Comprehensive analyses of host responses will also help define sig-
nal transduction pathways and the regulatory mechanisms elicited by bio-
logical agents and may lead to new therapeutic approaches for control-
ling inflammatory and immune responses, as well as for regulating the
growth and development of epithelial and other cell types. For example,
recent findings indicate that Crohn’s disease—a chronic inflammatory
bowel disease—results from mutations in a recently recognized mamma-
lian microbe-associated molecular pattern (MAMP) receptor known as
Nod2, which recognizes as ligand a bacterial-derived muramyl peptide.104

These mutations appear to result in defective regulation of the MAMP
receptor’s response to either commensal or pathogenic bacteria, with re-
sultant aberrant downstream signaling.

Thus elucidation of the wiring diagram of the host and its programs
for responding to pathogens, as well as detailed descriptions of the varied
strategies used by pathogens for disruption of these programs, will be
critically important for the design of improved diagnostics, therapeutics,
and preventives. However, it will also provide new and potent opportu-
nities for the would-be malefactor. Deliberate efforts to disrupt host re-
sponse systems could target critical nodes in the host cell wiring diagram
directly. Importantly, the effectors (i.e., weapons) might not necessarily
be traditional “threat agents.”105

Advancing Technologies Will Alter the Future Threat Spectrum

Although this report is concerned with the evolution of science and
technology capabilities over the next 5 to 10 years with implications for
next-generation threats, it is clear that today’s capabilities in the life sci-
ences and related technologies may have already changed the nature of
the biothreat “space.” In a 1996 Department of Defense (DOD) report, it
was argued that advances in biotechnology and genetic engineering had
provided the means to modify agents in very specific ways and had con-
sequently facilitated the development of a new generation of biological
warfare agents that could potentially be more dangerous than classical
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agents. The report identified five “potential types of novel biological
agents”—all microorganisms: benign microorganisms that have been ge-
netically altered to produce a toxin, venom, or bioregulator; engineered
microorganisms that are resistant to antibiotics, standard vaccines, and
therapeutics; microorganisms with enhanced aerosol and environmental
stability; immunologically-altered microorganisms able to defeat standard
identification, detection, and diagnostic methods; and combinations of
any of the above four types coupled with improved delivery systems.106

In a 1997 study, six imagined future bioweapon constructs were described,
conveying an even stronger sense of the broad range of possibilities that
could be created by advances in life science technologies: designer genes,
viruses, and other life forms (e.g., organisms or life forms designed to be
drug-resistant); designer diseases; binary biological weapons (i.e., one in-
volving infection with one agent that has little initial pathogenic conse-
quence until a subsequent co-infection from a second organism, or an en-
vironmental trigger, activates the pathogenic aspect of the original
infection); gene therapy as a weapon; stealth viruses (i.e., cryptic viral
infections); and host-swapping (zoonotic) diseases.107  This dynamic bio-
logical “threat space”—past, present, and future—is illustrated in Figure
1-3. This timeline depicts the relative threat level presented by traditional

FIGURE 1-3 Timeline describing impact of biotechnology on biological warfare
threat. Reprinted with permission from BioSecurity and Bioterrorism: Biodefense
Strategy, Practice, and Science 1(3), 2003.

Genetically Modified Traditional Agents/
Biochemical Agents
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agents (e.g., naturally occurring bacterial or viral agents), genetically
modified traditional agents (e.g., antibiotic-resistant bacteria), and ad-
vanced biological agents (novel biological weapons agents created by us-
ing biotechnological applications).

Returning to influenza as an illustrative example, advances in tech-
nology have led to the possibility that, even if a new lethal influenza A
virus does not emerge in nature in the near future, one could be artifi-
cially generated through reverse genetic engineering (see Chapter 3 for a
description of the technology).108  Although not possible until recently
with negative-strand RNA viruses, in October 2004 researchers at the
University of Wisconsin used reverse genetic engineering techniques to
partially reconstruct the highly virulent strain of influenza responsible for
the 1918-1919 pandemic;109  and the following year the complete sequence
and characterization of the 1918-1919 influenza A virus was recon-
structed.110  Although the knowledge, facilities, and ingenuity to carry out
this sort of experiment are beyond the abilities of most non-experts at this
time, this situation is likely to change over the next 5 to 10 years.111

Some experts argue that bioregulators, which are small, biologically
active organic compounds, may pose a more serious dual-use risk than
had been previously perceived, particularly as improved targeted deliv-
ery technologies have made the potential dissemination of these com-
pounds much more feasible than in the past. This shift in the perceived
magnitude of the risk posed by bioregulators highlights the fact that the
materials, equipment, and technology necessary for disseminating and
delivering biological agents to their intended recipient(s) may be equally,
if not more, important than the agents themselves in determining the risk
they pose. However, growing understanding of how these macromol-
ecules function and interact in mammalian systems has also increased
their dual-use potential.112

The immune, neurological, and neuroendocrine systems are particularly
vulnerable to bioregulator modification. In fact, the capacity to develop
bioweapons that can be aimed at the interaction of the immune and neuro-
endocrine systems again points to a shift in focus from the agents to, in
this case, how a range of agents can be exploited (or created) to affect the
human body in targeted, insidious ways. In addition to bioregulators,
large numbers of potentially toxic compounds are being generated, and
identified as such, as a result of high-throughput drug discovery efforts,
reflecting important changes in the drug discovery process and the expanded
application of new combinatorial chemistry and other high-throughput
technologies. Small interfering RNAs, described in detail earlier in this
chapter, also fall into this category of biologically active small molecules.

The growing concern regarding bioregulators and other agents of bio-
logical origin does not diminish the importance of naturally-occurring or
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engineered pathogenic organisms. But it does mandate the need to adopt
a broader perspective in assessing the threat, focusing not on a narrow list
of pathogens, but on a much wider spectrum that includes biologically
active chemical agents. Bioregulators are not currently included in the
select agents list, which comprises those agents currently considered to be
the greatest biosecurity threats.113  The threat spectrum is broad and evolv-
ing—in some ways predictably, in other ways unexpectedly. The viruses,
microbes, and toxins listed as select agents are just one aspect of the con-
tinually changing, complex threat landscape.114, 115  In the future, genetic
engineering and other technologies may lead to the development of patho-
genic organisms with unique and unpredictable characteristics, and bio-
chemical compounds that target homeostatic and physiological processes
will likely pose a greater threat than they do now.

The Development and Use of Biological Weapons

Human history seems to suggest that, as technology advances, ma-
levolent use is the rule, not the exception. As Matthew Meselson observed,
“Every major technology—metallurgy, explosives, internal combustion,
aviation, electronics, nuclear energy—has been intensively exploited, not
only for peaceful purposes, but also hostile ones.”116  The rapidly growing
and constantly shifting global knowledge base and technology landscape
may lessen delivery and other challenges to developing bioweapons ca-
pabilities—at both the state and individual actor levels. With respect to
the former, based on unclassified U.S. government information, the me-
dia, foreign governments, and academic reports, there are about a dozen
countries with suspected, likely, or probable biological weapons capabili-
ties.117  Although biological weapons are outlawed by the 1972 BWC,118

the prohibitions of the BWC do not extend to basic and applied research
nor to the actions of individuals—only state parties. In the 30 years since
the BWC came into effect, the acquisition and engineering of biological
agents has become easier and cheaper for both state and nonstate actors,
and for individuals. State actors that have not been involved with biologi-
cal weapons in the past (e.g., because such weapons have not been con-
sidered accessible, or particularly useful) may start developing new
bioweapons programs, either secretly or under the cover of biodefense
research programs. Likewise, the technologies and tools required to de-
velop bioweapons capabilities are becoming increasingly accessible and
affordable to individuals.

National security experts and even biologists themselves are con-
cerned that rogue scientists could create new biological weapons—such
as deadly viruses that lack natural foes. They also worry about innocent
mistakes: organisms that could potentially create havoc if allowed to re-
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produce outside the lab. In July 2000, the topic of Scientific American
magazine’s “The Amateur Scientist” was “PCR at Home.” Gazing into the
not too distant future, it seems likely that not only will the fruits of bio-
technology—whether recombinant vaccines or GloFishTM—become in-
creasingly common features of everyday life, but the technology itself,
like computer technology, will become increasingly accessible to inter-
ested amateurs. If and when biotechnology becomes as user-friendly as
computer technology is currently, plant and animal breeding hobbyists
and professionals, as well as gardeners, pet owners, and “bio-
Unabombers”119  will likely access and use these technologies for good or
evil. Sooner or later, it is reasonable to expect the appearance of “bio-
hackers,”120, 121  mirroring the computer hackers that repeatedly cause mis-
chief today through the creation of a succession of more and more sophis-
ticated computer “viruses.”

Since the mid-1990s, when the specter of bioterrorism emerged, only
a small number of credible incidents of bioterrorism have been experi-
enced—such as the mailing of anthrax spores through the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice in the fall of 2001. Additionally, a few criminal events have occurred
that have involved the use of disease-causing microorganisms or biologi-
cally-derived toxins, as can be seen in Table 1-2. The data presented below
exclude accidental releases, such as happened in Sverdlovsk, USSR, in
April 1979, resulting in the documented deaths of 67 people from inhala-
tional anthrax as well as purposeful, experimental releases, such as the

TABLE 1-2 Authenticated Acts of Biological Warfare or Terrorism
Directed Against People, 1940 to 2004

Details of Key
Date Location Episode Information Sources

1940-1941 China: Hangzhou Japanese aircraft drop Recent testimony in a
and Nanjing packages containing Tokyo court by one of

fleas infected with the aircraft pilots.
Yersinia pestis. There are
reports of several other
such episodes later.

1957-1963 Brazil: Mato Introduction of The Figueiredo report
Grosso smallpox, influenza, (1968), which led to the

tuberculosis, and indictment of 134
measles into Indian  employees of the
tribal populations via Government Service
contaminated gifts and for the Protection of
mestizos in furtherance Indians
of large-scale land
takeovers.

.
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1981 United Kingdom: “Dark Harvest The perpetrators’ own
Chemical Defence Commandos” deposit account plus CDE’s
Establishment (CDE) outside a defense soil analysis
Porton Down, research facility a confirming presence of
Wiltshire parcel of soil containing B. anthracis at less than

anthrax bacteria taken 10 org/gram.
from a former
bioweapons proving
ground.

1984 United States: Rajneeshee cultists Subsequent medical
The Dalles, Oregon seek to influence local investigation of 751

elections by infecting sick persons.
voters with salmonellosis
by contaminating
neighborhood restaurants.

1989 Namibia: near Covert operation by a Perpetrator’s testimony
Windhoek South African government during recent trial of

agency, the Civil Brig. Dr. Wouter
Cooperation Bureau (CCB), Basson.
to contaminate the water
supply of a refugee camp
with cholera bacteria.

1990-1993 Japan: Tokyo Aum Shinrikyo cultists, Confessions and other
prior to their 1994-1995 information contained
sarin attacks, had sprayed in leaked police
biological agents, including reports.
anthrax bacteria, against
several U.S. and other
facilities in and around the
city, but with no discernible
effect.

2001 United States U.S. Postal Service used Medical investigations
by still-unknown coordinated through
perpetrator(s) to spread the Centers for Disease
anthrax spores contained Control and
in letters addressed to Prevention.
individuals in the media
and the U.S. Senate: 22
people catch anthrax in its
cutaneous or inhalational
forms: 5 die; 10,286 receive
postexposure prophylaxis;
and many more have their
daily lives disrupted.

SOURCE: Compiled from published and documentary sources held in the Sussex Harvard
Information Bank, University of Sussex, United Kingdom.

TABLE 1-2 Continued

Details of Key
Date Location Episode Information Sources
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“hot agent” field trials conducted by the United Kingdom, the United
States, and others. Episodes involving non-harmful simulants, such as the
biological hoaxes whose proliferation accelerated in 1997, are excluded
from the table, as are the myriad recent instances of false alarms, in which
substances initially suspected of being harmful were subsequently found
not to be so.

However, with the increasing availability of and accessibility to perti-
nent knowledge and technology, it is not at all unreasonable to anticipate
that biological threats will be increasingly sought, threatened, and used
for warfare, terrorism, and criminal purposes and by increasingly less so-
phisticated and resourced individuals, groups, or nations. One can envi-
sion that the ratio of credible threats and actual attacks relative to hoaxes
could actually increase substantially in the years to come.

Biological Weapons Are Fundamentally Different from
Other  “Weapons of Mass Destruction”

Clear thinking about threats posed by and appropriate responses to
biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons is often confused by the vo-
cabulary commonly used in discussing these threats. In particular, ana-
lysts, policymakers, journalists, and even scientists often refer casually to
weapons of mass destruction, or WMD, as if biological, chemical, and
nuclear weapons were each merely variants of some common type of
weapon. But, in fact, these weapons differ greatly in their proliferation
potential, the challenges they pose for deterrence, and the effectiveness of
defensive measures (each of these areas of difference are discussed in de-
tail below).122  Moreover, the WMD label fails to capture the disparate
future trajectories of the technologies underlying biological, chemical, and
nuclear weapons, so it will likely become ever more misleading over time.
Box 1-3 provides the United Nations’ definition of weapons of mass
destruction. Some communities, such as the DOD, have tried to reconcile
the “terminology problem” by introducing yet another term “weapons of
mass effect.”123

This does not mean there is no common ground or any lessons to be
applied from experience dealing with one class of weapons to the others.
Moreover, there is no question that from a political and strategic point of
view these weapons are often strongly coupled, for example, in the con-
nection between biological or chemical weapons and state doctrines re-
garding “no first use” of nuclear weapons. Of note, one striking similarity
between nuclear technology and biotechnology is their dual-use nature.
Nuclear technology was seen from the beginning as offering peaceful ben-
efits, which today include research reactors, power reactors, and radioiso-
tope production. The range of benefits is not nearly as great as the media
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hype predicted back in the mid-1950s when President Eisenhower pre-
sented his Atoms for Peace program to the General Assembly of Nations
(e.g., automobiles that would run for a year on vitamin-sized nuclear pel-
lets).124  Yet despite this similarity, there is a demarcation between weap-
ons-related and nonweapons-related nuclear science and technology.
From the beginning, the civilian uses of nuclear energy were cordoned off
from weapons developments through a large investment in security clas-
sification, international diplomacy, and a discourse that insists that
nuclear weapons are special. Quite the opposite is true of the life sciences.

Clear thinking on the issue must proceed from an understanding of
the significant differences among these weapons. Although there are les-
sons to be learned from the history of and our experience with nuclear
weapons technology, many of the differences between the nuclear and
biological realms are too great to adopt a similar mix of nonproliferation,
deterrence, and defense. Effective strategies for anticipating, identifying,
and mitigating the dangers associated with advancing and emerging life
sciences technologies demand a clear understanding of the varied and
unique nature of the biological threat spectrum.

Proliferation Potential

One of the most pronounced differences between biological weapons
and other weapons of mass destruction is the proliferation potential of the
former. Imagine a line that begins with nuclear weapons at the left, con-
tinues through chemical, radiological and biological weapons, and termi-
nates with cyber “weapons” on the right. Moving from left to right along

BOX 1-3
What Is a Weapon of Mass Destruction?

In 1948, the United Nations defined “weapons of mass destruction” as
“atomic explosive weapons, radio-active material weapons, lethal chemi-
cal and biological weapons, and any weapons developed in the future
which have characteristics comparable in destructive effect to those of the
atomic bomb.”

SOURCE: United Nations Security Council, Commission for Conventional Arma-
ments. 1948. Resolution Adopted by the Commisssion at Its Thirteenth Meeting, 12
August 1948, and a Second Progress Report of the Commisssion. S/C.3/32/Rev.1;
August 12:2.
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this continuum, an effective nonproliferation regime becomes increasingly
difficult. To make these differences clear, it is useful to begin with a com-
parison of the characteristics of fissile materials and pathogens, as de-
picted in Table 1-3.

Nuclear nonproliferation policy seeks to limit the number of states
with nuclear weapons and to keep such weapons out of the hands of
nonstate groups. The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) established
a near-global verification regime, carried out by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), intended to prevent the diversion of fissile mate-
rial from civilian use to weapons programs. The regime employs inspec-
tions, audits, and surveillance cameras and instrumentation, monitoring
some 1,100 facilities and installations worldwide. Despite important short-
comings, the NPT inspection regime has been largely successful, in part
because the facilities needed to produce weapons-usable uranium or plu-
tonium are, for the most part, big and hard to hide.125  As the NPT verifi-
cation regime has faced new challenges, the inspection regime has been
modified in response so as to continue playing an important and credible
nonproliferation role. The regime has lagged behind technical develop-

TABLE 1-3 Characteristcis of Fissile Materials and Pathogens

Fissile Materials Biological Pathogens

Do not exist in nature Generally found in nature

Nonliving, synthetic Living, replicative

Difficult and costly to produce Easy and cheap to produce

Not diverse: plutonium and Highly diverse: more than 20 pathogens
highly enriched uranium are the only are suitable for biological warfare
fissile materials used in nuclear weapons

Can be inventoried and tracked in a Because pathogens reproduce, inventory
 quantitative manner control is unreliable

Can be detected at a distance from the Cannot be detected at a distance with
emission of ionizing radiation available technologies

Weapons-grade fissile materials are Pathogens are present in many types of
stored at a limited number of military sites facilities and at multiple locations within a

facility

Few nonmilitary applications (such as Many legitimate applications in biomedical
research reactors, thermoelectric generators, research and the pharmaceutical/
and production of radioisotopes) biotechnology industry

SOURCE: Tucker, J.B. 2003. Preventing the misuse of pathogens: The need for global
biosecurity standards. Arms Control Today, June.
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ments, but the pace of technical evolution has been slow enough that the
regime has, with delay, still been useful.

The roughly forty nations of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) fur-
ther pursue nonproliferation objectives by adhering to consensus guide-
lines for nuclear and nuclear-related dual-use exports. These guidelines
are intended to supplement the NPT by controlling the transfer of listed
items without hindering legitimate international nuclear cooperation.
United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540 aims to extend many of
these nonproliferation measures to all states, not just members of the NSG.
Through Cooperative Threat Reduction, the United States and other mem-
bers of the Group of Eight industrialized nations (G-8) act to impede the
theft of nuclear material or the transfer of personnel with nuclear weap-
ons-relevant knowledge from the former Soviet Union and other states.
Diplomatic pressure and security guarantees have also played crucial
roles, and intelligence has been vital throughout.

Despite its challenges, including difficulties created by uncooperative
nations that may possess capable delivery systems, the nuclear nonprolif-
eration regime has been reasonably successful in part because the produc-
tion of nuclear weapons-usable plutonium or uranium has substantial
technical requirements (reactors or enrichment plants, respectively) that
create conspicuous bottlenecks for any would-be weapons program. De-
clared facilities that need to be monitored are few, and undeclared illegal
facilities are at risk of discovery by intelligence or other means. Moreover,
the special nuclear materials used in nuclear weapons do not occur natu-
rally. Any detection of such materials outside of legitimate, declared fa-
cilities would automatically be a matter of grave concern. The theft of
nuclear weapons or weapons-grade nuclear material may be the only way
to avoid these bottlenecks, making the prevention of nuclear theft an ex-
tremely high priority.

At the far right end on the continuum of unconventional weapons are
cyber weapons. At this extreme, a traditional nonproliferation regime
seems nearly insurmountable, if not impossible. Exports of certain high-
end computers, components, and codes are certainly controlled, but these
neither prevent cyber attacks nor reduce the use of these technologies for
illicit or malicious purposes. Such attacks may in principle be launched
from any of over 100 million computers all over the world that already
have access to the Internet—and that number is growing rapidly. Imple-
menting a nonproliferation on-site verification regime analogous to that
used to monitor nuclear facilities would therefore seemingly require un-
announced inspections or the monitoring of hundreds of millions of resi-
dences and businesses. Cybersecurity poses a reductio ad absurdum for a
traditional inspection regime.

Chemical, biological, and radiological weapons fall between the
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nuclear and cyber extremes of the continuum of unconventional weapons
described above in the context of nonproliferation control regimes. The
Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), estab-
lished under the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) oversees an in-
ternational verification regime for chemical weapons that is more chal-
lenging than that for nuclear weapons because of the larger number of
relevant facilities and dual-use materials. An entire industrial sector and
well over 5,000 inspectable facilities must be monitored by the OPCW.
Nonetheless, under the CWC, chemical weapons stocks have been de-
clared and verified, the destruction of these stocks has begun, even if fit-
fully, and hundreds of inspections of dual-use chemical plants have taken
place. For example, Albania, India, the Republic of Korea, Libya, Russia,
and the United States have declared over 70,000 metric tons of chemical
agents. Except for Albania, these six countries, along with Bosnia and
Herzegovina, China, France, Iran, Japan, Serbia and Montenegro, and the
United Kingdom have declared post-1945 chemical weapons production
facilities (Japan’s declaration referred to facilities that had belonged to the
Aum Shinrikyo). Completion of destruction of the declared stocks falls
due in 2012.  Once the disarmament phase is complete, the dual-use moni-
toring component will dominate verification, permitting increased atten-
tion to the challenges of new science and technology. The CWC regime is
further supplemented by the Australia Group of nations that, analogously
to the NSG, establishes consensus guidelines restricting the export of
weapons-relevant materials.

Biological weapons pose greater challenges to a nonproliferation re-
gime than do chemical weapons, so they lie closer to the cyber extreme
along this continuum. There are some formal analogies to the nuclear and
chemical cases, but the analogies only go so far. For example, while the
maintenance of inventories of critical materials is of considerable use in
monitoring the proliferation of nuclear weapons and, while less so, still of
use in monitoring the proliferation of chemical weapons, there is little
basis for such efforts in monitoring or preventing the proliferation of bio-
logical weapons. Due to the inherent replicative properties of bacteria and
viruses, large stocks of biological agents can readily be produced from
very small quantities of stolen agent, so small that their absence would
not be missed from even the most carefully inventoried collections. More-
over, DNA synthesis technology is the equivalent of a matter compiler for
genetic material—the transition from “matter” to “information” pushes
the control of biology closer to the cyber extreme.

The 1925 Geneva Protocol forbade the use of biological and chemical
weapons,126  and the BWC, which entered into force in 1975, forbids the
development, production, and stockpiling of biological weapons. Article
I of the treaty reads:
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Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any circum-
stances to develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire or retain: (1)
Microbial or other biological agents, or toxins whatever their origin or
method of production, of types and in quantities that have no justifica-
tion for prophylactic, protective or other peaceful purposes; (2) Weap-
ons, equipment or means of delivery designed to use such agents or tox-
ins for hostile purposes or in armed conflict.

Like the CWC, but unlike the NPT, the BWC prohibits an entire class
of weapons for every country in the world, and in that sense is perhaps
better characterized as an arms control treaty than a “nonproliferation”
treaty. But unlike the NPT and CWC, the BWC established no inspection
and monitoring regime, and there is no agency analogous to the IAEA or
OPCW, respectively, that is responsible for technical monitoring of com-
pliance with the treaty. Monitoring compliance with this treaty is espe-
cially problematic since, under the BWC, ambiguities may arise over what
level of effort is consistent with “prophylactic, protective or other peace-
ful purposes” and, to a considerable extent, intent becomes an extremely
important issue. It may prove very difficult to determine what levels of
defensive efforts are legitimate and which serve as camouflage for an illicit
offensive program.

After the discovery of the Iraqi and Soviet offensive biological weap-
ons programs in the early 1990s, an international effort began in 1994 to
negotiate a compliance protocol to the BWC. The protocol would have
required all countries to declare certain facilities, and it would have estab-
lished on-site visits for facilities meeting certain criteria and the possibil-
ity of targeted investigations in the event of suspicions regarding either
particular facilities or disease outbreaks. An Organization for the Prohibi-
tion of Biological Weapons, analogous to the OPCW, was to have been
created. In July 2001, however, the United States rejected the draft proto-
col, stating that the BWC was unverifiable; that the proposed protocol
would threaten both private-sector proprietary information and U.S. gov-
ernment biodefense secrets; that it would threaten existing export con-
trols; and that it risked giving a false stamp of legitimacy to violators of
the BWC by failing to detect their violations but nevertheless declaring
them to be in compliance with the BWC.127

There are other nonproliferation measures in place that are reminis-
cent of those established for the BWC, NPT, and CWC. For example, the
Australia Group adopts consensus national export controls to impede the
transfer of biological agents and technology where possible. Neverthe-
less, the biological nonproliferation regime faces intrinsically greater chal-
lenges than does its nuclear or even chemical counterpart, because many
of the relevant materials, technologies, and knowledge are far more wide-
spread in the biological case. As this report documents, these technologies
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are rapidly becoming “democratized” in that they are far more available
and accessible to individuals as well as states and will become ever more
so in the years to come.

Deterrence and Dissuasion

Deterrence through the threat of retaliation was a central nuclear
weapons strategy during the Cold War. Deterring any form of terrorism
may prove difficult, since some terrorist groups may be unconcerned
about retaliation or may hope to remain unidentified. This conclusion may
hold regardless of the type of weapon being used. However, biological
weapons pose a unique challenge, as some infections may incubate with-
out symptoms for days or even weeks, making it especially difficult to
trace an attack back to its perpetrators.

Biological attacks may also be dissuaded through means other than
the threat of retaliation (dissuasion by deterrence), such as the force of
law. In the initiatives now being pressed forward nationally and interna-
tionally to criminalize the activities of individuals (i.e., activities that the
BWC and the CWC prohibit at the state level), dissuasion may grow from
the possibility of responsible individuals being held accountable in courts
of law, provided intelligence and nonproliferation create a significant
probability of detection and assuming, too, the existence of determined
and empowered prosecutors.128  Dissuasion of a different kind may also
reside in the obloquy of detection that is made public, and the political or
other consequences that could follow from it.

Defense

So far, biological weapons have been based on agents that also cause
naturally occurring disease outbreaks. This aspect of these weapons has
no good analog in the realm of nuclear weapons and only partial ones in
the realm of chemical weapons. Many of the same tools that address natural
disease threats will be needed to respond to an attack using biological
weapons, or to prevent such an attack from succeeding, and this is likely
to remain true even in a future case involving a genetically engineered
pathogen. In the biological case, therefore, there is the opportunity to en-
sure that many of the steps required to improve biodefense will benefit
public health even if major acts of bioterrorism never occur. “Defense” in
the case of biological security means, above all, improvements in domes-
tic and international disease surveillance and response and strengthened
public health systems. The recent evolution of biomedical defense pro-
grams has largely focused on detection and vaccine development. This
“dual-use” aspect of much of biodefense is very different from the nuclear
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case, though it bears some similarity to the chemical case where prepara-
tion for accidental chemical spills or explosions is relevant to consequence
management for terrorism as well.

The “Arms Race” Metaphor and the Difficult Issue of Secrecy

The “arms race” metaphor must be used with caution; it too is in dan-
ger of calling up misleading analogies to the Cold War nuclear arms race
that are not relevant to the biological case. We are transitioning from the
classical biowarfare/bioterrorism mode in which naturally occurring
agents are the threat weapons. They may have minor modifications such
as induction of antibiotic resistance, but generally most countermeasures
will be expected to be active, and the list of candidate agents is only de-
bated in a small group of organisms. In this situation, production of vac-
cines and countermeasures is not inherently destabilizing provided trans-
parency and interchange are maintained. (It is worth noting that we are
far from solving defenses against these agents at this time.)  However, in
tomorrow’s world of proliferating threats that may be quite different from
the 20th century agents and indeed may not even exist at this time, there
will be very different considerations. The primary driver of offensive ca-
pabilities in that biological arms race is not mainly a particular adversary
but rather the ongoing global advance of biotechnology and microbio-
logical and biomedical research. That is, protective measures are in a race
with the malevolent application of potentially beneficial basic research,
rather than primarily against technologies being developed in weapons
programs of other countries.129

However, there is a legitimate concern that defensive research un-
dertaken in one country’s program could be misperceived as offensive,
or potentially offensive, in character and drive other nations to pursue
offensive research as well. For example, would it be legal and wise to
have classified biodefense research activities produce modified patho-
gens that no adversaries are believed to have yet created in order to os-
tensibly understand and more robustly defend against them? On the one
hand, defense against such potential threats that we can already antici-
pate would seem to prompt an answer of “yes.” On the other hand, such
classified research risks making the responsible government a driver of
the biological arms race, as other nations may misperceive such research
as offensive.

Yet “open” biodefense research risks providing information to indi-
viduals or groups with malicious or malevolent intent. Strategic decisions
must be made about what, if any, biological weapons research will be
conducted in the name of biodefense, how much of this research will be
classified, and how that program will be publicly described or even per-
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formed under a regime of transparency. This too is very different from the
nuclear weapons case and the NPT, under which it is legally permissible,
at least for the time being, for the United States and certain other NPT
states to stockpile and conduct research in nuclear weapons. Under the
BWC, no nation may develop or stockpile biological weapons. However,
the situation is complicated by the reality that a vast reservoir of technical
information that could be used to develop bioweapons capabilities is
freely available in the public domain, unlike the smaller number of closely
held secrets associated with nuclear weapons technology. Moreover,
much of biotechnology, unlike nuclear technology, is increasingly acces-
sible even to minimally trained individuals.

The risks associated with open versus closed biodefense research ac-
tivities highlight the difficult questions surrounding the issue of secrecy
and whether there is certain biological information that should be kept
secret and, if so, where the boundary that defines this information lies
and what circumstances dictate a need for secrecy. Other questions about
secrecy pertain to the role of “sensitive” information and whether infor-
mation should only be categorized as either classified or not, and the chal-
lenges associated with imposing a global secrecy structure.130

The Need to Strike a Balance: Benefits of Technological Growth

Much of this report focuses on the potential misuse of technology.
Indeed, the rationale for conducting this study was based on the growing
threat of misuse posed by dual-use advances in science and technology.
Importantly, there are also tremendous benefits to be gained from the
very same scientific and technological advances. The purpose of this sec-
tion is to enumerate some of these benefits. A more detailed discussion of
these benefits, particularly for the developing world, may be found in an
earlier workshop summary report from this committee, An International
Perspective on Advancing Technologies and Strategies for Managing Dual-Use
Risks: A Workshop Report.131

There is no question that many populations have benefited greatly
from advances in biotechnology and applications of related technologies
(e.g., nanotechnology and informatics) to biomedicine and agriculture.
Health biotechnology holds out promises for improved nutrition, a cleaner
environment, a longer and healthier lifespan, and cures for many once-
formidable diseases. Even older technologies, such as classic vaccine tech-
nology, have enabled the eradication or reduction of many once-dreaded
diseases, such as smallpox, polio, diphtheria, tetanus, and whooping
cough. Newer reverse genetic technologies for RNA viruses may make
possible rapid, rational development of vaccines against newly recognized
pathogens, such as SARS, avian influenza, Nipah, and many others for
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which current technologies are too slow, hit-or-miss, or too resource in-
tensive for timely vaccine development.

In the developing world, broader application of biotechnology may
make it economically feasible for resource-limited countries to produce
inexpensive vaccines to protect their own populations against emerging
infections that most afflict them. However, the potential applications of
life sciences technologies extend far beyond more affordable vaccines. A
technology foresight study conducted by the University of Toronto Joint
Centre for Bioethics (JCB) identified the ten biotechnology-related devel-
opments that are likely to improve human health in developing countries
within the next five to ten years:132  molecular diagnostics, recombinant
vaccines, drug and vaccine delivery systems, bioremediation, sequencing
pathogen genomes, female-controlled STI protection, bioinformatics, en-
riched genetically modified crops, recombinant drugs, and combinatorial
chemistry.

In addition to improved health, world agriculture stands to benefit
greatly from new discoveries in the life sciences and growing technologi-
cal capabilities. Many staple crop plants represent virtual monocultures—
that is, specific strains that were selected and propagated to give high
yield under certain specific conditions.133  Biotechnology could enable
agriculturalists to develop plants and livestock that are more resistant to
disease, pests, or harsh environmental conditions. Such modified agricul-
tural stock could be both an assurance for the future—against the possi-
bility of a disease wiping out a major part of the food supply, as happened
in the Irish potato famine of the mid-19th century—and a boon to re-
source-poor farmers in developing countries.

Importantly, while posing risks, U.S. biodefense efforts stand to ben-
efit as well from global cooperation in the spread of biotechnology. Ef-
forts to expand disease surveillance, improve detection and diagnostic
capabilities, and develop new vaccines and therapeutics—all of which
are crucial for a rapid, effective response in the event of either a deliber-
ately introduced or a naturally occurring biological attack—will continue
to rely on excellent scientific research and technological growth. Much of
the latter in particular relies, in turn, on international collaboration, a
theme explored in depth in Chapter 2. It has been argued that domestic
regulations designed to strengthen biodefense but that either indirectly
and/or directly restrict international collaboration may, ironically, “have
an unintended negative influence on the current U.S. effort to develop
enhanced biodefense capabilities, because it creates incentives to shift
away from international collaboration in biodefense research and pro-
duction.”134  This is particularly alarming with respect to vaccine re-
search, in which international biotechnology companies play a vital role.
Of the six category A biological threats on the U.S. Department of Health
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and Human Services’ (DHHS) select agents list (i.e., anthrax, botulinum
toxin, plague, smallpox, tularemia, and viral hemorraghic fevers), vac-
cines for all but botulinum toxin are currently being developed in coop-
eration with international biotechnology companies located in Canada,
Japan, Russia, and throughout Europe. Global cooperation, including the
training of foreign nationals in the United States, also provides opportu-
nities to introduce foreign scientists to the concept of dual-use risk and
the need to pursue a culture of awareness and responsibility in the global
scientific community.

The Dual-Use Dilemma

It can be expected that tension between the potential beneficial and
malevolent uses of technology will increase in the future, as science and
technology increasingly empower users to manipulate the materials and
processes of life itself. The same reverse genetic technologies that can be
used to develop new vaccines against RNA viruses could also be used to
construct modified viruses, including possibly viruses that express heter-
ologous virulence factors that result in more lethal disease. The Fink re-
port summarized the details and implications of three recent examples of
“contentious research” in the life sciences—experiments that resulted in
the creation of new infectious agents or knowledge with dual-use poten-
tial: the 2001 ectromelia virus (mousepox) experiment, in which Austra-
lian researchers engineered a recombinant virus that expressed the mouse
interleukin-4 (IL-4) gene and, in so doing, inadvertently created a lethal
virus that kills mice genetically resistant or recently vaccinated against
mousepox;135  the 2002 announcement that researchers from the State Uni-
versity of New York, Stony Brook, had artificially synthesized a virulent
poliovirus from scratch, using mail-order segments of DNA and a viral
genome map freely available on the Internet;136  and a 2002 study on the
difference in virulence between the Variola major virus, which causes
smallpox and has a 30 to 40 percent mortality rate, and the vaccinia virus,
which is used to vaccinate humans against smallpox and does not cause
disease in immunocompetent persons.137

The following serve as additional illustrative examples of scientific
publications that pose dual-use dilemmas (see also Figure 1-4):

• Publication of the complete DNA sequences of human pathogens.
This information, which is widely available on public databases, could
potentially facilitate the development and production of novel biological
weapons agents. According to one assessment: “The ever-expanding mi-
crobial genome databases now provide a parts list of all potential genes
involved in pathogenicity and virulence, adhesion and colonization of
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FIGURE 1-4 A and B The Dual-Use Dilemma.
SOURCE: B. Mathews, presentation at committee workshop, Cuernavaca, Mexico.

host cells, immune-response evasion and antibiotic resistance, from which
to pick and choose the most lethal combinations.”138

• A method for the construction of “fusion toxins,” derived from
two distinct toxins, for the purpose of killing cancer cells.139  This tech-
nique might be redirected to develop novel toxins that could target the
normal cells of almost any tissue when introduced into a human host.
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• Development of a genetically engineered strain of Bacillus anthracis
containing an inserted gene for a foreign toxin, potentially rendering the
agent resistant to the existing anthrax vaccine.140

• Development of “stealth” viruses that can evade the human im-
mune system and serve as molecular vectors to introduce curative genes
into patients with inherited diseases, or alternatively express unwanted
proteins such as toxins.141

• Publication of molecular details of two highly virulent strains of
influenza, the 1997 Hong Kong flu142  and the 1918 Spanish flu.143  Other
labs are trying to sequence and publish all of the genes in the 1918 influ-
enza strain,144  which killed 20 million to 40 million people, so as to be
prepared should it reemerge.145  Such work may help control influenza,
but it also makes it easier to recreate the highly pathogenic 1918 virus for
malevolent purposes.

• Genetic engineering of the tobacco plant to produce subunits of
cholera toxin, making it theoretically possible to produce large quantities
of this toxin cheaply and relatively easily, for good or bad.146

• Efforts to do away with insulin injections for diabetes by develop-
ing new technologies for delivering drugs by aerosol spray.147

• The deliberate release of botulinum toxin into the U.S. milk sup-
ply could poison several hundred thousand individuals, but early detec-
tion measures, such as in-process testing, could eliminate this threat. Re-
searchers have explored the effects of a deliberate release of botulinum
bacteria at various points in the milk supply chain, including raw milk
silos and tanker delivery trucks, with varied assumptions for key vari-
ables.148  This work helps biodefense and public health workers pinpoint
vulnerabilities so they can be appropriately addressed, but it also could
help direct a terrorist to the most vulnerable points in the milk supply.

In the past, dual-use concerns have focused on pathogens and on the
challenges associated with controlling dangerous pathogens. As already
emphasized, this committee’s deliberations have indicated that the prob-
lem will be far broader and more profound in the future. For example,
advances in neurobiology may make it possible to manipulate behavior
and thought processes, while gene therapy and gene expression tech-
nologies just now coming to fruition will make it possible to activate
endogenous molecules in the body—with possibly wide-ranging and
devasting effects. Advances in synthetic biology and nanotechnology will
offer similar rich opportunities for dual use. Nanodevices that may be
used to unplug blocked arteries could instead be employed to interfere
with circulatory function. Advanced drug delivery technologies and
pharmacogenomics knowledge could be used to develop and deliver
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with greater efficiency new bioweapons, perhaps even selectively target-
ing certain racial or ethnic groups.

COMMITTEE PROCESS

In considering the rapid and unpredictable advance of life sciences
technologies, it became apparent to the committee that the possibility of
inappropriate or malevolent use could never be completely eliminated
without fundamentally undermining the vitality of the scientific enter-
prise and endangering the tremendous benefits this enterprise brings.
However, we can also learn from past experiences. For example, recombi-
nant DNA was a new enabling technology some 30 years ago, and the
possibilities of this powerful new technology led to widespread concern
in both the scientific and the political communities. The issue was dis-
cussed at the now-famous Asilomar Conference of 1975, when scientists
gathered to discuss the safety of manipulating DNA from different spe-
cies and when many of the safeguards now in place were originally devel-
oped.149  As scientists developed more experience with the technology,
many of the original stringent safeguards could gradually be softened.
Similarly, this committee has considered how possibilities for inappropri-
ate and malicious use could be greatly reduced or mitigated, as discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 4.

In creating the ad hoc Committee on Advances in Technology and the
Prevention of Their Application to Next Generation Biowarfare Threats,
the National Research Council (the operating arm of The National Acad-
emies) and the Institute of Medicine selected committee members repre-
senting a broad spectrum of backgrounds, expertise, and interests. Areas
of expertise included public health, molecular and cellular biology, bio-
physics, clinical medicine, drug and vaccine discovery, national security
and law enforcement, bioethics, and sociology (see Appendix C for bio-
graphical information of committee members). In addition, the committee
relied on the expertise and advice of representatives of the executive
branch of the U.S. government, international governmental and nongov-
ernmental organizations, national governmental and nongovernmental
technical and policy experts, and educators and private consultants. In-
formation available from the open literature and materials submitted by
experts were reviewed and considered during the committee’s delibera-
tions (see Appendix B).

REPORT ROADMAP

Chapter 2 of this report reviews the current global dispersion of tools
and technologies used in the life sciences enterprise both domestically
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and globally. This global dispersion is being driven by a multitude of eco-
nomic, social, and political forces. Chapter 3 provides an overview and
perspective on the breadth and types of technologies that will—directly
or indirectly—have an impact on how the life sciences enterprise will
evolve in the near-term future. Finally, Chapter 4 presents the committee’s
conclusions and recommendations about the ways in which the adoption
of a “web of prevention” approach might enhance our collective abilities
to mitigate or minimize the negative consequences of inadvertent, inap-
propriate or purposeful malevolent applications of any of these technolo-
gies in the decades to come.
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2

Global Drivers and Trajectories of
Advanced Life Sciences Technologies

Advances in science and technology with biological dual-use po-
tential are materializing worldwide at a very rapid pace. Over
the next five to ten years, the United States, followed by the Euro-

pean Union and Japan, will likely remain the most powerful global players
in the life sciences. Yet, many other nations and regions are developing
new and strong scientific and technological infrastructures and capabili-
ties, and some states are emerging as regional and global leaders in their
respective fields of specialization. Brazil, China, India, and Russia are
among those expected to become stronger economic, political, scientific,
and technological global players in the future.

A multitude of complex and interacting economic, social, and politi-
cal forces drive innovation in life sciences-related technologies and the
rapid global dispersion of these technologies (e.g., the technologies de-
scribed in Chapter 3). These forces, or drivers, include:

• economic forces (i.e., labor costs,1  national investment in research
and development, and shifting geographic trends in consumerism and
purchasing power, as detailed in this chapter);

• social forces (e.g., efforts by developing countries to utilize health
and agricultural biotechnology and nanotechnology to improve the well-
being of their populations, as well as efforts to make agricultural and other
practices more environmentally “friendly”); and

• political forces, such as the Canadian government’s commitment
to devote at least five percent of its research and development investment
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to a knowledge-based approach to develop assistance for less fortunate
countries,2  the Mexican national agenda to become a regional leader in
genomic medicine,3  Singapore’s plan to make biotechnology the “fourth
pillar” of its economy (the other three being electronics, chemicals, and
engineering),4  and the U.S. government’s current investment in biodefense.

These drivers operate globally but at varying levels of intensity, de-
pending on national priorities and the strength of local and regional
economies. This variability is particularly true of the social and political
forces that drive this development. Moreover, the relative importance or
strength of the different social, economic, and political drivers changes
over time. Within the United States, for example, this country’s response
to the anthrax mailings following the 9/11 terrorist attacks has emerged
only recently as an economic driver. While biodefense spending is still
tiny in comparison with the pharmaceutical market forces, it is currently
contributing to the shaping of national priorities related to life sciences
research. The U.S. focus on 9/11 and biodefense research has also resulted
in new immigration and other policies that impact international collabo-
rative scientific research and technological exchange and thus could have
a broader impact on science and technology in this country (as discussed
in Chapter 4).

In Mexico, a relatively recent national aspiration to become a regional
leader in genomic medicine is driving a strongly supported effort to bol-
ster the scientific and technological capacity to do so.5  In addition to the
public health and social benefits expected of personalized health care, the
Mexican government perceives the issue as one of national security and
sovereignty. A Mexican-specific genomic medicine platform would mini-
mize the country’s dependence on foreign technological aid in the future.
Meanwhile, in Singapore, where similar efforts are focused on building a
national genomic medicine platform, the value of genomic medicine lies
in its economic potential. The country is investing billions of dollars in
biotechnology, much of the money coming from the Ministry of Trade
and Industry, rather than the Ministry of Health.6

Inseparable from the diverse economic, social, and political drivers
described thus far, another driver—or “mega driver”—of the rapid
growth and global dispersion of advanced technologies is globalization
itself. In the National Intelligence Council’s most recent report on future
global trends, globalization is referred to as a “mega-trend . . . a force so
ubiquitous that it will substantially shape all the other major trends in the
world of 2020.”7 Globalization encompasses the expanding international
flow of:
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• capital and goods, as reflected by the growing number of multi-
national business collaborations and global firms in the life sciences in-
dustry, global trends in biotechnology-related patents, and the globaliza-
tion of consumerism and purchasing power;

• knowledge, as reflected by the changing higher education land-
scape, the intercontinental movement of students, researchers and tech-
nology experts, the growing number of scientific publications authored
by researchers outside of the United States, and trends in biotechnology-
related patents; and

• people, again reflected by the changing nature of the interconti-
nental movement of students, researchers, and life science professionals.

The following discussion is based on these three broad categories of
drivers, or mega drivers, rather than on whether a driver is classified as
economic, social, or political. Accordingly, the first half of this chapter
summarizes evidence and patterns that reflect the increasingly important
roles of the global expansion of capital and goods, knowledge, and people
in shaping the global technology landscape. In particular, we survey the
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, nanobiotechnology, agricultural, and in-
dustrial sectors of the global life sciences industry (which reflect the ex-
panding global flow in capital and goods, knowledge, and people); sum-
marize global scientific productivity, in terms of publication and citations
in international journals and other indicators and recent biotechnology
patent activity (both of which reflect the expanding global flow in knowl-
edge and people); and highlight foreign student enrollment in U.S. gradu-
ate science and technology programs (which reflects the expanding global
flow of knowledge and people).

The second half of this chapter includes a snapshot of the rapidly
evolving global landscape for the creation, adoption, and adaptation of
the advanced technologies discussed herein. This section is not intended
to be comprehensive, but to illustrate the extent to which advanced tech-
nologies are being developed and disseminated worldwide, well beyond
the borders of the G88  (i.e., Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United
Kingdom, United States, and the Russian Federation). Highlighted regions
and countries were selected on the basis of recent known investments in
life science research and applied technologies, obvious indications that
the countries are expanding their science and technology foundations, and
publicized country efforts to become regional centers of excellence in tech-
nologies of interest to this study.
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THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE

One of the most significant factors fueling the global dispersion of
advancing technologies is the quest for profit and the desire to enter and
succeed in the international marketplace. Over the next five to ten years,
all sectors of the life sciences industry—most notably health care and agri-
culture but also food production, the industrial and environmental sector,
and homeland defense and national security—are expected to continue to
benefit from and thus drive the rapid growth of new biological knowl-
edge and advanced technologies (Table 2-1). The predictions in Table 2-1
are not comprehensive but are illustrative of the wide range of future
market-driven applications, or trends, and key technologies that will
enable these applications. Of note, information technology stands out as
being common to all sectors, trends, and goals. The dual role of informa-
tion technology as an advanced technology, in and of itself, and as a driver
of other advanced technologies is discussed later in this chapter.

Although North America, Europe, and Japan currently dominate the
global marketplace, several other countries are poised to become regional
or global leaders in the near future. Not only have new globalization strat-
egies emerged over the past few decades, encouraging increased interna-
tional collaboration and resulting in a greater number of firms operating
in the global arena, but a growing number of new businesses are originat-
ing in countries outside North America, Western Europe, and Japan. The
latter is evident by current trends in the number of biotech companies in
Australia, Brazil, Israel, and South Korea, as detailed below. With regard
to increased international collaboration, the number of technological co-
operation agreements in biotechnology rapidly grew from near zero in
1970 to almost 700 in 1985-1989 (more recent data are not yet available).9
Technological cooperation agreements between firms in different coun-
tries, focusing on either production or research and development (some-
times both), provide the benefits of collaboration without the contentious
issues associated with changes in long-term ownership. Although most of
those agreements were between U.S. firms (34 percent), nearly as many
U.S.-Japanese (10 percent) or U.S.-Western Europe (19 percent) agree-
ments were formed during this same time period. Other agreements were
between Western European and Japanese firms (3 percent), between West-
ern European firms (24 percent), and between Japanese firms (5 percent).

International contracting among biotech and pharmaceutical firms has
also increased in recent years.10 These contracts extend across national
borders between firms for the production of components, supplies, and
products, made possible by advances in transportation and communications
technologies. Following its accession to the World Trade Organization
(WTO), the national strengths possessed by India in process engineering
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TABLE 2-1 Current and Near-Future Applications of Advancing
Technologies

Key Enabling
Sectors Trend Goal Technologies

Pharmaceuticals Development of Individual and Gene and protein chip
designer drugs genome-specific (i.e., microarray),
(“personalized drugs biomedical databases
medicine”); (i.e., information
genotype technology),
profiling computing

Improved drug Alternative routes for Nanotechnology,
delivery drug administration aerosol technology,

microencapsulation,
transdermal delivery
technologies

Medicine Improved Automated genomic Databases, gene and
diagnosis tests protein chips

Better treatments Provide cures for Biomedical and genome
for infectious difficult-to-treat or databases, high-
disease untreatable throughput screening

infections of compound
structural libraries,
nanotechnology

Gene therapy Identify and treat Databases, gene chip,
defective genes high-performance

computing
Xenotrans- Develop rejection-free Databases, animal

plantation tissues and organs models, recombinant
for transplantation methods

Agriculture Transgenic crops Development of Genome sequencing
disease, pest, and methods, databases
environmental
insult-resistant crops;
manufacture of
biological products

Biomaterials Artificial tissue Develop tissue, stem Databases, transgenic
and organs cell, and other crops/animals,

engineering methods nanotechnology
Biopolymers New materials for Databases, computing,

biological and transgenic
industrial crops/animals,
applications nanotechnology

Biodefense Strengthening Improvement and Gene chips, databases,
biodefense production of vaccines nanotechnology,
capabilities and prophylactics, detector hardware

rapid diagnostics,
pathogen detectors,
and forensics

Computing Performance Faster computing for Grid computing and
improvement intensive analysis and supercomputers

filtering; convergence
of  technologies

Expansion of Develop and strengthen Advanced software
biotech-specific biotech-specific and search
applications software algorithms

SOURCE: Adapted from presentation by Terence Taylor, Cuernavaca workshop.
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and information technology have made it a potentially very powerful
partner for collaborative and outsourcing drug development and other
biotechnology applications. So too is China, following its recent accession
to the WTO. According to one account, over the last five years, more than
100 global companies have established research and development centers
in India.11  An industry analysis by the business consulting firm Frost &
Sullivan, estimated India’s pharmaceutical market to be $5.1 billion in
2004, ranking it 13th globally by value and 4th by volume.12

Industry, government, and science news reports point to recent ac-
tivities throughout Asia, particularly China’s rapid entry into the global
economy, as some of the strongest evidence of the global expansion of
biotechnology and related businesses. According to a recent Interconti-
nental Marketing Services (IMS) Health report, pharmaceutical sales in
China reportedly increased 28 percent to reach $9.5 billion annually. Al-
though that figure is relatively small compared to the global pharmaceu-
tical market of $400-450 billion, industry analysts predict that China’s
large population size and flourishing economy will push the figure even
higher in the future.13 Asia also boasts the emergence of several major
stem cell research centers—in China, Singapore, South Korea, and Tai-
wan—promising not only exciting opportunities for expatriate students
and scientists, but also future commercial success. At Taiwan’s Academia
Sinica, most of the Ph.D.-level stem cell researchers are Taiwanese or Chi-
nese scientists who have returned home from the United States, United
Kingdom, or Australia.14 ES Cell International (Singapore), a regenerative
medicine company, is banking on developing a method for transforming
stem cells into insulin-producing cells for transplantation into patients
with diabetes.

The Pharmaceutical Industry

Worth approximately $400-450 billion and with an annual growth of
about nine percent, the pharmaceutical industry dominates the global life
sciences landscape and plays a major driving role in technological devel-
opment.15 (Compare this figure to those presented in Table 2-6 for the
telecommunications industry, where the total telecommunications mar-
ket revenue for services and equipment was estimated at U.S. $1,370 bil-
lion in 2003.) Although North America and the European Union occupy
about 75 percent of the current global pharmaceutical market and enjoy
annual growth rates of approximately 12 and 8 percent, respectively, the
Asian, African, and Australian markets together are worth about $32 bil-
lion and enjoy an annual growth rate of 11 percent.16 According to a phar-
maceutical industry overview by Frost & Sullivan, in the next 5 to 10 years
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the Asia-Pacific and Latin American markets should grow significantly
and increase their presence in the global marketplace.17

The majority of the global market is targeted toward chronic diseases
among the elderly (i.e., people over the age of 65). The best-selling phar-
maceuticals (and their annual market value in parentheses18) are anti-
ulcerants ($22 billion), cholesterol reducers ($22 billion), antidepressants
($27 billion), antirheumatics ($12 billion), calcium antagonists ($10 billion),
antipsychotics ($10 billion), and oral antidiabetics ($8 billion).

The figures in Table 2-2 represent worldwide trends and include pur-
chases in both developed and developing countries. The developing world
market for these best-selling pharmaceuticals is expected to expand in the
future, even as resource-poor countries continue to face serious public
health problems associated with emerging infectious diseases. Over the
next 20 years, the aging population in northwestern Europe is expected to
increase by 50 to 60 percent.19 In the developing world, the same demo-
graphic is expected to increase 200 percent over the same time period.

Two likely future major pharmaceutical market trends are the use of
genome-specific “designer drugs” (i.e., as part of “personalized” health
care) and the use of new and improved modes of drug delivery. These
trends will depend on and drive the development and global dissemina-
tion of a range of technologies, including gene and protein chip technolo-
gies, biomedical databases, computing, nanobiology, aerosol drug deliv-
ery applications, and other technologies.

Global Growth of the Biotechnology Industry

Biotechnology companies are enterprises that use a variety of tools
and technologies—recombinant DNA, molecular biology and genomics,

TABLE 2-2 Analysis of the Global Pharmaceutical Market

Annual Market Annual
Region Worth Share Growth

North America $204 billion 51% 12%
Europe $102 billion 25% 8%
Japan $47 billion 12% 1%
Asia, Africa, Australia $32 billion 8% 11%
Latin America $17 billion 4% –10%a

aThis figure reflects past trends. According to a Frost & Sullivan report, the Latin America
market is expected to grow significantly in the next 5 to 10 years.
SOURCE: Terence Taylor, Cuernavaca workshop, September 21, 2004.
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live organisms, cells, or biological agents—to produce goods and services.
In contrast to “large pharma,” the biotech industry is dominated by small
to medium-sized companies. According to the Biotechnology Industry
Organization (BIO), the principal U.S. trade organization for this sector,
there are currently 1,473 U.S. biotech companies, of which 314 are pub-
licly held. Corporate membership in BIO is currently over 1,000, com-
pared to 502 in 1993. In contrast, the World Nuclear Association, a global
industry organization promoting the peaceful use of nuclear energy, has
about 125 members, mostly companies.

Canada ranks second in terms of the number of biotech companies
and third, behind the United States and United Kingdom, in terms of gen-
erating biotech revenue, according to BIOTECanada. Although California
and Massachusetts host the two largest biotechnology industries among
all U.S. states and Canadian provinces, Quebec and Ontario follow with
158 and 137 companies in each province. The next largest biotech indus-
tries are in North Carolina (88), Maryland (84), British Columbia (78), and
New Jersey (77).20

The number of European biotech companies grew from 720 to 1,570
between 1997 and 2001.21 EuropaBio, the principal European trade orga-
nization for bioindustry, currently represents about 1,500 small and me-
dium-sized businesses involved in research and development, testing,
manufacturing, and distribution of biotechnology products. According to
the BioIndustry Association (BIA), the principal trade association for the
U.K. biotech sector, the United Kingdom has about 550 biotech, or bio-
science, companies, employing over 40,000 people. There are about 350
BIA members.

Growth in the biotechnology sector outside the United States, Canada,
and the European Union is equally remarkable. For example:

• the number of biotech companies in Brazil grew from 76 in 1993
to 354 in 200122;

• the number of biotech companies in Israel increased from about
30 in 1990 to about 160 in 200023;

• the number of publicly listed South Korean biotechnology firms
grew from one in 2000 to 23 by 200224;

• the Japan Bioindustry Association has about 300 corporate mem-
bers, 100 public organization members, and 1,300 individual members
(from universities)25;

• AusBiotech, the industry body representing the Australian bio-
technology sector, boasts nearly 2,400 individual members; and,

• 59 countries were represented at the BIO 2005 annual conference,
which drew nearly 19,000 attendees to Philadelphia in June 2005.
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According to the most recent BIO report on the industry, the total
value of publicly traded biotech companies (U.S.) at market prices was
$311 billion as of early April 2005.26 Total U.S. revenues for the biotech
industry at large increased from $8 billion in 1994 to $46 billion in 2004
(Table 2-3); the number of U.S. biotechnology patents granted per year
increased from 2,160 in 1989 to 7,763 in 2002; and the number of biotech
drugs and vaccine approvals per year increased from two in 1982 to 37 in
2003.27 Currently, there are 370 biotech drug products and vaccines in
clinical trials in the United States.28

The Fledgling Nanobiotechnology Industry

Nanotechnology—which includes, but is not limited to, biotechno-
logical applications—is expected to become a $750 billion market by
2015.29 Nanotechnology has been defined in many ways, including the
science involving matter that is smaller than 100 nanometers,30 anything
dealing with “human-built structures measuring 100 nanometers or less,31

arranging molecules (atoms) as precisely as possible so as to perform a
designated function,32 and doing with real molecules what computer
graphics does with molecular models.33

For the purposes of this discussion, “nanotechnology involves the
manipulation of molecules less than about 100 nanometers in size. (One
nanometer is one-billionth of a meter; a hydrogen atom is about 0.1
nanometers wide.)”34 Semantics aside, an intriguing feature of nano-
technology is that it operates on the scale upon which biological systems
build their structural components, like microtubules, microfilaments, and
chromatin.35 In other words, biochemistry, genomics, and cell biology are
nanoscale phenomena. Even more intriguing, a key property of these
biological structural components is self-assembly. The most successful
biological self-assembler is, of course, the DNA double helix. In their quest
to emulate these biological phenomena, scientists have created the field of
DNA nanotechnology, or nanobiotechnology,36 as well as the closely re-
lated field of DNA-based computation by algorithmic self-assembly.37

Although nanotechnology remains a fledgling field, according to a
2005 report published by NanoBiotech News, 61 nanotech-based drugs
and drug delivery systems and 92 nano-based medical devices or diag-
nostics have already entered preclinical, clinical, or commercial develop-
ment.38 For example, in January 2005 the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approved the use of the nanoparticle-based Abraxane, a solvent-
free form of the breast cancer drug Taxol (paclitaxel).39 The reformulated
drug consists only of albumin-bound paclitaxel nanoparticles (i.e., made
possible by American Bioscience’s proprietary nanoparticle albumin-
bound nab™ technology) and is thus free of the toxic solvents that cause
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certain side effects associated with Taxol. As another example, in Febru-
ary 2005, Angstrom Medica, Inc. (Woburn, MA), received FDA clearance
for its nanoengineered synthetic bone material, NanOss™ Bone Void
Filler, which can be used in the treatment of bone fractures or as an alter-
native to the use of donor bone and metallic medical implants.40

Outside the biomedical arena, nanobiotechnology advances are being
used to improve cosmetic and sunscreen products, among others. For
example, Microniser Pty Ltd (Victoria, Australia) has used nanobio-
technology to develop its proprietary nano-sized zinc oxide powders and
other products. Zinc oxide, a common ingredient in many cosmetic products,
normally has a white appearance. Microniser’s nano-sized zinc oxide
(Nanosun™) is transparent.41

Many developing countries are making efforts to harness the poten-
tial of nanotechnology, and several have launched nanotechnology initia-
tives. The Indian government plans to invest $20 million over the next
five years (2004-2009) in the country’s Nanomaterials Science and Tech-
nology Initiative42; researchers at the University of Delhi are commercial-
izing two U.S.-patented nanoparticle drug delivery systems; scientists at
Panacea Biotec, in New Delhi, are conducting novel drug delivery research
using mucoadhesive nanoparticles; and Dabur Research Foundation, lo-
cated in Ghaziabad, is participating in Phase-I clinical trials of nanoparticle
delivery of the anticancer drug paclitaxel.43 In China, researchers have
tested a nanotechnology bone scaffold (with the ability to repair damaged
skeletal tissue caused by injury resulting from car accidents) in patients.44

The number of nanotechnology patent applications from China ranks
third in the world behind the United States and Japan.45 It is estimated
that China’s central and local governments will invest the equivalent of
$600 million in nanotechnology and nanoscience between 2003 and 2007.46

Strikingly, scientists in China published more papers in these fields in
international peer-reviewed journals than American scientists during
2004.47 In Brazil, the projected 2004-2007 budget for nanotechnology is the
equivalent of $25 million; and three institutes, four networks, and about
300 scientists are working in the field. In South Africa, investigators and
institutions active in the field of nanotechnology banded together to form
the South African Nanotechnology Initiative (www.sani.org.za), with the
goal of establishing a critical mass in nanotechnology research and devel-
opment to improve industry-university links, increase nanotech R&D
spending, develop projects that benefit South Africa, and generally
strengthen South Africa’s position as a regional and global player in what
is predicted to become the next great wave of technological innovation
(i.e., nanotechnology). Thailand, the Philippines, Chile, Argentina, and
Mexico are also pursuing nanotechnology initiatives.48

A 2005 study in PLoS Medicine identified the top 10 potential benefi-
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cial applications of nanotechnology for developing countries, illustrating
the wide range of social issues that, together with economic forces and
political motivations, drive not just nanotechnology but all technological
growth:49

1. energy storage, production, and conversion (e.g., novel hydrogen
storage systems based on carbon nanotubes and other lightweight
nanomaterials);

2. agricultural productivity enhancement (e.g., nanoporous zeolites
for slow release and effcient dosage of fertilizers and of nutrients and
drugs for livestock);

3. water treatment and remediation (e.g., nanomembranes for water
purification, desalination, and detoxification);

4. disease diagnosis and screening (e.g., “lab-on-a-chip” nanoliter
systems);

5. drug delivery systems (e.g., nanocapsules, liposomes, dendrimers,
buckyballs, nanobiomagnets, and attapulgite clays for slow and sustained
drug release systems);

6. food processing and storage (e.g., nanocomposites for plastic film
coatings in food packaging);

7. air pollution and remediation (e.g., TiO2 nanoparticle-based photo-
catalytic degradation of air pollutants in self-cleaning systems);

8. construction (e.g., nanomuscular structures to make asphalt and
concrete more robust to water seepage);

9. health monitoring (e.g., nanotubes for glucose sensors and for in
situ monitoring of homeostasis); and,

10. vector and pest detection and control (e.g., nanosensors for pest
detection).

Developing countries recognize the potential of novel technologies.
Nowhere is this more evident than with nanotechnology.

AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY50

The expansion of transgenic crops is expected to be one of the most
important future agricultural trends associated with or resulting from
advances in biotechnology. Potential benefits of transgenic agriculture
include the development of more disease-resistant crops (which obviate
the need for environmentally hazardous pesticides) to the production of
better-tasting foods. Environmental and societal benefits notwithstand-
ing, ultimately, as with the pharmaceutical industry, economics is the bot-
tom line. Any technology that results in lower production costs and higher
profit margins will likely progress more rapidly than other, lower-yield
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ventures. About 45 percent of the world’s crops are lost to disease, insects,
drought, and so forth, annually. In the United States alone, $20 billion
worth of crops are lost annually (i.e., one-tenth of production), which rep-
resents a large margin that could potentially be affected by advances in
transgenic technology. The situation per hectare is worse in other parts of
the world. For example, while the United States produces about 6 tons of
rice per hectare, Europe produces about 5 tons per hectare and Latin
America 2.3 tons per hectare. With corn (maize), the United States pro-
duces 7 tons per hectare; Europe, 6 tons per hectare; Latin America, 2.1;
and Africa, only 1.7. 51

The recent rapid growth and global dispersion of commercialized ge-
netically modified (GM) or transgenic crops, also known as biotech crops,
suggests that efforts to improve and maximize agricultural productivity
already serve as yet another powerful driver of advanced technologies.
Transgenic food crops have already entered and flourished in the global
marketplace. According to a report, issued in January 2005 by the Interna-
tional Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech Applications (ISAAA),
in 2004 there were 14 biotech “megacountries,” that is, countries that grow
more than 50,000 hectares of biotech crops.52 These countries were, in or-
der of hectarage, the United States (59 percent of the global total), Argen-
tina (20 percent), Canada (6 percent), Brazil (6 percent), China (5 percent),
Paraguay (2 percent), India (1 percent), South Africa (1 percent), Uruguay,
Australia, Romania, Mexico, Spain, and the Philippines. To put these fig-
ures into perspective, the ISAAA report described the accumulated
biotech acreage between 1996 and 2004 as equivalent to 40 percent of the
land area of the United States or China and 15 times the total land area of
the United Kingdom (Figures 2-1 and 2-2).

Although China ranks fifth in terms of commercialized GM crop
hectarage, it is expected to become the world’s largest GM crop producer
in the next 10 to 20 years. With one-quarter of the world’s population and
only seven percent of the world’s arable land, China has made a strong
commitment to using transgenic technology and has spent in the past
three years the equivalent of $120 million on developing transgenic rice
technology alone. Between 2001 and 2005, China’s investment in
transgenic technology development was 400 percent greater than between
1996 and 2000.53

The global area of biotech crop plantings grew for the ninth consecu-
tive year in 2004, at a rate of 20 percent (up from 15 percent growth in
2003), to 81.0 million hectares (equivalent to 200 million acres), compared
to 67.7 million hectares (167 million acres) in 2003 and seven million acres
in 1997, when biotech crops were first commercially grown (Figure 2-3).54

Also in 2004, biotech crops were grown by approximately 8.25 million
farmers in 17 countries, compared to 7 million farmers in 18 countries in
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FIGURE 2-1 Global area of biotech crops in million hectares (1996-2004). Increase
of 20 percent, 13.3 million hectares or 32.9 million acres between 2003 and 2004.
SOURCE: www.isaaa.org/kc/CBTNews/press_release/briefs32/figures/global_
area.jpg [accessed January 4, 2006].

2003. Ninety percent of these farmers were in resource-poor countries. In
fact, the absolute growth in biotech crop area between 2003 and 2004 was
higher in developing countries (7.2 million hectares) than in industrial-
ized countries (6.1 million) for the first time. Brazil and India are expected
to become larger sectors of the production market in the near future (see
Table 2-4).55 Other developing countries with small but growing shares of
the market include Indonesia, Mexico, Uruguay, Colombia, Honduras,
and the Philippines.56 By the end of the decade, an estimated 15 million
farmers are predicted to be growing biotech crops on some 150 million
hectares in up to 30 countries.

Based on data from Cropnosis, a crop protection market research firm,
and provided by ISAAA, the global market value of biotech crops for 2004
was an estimated $4.7 billion and is expected to grow higher than $5 billion
in 2005. Its cumulative global value for the nine-year period between 1996
(when biotech crops were first commercialized) and 2004 was $24 billion.
The two most common genetically engineered crop traits are herbicide
tolerance (72 percent of global biotech hectares in 2004) and insect
resistance (15.6 percent of global biotech hectares in 2004).57 Major
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#3 
Canada*
5.4 Million Has.
Canola, Maize, 
Soybean

#1 
USA*
47.6 Million Has.
Soybean, Maize, 
Cotton, Canola

#12 
Mexico*
0.1 Million Has.
Cotton, Soybean

#2 
Argentina*
16.2 Million Has.
Soybean, Maize, 
Cotton

#15
Colombia
<0.05 Million Has.
Cotton

#16
Honduras
<0.05 Million Has.
Maize 

#9 
Uruguay*
0.3 Million Has.
Soybean, Maize

#6 
Paraguay*
1.2 Million Has.
Soybean

#8 
South Africa*
0.5 Million Has.
Maize, Soybean, 
Cotton

#4 
Brazil*
5.0 Million Has.
Soybean

#10 
Australia*
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Cotton

#14
Philippines*
0.1 Million Has.
Maize

#5 
China*
3.5 Million Has.
Cotton

#7
India*
0.5 Million Has.
Cotton

#11 
Romania*
0.1 Million Has.
Soybean

#13
Spain*
0.1 Million Has.
Maize

#17
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<0.05 Million Has.
Maize

FIGURE 2-2 Biotech crop countries and mega-countries, 2004.
SOURCE: www.isaaa.org/kc/CBTNews/press_release/briefs32/figures/crop_
countries.jpg [accessed January 4 , 2006].

transgenic crops include soja (i.e., Glycien soja, wild soybean; 61 percent of
global market), maize (23 percent), cotton (11 percent), and colza (i.e.,
canola oil, 5 percent). In 2004 the European Commission approved two
biotech maize imports, signaling the end of the 1998 moratorium, and 17
biotech maize varieties for planting in the European Union.

Plant biotechnology is widely recognized throughout Asia as a key
tactic for achieving food security and sustainable agriculture.58  In addi-
tion, making recombinant plants is an attractive approach for improving
yield. Increases in food production between 1970 and 1995 (i.e., following
improvements in agricultural production initiated by the Green Revolu-
tion), even as the population grew by one billion, were due largely to the
cultivation of new high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat, which were
developed by introducing genes that made the plants more responsive to
fertilizers and less likely to fall over when fertilized or irrigated. Other
factors that contributed to increased yields included expansion of irrigated
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areas, increases in fertilizer and pesticide use, and greater availability of
credit.59

Plants as Manufacturing Platforms

Transgenic crops are not the only agricultural application of advanc-
ing life sciences knowledge. Similar technological advances are being
applied to “biopharming,” the production of vaccine antigens and other
biologically active proteins by transgenic plants. Plant-based manufactur-
ing platforms are considered potentially low-cost, highly efficient, alter-
natives to other production methods and may be especially suitable for
use in developing countries.60 However, the future of biopharming is
unclear. Academic researchers have been investigating the potential for

FIGURE 2-3 Global area of biotech crops, 1996-2004. Increase of 20 percent, 13.3
million hectares or 32.9 million acres between 2003 and 2004.
SOURCE: James, C. 2004. Global Status of Commercialized Biotech/GM Prod-
ucts: 2004. International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech Applications,
Executive Summary. Available online at: www.isaaa.org/kc/CBTNews/
press_release/briefs32/ESummary/Executive%20Summary%20(English).pdf [ac-
cessed January 4, 2006].
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TABLE 2-4 Top Biotech Crop Countries and Mega-countries, 2004

Country Hectares (millions) Key Crops

United States 47.6 soybean
maize
cotton
canola

Argentina 16.2 soybean
maize
cotton

Canada 5.4 canola
maize
soybean

Brazil 5.0 soybean
China 3.7 cotton
Paraguay 1.2 soybean
India 0.5 cotton
S. Africa 0.5 maize

soybean
cotton

Uruguay 0.3 soybean, maize
Australia 0.2 soybean
Romania 0.1 soybean
Mexico 0.1 cotton

soybean
Spain 0.1 maize
Philippines 0.1 maize
Colombia <0.05 cotton
Honduras <0.05 maize
Germany <0.05 maize

SOURCE: www.isaaa.org/kc/CBTNews/press_release/briefs32/ESummary/Executive%20
Summary%20(English).pdf; a mega-country is a country that grows 50,000 more hectares of
biotech, or transgenic, crops

plant-produced vaccines for over a decade but, despite the promise of the
technology, have attracted little venture capital or captured the interest of
conventional vaccine manufacturers. Similar efforts are underway with
respect to the use of transgenic animals for production of therapeutic pro-
teins. While having considerable potential, these efforts have been slowed
by concerns about the potential for gene transfer from transgenic plants to
wild type.

Nanotechnological Applications in Agriculture

As mentioned in the previous section, agricultural productivity en-
hancement has been identified as one of 10 future beneficial applications
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of nanotechnology in the developing world. Nanotechnology could be
used to improve agricultural productivity through the use of nanoporous
materials for the slow release and efficient utilization of water and fertil-
izers for plants (and of nutrients and drugs for livestock), nanocapsules
for herbicide delivery, nanosensors for soil quality and plant health moni-
toring, and nanomagnets for soil contaminant removal.

Industrial Biotechnology

Industrial biotechnology—the application of scientific and engineer-
ing principles to the processing of materials by biological agents—has
been dubbed the “third wave” of biotechnology, after health and agricul-
tural biotechnology.61 Chemicals, auto parts, plastics, textiles, and paper
are just a few of the many products and industrial sectors that stand to
benefit from biological processing, which is generally less expensive, en-
vironmentally safer, and more sustainable than petroleum- or chemistry-
based manufacturing. Viewed simply from an economic perspective, bio-
technology will supplant traditional production technologies as the costs
of biotechnology development and production reagents (e.g., glucose)
drop below the costs of traditional production reagents (e.g., petroleum).
Biological processing can also yield better products. Back in the 1970s, for
example, when laundry detergent manufacturers replaced phosphates
with cell-derived enzymes, they created a product that produced less
waste, cost less to package and transport, and removed stains better than
other products then on the market.62

Today, cell-, enzyme-, and plant-based processing technologies are
being incorporated into a wide range of manufacturing and energy con-
version applications. For example, in 2001, Cargill Dow opened a biorefinery
in Blair, Nebraska, for the conversion of corn sugar into a polylactide poly-
mer that can be used to produce packaging materials, clothing, and bed-
ding products.63 April 2004 marked the first commercial shipment of
bioethanol—ethanol made from, in this case, wheat straw—by a Cana-
dian biotech company, Iogen. Iogen expects to begin construction of a 50-
million-gallon-a-year manufacturing plant in 2006.64

Currently, only about five percent of industrial chemicals are of bio-
logical origin (e.g., alcohols, amino acids, vitamins, pharmaceuticals). The
figure is expected to increase to 10 percent or higher by 2010, depending
on such factors as consumer acceptance, governmental policies and sup-
port, and the regulatory environment. Also by 2010, biologically-produced
ethanol is expected to constitute as much as 6 percent of all transportation
fuel used in Europe.65
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Biodefense

U.S. biodefense spending66 has increased dramatically over the past
few years. Combined Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) biodefense preparedness
spending has increased as follows:

• FY 2001—$294 million (HHS budget),
• FY 2002— $3 billion (HHS budget),
• FY 2003—$4.4 billion (combined HHS and DHS budgets), and
• FY 2004—$5.2 billion (combined HHS and DHS budgets).

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) biodefense research funding
increased from $53 million in FY 2001 to nearly $1.7 billion in FY 2005
(and a requested $1.8 billion for FY 2006). The FY 2005 budget was used
for basic research ($574 million), diagnostics ($149 million), healthcare fa-
cilities construction ($51 million), vaccines ($625 million), and antibiotics
and antivirals ($259 million).67 According to data from CRISP, NIH’s grant
database, the number of NIH grants referencing bacterial bioweapons
agents (i.e., agents that cause tularemia, anthrax, plague, glanders, me-
lioidosis, or brucellosis) increased 15-fold between 1996-2001 (33 grants)
and 2001-January 2005 (497 grants).

As with other sectors of the life sciences industry, international col-
laboration and technology exchanges—as reflected by the growing num-
ber of co-owned and foreign-owned patents, in addition to the growing
number of international subcontracting and technological cooperation
agreements—are vital to the success of the U.S. biodefense industry. This
is particularly true with respect to vaccine research and development.68

Vaccines are considered a key component of U.S. biodefense, yet there are
few incentives for the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries to
develop new biodefense vaccines. The FDA has licensed vaccines to pro-
tect against only a handful of the nearly 50 biological threat agents identi-
fied by HHS (i.e., anthrax, cholera, plague, smallpox). Until recently,
manufacturers had ceased producing all but one of these FDA-approved
vaccines (i.e., anthrax). Recognizing the urgent need for new biodefense
vaccines, the BioShield initiative—$5.6 billion in federal funding for the
purchase of vaccines and other medical countermeasures over a period of
10 years—was launched in an effort to create incentives for the private
sector to develop and produce new vaccines. However, although nation-
ally funded biodefense-related research and development programs have
achieved high visibility, the perceived need for biodefense products has
thus far received little attention from well-established pharmaceutical
companies. This is likely to remain the case as long as the government is
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perceived to represent the sole market for such products or until signifi-
cant new incentives are adopted.

In addition to a lack of incentives, scientific, technological, and regu-
latory advances make it difficult for all but the largest vaccine manufac-
turers to house the range of expertise and capabilities required to take a
vaccine from concept to commercialization. Consequently, as with other
sectors of the life sciences industry, smaller commercial vaccine develop-
ers have increasingly relied on outsourcing and technological cooperation
agreements (e.g., between pharmaceutical companies and biotech start-
ups). As of 2004, of the top six class A biological threat agents identified
by the United States, vaccines for all but one (Botulinum toxin) are being
developed in cooperation with international biotechnology companies,
including firms in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Japan, the Nether-
lands, and the United Kingdom.69

GLOBAL DISPERSION OF KNOWLEDGE

Articles in international peer-reviewed journals and citations of those
articles are commonly used as one of a variety of metrics to assess a
country’s scientific output, which, in turn, reflects a country’s ability to
generate new knowledge and adapt and benefit from research conducted
globally. Likewise, patents are commonly used as an indicator of a
country’s technological capacity and output. This section summarizes re-
cent trends with respect to these two major categories of indicators while
demonstrating that scientific and technological knowledge in general—
and life sciences knowledge and technology specifically—is spreading
globally at a very rapid pace.

Global Scientific Productivity

In a recent analysis of the number of published research papers and
reviews, and their citations, based on data provided by Thomson ISI,
which indexes more than 8,000 scientific journals in 36 languages, Profes-
sor Sir David A. King, chief scientific officer of the United Kingdom and
head of the Office of Science and Technology, London, compared scien-
tific productivity across 31 countries.70  The selected countries comprised
more than 98 percent of the world’s “highly” cited papers, which are de-
fined as the one percent most frequently cited by field and year of publi-
cation. In terms of the number of publications, number of citations, and
share of the top one percent of cited papers, the United States clearly leads.
South Africa is the only African country on the list, and Iran is the only
Islamic country represented.
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With respect to the number of publications between 1997 and 2001, in
terms of a percentage of the world’s total, the United States (34.86 per-
cent) is followed by, in decreasing order, the United Kingdom (9.43), Ja-
pan (9.28), Germany (4.58), France (6.39), Canada (4.58), Italy (4.05), Rus-
sia (3.4), China (3.18), Spain (2.85), Australia (2.84), the Netherlands (2.55),
India (2.13), Switzerland (1.84), South Korea (1.53), Belgium (1.32), Tai-
wan (1.25), Brazil (1.21), Poland (1.18), Denmark (1.02), Finland (0.96),
Austria (0.93), Greece (0.62), South Africa (0.5), Singapore (0.42), Portugal
(0.37), Ireland (0.35), Iran (0.13), and Luxembourg (0.01). See Figure 2-4
for a graphic representation of these numbers.

Compared to the number of publications between 1993 and 1997, there
has been a notable decrease in the percentage of papers authored by U.S.
scientists (37.47 in 1993-1997, compared to 34.86 in 1997-2001), compared
to increases for many other countries (including the United Kingdom, Ja-
pan, Germany, France, and particularly China) over the same time peri-
ods. With respect to the number of citations and share of the top one per-
cent most frequently cited papers, again the gap between the United States
and other countries narrowed slightly. From 1993-1997, U.S.-authored
papers comprised 52.3 percent of the world total and 65.6 percent of the
top one percent of frequently cited papers. Those figures fell to 49.43 per-
cent and 62.76 percent, respectively, in 1997-2001.

Since the United States is a relatively large nation in terms of its popu-
lation and gross domestic product (GDP), it is instructive to also look at
such data on a per capita basis. Citations are considered a measure of the
impact of a nation’s publication output. In the graphical comparison of
the “citation intensity” (citations per gross national product) and “wealth
intensity” (GDP per person) in Figure 2-4, Israel, the Scandinavian coun-
tries, Switzerland, and the Netherlands are all above the norm (i.e., they
have higher-than-average citation numbers: wealth indices). The United
States, Japan, Taiwan, Ireland, and Luxembourg all fall below the norm.

Among the G8 nations and in terms of a national disciplinary “foot-
print” (i.e., a country’s impact on international science based on citation
share), notable features include Russia’s relative weakness in the life
sciences (compared to its relative strength in the physical sciences and
engineering). The United States has the highest impact and the United
Kingdom the second-largest footprint in the life sciences.

Importantly, as King notes, ranking countries by citation share may
hide important recent trends, such as the very rapid growth that China is
currently experiencing with respect to establishing a strong science and
technology base and the initial steps that many other countries are taking
toward strengthening their scientific and technological capabilities. In-
deed, in a similar analysis that appeared recently in Science, the authors
found that, although the gap in scientific output between the world’s rich-
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FIGURE 2-4 Comparing economic and scientific wealth. National science citation
intensity, measured as the ratio of the citations to all papers to the national GDP,
shown as the function of the national wealth intensity, or GDP per person, for the
31 nations in the comparator group. GDP and wealth intensity are given in thou-
sands of U.S. dollars at 1995 purchasing-power parity. Source: Thomson ISI, OECD
and the World Bank.
SOURCE: King, D.A. 2004. The scientific impact of nations. Nature 430(6997):311-
316.  Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 430(6997),
copyright 2004.

est and poorest countries may be widening—the output from the world’s
63 poorest countries dropped by about a tenth to just 0.3 percent of all
healthcare publications (in more than 4,000 journals) between 1992 and
2001—scientists from middle-income countries, such as China and Tur-
key, have increased their output by about 20 to 30 percent.71

As presented in Table 2-5, scientific productivity does not necessarily
immediately or directly translate into commercial development or eco-
nomic gain.72 Technological innovation and development involve a highly
interactive and dynamic process with multiple influences (e.g., laws,
health regulations, cultural norms, social rules, technical standards) and
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institutions (e.g., private-sector firms, governments, research and educa-
tional institutions, financial institutions, international linkages) providing
constraints and incentives.73 As such, King also analyzed indicators of
business research and development activity among G8 nations. Japan took
the lead, and the United Kingdom fell to fifth place, ranked according to
BERD (business enterprise research and development, in millions of US$
at 1995 prices, adjusted for purchasing power) per GDP.

Global Growth in Biotech Patent Activity74

Patent data reflect the inventive performance of countries and regions
and, along with other science and technology indicators, such as those
above, can help paint a clearer picture of international advances in bio-
technology. According to data provided by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), there has been a dramatic in-
crease in patent activity worldwide over the past decade.75 For example,
between 1985 and 2000, the total number of triadic patent families76 grew
by 4.4 percent per year, from about 5,000 in 1985 to close to 44,000 in 2000.
Most triadic patenting activity occurs in the United States (about 34 per-
cent), Japan (about 27 percent), Germany (about 13 percent), France (about
5 percent), and the United Kingdom (about 4 percent). These five countries
accounted for about 84 percent of triadic patent families in 2000. But
several other countries—namely, Brazil, China, and India—showed re-
markable growth in patent activity during the 1990s (although their share
of the total triadic patent families is still very small, at about 0.1 to 0.2
percent for each country).

There has also been a recent increase in the number of patent rights
sought by filing a single international application with a single patent
office (in accordance with the Patent Cooperation Treaty, PCT). In 2001
there were an estimated 106,948 PCT applications, compared to only
24,126 in 1991. The United States and the European Union accounted for
74 percent of the applications in 2001, followed by Japan, which accounted
for about 12.8 percent. Within the European Union, Germany accounted for
the greatest amount of PCT patent application activity in 2001 (12.9 per-
cent of global total), followed by the United Kingdom (5.3 percent), France
(4.7 percent), the Netherlands (3.5 percent), Italy (2.8 percent), and Sweden
(2.5 percent). Other countries comprising a notable share of PCT applica-
tions in 2001 included Korea (2.2 percent of global total), Canada (2.1 per-
cent), Switzerland (1.9 percent), Australia (1.6 percent), Israel (1.2 percent),
China (0.8 percent), and Russia (0.6 percent). The number of PCT applica-
tions originating from developing countries has increased rapidly, although
they still account for only a very small proportion of the total number of
applications. For example, the number of PCT applications originating
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from China, India, and South Africa combined was on par with the num-
ber of applications from Australia.

By the late 1990s, an average of 14.5 percent of patents in any OECD
country were owned or co-owned by foreign residents, compared to 10.7
percent in the early 1990s, indicating an increasingly global and interna-
tionally linked inventive performance. Smaller countries and large non-
OECD member countries tend to have higher percentages of patents with
foreign coinventors. For example, in 1999-2000, Luxembourg had the
greatest share of EPO patent applications with foreign coinventors (56
percent), followed by Singapore and Russia (both 43 percent). The United
States, Germany, Japan, and other countries with large numbers of pat-
ents tend to have a lower share of patents with foreign coinventors; the
United States, Germany, and Japan ranked 28th, 29th, and 33rd, respec-
tively, in terms of the percentage of EPO patent applications in 1999-2000
with at least one foreign coinventor.

The number of patent applications filed at the national patent office of
Brazil (INPI) and the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Re-
public of China (SIPI) has increased rapidly over the past decade. In Bra-
zil the total number of INPI applications filed in 2000 increased to 16,700,
up from an estimated 7,000 in 1991. Most of those applications were filed
by inventors from the United States (30.5 percent), European Union (34.8
percent), Brazil (17.8 percent), and Japan (5.7 percent). In China the total
number of patent applications filed at SIPI increased from about 12,000 in
1985 to nearly 60,000 in 2000. Again, most of the patent activity in China is
from foreign investors (Japan, 20.6 percent of total patent activity; Euro-
pean Union, 16.8 percent; United States, 14.9 percent; and Korea, 3.6 per-
cent), although domestic applications (i.e., from Chinese inventors) have
shown a dramatic 15 percent annual growth rate. By 2000, nearly 40 per-
cent of all SIPI patent applications were domestic.

Although all technology fields have experienced patent growth over
the past 10 years, biotechnology and information and computer technol-
ogy (ICT) have grown most rapidly. For example, between 1991 and 2000,
biotechnology and ICT patent applications to the EPO increased 10.9 per-
cent and 9.8 percent, respectively, compared to 6.9 percent growth over-
all. The United States showed particularly rapid growth in biotechnology
patent activity, with 9.6 percent of its EPO patents in the field of biotech-
nology, compared to only 4.2 percent of the European Union’s EPO pat-
ents and 3.5 percent for Japan.

The United States (45.1 percent), European Union (33.4 percent), and
Japan (11.3 percent) have the greatest shares of biotechnology EPO patents.
Within the European Union, Germany holds the most EPO biotechnology
patents (12.4 percent), followed by the United Kingdom (5.8 percent),
France (4.9 percent), Netherlands (3.0 percent), Denmark (1.7 percent), and
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Belgium (1.4). Outside the United States, the European Union, and Japan,
the countries holding the most biotechnology EPO patents are Canada
(2.4 percent), Switzerland (1.4 percent), Australia (1.3 percent), Israel (1.1
percent), and Korea (0.9 percent).

Hungary, Norway, and New Zealand also have shown particularly
rapid recent growth in terms of the percentage of their patents that are in
biotechnology. Although Singapore, India, and Denmark each have a
higher ratio of biotechnology EPO patents than either the United States,
the European Union, or Japan (i.e., about one in eight patents issued to
Singapore, India, and Denmark are in the biotechnology field), their over-
all contribution to the total number of biotechnology patents filed at the
EPO is quite small.

Information Technology

The expanding global flow of capital, goods, technology, information,
and people is made possible, in part, by advances in information technolo-
gies, including the Internet and communications. Future breakthroughs
in materials science and nanotechnology are predicted by some to lead to
the development of next-generation information and communications
devices and tools with unforeseen capabilities, which, in turn, will con-
tinue to accelerate progress in information technologies and drive global-
ization.77  Of note, many poorer nations are successfully gaining access to
newer technologies (e.g., mobile telecom services) rather than developing
the infrastructure required for older technologies (e.g., telephone landlines).

Some salient statistics that reflect the global spread of advanced infor-
mation technologies are presented here (see also Table 2-6):

• According to a 2003 report by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
the fastest-growing biotechnology-related technical occupation in the
United States is R&D-focused computer specialist, which grew 21.8 per-
cent annually between 2000 and 2002.78

• All of the world’s major economies deploy high-end broadband
communications connections. According to 2004 data compiled by the In-
ternational Telecommunications Union, South Korea leads the world in
terms of broadband79 penetration (24.9 percent total broadband penetra-
tion rate, including DSL, cable modems, and other), followed by Hong
Kong (20.9 percent), the Netherlands (19.4 percent), Denmark (19.3 per-
cent), Canada (17.6 percent), Switzerland (17.0 percent), Taiwan (16.3
percent), Belgium (16.9 percent), Iceland (15.5 percent), Sweden (15.1 per-
cent), Norway (15.0 percent), Israel (14.3 percent), Japan (14.1 percent),
Finland (12.3 percent), Singapore (11.6 percent), United States (11.4 per-
cent), France (11.2 percent), the United Kingdom (10.3 percent), and
Austria (10.1 percent).80
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TABLE 2-6 Key Global Telecom Indicators for the World
Telecommunications Service Sector

1991 1995 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Telecom market revenue
(US$ Billions)

Services 403 596 854 920 968 1,020 1,070
Equipment 120 183 269 290 264 275 300

Total 523 779 1,123 1,210 1,232 1,295 1,370

Main telephone lines (millions) 546 689 905 983 1,053 1,129 1,210
Cellular subscribers (millions) 16 91 490 740 955 1,155 1,329
International telephone traffic 38 63 100 118 127 135 140

minutes (billions)
Personal computers (millions) 130 235 435 500 555 615 650
Internet users (millions) 4.4 40 277 399 502 580 665

SOURCE: International Telecommunications Union, available online at www.itu.int/ITU-D/
ict/statistics /at_glance/Key Telecom99.html.

• Averaged across 182 countries and according to data compiled by
the International Telecommunications Union, there were 10.13 personal
computers (PCs) per 100 inhabitants in 2003. The top 20 countries on the
list (also the only countries with more than 40 PCs per 100 inhabitants) are
Switzerland (70.87 PCs per 100 inhabitants), the United States (65.98),
Singapore (62.2), Sweden (62.13), Luxembourg (62.02), Australia (60.18),
Denmark (57.68), South Korea (55.8), Norway (52.83), Canada (48.7),
Germany (48.47), Taiwan (47.14), Netherlands (46.66), Iceland (45.14),
Finland (44.17), Estonia (44.04), Hong Kong (42.2), Ireland (42.08), New
Zealand (41.38), and United Kingdom (40.57).81 Averaged across 51 coun-
tries, there are only 1.44 PCs per 100 inhabitants in Africa, with the highest
concentrations in Seychelles (15.53) and Mauritius (14.87), then dropping
down to 9.93 in Namibia, 7.77 in Cape Verde and 7.23 in South Africa.

• Averaged across 182 countries and according to data compiled by
the International Telecommunications Union, 55.1 percent of all telephone
subscribers worldwide use cell phones (i.e., they have cellular mobile sub-
scriptions). Five of the six countries where more than 90 percent of all
telephone subscribers use cell phone technologies are in Africa: D.R.
Congo (99.0 percent), Congo (97.9 percent), Uganda (92.7 percent),
Cameroon (90.7 percent), and Mauritania (90.2 percent). The sixth coun-
try is Cambodia, with 93.2 percent. By region, Africa has the greatest per-
centage of cell phone subscribers (67.5 percent), followed by Europe (58.9
percent), Oceania (57.2 percent), Asia (54.0 percent), and the Americas
(50.3 percent). In the United States, 46.7 percent of all telephone subscrip-
tions are for cell phones.82
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• In terms of absolute numbers, the top five countries with the larg-
est number of cell phone subscribers are China (269 million in 2003, repre-
senting a dramatic increase from 23.8 million in 1998); the United States
(158 million in 2003, up from 69.2 million in 1998); Japan (86.6 million in
2003, up from 47.3 million in 1998); Germany (64.8 million in 2003, up
from 13.9 million in 1998), and Italy (55.9 million in 2003, up from 20.4
million in 1998). 83

• China Mobile is the largest cellular operator worldwide, with
about 200 million subscribers as of December 2004.

Global Dispersion of People

While the previous sections addressed the global distribution of
scientific and technological knowledge as represented by the use and de-
velopment of advanced technologies in the life sciences industry and
changing trends in relevant patents and publications, this section focuses
on another vehicle for the global dispersion of knowledge: people. Global
travel and migration of scientists, whether for a weekend conference, sev-
eral years of study, or permanent relocation, is vital to scientific and tech-
nological progress—in both the basic research arena and the commercial
development of tools and technologies into commercial applications. For
example, the United States has maintained its overall leadership in sci-
ence and engineering in part because it has been able to recruit the most
talented people worldwide for positions in academe, industry, and gov-
ernment.84 The proportion of foreign-born U.S. scientists and engineers
has grown rapidly over the past three decades. For example, in 1966, 23
percent of science and engineering doctorates were foreign born, com-
pared to 39 percent in 2000; the percentage of science and engineering
postdoctoral scholars in the United States who are considered temporary
residents increased from 37 percent in 1982 to 59 percent in 2002; the per-
centage of doctoral-level employees in science and engineering occupa-
tions who are foreign born increased from 24 percent in 1990 to 38 percent
in 2000; and more than one-third of all U.S. Nobel laureates are foreign
born (Figure 2-5).85

Several emerging trends suggest that fewer of the most talented for-
eign born scientists and engineers are studying or working in the United
States, either on a temporary or permanent basis. These trends include the
growing two-way flow of scientific and advanced technology brain power
among high-, middle-, and low-income countries; increasing global com-
petition for the best science and engineering students and scholars; and
new visa and immigration policies, brought about in the aftermath of
9/11. The following section details some of these trends among U.S.
doctoral degree recipients.
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FIGURE 2-5 Exceptional contributions: U.S. Nobel laureates’ place of birth and
country of graduate school education.

*Data from “Chronology of Nobel Prize Winners in Physics, Chemistry, and Physi-
ology or Medicine.” Nobel e-museum—the official Website of the Nobel Foundation.
Available online at www.nobel.se/index.html. Note that one laureate in chemis-
try had two Ph.Ds.
SOURCE: National Research Council. 2005. Policy Implications of International
Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Scholars in the United States. Washington, DC:The
National Academies Press: 55.

Trends in Higher Education

As a dominant world force in science and technology, the United
States has long attracted and trained students in science and engineering
from around the world. The international mobility of foreign recipients of
U.S. doctoral degrees leads to a globally dispersed, highly-skilled labor
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force. Even among the majority of foreign recipients of U.S. doctoral de-
grees who remain in the United States, continued communication and
exchange with their countries of origin fosters and reinforces international
ties. Not only do these links play an important role in developing the
“bright side” of technology worldwide, they are vital to maintaining
the strength of the international collaborations on which U.S. science and
technology research and development depends. It is also clear that for-
eign students and scientists have added historically to the science and
technology capacity of the United States and continue to do so today.

Yet foreign interest in U.S. graduate school education in science and
technology seems to be waning. According to a recent Council of Gradu-
ate Schools survey, from 2003 to 2004, the number of foreign students
applying to U.S. graduate programs in the life sciences fell by 24 percent.
Applications from Chinese students fell 45 percent, those from Indian
students by 28 percent, and those from Korean students by 14 percent.
Overall enrollment by foreign students in U.S. graduate school programs
fell by 6 percent over the same time period.86

The drop in foreign applications may be partly due to the greater re-
strictive environment that has emerged since 9/11, including a tightening
of U.S. visa policies and the tracking of non-U.S. citizens who study or
work in the United States for either short-term or extended stays.87 Im-
portantly, however, it may also be due to the reality that, as other coun-
tries develop and strengthen their science and technology bases (includ-
ing educational and training capacities), there is less reason to study in
the United States. The fact that a similar pattern is being seen in the United
Kingdom (one survey that reported a 50 percent decline from 2003 to 2004
in university enrollments by Chinese students) suggests that increasing
domestic opportunities are creating a competitive global environment.88

The trend is particularly striking given the fact that, according to 2004
data from the National Science Foundation (NSF), non-citizens accounted
for most of the growth in U.S. science and engineering doctorates from
the late 1980s through 2001.89 During that time, the number of doctorates
awarded to non-U.S. citizens rose from 5,100 (26 percent of total) to 9,600
(35 percent); it peaked in 1996, leveled off and declined until 1999, and
then rose again. Between 1985 and 2001, a total of approximately 148,000
U.S. doctoral degrees in science and engineering were awarded to foreign
students. Foreign students studying in U.S. institutions earn a larger pro-
portion of degrees at the doctoral level than at any other degree level (the
proportion varies, depending on the field of study).

Country-specific data from a 2001 NSF report indicate that the largest
pool of foreign doctoral degree awardees in the United States in science
and engineering fields originated from China (2,405 doctoral degrees
awarded in 2001), followed by South Korea (862), India (808), Taiwan
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(538), Canada (305), Turkey (304), Thailand (233), Germany (220), and
Mexico (205).90, 91 Based on more recent data from the 2004 NSF Survey of
Earned Doctorates, which covers the period between 1985 and 2000, stu-
dents from 11 major foreign countries/economies and three regional
groupings together accounted for nearly 70 percent of all foreign recipi-
ents of U.S. science and engineering doctorates.92

The major Asian countries/economies sending doctoral students to
the United States between 1985 and 2000 were China, Taiwan, India, and
South Korea, in that order. Altogether, students from these countries
earned more than 50 percent of science and engineering doctoral degrees
awarded to foreign students (68,500 out of 138,000), four times more than
students from Europe (16,000, most of whom were from Germany, Greece,
the United Kingdom, Italy, and France). Chinese students earned, cumu-
latively, more than 26,500 science and engineering U.S. doctoral degrees,
mainly in engineering and the biological and physical sciences. In 1985
only 138 science and engineering doctoral degrees were awarded to Chi-
nese citizens. That number jumped to almost 3,000 by 1996 ( see Box 2-1).

Over that same time period, students from Taiwan earned, cumula-
tively, far fewer degrees than students from China (about 15,500), again
mostly in engineering and the biological and physical sciences. Interest-
ingly, in 1985, students from Taiwan earned more U.S. science and engi-
neering doctoral degrees than students from India and China combined
(746). As Taiwanese universities increased their capacity to provide ad-
vanced science and engineering education in the 1990s, the number of
students sent abroad declined. Although Indian students in U.S. institu-
tions earn their doctoral degrees mainly in engineering and the biological
and physical sciences, they also comprise the largest number of doctoral
degrees awarded to any foreign group in computer and information sci-
ences. U.S. doctorates awarded to South Koreans are mainly in engineer-
ing, physical sciences, psychology, and the social sciences. U.S. doctorates
awarded to students from Western Europe are mainly in psychology, the
social sciences, and engineering; degrees awarded to eastern European
students are mainly in the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics.
Eighty-three percent of all doctoral degrees earned by Mexican students
are in science and engineering, mainly engineering, psychology/social
sciences, biological sciences, and agricultural sciences.

Stay Rates

According to a 1998 NSF report, the majority of foreign students who
earned science and engineering doctorates from U.S. institutions between
1988 and 1996 planned to stay in the United States; nearly 40 percent had
received firm offers of postdoctoral appointments or employment with
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BOX 2-1
Numbers of Engineering Undergraduates in China and India

The Gathering Storm report provided the following numbers:

“In 2004, China graduated over 600,000 engineers, India 350,000 and
America about 70,000.”

 —Geoffrey Colvin, “America isn’t ready.”
Fortune Magazine, July 25, 2005.

Numbers of Indian Engineering Graduatesa

The numbers for 1990 (the most recent available from the Indian gov-
ernment) indicate that some 4.9 percent of undergraduates were enrolled
in engineering and technology degree programs,b  yielding 29,000 graduates
in 1990.c The current data (~2004) indicate that there are 6.7 million stu-
dents enrolled in state universities and colleges; if the 1990 proportion still
holds, that would yield about 300,000 students currently enrolled in engi-
neering programs. According to India’s National Association of Software
and Services Companies (NASSCOM), 341,649 students were enrolled in
engineering undergraduate programs in 2004, and that same year 184,347
students graduated.d

Numbers of Chinese Engineering Graduatese

Data from the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) of the
People’s Republic of China indicate that 1,877,500 undergraduate degrees

Undergraduate Engineering Degrees Conferred by 
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were conferred in 2003, of which 644,106 were in engineering (34.3 per-
cent). Of the engineering degrees, 292,569 (45 percent) are three-year as-
sociate degrees.f A 2005 McKinsey Global Research Institute study lists
China as having had 1.7 million college graduates in 2003, 33 percent of
whom were in engineering, for a total of 550,000 engineering degrees.g

aNASSCOM. 2005. Knowledge Professionals. National Association of Software
and Service Companies, India.

bJayaram, N. 2004. Higher Education in India: Massification and Change. In:
Asian Universities, Historical Perspectives and Contemporary Challenges, Eds. P.G.
Altbach and T. Umakoshi. Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press.

cNational Science Board. 2004. Science and Engineering Indicators 2004. National
Science Foundation, Arlington,VA, Appx Table 2-33.

dNASSCOM. 2005. Knowledge Professionals. National Association of Soft-
ware and Service Companies, India. Available online at www.nasscom.org/
articleprint.asp?art_id=1260 [accessed January 4, 2006]. A subsequent NASSCOM
report indicated that about 36% of these graduates have sufficient skills to qualify
for interviews with leading companies, see NASSCOM. 2005. Engineering Gradu-
ate Talent Pool in India. Available online at: www.nasscom.org/download/
Engineering_Talent_Pool_Reseach_Highlights1.0.pdf [accessed January 4, 2006].

eNASSCOM. 2005. China S&T Statistics Data Book, MOST, People’s Republic of
China.

fMinistry of Science and Technology. 2004. China Statistical Yearbook 2004.
People’s Republic of China. Chapter 21, Section 21-11. Available online at
www.stats.gov.cn/english/statisticaldata/yearlydata/yb2004-e/indexeh.htm [accessed
January 4, 2006].

gFarrell, D. and A.J. Grant. 2005. The Emerging Global Labor Market. McKinsey
Global Research Institute, New York. The report states “few of China’s vast number
of university graduates are capable of working successfully in the services export
sector, and the fast-growing domestic economy absorbs most of those who could.”
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industry or elsewhere.93 According to 2004 report, between 1998 and 2001,
76 percent of foreign doctoral degree recipients in science and engineer-
ing fields with known plans intended to stay in the United States, and 54
percent accepted firm offers to do so.

Stay rates for foreign students are not static and are influenced by a
variety of factors, including U.S. immigration policies, the number and
quality of job opportunities in the home countries of the students, and
political change. They also vary by place of origin. For example, in the
1990s both the number of science and engineering students from South
Korea and Taiwan and the number who intended to stay in the United
States after receipt of their doctoral degree dropped. Both countries have
expanded and improved their advanced science and engineering pro-
grams and created research institutions that offer more attractive careers
for their expatriate scientists and engineers. Between 1985 and 2000, only
26 percent of South Koreans and 31 percent of Taiwanese doctorate recipi-
ents reported accepting offers of employment to remain in the United
States.

According to a 2003 article in The Economist, China’s Ministry of Per-
sonnel estimated that some 580,000 Chinese students had studied over-
seas since the late 1970s, with only about 160,000 returning.94 For example,
in 2001, 70 percent of science and engineering doctoral degree recipients
from China reported accepting firm offers for employment or postdoctoral
research in the United States. But the trend may be changing, as greater
numbers of expatriates return home every year. Although only about 9,000
Chinese returned home in 2000 after completing their doctoral studies in
the United States, the number had doubled to 18,000 by 2002. Over the
past decade, China has made major efforts to lure well-trained expatriates
back home to work in academia or start-up companies. For example, in
1994 the Chinese Academy of Sciences launched the Hundred Scholars
Project by offering returning young scientists lucrative salary and labora-
tory set-up packages.95

A SNAPSHOT OF THE GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

The section below highlights, on a per-country basis, global advances
in life sciences technology. This section is by no means intended to be
comprehensive. Rather than an exhaustive analysis, a snapshot is pro-
vided of the current global technology landscape, the forces that drive it,
and the features that may emerge with respect to the dual-use nature of
advancing technologies. Many regions and countries, including the
United States, the European Union, and Japan, have already been profiled
quantitatively in the previous sections of this chapter. This section high-
lights and qualitatively profiles other regions and countries that may not
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be considered global leaders currently but that nonetheless represent focal
points for life science-related technological growth. They were selected
on the basis of recent known investments in life sciences research and
technology, indications that the countries are expanding their science
and technology foundations (e.g., a recent series of papers in Nature Bio-
technology highlighted six so-called innovating developing countries,96—
developing countries that have demonstrated success in utilizing ad-
vanced technologies for the purposes of improving the well-being of their
populations) and are making well-publicized national efforts to become
regional centers of excellence.

East Asia and the Pacific97

The East Asia and Pacific region has made significant economic
progress in recent years, with the proportion of the population living in
extreme poverty falling from 29.6 percent in 1990 to 14.9 percent in 2001.
The region leads the developing world in terms of high-technology ex-
ports, including not only pharmaceuticals but also scientific instruments,
computers, and aerospace products. However, economic and technologi-
cal progress in this region is highly uneven, with some countries, such as
China, having accomplished much more than others. Indeed, as already
indicated and as elaborated below, China is poised to become a future
global leader in life-sciences-related technologies.

China

Although China’s scientific capacity quickly fell further behind that
of the developed world during the Cultural Revolution, which began in
1966, extensive government reforms in the late 1970s and 1980s identified
science as central to the country’s process of modernization and economic
development.98 In its effort to “catch up” with the rest of the world, China
has made dramatic progress in recent years. Indeed, in the most recent
Global Trends report by the National Intelligence Council,99 the likely
emergence of China, along with India, as new major global players is com-
pared to the rise of Germany in the 19th century and the United States in
the early 20th century. Several factors will fuel this rapid rise in economic
and political power, including the active promotion of advanced tech-
nologies and the purchasing powers afforded by such large populations
(China’s population is projected by the U.S. Census Bureau to reach 1.4
billion and India’s 1.3 billion by 2020). China is already the third-largest
producer of manufactured goods, its share having risen from less than 5
percent in 1980 to about 12 percent today. It is expected to surpass Japan
with respect to manufacturing share and exports in the next few years.
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Competition from Chinese-manufactured products already restrains
manufacturer prices worldwide.

China has made remarkable strides in agricultural biotechnology by
accelerating its investments in this area and focusing on commodities that
have been largely ignored by commercial interests in other nations.100

Employing more than 70,000 scientists, China has one of the most success-
ful agricultural research systems in the developing world and is said to be
experimenting with more than 120 functional genes among 50 different
crop species.101 Between 1996 and 2000, China’s Office of Genetic Engi-
neering Safety Administration approved more than 250 genetically modi-
fied (GM) plants, animals, and recombinant microorganisms for field
trials, environmental releases, or commercial use. The Chinese govern-
ment funds almost all plant biotechnology research and in 2001 an-
nounced plans to raise the biotechnology research budget by 400 percent
over the next 5 years. This is in contrast to most of the industrialized
world, where private companies carry out most agricultural biotechnol-
ogy research.102

China’s most successful venture with GM crops has been with Bt (Ba-
cillus thuringiensis) cotton;103 from only 730 sown hectares in 1997, by the
year 2000, 700,000 hectares had been sown with Bt cotton by 2000. Ac-
cording to one report, Bt cotton is the world’s most widespread transgenic
crop sown by small farmers, reducing the cost for farmers by U.S. $762
per hectare per season (i.e., largely due to reduced pesticide use).104

According to the ISAAA report referenced previously, Bt cotton is ranked
third in terms of millions of hectares grown in 2004 by all farmers, small
or large; the number one biotech crop is herbicide-tolerant soybean,
followed by Bt maize.

To date, biotech crops worldwide are primarily used for non food-
related purposes (e.g., for fiber, animal feed). This is true despite heavy
investments in biotech food crop research. Two of four GM rice varieties,
both insect resistant, are already in farm-level preproduction trials (i.e.,
the last step before commercialization).105

Notable achievements in China’s health biotechnology sector include
the country’s participation in the Human Genome Project (China was the
only developing country that participated); the 2002 sequencing by Chi-
nese scientists of the rice genome;106 the approval for market of several
Chinese-produced vaccines, diagnostics, and therapeutics (with more than
150 health biotechnology products in clinical trials); the 2003 announce-
ment that a Chinese firm had obtained the world’s first drug license for a
recombinant gene therapy; and China’s liberal environment and access to
human embryos for biotechnology research.107 Additionally, Chinese-
authored health biotech publications appearing in the Institute for Scien-
tific Information (ISI)-tracked journals increased from less than 50 in 1991
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to more than 300 in 2002.108 Similarly, there was a modest increase in the
number of U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) patents in health
biotechnology over the same time period (from near zero in 1991 to
between 10 and 15 in 2001 and 2002).109

Today, there are about 500 biotechnology firms throughout China,
employing more than 50,000 people. These include well-funded state-
owned enterprises and smaller but more innovative private companies,
the latter often established by returned expatriates. The societal role of
Chinese universities has changed extensively over the past few decades,
with significant implications for biotechnology.110 Traditionally, higher
education concentrated on teaching and training human resources. Now,
with an increasing focus on research and industrialization, universities
are becoming strong producers of biotechnology knowledge.111 Addition-
ally, China’s large population base and market potential have attracted
multinational and other foreign companies, several of which have estab-
lished joint ventures with domestic companies.112

Although the large proportion of Chinese scientists who study abroad
and remain to work may be limiting the growth of China’s domestic bio-
technology sector (e.g., Chinese scientists comprise the largest segment of
U.S. science and engineering doctorates awarded to foreign citizens), an
increasing number of former expatriates are returning to China to form
startups and otherwise engage in biotech research and development. Lim-
ited local collaboration is frequently cited as another obstacle to biotech-
nology growth in China. For example, although scientists from the Beijing
Genomics Institute made great efforts to find cooperative partners during
the SARS outbreak in China, they were unable to obtain virus samples for
testing113 until after a Canadian group had already posted the entire ge-
nome sequence on the Internet. There are signs that this too is changing.
For example, while only 13.6 percent of all articles published by Chinese
scientists in the international peer-reviewed literature in 1991 included
authors from more than one institution, the figure rose to 30 percent by
2002.114

Of note, in 2004, China’s President Hu Jintao reportedly mentioned
brain and cognitive science as one of China’s next scientific research fron-
tiers.115 Not only does this represent an important scientific policy change
for China, it is of interest because of the greater dual-use potential that
brain and cognitive science research is expected to pose in the future
(Chapter 1).

On the nanotech front, as indicated above, the number of nano-
technology patent applications from China ranks third in the world
behind the United States and Japan, and Chinese papers on nanoscience
and nanotechnology in peer-reviewed international journals now out-
number those from the United States. China is also experiencing one of
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the fastest rates of increase of Internet and cell phone users in the world
and is the leading market for broadband communication.116

Singapore

Recent biotechnological growth in Singapore promises to push the
country to the forefront as a regional and global biotechnology hub. At
least that is its vision: to create infrastructure and industry pipelines that
will serve both basic research and the health delivery system. The primary
driver is economics. As discussed previously, Singapore wishes to estab-
lish biotechnology as the “fourth pillar” of it economy. Strengthening its
biotechnological capacity is expected to slow or stop the outsourcing of
“high-tech” jobs to India and China.117

In the late 1990s, Eli Lilly and Company opened its only clinical phar-
macology unit outside the United States, in Singapore, and is recruiting
talent from around the globe.118 In 2001, the company entered into an
agreement with the Singapore Economic Development Board to establish
an R&D center in Singapore to focus on systems biology.119 Adding fur-
ther to the international investment in biotechnology in Singapore, in
January 2003, Novartis opened the Novartis Institute for Tropical Diseases
in Singapore.120

In its efforts to become a global genomic hub with strong ties to the
international community, the Singaporean government took a major step
forward when it established Biopolis, which is already considered a
world-class biomedical research and development hub. Comprising five
different research institutes, Biopolis serves as a site for both public and
corporate R&D (e.g., including Novartis). Remarkably, the facilities
evolved from initial groundbreaking to official opening in a single year.
In November 2004, Biopolis hosted the 5th Human Genome Organization
(HUGO) Pacific Meeting and the 6th Asia-Pacific Conference on Human
Genetics.121

In partnership with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), NIH, and FDA, the Singaporean government recently opened the
Regional Emerging Diseases Intervention Center (REDI) to conduct re-
search on new viruses and bioterrorist threats and to establish public
health policies for emerging infectious diseases. REDI is already begin-
ning to serve as a regional reference center for molecular diagnostics.122

South Korea

In 1994, the South Korean government announced intentions to make
South Korea one of the world’s top seven biotechnology-producing coun-
tries by 2010. In 2002, South Korea won the bid to be the permanent host
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of the International Vaccine Institute, claiming for itself an important plat-
form in the global biotechnology arena.123 South Korea has demonstrated
that it has the technological potential to transform itself rapidly into one
of the world’s major economies.124 Known more for its strengths in con-
sumer electronics, heavy industry, and information technology, its bio-
technology sector has attracted worldwide attention in recent years when
its scientists reported significant advances in the efficient production of
patient-specific embryonic stem cell cultures, a critical step toward suc-
cessful human therapeutic cloning.125

Between 2000 and 2007, the government will have invested over 5.2
trillion South Korean Won (about U.S. $4.4 billion) in the biotechnology
field. Additionally, the government has initiated financing mechanisms
for technology transfer from academia to the private sector, and has made
progress in developing a legal framework to encourage the growth of
Internet Protocol (IP)-dependent biotech enterprises. Currently, an esti-
mated 450 to 600 Korean companies use biotechnology in their business.
As mentioned previously, in 2000, there was only one publically listed
South Korean biotech company; by 2002, the number had risen to 23. There
are over 40 South Korean pharmaceutical firms with approximately 130
new drugs in phase I or II clinical trials.

Basic scientific productivity in South Korea has increased markedly
over the past decade. The number of health biotechnology-related publi-
cations (in international, peer-reviewed journals) by South Korean re-
searchers increased from less than 50 in 1991 to almost 350 in 2002. Of
note, about one-third of these articles were co-authored by international
collaborators. Moreover, the number of U.S. patents increased from prac-
tically zero in 1991 to between 20 and 40 per year from 1999 to 2002. The
focus in the biotechnology sector is on medical treatments for chronic dis-
eases. In addition to meeting domestic demand, biotechnology exports
are expected to increase 10-fold over the next 10 years.126

Taiwan

Like South Korea, Taiwan has emerged from a less well-developed
economic position in the 1960s to become a powerful technology player
with a strong research infrastructure; it ranks 19th in the world in the
Scientific Citation Index, up from 35th in 1986.127 Despite overall budget
cuts, the government has been investing an extra 8 to 10 percent annually
in R&D, and Taiwan’s leading research institution, Academia Sinica,
which consists of 25 institutes and more than 800 researchers, has initi-
ated recruitment campaigns and other efforts to keep Taiwanese students
from emigrating and to attract foreign talent to its international graduate
school. Academia Sinica also now houses a technology transfer office. Al-
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though the academy failed to secure a single U.S. patent during its first 70
years of existence, since 1998 it has filed 80 applications, 10 of which have
been approved.128

Although Taiwan’s major national technological strength is in the
semiconductor and electronics industry, the Taiwanese government envi-
sions a new economy with a strong biotechnology component. The future
is unclear, however, as the biotech sector has yet to approach the success
of the country’s electronics industry. Despite efforts to recruit high-level
researchers, the shortage of talent and personnel, particularly postdoctoral
researchers, has been cited as one of the key obstacles to realizing the
biotech vision.129 Fewer Taiwanese students are going abroad, and many
of those who do study abroad favor business over science and engineer-
ing, resulting in fewer expatriates to recruit; as opportunities increase in
Beijing and Shanghai, Taiwan attracts fewer postdocs from mainland
China, which in the past was a demographic that fueled growth of the
electronics field. Rather than pursuing a research career, those who stay
home to study science and engineering often take R&D jobs in one of
Taiwan’s industrial science parks upon graduation.130

Eastern Europe and Central Asia131

This region in general is experiencing positive economic growth, lead-
ing to a reduction in poverty in some areas, but it is also still contending
with serious health and social problems, such as the world’s fastest grow-
ing HIV/AIDS epidemic, an aging population, and a shrinking workforce.
In terms of advanced technologies, notable regional trends include the
widespread use of personal computers and the Internet. Between 1995
and 2002, PC availability in European and Central Asian developing coun-
tries grew about 22 percent per year. In 2002, the region experienced the
highest average rate of PC access of all developing countries (73 per 1,000
people). The Czech Republic, Croatia, Estonia, and the Slovak Republic
have the highest availability of PCs in the region. Likewise, Internet use
has skyrocketed. The number of Internet users per 1,000 people increased
40-fold in 8 years, from 4 per 1,000 people in 1995 to 160 per 1,000 in 2003.
The most rapid growth occurred in Estonia (444 Internet users per 1,000
people), Latvia (404 per 1,000), the Czech Republic (308 per 1,000), and the
Slovak Republic (256 per 1,000).

 In terms of the global flow of capital, after falling to $37.7 billion in
2001, private capital flows into the region increased by 80 percent to $67.1
billion in 2003, exceeding the flow of private capital into East Asia and the
Pacific.132 Foreign direct investment, on the other hand, still lags signifi-
cantly behind that provided to East Asia and Pacific. In 2003, foreign direct
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investment into Europe and Central Asia was about $35.6 billion, com-
pared to nearly $60 billion into East Asia and the Pacific. In 2003 the larg-
est Europe and Central Asia recipients of foreign direct investment were
Russia, Poland, Azerbaijan, and the Czech Republic.

Russia

Russia currently faces a severe demographic challenge due to low
birth rates, high emigration rates, and a high death rate from emerging
and re-emerging infectious diseases—including multidrug-resistant
tuberculosis, hepatitis C, and HIV/AIDS)—all of which are expected to
continue to contribute to a shrinking working-age population. These and
other problems, including poor governance, border conflicts, poor fund-
ing for basic science, threaten the ability of this nation, with its long-
standing scientific tradition, to participate as a global player in the life
sciences.133 However, Russia’s energy resources—particularly its oil and
gas exporting potential—give it a leverage that may, over time, boost its
economic growth and scientific and technological capacity.

Already, according to some industry analysts, Russia is undergoing
an unexpected economic recovery in some areas. In the life sciences in-
dustry, according to an Epsicom Business Intelligence industry, the Rus-
sian pharmaceutical market is growing at a rate of about nine percent per
year.134 According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, the
biologically-active food supplements market is one of the fastest-growing
sectors of the Russian biotech industry, with estimates of its total market
value ranging from U.S. $1.5 billion to $2 billion.135 The food additives
market is growing faster than the pharmaceutical market presumably
because compared to drugs, food supplements are relatively easy to
develop, produce, and register. There are 2,000 registered biologically-
active food additives in Russia and 556 local manufacturers of such
products, mostly small companies.

Despite poor domestic funding for basic life sciences research (e.g., in
2001 the relative percentage of life sciences funding was less than 22 per-
cent of all research funding, compared to 50 percent in the United States),
Russia’s scientific community has benefited from international relationships
and collaborations. For example, the State Research Center of Virology
and Biotechnology Vector (SCR VB Vector), and other state laboratories
play a leading role in Russia’s participation in international efforts to pre-
vent and control the emergence and reemergence of infectious diseases,
including smallpox. This particular center has also developed a wide
range of diagnostic test kits, some of which are currently being produced
by shareholder companies.
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Latin America and the Caribbean136

The Latin American and Caribbean region has the highest per capita
income and highest life expectancy at birth of all developing regions.
However, the region as a whole still faces many significant health, educa-
tion, and other social challenges. With respect to entering the life sciences
industry marketplace, one notable challenge is the cumbersome proce-
dure associated with starting a new business in an “informal” economy,
in which businesses pay few taxes, workers generally lack health insur-
ance, products are not subject to quality assurance, and businesses have
difficulty accessing courts to resolve disputes. On average, Latin Ameri-
can and Caribbean economies require more days (71) to start a business
than do economies in other developing regions (56 days is the global av-
erage). The time required to complete the procedures necessary to legally
operate a business is considered a gauge of the ease of doing business in a
country. The ease of doing business reflects expanding opportunities to
become involved in life-sciences-related or other industrial sectors. Coun-
tries with the shortest time associated with starting a new business are
Panama (19 days), Chile (27 days), Jamaica (31 days), Argentina (32 days),
and Guatemala (39 days). Three countries in this region—Brazil, Cuba,
and Mexico—are highlighted below. Each demonstrates unique potential
to develop and strengthen its life-sciences-related technological capacity.

Brazil

Following China and India, the National Intelligence Council recently
identified Brazil, along with Indonesia, Russia, and South Africa, as a “ris-
ing star” with respect to economic and political growth and power over
the next couple of decades.137 Brazil has a vibrant democracy, a diversified
economy, an entrepreneurial population, and solid democratic institu-
tions. Already Brazil enjoys a critical mass of very well-trained scientists
and strong public-sector support for research coupled with unparalleled
biodiversity, offering the potential for the development of unique plant-
based medicines and treatments.138

Brazil’s healthcare biotechnology success is exemplified by Sao Paulo-
based Biobras’s development and patenting of a recombinant human in-
sulin in the 1990s—one of only four companies worldwide to have done
so at the time; the 2000 sequencing of the plant pathogen Xylella fastidiosa,
which has encouraged other health-related genomics projects country-
wide;139 the steadily increasing number of Brazilian-authored publications
in international peer-reviewed journals; and, as mentioned previously,
the rapid expansion of the private biotechnology sector, from 76 Brazilian
firms in 1993 to 354 by 2001.140 Although the healthcare biotechnology
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sector has not been as successful as it could be in terms of translating basic
scientific knowledge into useful commercial products, given the gener-
ally excellent conditions for doing so, there are signs that this is chang-
ing.141 For example, in 2004 a bill to encourage private sector participation
of university professors was under discussion by the Senate.142 In March
2005, the president of Brazil signed a biosafety law that will legalize
human embryonic stem cell research and establish a clear process for the
approval of genetically modified crops, facilitating research and commer-
cialization in both stem cell and agricultural biotechnology.143

Brazil has also served as a model for how a well-functioning informa-
tion system can enable large public initiatives, in this case antiretroviral
therapy (ART) scale-up for patients with HIV/AIDS through expanding
access to antiretroviral health care for people with HIV/AIVS to all in
need.144 There was an awareness that, in a country the size of Brazil, the
logistical demands of ART scale-up would require the ready availability
and usability of valuable, accurate information pertaining to all aspects of
drug delivery, from procurement to patient compliance. In response, two
national computerized systems were created and deployed: SICLOM
(Sistema de Controle Logistico de Medicamentos, or System of Logistical
Control of ARV), to register and track the distribution of antiretrovirals;145

and SISCEL (Sistema de Controle de Exames Laboratoriais, or Systems for
Control of Laboratory Exams), to track CD4 and viral load laboratory test
results.146

Cuba

Health-related Cuban biotechnology products are exported to more
than 50 countries.147 Its vaccine industry has generated attention from the
international community. Cuba was one of the first countries to have de-
veloped a vaccine against the group B meningococcus, although its effi-
cacy may be restricted to a limited number of strains. More recently, Cu-
ban scientists played a leading role in developing the world’s first human
vaccine with a synthetic carbohydrate antigen, for use in protecting
against Haemophilus influenzae Type b (Hib) disease.148

Cuba has built international collaborations to promote innovation
within its biotechnology sector, particularly health biotechnology. This
has occurred despite limited financial resources and the U.S. trade em-
bargo, which was imposed in 1966. For example, in July 2004, a joint ven-
ture between the Center for Molecular Immunology (Havana) and
YMBiosciences (Canada) made an agreement with a U.S. firm in Carlsbad,
CA, to undertake development and licensing of two Cuban anticancer
therapeutics.149 More recently, in April 2005 it was announced that Cuban
Defense Minister Raul Castro and Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister Najib
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Razak had established a bilateral trade and cooperation agreement that
will allow Cuban researchers to test experimental vaccines and drug prod-
ucts on the very ethnically-diverse Malaysian population.

Like many developing countries, Cuba suffers from a “brain drain,”
because many of its current leaders in biotechnology have been influenced
by studying abroad in the United States and Europe, and Cuban firms are
involved in international collaborations with companies worldwide. The
main driving force behind the growth of Cuba’s health biotechnology sec-
tor has been the desire to improve the health of its citizens, as evidenced
by strong governmental support.150 Cubans have one of the longest life
expectancies in the Americas (76.7 years), universal access to health care,
and an integrated research/healthcare system enterprise that encourages
the creation of innovative products.

Mexico

In 1999 a group of Mexican biomedical experts met to analyze the
potential impact that genomic medicine could have in Mexico and de-
signed a plan with three 5-year periods to establish and develop a ge-
nomic medicine platform—the first in Latin America and one that is ex-
pected to serve as a regional model for other countries. The plan has three
components: (1) development of a new Institute of Genomic Medicine (In-
stitute de Medicina Genomica);151 (2) an intramural program that will pro-
vide expertise, research, and technological capabilities; and (3) a strong
extramural program that will foster domestic and international collabora-
tions. Some early accomplishments include the identification of more than
100 candidates for the intramural faculty, most of whom are Mexicans
working in Mexico or abroad, with expertise in genomics, bioinformatics,
and medical research; sponsorship of dozens of lectures on topics related
to genomic medicine, many of which are available on the Internet; and the
establishment of several new graduate courses in genomic medicine.152

Given the country’s ethnically diverse population composition (i.e.,
more than 65 ethnic groups) and health demands (including both chronic
and emerging infectious diseases), Mexican officials assert that a genome-
based medicine in Mexico should be based on applications that have been
developed specifically for the Mexican population—as opposed to import-
ing products that have been developed for use in some other population.
Advancing genomic technology and developing and owning a Mexican-
specific genomic database is viewed as an important step, toward improv-
ing not only public health and economic development but also national
security.153
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Middle East and North Africa154

The Middle East and North African region has a well-developed
natural resource infrastructure. Over 85 percent of its population has ac-
cess to clean water, despite critical shortages of freshwater resources. The
region has only 761 cubic meters of internal freshwater resources per per-
son, compared to an average 6,441 cubic meters per person across devel-
oping regions worldwide. Sixty-four percent of its roads are paved. Yet
the region has made little progress with respect to reducing the number of
people living on less than U.S. $1 to $2 a day. Although energy produc-
tion has increased substantially—low- and middle-income countries in
the region produced 26 percent more energy in 2002 than in 1990—energy
use per capita has been increasing at an even more rapid rate (by 36 per-
cent over the same time period). The average annual increase in energy
use has been the greatest of any developing region at 4.5 percent/year.

In terms of life sciences research and biotechnology development, the
countries highlighted here were selected based on information recently
published in the scientific literature.

Egypt

Egypt has emerged as a scientific leader among Arab states, particu-
larly in agricultural biotechnology but also in the health biotechnology sec-
tor, as evidenced by its ability to rapidly respond to local health crises.155

For example, in response to an acute insulin shortage in 2002, an interna-
tionally partnered emergency plan led to local production of recombinant
insulin, which had previously been largely (90 percent) imported at a cost
of U.S. $35 million annually. Now, the country continues to rely on local
manufacture of insulin for its estimated 3 million to 5 million diabetics
who can be treated using the recombinant hormone.156 Similarly, Egypt
has developed several diagnostic and therapeutic products for hepatitis
C, rates of which are higher in Egypt than in neighboring countries and
other countries with comparable socioeconomic conditions.157 Also in
cooperation with U.S. partners, the Schistosomiasis Research Vaccine De-
velopment Project is developing two vaccine candidates for use against
what has emerged as the leading parasitic disease in rural Egypt and the
number one cause of death among men aged 22 to 44 years.158

Egypt’s government is actively promoting local health care biotech-
nology with the aim of reducing dependency on importation—for ex-
ample, by channeling funds toward the building of multipurpose biotech-
nology pilot manufacturing plants (which are located in the Mubarak City
for Scientific Research and Technology Applications, the National Re-
search Centre (NRC), and El Monoufiya University) and by introducing
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biotechnology educational programs into Egypt’s higher education sys-
tem. The National Strategy for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology,
which was developed in the mid-1990s, includes both short- and long-
term plans for the production and marketing of a range of vaccines and
diagnostic and other products.159

Egypt’s health biotechnology sector still relies on the strength of its
international linkages, however, in terms of education and training and
the actual technology. The country currently exploits knowledge in the
public domain more than it does novel contributions by its own research
community, and most Egyptian biotechnology companies rely on inter-
national contacts rather than local academic research. This reliance on the
international community has led to the creation of a global network of
alliances among foreign experts and Egyptian scientists living both abroad
and at home.160

Israel

Israel has seen significant growth in the life sciences and biotechnol-
ogy development over the past two decades. Currently, almost 60 percent
of Israeli-authored scientific publications are in the life sciences, includ-
ing medicine and the agricultural sciences. As an example of the type of
innovative, cutting-edge life sciences research emerging from Israel, in
March 2005, scientists from the Institute of Catalysis Science and Technol-
ogy (Technion, Israel) reported that they had developed a biological com-
puter composed entirely of DNA molecules and enzymes.161 If borne out,
this type of molecular computer could potentially be used in the future
for any of a variety of practical applications, including the encryption of
information.

According to the Israel National Biotechnology Committee, the num-
ber of biotech companies increased from only a handful in 1980 to about
160 by 2000, and the number of people employed in the industry rose ten-
fold from about 400 in 1988 to some 4,000 in 2000.162 According to the
Ministry of Industry and Trade, therapeutic pharmaceuticals comprise
about 67 percent of Israeli biotechnology sales, agricultural and veteri-
nary products about 23 percent (not only genetically engineered hybrid
seeds but also poultry and farm animal vaccines, etc.), and diagnostics
another 4 percent.163

The Office of the Chief Scientist provides $400 million in grant money
annually to life sciences companies and has created a network of 24 tech-
nology “incubators” for promoting technology transfer from academic
institutions to industry. The U.S.-Israel Science and Technology Founda-
tion—a bilateral joint venture between the Israeli and U.S. governments,
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is promoting entrepreneurship in Israel through distance training of Israeli
companies (e.g., through the Larta Institute, Los Angeles, CA).

Libya164

Although Libyans enjoy the highest per capita income in Africa, their
12 years of isolation while the country was under an international sanc-
tions regime effectively halted their scientific and technological progress.
The last sanctions were lifted in 2004. The newly constructed $100 million
Center for Infectious Disease Control in Africa (Tripoli) is one of several
recent developments with the aim of making Libya a regional, and even-
tually a global, center for scientific and technical collaboration. Other ini-
tiatives include an exchange program between Italian and Libyan disease
researchers, and there are plans to build an on-site factory for generic
drug production (for HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis). However, a
recent highly politicized trial of western healthcare workers on charges
that they had allegedly promoted the dissemination of HIV may have
dampened current enthusiasm for collaborations with Libya.

Saudi Arabia

In December 2004, Abdul Latif Jameel Company, Ltd.165 (Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia) announced that it would be making a $1 million annual
donation to the Arab Science and Technology Foundation (ASTF) to
launch and support a new research fund that will provide merit-based
support for research projects in nanotechnology, biotechnology, pharma-
ceuticals, and science. Modeled after the U.S. National Science Founda-
tion, scientists from the 22 Arab nations will be eligible to compete for the
grant money. Although this is a drop in the bucket compared to what U.S.
and other foundations, even small ones, provide, it represents the first
pan-Arab science fund.166

South Asia

South Asia has experienced rapid economic growth over the past 15
years, averaging 5.3 percent annually. Since 1990, India has reduced its
poverty rate by 5 to 10 percent and, indeed, is forecast by some to become
the world’s fastest-growing economy in the future (see below). The region
has also experienced tremendous growth in modern information and com-
munications technologies. Bangalore, India—the “Silicon Valley” of In-
dia—has emerged as a global hot spot for the information technologies
industry, with nearly 1,200 companies, including more than 100 multina-
tional companies, operating there. The first company to enter Bangalore,
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for offshore development, was Texas Instruments in 1984. India’s biotech-
nology achievements are discussed below.

India

Although India currently lags behind China with respect to most eco-
nomic measures, it is expected to sustain high levels of economic growth
and could eventually overtake China as the fastest-growing economy in
the world (not because its economic growth rate will match those previ-
ously achieved by China over the past decade, but because China’s ability
to sustain its current rapid growth rate is at risk). Like China, India’s rise
to economic prominence will have a regional impact, including through-
out Southeast and Central Asia and in Iran and other Middle East coun-
tries, with whom India will likely pursue strategic partnerships in many
sectors, including the life sciences and its associated industries.

India’s strength has been in bulk and generic manufacturing and low-
cost processing, but there are signs that this may be changing.167 In the
basic research arena, the new Science Advisory Council to the Prime Min-
ister has recommended a National Science and Engineering Research
Foundation. Modeled after the U.S. National Science Foundation, the new
foundation is widely viewed as being an important step toward strength-
ening the country’s scientific establishment.168

According to a 2003 Ernst & Young report,169 over 328 companies and
241 institutions in India use some form of biotechnology in agricultural,
medical, or environmental applications. There are 96 Indian biotechnol-
ogy companies, giving India the third-largest biotech sector in the Asian
region (behind Australia, with 228 enterprises, and China/Hong Kong,
with 136).170 This includes both small and medium-sized enterprises, most
of which focus on biopharmaceuticals.

As a result of its emphasis on manufacturing processes rather than on
developing novel products, India has developed a strong generic and bulk
pharmaceutical manufacturing base and considerable expertise in manu-
facturing and process innovations. For example, one of the country’s more
notable biotechnology successes was the development and production of
a recombinant hepatitis B vaccine. Although Shanvac-B, as it was named,
was not a novel product, its development relied on novel expression tech-
nology, lessened the dependence on imports, and provided vaccine at a
very low price: $0.50 per dose. It is now supplied to the United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF). Currently, India is the third-largest producer
and prime exporter of generic drugs in the world.

Using their processing strength to their advantage, Indian entrepre-
neurs and local companies have cultivated a diverse network of global
relationships, which they are using to diversify and expand into the glo-
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bal marketplace. For example, Shantha Biotechnics has forged a joint
venture with East West Laboratories (San Diego, CA) to develop novel
therapeutic monoclonal antibodies for the treatment of various types of
cancer.171

In the agricultural arena, India has actively promoted the develop-
ment and use of genetically modified crops nationwide and throughout
Asia. In 2002, the Indian government held a conference in New Delhi, at
which 18 Asian countries formed an alliance to deal with issues surround-
ing the introduction of GMOs.172 According to a 2002 report in Nature
Biotechnology, the participating countries planned to help each other build
scientific capacity to assess the environmental and food safety of GMOs,
establish appropriate administrative and legal frameworks, and provide
training and other facilities for strengthening the infrastructure for han-
dling GMOs.

As another example of its regional or, in this case, global service with
respect to science and technology generally, New Delhi is the site of one
of two headquarters for the International Center for Genetic Engineering
and Biotechnology (ICGEB; the other office is in Trieste, Italy). The ICGEB
was founded in 1983 as a mechanism for involving developing countries
in biotechnology. It is an intergovernmental organization with 69 signa-
ture states, 52 member states, and a 35-center network. As summarized in
the Cuernavaca workshop report173 and as detailed on the ICGEB website174

the center performs several functions, including its current agreement
with the United Nations Secretariat to draft a code of conduct for scien-
tists.175 The operational group tasked with drafting the code of conduct is
composed of members of the ICGEB and the National Academies of Sci-
ences of China, Cuba, Italy, Nigeria, and the United States. The draft code
of conduct was presented to the Secretary-General of the United Nations
in April 2005, and in August 2005, it was transmitted as a working docu-
ment to the BWC.176

Along with Brazil, India is one of several developing countries that
has launched a major nanotechnology initiative. The country’s Depart-
ment of Science and Technology will invest U.S. $20 million over the next
five years for its Nanomaterials Science and Technology Initiative.

Sub-Saharan Africa

The recent increased access to cell phone service across sub-Saharan
Africa, as previously discussed, reflects a positive development in terms
of establishing the infrastructure necessary for a modern economy. Yet
sub-Saharan Africa has the largest proportion of people living on less than
U.S. $1 a day, and even though the regional economy is expected to im-
prove over the next 10 years or so, with an average per capita growth of
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1.6 percent, the number of poor is expected to continue to rise as well
(from 313 million in 2001 to 340 million by 2015). A few countries, such as
Uganda and Ghana, have sustained remarkable progress in terms of pov-
erty reduction, despite the many social, economic, and political challenges
facing the region.

Below, South Africa’s recent success in biotechnology is highlighted.

South Africa

Despite its many social and health challenges—including HIV/AIDS,
poverty, and crime—South Africa’s economy is expected to grow by about
4 to 5 percent per year over the next 10 years, propelling the country even
further ahead than it already is in relation to its sub-Saharan neighbors.
By focusing on arms, textiles, and mining, South Africa has developed a
strong scientific and technological base over the past several decades, even
while remaining relatively isolated from the international community
while under the apartheid regime.177 South Africa’s industrial success in
these areas led to a confidence that has fostered more recent huge strides
in agricultural and health biotechnology.

In terms of health biotechnology, the government has established ini-
tiatives to encourage international partnerships in the life sciences indus-
try; biotech start-ups, like Shimoda Biotech (with a focus on cyclodextrin
drug delivery) and Bioclones (with a focus on monoclonal antibody tech-
nology testing for use in diagnostics and immunohistology), are emerg-
ing from universities and preexisting generic product companies; diag-
nostic testing and clinical trials are expanding; and recent controversy
over HIV/AIDS national policy has raised awareness about recombinant
vaccine trials.

In addition to developing its own national biotech sector, South Af-
rica is hoping to use regional initiatives—such as the New Partnership for
African Development—to export its products to other sub-Saharan coun-
tries and to use its biotechnological strength to address HIV/AIDS and
other regional public health problems. The University of Cape Town and
University of Stellenbosch are currently evaluating six different potential
novel HIV/AIDS vaccine candidates; in 2002, two Phase I trials were
launched, making South Africa the first country with multiple HIV vac-
cine trials and the first country to have executed a trial on a preventative
vaccine against the HIV-1 C subtype.178

Elsewhere in Africa, in January 2005 a group of African scientists,
engineers, and educators announced plans for an African Institute for Sci-
ence and Technology, with the aim of strengthening sub-Saharan Africa’s
tertiary education and research. Currently, the region has only about 83
scientists or engineers per million residents, which is one-sixth of the ratio
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for all developing countries. Modeled on the Indian Institutes of Technol-
ogy, the first institute is expected to open in Tanzania in 2007 and will
offer undergraduate and graduate degrees in science, engineering, eco-
nomics, and management. The aim is to attract as many African Ph.D.s
working abroad as possible.179

SUMMARY

Although providing no more than a high level survey of current
trends in the globalization of advanced technologies in the life sciences,
the data provided in this chapter do provide evidence that both basic and
cutting-edge life sciences technologies are highly dispersed worldwide,
and will continue to become more so in the near-term future. The drivers
for this are several and vary by nation and region. Developing countries
recognize the potential of novel technologies to boost their economies,
promote their development, and enhance their regional standing. Turner
T. Isoun, Nigeria’s minister of science and technology, has observed that
“developing countries will not catch up with developed countries by in-
vesting in existing technologies alone. [In order] to compete successfully
in global science today, a portion of the science and technology budget of
every country must focus on cutting-edge science and technologies.”180

This statement, echoing the aspirations of many lesser developed coun-
tries, has important implications for the future dispersion of knowledge
in the global life sciences community. The trends are profound and well
rooted.
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3

Advances in Technologies with
Relevance to Biology:
The Future Landscape

This chapter provides an overview and a perspective on the breadth
and types of technologies that may have an impact on the life sci-
ences enterprise of the future, with the understanding that there

are inherent difficulties in anticipating or predicting how any of these
technologies alone or in combination will alter the nature of the future
threat “landscape.”

Rather than attempt to cover the technology landscape in a compre-
hensive manner, this chapter (1) highlights technologies likely to have
obvious or high-impact near-term consequences; (2) illustrates the gen-
eral principles by which technological growth alters the nature of future
biological threats; and, (3) highlights how and why some technologies are
complementary or synergistic in bolstering defense against future threats
while also enhancing or altering the nature of future threats.

There is immense diversity and rapid evolution of technologies with
relevance to (or impact on) the life sciences enterprise. Their impact(s)
may be beneficial or detrimental depending on how these tools and tech-
nologies are applied. Some may be seen as “coming out of left field”; that
is, these technologies may have very different applications from those
originally intended, or may be combined in unexpected, nontraditional
configurations. The combination of nanotechnology and biotechnology is
one such example of a synergistic combination.

Many of the technologies discussed in this chapter create novel op-
portunities for scientists (and others) to explore aspects of biological and
chemical diversity that cannot be accessed through natural mechanisms
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or processes. Given the unpredictable nature of technological change, it is
difficult if not impossible to describe in definite terms what the global
technology landscape will look like in 5 to 10 years, both with regard to
the emergence of technologies with dual-use applications and the global
geography of future breakthroughs. New, unexpected discoveries and
technological applications in RNAi and synthetic biology arose even dur-
ing the course of deliberations by this committee. If this report, with the
same charge, were prepared even a year or two in the future, many of the
details presented in this chapter would likely be different.

A CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR
BIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGIES

Despite the seemingly disparate and scattered goals of recent ad-
vances in life sciences technologies, the committee concluded that there
are classes or categories of advances that share important features. These
shared characteristics are based on common purposes, common concep-
tual underpinnings, and common technical enabling platforms. Thus, the
technologies outlined in this chapter are categorized according to a classi-
fication scheme devised by the committee and organized around four
groupings:

1. Acquisition of novel biological or molecular diversity. These are
technologies driven by efforts to acquire or synthesize novel biological or
molecular diversity, or a greater range of specificity, so that the user can
then select what is useful from the large, newly-acquired diversity pool.
The goal is to create collections of molecules with greater breadth of di-
versity than found so far in nature, as well as with types of diversity that
may not exist in nature. The kinds of molecules that might be generated
include, for example, enzymes with enhanced or altered activities, as well
as molecules composed of “unnatural” amino acids. Technologies in this
category include those dedicated toward DNA synthesis; the generation
of new chemical diversity (i.e., through combinatorial chemistry); those
that create novel DNA molecules (from genes to genomes) using directed
in vitro molecular evolution (e.g., “DNA shuffling”1 ); and those that am-
plify or simply collect previously uncharacterized sequences (genomes)
directly from nature (i.e., bioprospecting). All of these technologies re-
quire a subsequent selection step, such that molecules, macromolecular
complexes, or even microbes with the desired properties can be identified
and isolated from a large and very diverse pool of possibilities. Toward
this end, new high-throughput screening (including the use of robotics
and advanced information management systems) have become critical
enabling technologies.
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2. Directed design. These are technologies that involve deliberate
efforts to generate novel but predetermined and specific biological or
molecular diversity. The use of these technologies begins with a more de-
fined, preexisting understanding of the desired endproduct and its mo-
lecular features. One then synthesizes or re-engineers the desired product
or its components. Examples include but are not limited to rational, struc-
ture-aided design of small-molecule ligands; the genetic engineering of
viruses or microbes; and, the emerging field of “synthetic biology.”

3. Understanding and manipulation of biological systems. These
are technologies driven by efforts to gain a more complete understanding
of complex biological systems and an ability to manipulate such systems.
Examples include “systems biology”; gene silencing (e.g., RNA interfer-
ence); the generation of novel binding (affinity) reagents; technologies fo-
cused on developmental programs (e.g., embryonic stem cells); genomics
and genomic medicine; the study of modulators of homeostatic systems;
bioinformatics; and, advanced network theory.

4. Production, delivery, and “packaging.” These are technologies
driven by efforts in the pharmaceutical, agriculture, and healthcare sec-
tors to improve capabilities for producing, reengineering, or delivering
biological or biology-derived products and miniaturizing these processes.
Examples include the use of transgenic plants as production platforms,
aerosol technology, microencapsulation, microfluidics/microfabrication;
nanotechnology; and, gene therapy technology. [Some of these technolo-
gies are related to the manipulation of biological systems—e.g., nanotech-
nology—and may also be applied to the generation (category 1) or design
(category 2) of novel biological diversity or to the analysis of complex
biological systems (category 3).]

The classification scheme serves several important purposes. It:

• highlights commonalities among technologies and, by so doing,
draws attention to critical enabling features;

• provides insight into some of the technical drivers behind biol-
ogy-related technology;

• facilitates predictions about future emerging technologies; and,
• lends insight into the basis for complementarities or synergies

among technologies and, as such, facilitates the analysis of interactions
that lead to either beneficial or potentially malevolent ends.

Limitations of the classification scheme include the fact that it is based
on a relatively small number of relevant technologies (i.e., the committee’s
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list of technologies may be biased and is inevitably incomplete) and the
acknowledgment that there are many ways to categorize these technolo-
gies. As a reflection of the latter dilemma, the committee found that some
of the technologies discussed in this chapter could have been classified in
more than one category. The category assignment in these cases was
guided by the nature of the particular applications that the committee had
in mind when considering each of the relevant technologies.

The examples below serve as a finite set of future technologies that
represent and illustrate each of the four categories. For each example the
following issues are addressed: the purpose of the technology, its current
state of the art, and future applications. The coverage of these issues for
each of the technologies is not intended to be exhaustive. The technolo-
gies covered in this chapter include not only those that open up new pos-
sibilities for the creation of novel or enhanced biological agents but also
those that expose new vulnerabilities (i.e., targets for biological attack).
Details are limited to those necessary for a clear explanation of the plausi-
bility of use.

1. ACQUISITION OF NOVEL BIOLOGICAL
OR MOLECULAR DIVERSITY

Given the clear capability of at least some microbes and viruses to
evolve quickly, acquire new genes, and alter their behavior, it might seem
reasonable that over hundreds of thousands of years all conceivable bio-
logical agents have been “built” and “tested” and that the agents seen
today are the most “successful” of these. Thus, is there any reason to think
that it might be possible to create a more successful biological agent? Pos-
sibly not, but it is important to understand that “successful” in this con-
text means the most able to survive within, on, or near human popula-
tions over time. “Success” does not necessarily equate with virulence or
pathogenicity, the ability to cause disease or injury.

The kinds of basic biological diversity found in nature today, or those
that have potentially evolved in the natural world and been tested for
fitness over time, may have been (and are still) limited by certain natural
constraints, including available building blocks—nucleotides and amino
acids; natural mechanisms for generating genetic diversity; and, the
strength and nature of selective pressures over time. Nor has there been
enough time over the history of the earth for nature to have explored
more than a tiny fraction of the diversity that is possible.2  The technolo-
gies described in this section are those that seek to create a much wider
and deeper set of diverse biological molecules, many of which may never
have been generated or given a fair chance for succeeding in nature (al-
though success may be defined in different ways).3
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Techniques have been developed to expand both the diversity of
nucleotide or amino acid sequences of nucleic acids or proteins, respec-
tively (which in both cases ultimately hold the information specifying the
folding and thus the conformation of biologically active molecules), or for
creating a diversity of small molecules with different shapes, sizes, and
charge characteristics. In addition, some investigators are creating unnatu-
ral nucleic acids and amino acids in order to test and explore possible
structural constraints on molecules with biological function. All of these
approaches result in novel types of genetic or molecular diversity that
then require assessment of functional potential. This assessment typically
takes the form of a screening process (i.e., deliberate examination of all
molecules for a desired feature or function) or a selective process (i.e., one
that imposes a selective advantage on those molecules that have a prop-
erty of interest). While the technological processes of assessing and select-
ing molecules of interest—high-throughput screening and selection—
have some features in common with the next category of technologies
(i.e., directed design), they are included in this first category because of
their critical enabling role in the exploration of molecular and biological
diversity.

DNA Synthesis

Description

DNA synthesis is a technology that enables the de novo generation of
genetic sequences that specifically program cells for the expression of a
given protein. It is not new, but technical enhancements continue to in-
crease the speed, ease, and accuracy with which larger and larger se-
quences can be generated chemically. By the early 1970s, scientists had
demonstrated that they could engineer synthetic genes.4  However, it was
the automation of de novo DNA synthesis and the development of the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the early 1980s that spawned the de-
velopment of a series of cascading methodologies for the analysis of gene
expression, structure, and function. Our ability to synthesize short oligo-
nucleotides (typically 10 to 80 base pairs in length) rapidly and accurately
has been an essential enabling technology for a myriad of advances, not
the least of which has been the sequencing of the human genome.

The past few years have seen remarkable technological advances in
this field, particularly with respect to the de novo synthesis of increas-
ingly longer DNA constructs. The chemical synthesis and ligation of large
segments of a DNA template, followed by enzymatic transcription of RNA
led to the de novo creation of the poliovirus genome in 2002 (about 7,500
nucleotides in length), from which the infectious, virulent virus was res-
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cued following its transfection into permissive cells.5  The following year
scientists announced the successful assembly of a bacterial virus genome.6
Parallel efforts in industry and academia led to the synthesis and assem-
bly of large segments of the hepatitis C virus genome, from which replica-
tion competent RNA molecules were rescued. These studies raised con-
cerns in the media that larger, more complex organisms, such as the
smallpox virus (which is approximately 186,000 base pairs long), might
be within reach.7

DNA synthesis technology is currently limited by the cost and time
involved to create long DNA constructs of high fidelity as well as by its
high error rate. Current estimates for generating even simple oligonucle-
otides are at least $0.10 per base (including synthesis of the oligonucle-
otides plus error correction).8  See Figure 3-1.

FIGURE 3-1 Cost per base of sequencing and synthesis.
SOURCE: Rob Carlson presentation to the committee, February 2004.
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Current State of the Art

Several recent studies have demonstrated important steps toward
making gene synthesis readily affordable and accessible to researchers
with small budgets, by decreasing its cost and improving its error rate.9
For example, in December 2004, as this committee deliberated its charge,
scientists described a new microchip-based technology for the semiauto-
mated multiplex synthesis of long oligonucleotides.10  The researchers
used the new technology to synthesize all 21 genes that encode proteins of
the E. coli 30S ribosomal subunit. Almost simultaneously, another research
group described a novel approach for reducing errors by more than 15-
fold compared to conventional gene synthesis techniques, yielding DNA
with one error per 10,000 base pairs.11

Future Applications

Developments in DNA synthetic capacity have generated strong in-
terest in the fabrication of increasingly larger constructs, including ge-
netic circuitry,12  the engineering of entire biochemical pathways,13  and,
as mentioned above, the construction of small genomes.14  As a specific
example of a potential future beneficial application of DNA synthesis, one
research group has described a method for synthesizing terpenoid, a natu-
ral product used in commercial flavors, fragrances, and antimalarial and
anticancer therapeutics, using recombinant DNA constructs.15  Terpenoids
are normally isolated from plant tissue and can only be recovered in small
amounts. DNA synthesis technology could be used as an alternative
method for producing high-value compounds.

DNA synthesis technology could allow for the efficient, rapid synthe-
sis of viral and other pathogen genomes—either for vaccine or therapeu-
tic research and development, or for malevolent purposes or with unin-
tentional consequences. Given the latter risks, in 2004, George Church
(Harvard Medical School, Cambridge, MA) drafted a proposal for decreas-
ing biohazard risks (i.e., creating nearly extinct human viruses, such as
polio, or novel pathogens, like IL-4 poxvirus) while minimizing the im-
pact on legitimate research. The proposal focuses on instrument and re-
agent licensing (e.g., restricting the sale and maintenance of oligonucle-
otide synthesis machines to licensed entities); regulation for the screening
of select agents; establishing a method for testing these newly imple-
mented licensing and, screening systems; criteria for exemption from the
whole process; and, strategies for keeping the cost down.16  The proposal
is mentioned here not to endorse it, but rather to highlight the need for a
careful analysis and thoughtful discussion of the issues.
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DNA Shuffling

Description

Classical genetic breeding has proven itself over and over again
throughout human history as a powerful means to improve plant and
animal stocks to meet changing societal needs. The late 20th century dis-
covery of restriction endonucleases, enzymes that cut DNA molecules at
sites comprising specific short nucleotide sequences, and the subsequent
emergence of recombinant DNA technology provided scientists with
high-precision tools to insert (or remove) single genes into the genomes of
a variety of viruses and organisms, leading, for example, to the introduc-
tion of production-enhancing traits into crop plants.17  Most recently, a
powerful mode of directed evolution known as “DNA shuffling”—also
known as multigene shuffling, gene shuffling, and directed in vitro mo-
lecular evolution—has allowed scientists to greatly improve the efficiency
with which a wide diversity of genetic sequences can be derived. A quan-
tum leap in the ability to generate new DNA sequences, DNA shuffling
can be used to produce large libraries of DNA that can then be subjected
to screening or selection for a range of desired traits, such as improved
protein function and/or greater protein production.

“Classical” single-gene breeding starts with a “parental” pool of re-
lated sequences (genes, etc.) and then breeds “offspring” molecules, which
are subjected to screening and selection for the “best” offspring. The pro-
cess is repeated for several generations. With DNA shuffling, sequence
diversity is generated by fragmenting and then recombining related ver-
sions of the same sequence or gene from multiple sources (e.g., related
species), resulting in “shuffling” of the DNA molecules. Basically, it al-
lows for the simultaneous mating of many different species. The result is
a collection of DNA mosaics. The reassortment that occurs during the
shuffling process yields a higher diversity of functional progeny se-
quences than can be produced by a sequential single-gene approach.

In one of the earliest demonstrations of the technology, which in-
volved shuffling four separately evolved genes (from four different mi-
crobial species), the shuffled “hybrids” encoded proteins with 270 to 540
times greater enzymatic activity than the best parental sequence. 18  Even
if that same recombined enzyme could have been evolved through single-
gene screening, the process would have been dramatically slower. But
chances are it never would have evolved. Evidence from at least one study
shows that the best parent is not necessarily the one closest in sequence to
the best chimeric offspring and thus would probably not represent the
best starting point for single-gene evolution (i.e., some other better-look-
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ing parental sequence would have been chosen for single-gene directed
evolution).19

Current State of the Art

The technology has developed quickly, such that scientists are not
just shuffling single genes, they are shuffling entire genomes. In 2002, bi-
ologists used whole-genome shuffling for the rapid improvement of ty-
losin production from the bacterium Streptomyces fradiae; after only two
rounds of shuffling, a bacterial strain was generated that could produce
tylosin (an antibiotic) at a rate comparable to strains that had gone through
20 generations of sequential selection.20  Also in 2002, a portion of the HIV
genome was shuffled to create a new strain of HIV that was able to repli-
cate in a monkey cell line that previously had been resistant to viral infec-
tion.21  By 2003 the technique had advanced to the point where many
mammalian DNA sequences could be shuffled together in a single bacte-
rial cell line. In one study, scientists shuffled one gene of a cytokine from
seven genetically similar mammalian species (including human) to gener-
ate an “evolved” cytokine that demonstrated a 10-fold increase in activity
compared to the human cytokine alone.22  It should be emphasized that
the power of this technology (and any diversity generating procedure) is
only fully realized if the molecules generated with the most enhanced,
desired properties can be identified and isolated. Despite continual im-
provements in the throughput of current screening procedures, the use of
conditions that impose strong selective pressures for emergence of mol-
ecules with the desired properties is far more efficient in finding the most
potent molecule in the pool.

Future Applications

Ultimately, this rapid molecular method of directed evolution will
allow biologists to generate novel proteins, viruses, bacteria, and other
organisms with desired properties in a fraction of the time required with
classical breeding and in a more cost-effective manner. For example, vi-
rologists are using DNA shuffling to optimize viruses for gene therapy
and vaccine applications.23  Synthetic biologists are using the technology
to speed up their discovery process (see “Synthetic Biology” later in this
chapter).
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Bioprospecting

Description24

Bioprospecting is the search for previously unrecognized, naturally
occurring, biological diversity that may serve as a source of material for
use in medicine, agriculture, and industry. These materials include ge-
netic blueprints (DNA and RNA sequences), proteins and complex bio-
logical compounds, and intact organisms themselves. Humans have been
exploiting naturally-derived products for thousands of years. Even as
high-throughput technologies like combinatorial chemistry, described
above, have practically revolutionized drug discovery, modern therapeu-
tics is still largely dependent on compounds derived from natural prod-
ucts. Excluding biologics (products made from living organisms), 60
percent of drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration and
pre-new drug application candidates between 1989 and 1995 were of natu-
ral origin.25  Between 1983 and 1994, over 60 percent of all approved can-
cer drugs and cancer drugs at the pre-new drug application stage and 78
percent of all newly approved antibacterial agents were of natural ori-
gin.26  Taxol, the world’s first billion-dollar anticancer drug, is derived
from the yew tree.27  Artemisinin, one of the most promising new drugs
for the treatment of malaria, was discovered as a natural product of a
fernlike weed in China called sweet wormwood. And aspirin—arguably
one of the best known and most universally used medicines—is derived
from salicin, a glycoside found in many species in the plant genera Salix
and Populus.

Bioprospecting is not limited to plants, nor is drug discovery its only
application. Most recently, with the use of molecular detection methods,
scientists have uncovered a staggering number of previously unrecog-
nized and uncharacterized microbial life forms.28  Indeed, microbial ge-
nomes represent the largest source of genetic diversity on the planet—
diversity that could be exploited for medical, agricultural, and industrial
uses. Natural products discovered through bioprospecting microbial en-
dophytes—microorganisms that reside in the tissues of living plants—
include antibiotics, antiviral compounds, anticancer agents, antioxidants,
antidiabetic agents, immunosuppressive compounds, and insectides. With
respect to the last, bioinsecticides are a small but growing component of
the insecticide market. Bioprospected compounds exhibiting potent in-
secticidal properties include nodulisporic compounds for use against
blowfly larvae (isolated from a Nodulisporium spp. that inhabits the plant
Bontia daphnoides)29  and benzofuran compounds for use against spruce
budworm (isolated from an unidentified endophytic fungus from winter-
green, Gaultheria procumbens).30  Of note, naphthalene, the ingredient in
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mothballs, is a major product of an endophytic fungus, Muscodor vitigenus,
which inhabits a liana, Paullina paullinioides.31

Prospecting directly for DNA and RNA sequences that encode novel
proteins with useful activities has become a potentially important scien-
tific and business enterprise. This approach entails searches based on ran-
dom expression of thousands or millions of sequences, followed by screen-
ing or selection for products with desired activities.32  Sometimes the
search focuses on families of related sequences that are predicted to en-
code products of interest, which are recovered directly from environments
using sequence amplification technology. This kind of approach can
synergize with the DNA shuffling technology described above. Recent,
early forays into “community genomics,” or large-scale random sequenc-
ing of the DNA from complex environmental microbial communities, re-
flect the immense future potential of this approach for the discovery and
harnessing of previously unimagined biological activities.33

For example, Diversa Corporation (San Diego, CA) utilizes biopros-
pecting of microbial genomes to develop small molecules and enzymes
for the pharmaceutical, agricultural, chemical, and industrial markets.34

After collecting environmental samples of uncultured microorganisms
and extracting the genetic material, researchers search for novel genes
and gene pathways for potentially useful products, like enzymes with
increased efficiencies and stabilities (e.g., high and low temperature sta-
bility, high or low pH tolerance, high or low salt tolerance). The samples
are collected from environments ranging from thermal vents to contami-
nated industrial sites to supercooled sea ice.

Bioprospecting has also been applied to the discovery of microbial
agents in efforts to better understand the diversity of microbes in the
environment that might serve as human pathogens if provided the oppor-
tunity. It has been argued that by deliberately scrutinizing the kinds of
vectors and reservoirs that exist in a local environment for previously un-
recognized microbes, novel agents might be identified long before they
are discovered to be human, animal or plant pathogens, thus providing
early warning of potential disease-causing agents.35  At the least, these
surveys could expand our appreciation of microbial diversity and inferred
microbial function.36  For example, in 2002, using a broad-range PCR ap-
proach (i.e., using conserved priming sites for a group of related sequence
targets, as opposed to specific primers for single unique targets), scien-
tists discovered four novel Bartonella DNA sequences in 98 arthropod
specimens (fleas, lice, and ticks) from Peru; three of the sequences were
significantly different from previously characterized Bartonella species.37

Bartonella s are vectorborne bacteria associated with numerous human and
animal infections.38  Rather than having any immediate known clinical
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implications, this study illustrates the power of this generic approach as
well as our incomplete understanding of Bartonella diversity.

Current State of the Art

Current methods include recovery of microbes using cultivation-
based methods, serologic surveys of potential hosts, extraction/separa-
tion/purification of molecules with desired properties, amplification of
families of related nucleic acid sequences using broad-range PCR (and
similar techniques), shotgun cloning and sequencing of bulk DNA or
cDNA from environments of interest, and the use of subtractive hybrid-
ization methods39  to enrich for novel nucleic acid sequences in hosts or
environments.

Future Applications

One might consider both molecular and traditional cultivation-based
approaches for examining hosts, such as fruit bats and small rodents,
which are already known to serve as reservoirs for important human mi-
crobial pathogens (Hendra and Nipah viruses, Borrelia spp. and other gen-
era, respectively). As described above, the potential benefits associated
with the discovery of novel products and microbial genetic diversity are
innumerable.

Combinatorial Chemistry: Generating Chemical Diversity

Description

Combinatorial chemistry refers to technologies and processes used
for the rapid creation of large numbers of synthetic compounds (“librar-
ies”), typically for the purposes of screening for activity against biologi-
cal drug targets (see “High-throughput Screening”). Whereas DNA
synthesis enables the acquisition of genetic sequence diversity, these tech-
niques allow for the generation of libraries of chemical compounds hav-
ing a diversity of shapes, sizes, and charge characteristics—all of which
may be of interest for their varied abilities to interact with and bind to
biologically active proteins or macromolecular complexes, thereby alter-
ing the biological properties of these proteins and complexes. Combina-
torial chemistry techniques can be used to create a wide range of chemo-
types or molecular motifs, ranging from large polycyclic compounds of a
peptidic nature to smaller, presumably more druglike, compounds. Ini-
tially, it was believed that when used in combination with high-through-
put screening technologies, combinatorial techniques would dramatically
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accelerate the drug discovery process while reducing the associated up-
front costs with the drug discovery effort. While this has not yet proven
to be the case, most pharmaceutical companies are still heavily invested
in combinatorial chemistry and are exploring the development and
implementation of novel methods to create additional libraries of com-
pounds. A recent trend noted in the pharmaceutical industry is the move
from the development of large, unfocused, general screening libraries to
smaller, less diverse libraries for screening against a particular target or
family of related targets.

The origins of this new branch of chemistry can be traced back to the
early 1960s, when methods were developed for the solid-phase synthesis
of peptides.40  This involved attaching an amino acid to a solid support
(i.e., beads of plastic resin) and then adding amino acid residues, one by
one in a stepwise fashion through the creation of covalent peptide chemi-
cal bonds, until the desired peptide product is created. The final polypep-
tide is released by chemically breaking its bond with the solid support
and washing it free.41  Subsequent modifications of the solid-phase syn-
thesis process greatly enhanced the ability to generate a large number of
peptides with specific amino acid sequences.42  Individual peptides were
synthesized on the ends of “pins” that were spatially oriented in a two-
dimensional array designed to match up with the wells of a 96-well
microtiter plate. This reduced the scale of the process and greatly facili-
tated the parallel synthesis of large numbers of peptides. A further modi-
fication of the technique enhanced the ability to create a diversity of pep-
tide sequences by incorporating a combinatorial approach.43  In this case,
the solid-phase resin bearing the nascent synthetic peptide was enclosed
in a mesh, or “tea bag.” Like the pin-based method, the tea-bag process
facilitated the numerous washing and drying steps required for peptide
synthesis and thus allowed for the parallel synthesis of many different
peptides, each in its own tea bag. However, by mixing the resin from dif-
ferent tea bags after each individual stepwise addition of an amino acid
residue, combinatorial peptide libraries involving a great diversity of
amino acid sequences could be readily generated, in which each resin bead
bears an individual peptide with a unique amino acid sequence.44

After the compounds are synthesized and a library is constructed, a
selection or screening strategy is needed to identify unique compounds
of interest to the biological sciences. The most obvious method involves
affinity isolation of the peptide of interest on an immobilized target mol-
ecule, followed by release of the peptide and analysis utilizing combina-
tions of gas-phase chromatography, high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC), mass spectrometry, and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR). It is also possible to determine the structure of compounds still
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attached to the resin, using “on-bead” analytical techniques such as in-
frared analysis, gel-phase NMR, matrix-assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion time-of-flight mass spectrometry, electrospray mass spectrometry,
and HPLC chemiluminescence nitrogen detection.45

While direct determination of structure, as described in the previous
paragraph, works well for small libraries, these techniques are generally
not applicable to large, mixture-based libraries. For libraries, various strat-
egies have been developed that govern the reaction sequence by attaching
a readable chemical “tag” to the bead while the molecule is being synthe-
sized. One of the earliest tagging approaches employed the use of oligo-
nucleotides.46  In this approach, for every amino acid added to the peptide
chain, a specific set of oligonucleotides was added to a separate chain that
was attached to the same bead. PCR and DNA sequencing techniques
were then used to decode the structure of the peptide. Numerous addi-
tional tagging techniques and agents have since been developed.47

Current State of the Art

Solution-phase parallel synthesis is becoming the combinatorial chem-
istry technique of choice in the pharmaceutical industry, driven primarily
by advances in laboratory automation, instrumentation, and informatics.
Compounds can be synthesized either as single discrete compounds per
reaction vessel or as mixtures of compounds in a single reaction vessel, so
many of the same principles described above for solid-phase (resin-
bound) principles are applicable here as well. The primary advantage of
solution-phase combinatorial chemistry lies in the increase in the number
of chemical reactions/transformations that can be accessed, thereby
greatly increasing the range of chemotypes (chemical scaffolds) that can
be created.

The earliest reports of solution phase combinatorial chemistry tech-
niques involved the use of a common multicomponent reaction, termed
the Ugi reaction, in which an isocyanide, an aldehyde, an amine, and a
carboxylic acid are combined in a single-reaction vessel to create a single
major product. Using this synthetic approach coupled with advanced data
analysis techniques, scientists were able to identify compounds with the
desired biological effect after synthesizing only a 400-compound subset
of the 160,000 possible products. This represents a 400-fold increase in
discovery efficiency over conventional approaches.

The current trend in parallel solution-phase chemistry is leaning to-
ward the development of smaller arrays (12 to 96 compounds) of simple
to moderately complex chemical compositions. As the robotics and labo-
ratory instrumentation required for parallel synthesis become more af-
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fordable and readily accessible, the technology is being transferred into
basic medicinal chemistry laboratories and becoming instrumental in the
optimization of lead compounds (i.e., compounds that show potential to
be developed into drugs). Such efforts are ideally carried out with knowl-
edge of the structure of the target molecule, usually gained by application
of either x-ray crystallography or NMR techniques. Structure-activity re-
lationships are determined as lead compounds, identified initially through
the screening of large libraries of compounds, are modified at specific
sites, and the impact of the chemical modification on the desired biologi-
cal properties of the compound is determined.

The purity and identity of combinatorially-produced compounds
have been a source of recent great discussion and technological advance
since, in order for any meaningful data to be produced from a biological
assay, the purity of the compound of interest must be as high as pos-
sible.48  The activity of the compound must also be confirmed by resyn-
thesis of the specific molecule and repeat assays for biological activity.

Future Applications

Combinatorial chemistry techniques are not only useful for drug
discovery and development, they are being used in the search for better
superconductors, better phosphors for use in video monitors (phosphors
are substances that emit light), better materials for use in computer mag-
netic and other storage devices, and better biosensors for the detection
of medically-important molecules and environmental toxins.  Combina-
torial approaches have been used to develop a “nose chip” sensor ca-
pable of detecting and distinguishing among seven common solvents
(toluene, chloroform, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, ethyl acetate, ethanol,
and methanol).49

Using combinatorial and high-throughput methods, the pharmaceu-
tical industry synthesizes and screens several million new potential
ligands annually. Although most companies have little use for the tens of
thousands of these compounds identified each year as toxic, some might
have potential as biochemical weapons (Chapter 1).50  Although most of
the information derived from combinatorial and high-throughput tech-
nology is held in proprietary databases, a new public database recently
proposed as part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Roadmap
raises concerns about public access to dual-use information (Chapter 1,
Box 1-1). The NIH Roadmap discovery effort is particularly worrisome in
this regard, because of plans to optimize lead compounds shown to be
capable of targeting specific cellular proteins. The goal is not to develop
therapeutic agents but rather to provide a series of reagents, facilitating
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further exploration of protein function and systems biology.51  Such com-
pounds may be relatively potent poisons.

While the technologies applied in combinatorial chemistry are not
exceedingly complex, a wide variety of laboratory automation and in-
strumentation is needed to stage an effective combinatorial chemistry
campaign.

High-Throughput Screening52

Description

High-throughput screening (HTS) refers to the process of examining
large numbers of diverse biomolecular or chemical compounds in a rapid
and efficient manner for properties of interest. Such technologies are es-
sential to achieving any benefit from the construction of large and diverse
libraries of compounds, as they are used to select a particular compound
having the desired properties. These properties might include biochemi-
cal or enzymatic activities desired of a potential therapeutic agent or tox-
icity in such an agent that under usual circumstances one would wish to
avoid. Advances in miniaturized screening technologies, bioinformatics,
robotics, and a variety of other technologies have all contributed to the
improved biological assay efficiency that characterizes HTS. In contrast to
this paradigm, in which a large library of compounds (i.e., samples) is
tested for one specific activity or set of activities, a variation on the HTS
theme involves the testing of a single biological sample for a wide variety
of activities. The best example of this is the use of DNA or oligonucleotide
microarrays—also known as DNA chips. These are routinely used in both
basic and applied research to facilitate the large-scale screening and moni-
toring of gene expression levels, gene function, and genetic variation in
biological samples, and to identify novel drug targets.

The process of screening large numbers of compounds against poten-
tial disease targets is characterized by a collection of technologies that
strive to increase biological assay efficiency through the application of
miniaturized screening formats and advanced liquid handling, signal de-
tection, robotics, informatics, and a variety of other technologies. Over the
past several years, the industry has witnessed an evolution in screening
capabilities, resulting in the ability of a user to screen more than 100,000
compounds per day for potential biological activity. Evaluating upward
of 1 million compounds for biological (or various other) properties in a
screening campaign is now commonplace in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Current State of the Art

Effective HTS relies on robust assays that can detect and then trans-
late biological or other activities into a format that can be readily inter-
preted. A wide variety of assays are currently in use, including:

• cell-free colorimetric or chemiluminescence assays;
• cell-free fluorescence resonance energy transfer assays;
• cell-based reporter gene assays, usually with an enzymatic

read-out;
• cell-based fluorescence imaging assays;
• NMR assays, which involve identifying small molecule ligands

for macromolecular receptor targets;
• affinity chromatography assays;
• DNA microarrays (high density arrangements of double-stranded

DNA clones (cDNA) or oligonucleotides that serve as identical or
complementary probes, respectively, for specific genes, transcripts, or ge-
nome sequences); and

• Other types of microarrays, including high-density arrangements
of antibodies, nucleic acid or peptide aptamers, antigens (protein or lipid),
MHC53 -peptide antigen complexes, and intact cells.

Future Directions

Future advances in HTS—such as the development of one-step assays
and increased miniaturization—will continue to increase the throughput
and reduce the cost of HTS assays and may eventually allow the simulta-
neous monitoring of multiple endpoints (e.g., biological, toxicological)
across a wide variety of targets. An analysis of the current HTS technol-
ogy landscape reveals the following as potential opportunities and future
directions:

• further development of one-step (homogeneous) assays;
• development of improved primary screening hardware;
• miniaturization as a means to increase throughput and decrease

cost;
• improvements in the capabilities and efficiency of robotic systems

in the life sciences;
• application of HTS to lead compound optimization; and,
• novel approaches for identification of biologically-relevant

targets.
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In short, HTS assays and technologies will permeate new sectors in
the life sciences, affecting the productivity and speed of advances and
discoveries in these varied sectors. The cost effectiveness of HTS assays
and technologies will improve, such that tasks previously believed to be
impractical will become quite tractable. Coupled with methods to gener-
ate enhanced sequence and structural diversity beyond that seen in na-
ture, these assays and technologies will permit the identification and se-
lection of novel molecules with important biological functions, with
ramifications for all of the life sciences.

2. DIRECTED DESIGN

There are other technologies, besides those described in the previous
category of technologies, that seek to generate new kinds of genetic or
molecular diversity. However, in contrast to the technologies in the first
category, these “directed design” approaches are more deliberate, and rely
on preexisting knowledge with regard to what needs to be created.

Rational Drug Design

Description

The methods described above, wherein a large library of diverse
chemical compounds are screened using HTS methods to identify a
smaller number of potential lead compounds with desired activities, are
gradually being enhanced by less empirical approaches that are based on
a greater understanding of biological systems (i.e., target: ligand interac-
tions), identification of specific target molecules, and determination of the
structure of a target molecule whose activity has been shown to be critical
for the production of a particular disease or for maintenance of health.
Such structural knowledge has grown rapidly over the past decade due to
advances in x-ray crystallography, NMR technologies, and associated
computational techniques that now allow for rapid determination of the
structure of even large proteins or nucleic acid molecules at atomic-level
resolution. A quick survey of the Protein Data Bank (PDB),54  the global
resource for all publicly available biological macromolecular structures,
reveals that the number of structures deposited on an annual basis wit-
nessed nearly a 10-fold increase between 1994 (3,091) and 2004 (28,992);
see Figure 3-2. With such structural knowledge of targets in hand, chem-
ists can rationally pursue the design of novel chemical compounds that
either bind to selected sites on the surface of these target molecules or
mimic the structure of the target molecule and thereby compete for the
binding to a receptor molecule.
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An excellent example of technological convergence exists with the
field of in silico, or virtual, screening. This methodology capitalizes on the
advances described above with respect to the determination of structures
for target molecules as well as advances in computer hardware and spe-
cialized chemical informatics algorithms, so-called docking and scoring
programs. Many thousands of virtual compounds can be rapidly and ef-
fectively assessed for potential target molecule complementarity,55  as a
prerequisite for biological activity, prior to any actual chemistry being
carried out or biological assays being performed. The product of this com-
putational effort is thus a rationally designed molecule that, once synthe-
sized, can potentially serve as a lead compound in the drug discovery
process.

Current State of the Art

Although rational drug design has received a great deal of attention
from the pharmaceutical industry and is recognized as having great po-
tential for the future, most efforts today by the drug discovery industry
reflect a combination of structure-aided rational design of compounds and
the HTS screening of libraries of diverse compounds. Thus, the use of
structure, when known for a given molecular target, may come into play
once a lead compound has been identified through an HTS process and
efforts are made to optimize this lead and improve the biological activity
or pharmacological properties of the compound. The field today is such
that absence of knowledge of the structure of a targeted molecule is
viewed as a critical impediment to the development of a new drug.

In contrast to the rational design of small-molecule therapeutics, the
rational design of therapeutic nucleic-acid-based compounds is much
easier in that such compounds are synthesized to be complementary to
the targeted nucleic acid sequence. While nucleic acid therapeutics based
on antisense oligonucleotides or ribozymes, enzymatically-active RNAs
that cleave specific RNA target sequences, have been pursued for over a
decade, their promise has not yet been realized due to difficulties in deliv-
ering stable compounds to desired sites. Significant advances are now
occurring, however, in providing desired pharmacological properties to
siRNA-based compounds and morpholino antisense oligonucleotides.

Future Applications

As the structure of greater numbers of potential target molecules are
identified in the future and as both in silico screening and chemical syn-
thesis methods continue to advance, it seems clear that a greater reliance
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is likely to develop on these types of approaches. Greater application of
rational, structure-based design approaches is likely to speed the discov-
ery process significantly. While there are dual-use implications for such
technologies, as there are for almost any advancing life sciences technol-
ogy, the infrastructure required to pursue such structure-based design of
novel biologically active compounds is likely to limit its use to the legiti-
mate pharmaceutical industry for a number of years. It should be noted,
however, that like the nucleotide sequence databases that are open to the
public, rapidly growing numbers of protein structures are being placed in
the public domain. This trend is likely to continue and even accelerate,
and as the computer hardware and software requirements for viewing
and interpreting such structures becomes increasingly simple, these ap-
proaches will become increasingly accessible to scientists outside the phar-
maceutical industry.

Synthetic Biology

Description

The fledgling 5-year-old-field of synthetic biology—which is attract-
ing engineers and biologists in equal measure—means different things to
different researchers. Engineers view it primarily as a way to fabricate
useful microbes to do what no current technology can do (i.e., they view it
as an engineering discipline). Biologists see it as a powerful new way to
learn about underlying principles of cellular function.

Unlike systems biologists (see description later in this chapter), who
adopt a big-picture approach to biology by analyzing troves of data on
the simultaneous activity of thousands of genes and proteins, synthetic
biologists reduce the very same systems to their simplest components.
They create models of genetic circuits, build the circuits, see if they work,
and adjust them if they do not, learning underlying principles of biology
in the process. By examining simple patterns of gene expression and treat-
ing pieces of DNA as modules, which, like Legos™, can be spliced to-
gether, synthetic biologists construct what are effectively biochemical
logic boards that control both intra- and extracellular activity.

Because the molecular nature of many cellular reactions is only par-
tially understood, most synthetic genetic circuits require considerable fur-
ther empirical refinement after the initial computational work. Some sci-
entists use DNA shuffling to streamline the empirical process. After
inserting mutated DNA circuits into cells and selecting for those cells (and
the circuits therein) that performed the best, researchers can evolve an
effective product in just a couple of generations.56
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Current State of the Art

One of the goals of the field is to transform bacteria into tiny pro-
grammable computers. Like electronic computers, the live bacterial cir-
cuits would use both analog and digital logic circuits to perform simple
computations. For example, researchers are working to develop modular
units, such as sensors and actuators, input and output devices, genetic
circuits to control cells, and a microbial chassis in which to assemble these
pieces. If they are successful, a “registry of biological parts” will allow
researchers to go to the freezer, get a part, and hook it up.57  The comput-
ing power of programmable cells will likely never rival that of their elec-
tronic counterparts. Rather, the beauty of synthetic biology lies in what
living cells can do.

In 2000, a genetic “circuit” was created in E.coli that caused the cells to
blink like a lighthouse.58  The circuit, which was called “the repressilator,”
was comprised of three repressor genes, one of which turned on a gene
for green fluorescent protein (GFP), which, when activated, emits a green
glow. Three years later another research group created a genetic circuit by
crafting a “toggle switch” that could oscillate the circuit and alter its pat-
tern depending on growth conditions.59  Using this technique, investiga-
tors subsequently developed a procedure to re-engineer a bacterial pro-
tein that binds to TNT (an explosive) and that, when bound, activates a
gene circuit that produces GFP.60  This demonstrates an initial effort to
engineer organisms that operate as biological sentinels, pinpointing ex-
plosives or detecting the presence of biological weapons.

In 2004, researchers in Israel designed a prototype “DNA computer”
with the capacity to logically analyze mRNA disease indicators in vitro
(i.e., in this case, early signs of prostate and lung cancer) and control the
administration of biologically active ssDNA molecules, including drugs.61

The procedure is relatively innocuous, requiring the injection of a very
small amount of fluid containing billions of nanoparticles, each of which
operates as a tiny computer by effectively interrogating the cell and de-
tecting the presence of diagnostic DNA markers (e.g., mutated mRNA
sequences or underexpressed or overexpressed mRNA). If the markers
are present, the nanoparticle sends out a therapeutic short nucleic acid
that can affect the level of gene expression.

Future Applications

Synthetic biology technology has many potential applications, includ-
ing designing bacteria that can detect chemical or biological agent signa-
tures, engineering bacteria that can clean up environmental pollutants,
and engineering organisms or compounds that can diagnose disease or
fix faulty genes. Although initial efforts are focused on microbial cells,
some synthetic biologists imagine a day when they will be able to pro-
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gram adult stem cells for therapeutic purposes (e.g., to patch up a dam-
aged heart).

Engineering ethicist Aarne Vesilind (Bucknell University) is one of
many scientists promoting the idea that synthetic biologists and ethicists
hold an Asilomar-like conference on synthetic biology—much like that
held at the dawn of genetic engineering research in the mid-1970s—to
define bioengineers’ “responsibilities to society” should these engineered
organisms survive outside the laboratory to cause harm to human health
or the environment.62  Several efforts have now been planned to examine
the implications of this kind of work, including one foundation-funded
study involving three institutions, two of which play a major role in syn-
thetic genomics research.63  In addition, the National Science Advisory
Board for Biosecurity has identified synthetic genomics as a major area of
interest. Many of the same issues are raised by the genetic engineering of
viruses.

Genetic Engineering of Viruses

Description

As described above, the development of recombinant DNA technol-
ogy and the ability to manipulate DNA sequences in bacterial species such
as E. coli has resulted over time in the capacity to insert almost any de-
sired gene into almost any kind of prokaryotic or eukaryotic cell. Placing
the DNA inserted under appropriate transcriptional controls, and the pro-
tein encoded by it under appropriate translational control, allows that
gene to direct the expression of almost any kind of protein: a fluorescent
marker (as in the GloFish described in Chapter 1), an enzyme that might
function as a reporter, an antibiotic resistance marker, or even a toxin.
Using very similar techniques, genes of interest (subject to size constraints)
can be introduced into the genomes of many different types of DNA vi-
ruses, ranging from adenoviruses to herpesviruses. Such capabilities raise
obvious and compelling dual-use concerns.

The introduction of heterologous gene sequences into the genomes of
RNA viruses, or other types of modifications to the RNA genomes of these
viruses, presents a special set of technical difficulties due to the fact that
the genetic material is RNA, which is less stable than DNA and not as
amenable to the genetic splicing techniques that have made recombinant
DNA technology as versatile. However, this has been accomplished for a
growing number of different types of RNA viruses. Moreover, given the
small size of these RNA genomes, it has proven possible to synthesize
completely de novo all the genetic material needed to recover fully infec-
tious virus particles with near wild-type infectivity, virulence and replica-
tion potential.
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RNA viruses come in several types, depending on the number of
strands of RNA in each molecule of their genome (i.e., single-stranded or
double-stranded RNA molecules) and the number of genomic segments
(one or more). Genetic engineering of single-stranded RNA viruses in
which the RNA is of positive polarity (i.e., the same sense as the messen-
ger RNA that encodes the viral proteins) has proven most straightfor-
ward. It has been known for many years that genomic RNA isolated from
positive-strand RNA viruses, such as poliovirus, is intrinsically infectious.
When transfected (i.e., introduced) into a permissive cell in the absence of
any accompanying proteins, such RNA will lead directly to the synthesis
of the viral proteins, which will then begin to assemble the necessary rep-
licative machinery to make additional copies of the RNA as well as more
viral protein, leading ultimately to the assembly and “rescue” of fully in-
fectious virus, which is then generally released from the cell.

To manipulate the viral RNA genome, scientists in the age of molecu-
lar biology have developed efficient enzymatic methods for creating
complementary DNA (cDNA) copies of the viral genomic RNA using re-
verse transcriptase enzymes encoded by retroviruses. This cDNA can be
engineered to have “sticky” ends, allowing it then to be molecularly
cloned into E. coli, in which it can be manipulated by all the modern meth-
ods available. This can include the deletion of protein coding sequences,
the creation of deletion or point mutations, or even the introduction of
completely novel protein-coding sequences. The modified cDNA can then
be placed downstream of an appropriate promoter sequence for a DNA-
dependent RNA polymerase and a novel, molecularly engineered viral
RNA genome efficiently transcribed in an in vitro transcription reaction.
The transcribed RNA can then be transfected back into a permissive cell
and, if the introduced mutations are compatible with continued viability
of the virus, will give rise to novel infectious viruses.

The process by which virologists use this method, involving the con-
version of the genetic sequence of the virus from RNA to DNA and back
to RNA, generally in order to assess the impact of mutations on the viral
life cycle or pathogenic properties, is known as “reverse genetic engineer-
ing.” This approach is widely used by positive-strand molecular virolo-
gists. First carried out in 1980 with poliovirus,64  infectious cDNA clones
have now been constructed for members of many positive-stranded RNA
virus families, including brome mosaic virus,65  yellow fever virus,66

Sindbis virus,67  citrus tristeza virus,68  and equine arteritis virus.69  In the
case of hepatitis C virus, a positive-strand virus in the Flaviviridae, virus
rescue has generally required injection of the synthetic RNA directly into
the liver of a chimpanzee. On the other hand, fully infectious poliovirus, a
member of the family Picornaviridae, has been recovered in a cell-free reac-
tion carried out in vitro in an optimized cell extract system.
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In the past, coronaviruses, which have the largest genomes of all posi-
tive-strand RNA viruses (around 30 kilobases long), were difficult to re-
verse engineer because of the sheer size and instability of their full-length
cDNA clones in bacterial vectors.70  However, recent technological ad-
vances have made it possible to reverse engineer even these largest of all
known RNA viruses,71  including the causative agent of severe acute res-
piratory syndrome (SARS), a previously undescribed coronavirus.72

Similarly, the reverse genetic engineering of negative-strand RNA vi-
ruses73  has proven much more difficult, given the fact that the RNA ge-
nomes of these viruses do not function directly as messenger RNAs and
thus do not give rise to infectious virus progeny following their introduc-
tion into permissive cells. These RNAs require the expression of certain
viral proteins, in order to make positive-strand copies of the negative-
stranded RNA genome and to initiate the replicative cycle. The technol-
ogy to accomplish this was first developed for influenza A virus in the
late 1980s to early 1990s. Like the earlier efforts with positive-strand RNA
viruses, these efforts not only have dramatically improved our under-
standing of how these viruses replicate, but have also created the means
for genetically manipulating viral genomes in order to generate new vi-
ruses for use as live, attenuated vaccines or vectors.74

Initially, reverse engineering of the influenza virus required the use
of helper viruses, which provided proteins and RNA segments that the
reconstituted in vitro RNPs (i.e., reconstituted ribonucleoprotein com-
plexes containing RNA transcribed from the molecularly cloned cDNA)
needed in order to be infectious following transfection into cells. Later,
alternative methods for introducing influenza RNPs into cells were devel-
oped, including entirely plasmid-driven rescue that did not require the
involvement of a helper virus.75  The latter plasmid-based system allowed
for easy engineering of viral genomes with multiple specific mutations.
By 2001 at least one laboratory had generated a pathogenic H5N1 virus
using reverse engineering.76

In addition to influenza A virus, and as summarized in a paper that
appeared in the Journal of Virology in 1999,77 in its first decade the tech-
nology was used to reverse engineer, or “recover” many other negative-
stranded RNA viruses including rabies virus,78 vesicular stomatitis vi-
rus,79 respiratory syncytial virus,80 measles virus,81 Sendai virus,82 human
parainfluenza type 3,83 rinderpest virus,84 simian virus,85 bovine respira-
tory syncytial virus,86 Newcastle disease virus,87 and bunyavirus.88

Current State of the Art

Most recently, as mentioned in Chapter 1, reverse engineering has
been used to produce infectious influenza A viruses containing the viral
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haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) genes of the strain that
caused the devastating 1918-1919 “Spanish” influenza pandemic. Scien-
tists demonstrated that the HA of the 1918 virus confers enhanced patho-
genicity in mice to recent human viruses that are otherwise nonpatho-
genic in their murine host. HA is a major surface protein that stimulates
the production of neutralizing antibodies in the host, and changes in the
genome segment that encodes it may render the virus resistant to preex-
isting neutralizing antibodies, thus increasing the potential for epidemics
or pandemics of disease. Moreover, the reverse engineered viruses ex-
pressing 1918 viral HA elicited hallmark symptoms of the illness produced
during the original pandemic.89

With the complete genetic sequencing of the H1N1 influenza A virus,
referred to in Chapter 1, some have questioned whether these studies
should have been published90  in the open literature given concerns that
terrorists could, in theory, use the information to reconstruct the 1918 flu
virus.91  It should be noted that in addition to the “normal” scientific peer
review, the editors of Science required the authors to demonstrate that
they had obtained approval to publish their research from the director of
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the director of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.92  Furthermore, the
National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) was asked to
consider these papers prior to publication and determined that the scien-
tific benefit of the future use of this research far outweighed the potential
risk of misuse.93

Future Applications

Reverse engineering of the causative agent of SARS illustrates the
many potential beneficial applications of the technology. In addition to
opening up new opportunities for exploring the complexity of the SARS-
coronavirus genome, the availability of a full-length cDNA provides a
genetic template for manipulating the genome in ways that will allow for
rapid and rational development and testing of candidate vaccines and
therapeutics.94  By mutating the many small proteins seemingly expressed
by this unique coronavirus, scientists will learn their function in viral rep-
lication and/or pathogenesis and potentially identify useful targets for
drug discovery efforts.

The influenza A reverse genetic engineering system serves as an ex-
cellent example of the potential for this technology to be used with the
intent to do harm. As summarized in a 2003 article on the potential use of
influenza virus as an agent for bioterrorism, with respect to advances that
allowed for helper virus free production of a pathogenic H5N1 virus, vi-
rologist Robert M. Krug (University of Texas, Austin) has written:
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There is every reason to believe that the same recombinant DNA tech-
niques can be used to render this H5N1 virus transmissible from humans
to humans. Furthermore, it should be possible to introduce mutations
into such a recombinant virus so that it is resistant to currently available
influenza virus antivirals (M2 inhibitors: amantadine and rimantadine;
and NA inhibitors: zanamivir and oseltamivir), and so that it possesses
an HA antigenic site that is unlike those in recently circulating human
viruses. In fact, several viruses with different HA antigenic sites could be
generated. The human population would lack immunological protection
against such viruses, existing antiviral drugs would not afford any pro-
tection, and these viruses could be spread simply by release of an aerosol
spray in several crowded areas. 95

3. UNDERSTANDING AND MANIPULATION
OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

A more holistic understanding of complex biological systems (e.g.,
the workings of an intact cell, multicellular organism, or complex micro-
bial community) is emerging through a set of technologies that allow for
the collection of vast, comprehensive (highly parallel) sets of data for
multiple kinds of biological processes, the integration of these data sets,
and the identification of critical components or pathways. Critical compo-
nents can then serve as targets for therapeutic and preventive interven-
tion or manipulation; they can also serve as targets for malevolent
manipulation and as the basis for novel kinds of biological attack. Con-
currently, technologies that facilitate a better understanding of intracellu-
lar, organ, and whole-animal control “circuitry” will enhance the ability
of scientists to manipulate these complex systems.

Examples of some technologies that are leading to this type of holistic
overview include the emerging field/discipline of “systems biology”96

and genomic medicine. Examples of the tools that could be used to ma-
nipulate complex biological systems include gene silencing, novel bind-
ing reagents (e.g., nucleic acid and peptide aptamers, engineered antibod-
ies), and small-molecule modulators of physiological systems. In many
ways this category of technologies opens up entirely novel aspects of the
future biodefense and biothreat agent landscapes and changes the funda-
mental paradigm for future discussions on this topic.

RNA Interference

RNA interference—also known as RNAi and RNA silencing—was
first observed in plants when it was noted that endogenous and “foreign”
genes appeared to be turning each other off by a process initially termed
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“co-suppression.”97  What was initially thought to be peculiar to petunias
was later found in other plants and also animals. The phenomenon is now
known as RNA interference, and is recognized to be a common antiviral
defense mechanism in plants and a common phenomenon in many other
organisms, including mammals. It is also increasingly apparent that RNAi
is intimately related to widespread regulation of gene expression by very
small endogenously expressed RNA molecules, so-called micro-RNAs
(miRNA). This field is exploding with new discoveries almost daily con-
cerning the role of miRNAs in regulating gene expression during devel-
opment and after. The interaction of endogenous miRNAs with cellular
mRNAs encoding specific proteins leads to suppression of protein expres-
sion, either by impairing the stability of the mRNA or by suppressing its
translation into protein. The fact that small, largely double-stranded RNAs
of this type, about 21 nucleotides in length, could play such an apparently
broad and fundamental role in development and in the control of cellular
homeostasis was not at all appreciated just a few years ago and highlights
the sudden, unpredictable paradigm shifts and sharp turns in the way
scientists think that are possible in the advance of the life sciences (Figure
3-3).

The basic molecular mechanism of RNAi is as follows. Long, double-
stranded RNAs (dsRNAs; typically >200 nucleotides long) silence the ex-
pression of target genes upon entering a cellular pathway commonly re-
ferred to as the RNAi pathway. First, in the so-called initiation step, the
dsRNAs are processed into 20 to 25 nucleotide small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs) by an Rnase III-like enzyme called Dicer. The siRNAs then as-
semble into endoribonuclease-containing complexes known as RNA-in-
duced silencing complexes (RISCs), unwinding in the process. The siRNA
strands subsequently guide the RISCs to complementary RNA molecules,
where RISC complex cleaves and destroys the cognate RNA (i.e., this is
the effector step). miRNAs are generated in a similar fashion from endog-
enously expressed RNAs containing short hairpin structures, using a re-
lated Dicer-like protein. They are capable of similarly silencing gene ex-
pression but can also direct post-transcriptional silencing by blocking
translation of a targeted host mRNA. This later effect typically depends
on binding to a partially complementary target sequence near the 3’ end
of the mRNA.

RNAi is highly specific and remarkably potent (only a few dsRNA
molecules per cell are required for effective interference), and the interfer-
ing activity can occur in cells and tissues far removed from the site of
introduction.
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FIGURE 3-3 The process of RNA interference.
SOURCE: Steven Block, presentation to the committee, April 2004.

Current State of the Art

The technology is expected to prove particularly valuable in cases
where the targeted RNA encodes genes and protein products inaccessible
to conventional drugs (i.e., protein, small-molecule, and monoclonal anti-
body therapeutics). However, clinical delivery poses a significant chal-
lenge, as does the likelihood of undesirable silencing of nontargeted
genes.98  Yet several recent experiments indicate that investigators are well
on their way to overcoming these challenges and creating an emerging
dual-use risk in the form of bioengineered RNAi-based pathogens. In
2003, a German research team announced the successful lentivirus vector
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delivery of in vivo gene silencing with RNAi.99  Also in 2003, researchers
announced the successful use of high-pressured, high-volume intravenous
injection of synthetic siRNA.100  Other studies have demonstrated the po-
tential to deliver RNAi to specific organs, such as the eyes,101  lungs,102

and central nervous system.103  Although human trials of RNAi have be-
gun for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration,104  a systemic
mode of delivery would arguably have greater clinical utility. Substantial
progress is being made toward this aim, however, using liposome and
lipid nanoparticle formulations of chemically modified, and hence stabi-
lized, siRNAs. Scientists at Sirna, a small biotech company working for
well over a decade on nucleic-acid-based therapies, have recently de-
scribed a 1,000-fold reduction in the amount of hepatitis B virus present in
the blood of mice replicating this virus in the liver, following a series of
three separate intravenous inoculations of a lipid nanoparticle formulated,
chemically modified, siRNA.

In November 2004, researchers from Alnylam Pharmaceuticals used
chemically modified siRNAs to silence genes encoding Apolipoprotein B
(ApoB) in mice, resulting in decreased plasma levels of ApoB protein and
reduced total cholesterol.105  The study thus demonstrated systemic activ-
ity following a conventional clinical mode of delivery. Importantly, the
delivery did not inadvertently impact nontargeted genes. Still, there are
questions about the specificity of the siRNA, given that the investigators
did not evaluate all proteins and given that they collected measurements
over a relatively short period of time.106  A longer, more comprehensive
study would be necessary to evaluate more fully the specificity of the
technique. However, while “off- target” effects of siRNAs are certainly of
concern to regulators and industry proponents as well, it is likely they can
be managed in much the same way that “off target” effects (i.e., unex-
pected toxic effects) of small-molecule therapeutics have been in the past.

Potential Applications

Observations that RNAi works in vivo in mammals has not only cre-
ated opportunities for the development of new therapeutic tools but also
spawned a new generation of genetic research in mammals.107  For ex-
ample, the vast majority of mammalian RNAi systems are driven by a
polymerase III promoter, which can be manipulated such that the experi-
menter has the ability to turn the expression of a gene on and off at will,
allowing for novel experimental designs. One could temporarily switch
off a tumor suppressor gene suspected of providing genome protection
(e.g., a checkpoint gene) and then turn it on again, allowing the experi-
menter to determine whether the gene is necessary for the initiation or
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maintenance of tumorigenesis and whether it might be a good target for
late-stage cancer treatments.

It is reasonable to expect significant additional advances in the for-
mulation of siRNAs for use as pharmacological agents, particularly with
contributions from the field of nanotechnology. As with so many of the
technologies outlined in this chapter, just as RNAi promises new thera-
peutic options for cancer and other diseases, it could also be used to ma-
nipulate gene expression with the intent to do harm.

High-Affinity Binding Reagents (Aptamers and Tadpoles)

Description

Aptamers are short, single-stranded nucleic acid or peptidic ligands
that fold into well-defined three-dimensional shapes, allowing them to
inhibit or modulate their protein targets with high affinity and specificity.
Since their discovery in the early 1990s,108  aptamers have been used in
target validation, detection reagents, and functional proteomic tools.109

Over the past decade, several studies have explored the potential of
aptamers for therapeutic intervention, including the inhibition of targets
associated with inflammatory processes, cancer, and other disorders.110

Aptamers have been compared to monoclonal antibodies but with the
added advantage that they are neither toxic nor immunogenic.

Current State of the Art

One of the first aptamers tested in an animal model was an antithrom-
bin agent that blocks the proteolytic activity of thrombin, a protein in-
volved in thrombosis (blood clot formation in a blood vessel).111  In June
2004, Archemix Corp. (Cambridge, MA) and Nuvelo, Inc. (San Carlos,
CA) announced that an Investigational New Drug application had been
submitted to the FDA to begin a Phase I clinical trial with an antithrombin
aptamer, ARC183, for potential use in coronary artery bypass graft sur-
gery.112  In another clinical trial, Eyetech Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (New York,
NY) is testing Macugen, an aptamer that targets VEGF (vascular endothe-
lial growth factor) as a treatment for age-related macular degeneration
and diabetic macular edema.113

In January 2005, scientists reported that they had created a new type
of high-affinity binding reagent—“tadpoles”—that bind to specific tar-
gets, such as Bacillus anthracis protective antigen and the enzyme cofactor
biotin, as examples.114  Tadpoles are protein-DNA chimeras that contain a
protein head coupled to an oligonucleotide tail. The head has an affinity
for a specific target molecule; the tail, which contains a region for PCR
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amplification, mediates detection. Tadpoles represent another type of
high-affinity binding reagent with the power to not only detect but, with
its DNA tail, “count” small numbers of proteins and other molecules in a
precise fashion.

Future Applications

Their sensitivity, dynamic range, and, in the case of tadpoles, precise
quantification make these high-affinity binding molecules potentially very
useful tools for disease diagnosis and environmental detection, including
pathogen and other biological agent detection in the event of a naturally
occurring or deliberate biological attack.

Despite their promise as therapeutic agents, aptamers are very expen-
sive to synthesize and are still a largely unknown entity (with respect to
administration, formulation, adverse effects, etc.). So although several
compounds have entered clinical trial, their future as biopharmaceuticals
is unclear.115  More certain is their role as valuable lead structures in small-
molecule drug discovery (because they can be so readily modified and
adapted to almost any kind of high-throughput readout format) and as
molecular detection reagents (because of their high specificity).

Computational Biology and Bioinformatics116

Description

Life scientists have exploited computing for many years in some form
or another. But what is different today—and will be increasingly so in
the future—is that the knowledge of computing and mathematical theory
needed to address many of the most challenging biological problems can
no longer be easily acquired but requires instead a fusion of the disci-
plines of biology, computation, and informatics. A National Research
Council (NRC) report entitled Catalyzing Inquiry at the Interface of Comput-
ing and Biology (December 2005) has pointed out that the kinds and levels
of expertise needed to address the most challenging problems of contem-
porary biology stretch the current state of knowledge of the field.
The report identifies four distinct but interrelated roles of computing for
biology:

• Computational tools are artifacts—usually implemented as soft-
ware but sometimes hardware—that enable biologists to solve very spe-
cific and precisely defined problems. Such biologically oriented tools ac-
quire, store, manage, query, and analyze biological data in a myriad of
forms and in enormous volume for its complexity. These tools allow bi-
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ologists to move from the study of individual phenomena to the study of
phenomena in biological context, to move across vast scales of time, space,
and organizational complexity and to utilize properties such as evolu-
tionary conservation to ascertain functional details.

• Computational models are abstractions of biological phenomena
implemented as artifacts that can be used to test insight, to make quantita-
tive predictions, and to help interpret experimental data. These models
enable biological scientists to understand many types of biological data in
context, and even at very large volumes, and to make model-based pre-
dictions that can then be tested empirically. Such models allow biological
scientists to tackle harder problems that could not readily be posed with-
out visualization, rich databases, and new methods for making quantita-
tive predictions. Biological modeling itself has become possible because
data are available in unprecedented richness and because computing it-
self has matured enough to support the analysis of such complexity.

• A computational perspective or metaphor on biology applies the in-
tellectual constructs of computer science and information technology as
ways of coming to grips with the complexity of biological phenomena
that can be regarded as performing information processing in different
ways. This perspective is a source for information and computing abstrac-
tions that can be used to interpret and understand biological mechanisms
and function. Because both computing and biology are concerned with
function, information and computing abstractions can provide well-un-
derstood constructs that can be used to characterize the biological func-
tion of interest. Further, they may well provide an alternative and more
appropriate language and set of abstractions for representing biological
interactions, describing biological phenomena, or conceptualizing some
characteristics of biological systems.

• Cyberinfrastructure and data acquisition are enabling support tech-
nologies for 21st century biology. Cyberinfrastructure—high-end general-
purpose computing centers that provide supercomputing capabilities to
the community at large; well-curated data repositories that store and make
available to all researchers large volumes and many types of biological
data; digital libraries that contain the intellectual legacy of biological re-
searchers and provide mechanisms for sharing, annotating, reviewing,
and disseminating knowledge in a collaborative context; and high-speed
networks that connect geographically distributed computing resources—
will become an enabling mechanism for large-scale, data-intensive bio-
logical research that is distributed over multiple laboratories and investi-
gators around the world. New data acquisition technologies such as
genomic sequencers will enable researchers to obtain larger amounts of
data of different types and at different scales, and advances in informa-
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tion technology and computing will play key roles in the development of
these technologies.

Current State of the Art

A new level of sophistication in computing and informatics is required
for interpretation of much of the data generated today in the life sciences.
These data are highly heterogenous in content and format, multimodal in
collection, multidimensional, multidisciplinary in creation and analysis,
multiscale in organization, and international in collaborations, sharing,
and relevance.117  Such data may consist of sequences, graphs, geometric
information, scalar and vector fields, patterns of organization, constraints,
images, scientific prose, and even biological hypotheses and evidence.
These data may well be of very high dimension, since data points that
might be associated with the behavior of an individual unit must be col-
lected for thousands or tens of thousands of comparable units. The size
and complexity of the data sets being generated require novel methods of
analysis, which are being provided by computational biologists. For ex-
ample, scientists at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory have developed a new computational tool—called
ScalaBLAST—that is a sophisticated “sequence alignment tool” and can
divide the work of analyzing biological data into manageable fragments,
so that large data sets can run on many processors simultaneously. The
application of this technology means that large-scale problems—such as
the analysis of an organism—can be solved in minutes rather than
weeks.118

The NRC report notes that these data are windows into structures of
immense complexity. Biological entities (and systems consisting of mul-
tiple entities) are sufficiently complex that it may well be impossible for
any human being to keep all of the essential elements in his or her head at
once. Thus, advances in computational biology will be driven by the need
to understand how complex biological systems operate and are controlled
and will contribute fundamentally to the development of a systems view
in biology.

Future Applications

The NRC report emphasizes that the life sciences of the future will be
an information science and will “use computing and information technol-
ogy as a language and a medium in which to manage the discrete,
nonsymmetric, largely nonreducible, unique nature of biological systems
and observations. In some ways, computing and information will have a
relationship to the language of 21st century biology that is similar to the
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relationship of calculus to the language of the physical sciences. Comput-
ing itself can provide biologists with an alternative and possibly more
appropriate language and sets of intellectual abstractions for creating
models and data representations of higher-order interactions, describing
biological phenomena, and conceptualizing some characteristics of bio-
logical systems.” This potential is nowhere more evident than in the na-
scent field of systems biology.

Systems Biology

Description

Systems biology—also known as integrative biology—uses high-
throughput, genome-wide tools (e.g., microarrays) for the simultaneous
study of complex interactions involving networks of molecules, including
DNA, RNA, and proteins. It is, in a sense, classical physiology taken to a
new level of complexity and detail. The term “systems” comes from sys-
tems theory or dynamic systems theory: Systems biology involves the
application of systems- and signal-oriented approaches to understanding
inter- and intracellular dynamic processes.119  Systems-level problem solv-
ing in biology is based on the premise that cellular behavior is a complex
system of dynamically interacting biomolecular entities. A systems biolo-
gist seeks to quantify all of the molecular elements that make up a biologi-
cal system and then integrate that information into graphical network
models that can serve as predictive hypotheses.

A growing number of researchers in the life sciences community are
recognizing the usefulness of systems biology tools for analyzing com-
plex regulatory networks (both inside the cell, and the regulatory net-
works that integrate and control the functions of distinctly different cell
types in multicellular organisms like humans) and for making sense of
the vast genomic and proteomic data sets that are so rapidly accumulat-
ing.120  These efforts draw heavily on computational methods to model
the biological systems, as described earlier. Systems biology is being seen
as a valuable addition to the drug discovery toolbox.121  In medicine,
where disease is being viewed as a perturbation of the normal network
structure of a system (i.e., disease-perturbed proteins and gene regulatory
networks differ from their healthy counterparts, because of genetic or en-
vironmental influences), a systems biology approach can provide insights
into how disease-related processes interact and are controlled, guide new
diagnostic and therapeutic approaches, and enable a more predictive, pre-
ventive, personalized medicine.122
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Current State of the Art

This field is rapidly evolving, with the computational tools still in an
immature state and inadequate for handling the reams of data derived
from microarray assays and their functional correlates. Unconventional
means of recording experimental results and conveying them rapidly to
others in the field using an Internet-based approach are being pursued in
an effort to manage the scale of data collection and analysis required for
this effort.123  Whereas scientists previously may have examined only a
single facet of a signal transduction pathway involved, for example, in
control of a cellular response to infection, they are now looking more
broadly at the effect of a particular stimulus on multiple different path-
ways, including what happens at common nodes and the counter-regula-
tory pathways that are activated in response to a particular signal. They
are coming to realize that many novel molecular mechanisms are involved
in controlling these signaling pathways, not only phosphorylation and
kinase activation as classically recognized in signal transduction but also
specific protein conformational changes, the translocation of proteins to
different cellular compartments, proteolytic cleavage of signaling part-
ners and latent transcription factors, and the binding and release of modu-
latory proteins from key signaling intermediates. A similar multiplicity of
mechanisms exists within the extracellular regulatory networks, that must
ultimately take their cues from intracellular events. In all of these signal-
ing networks, tremendous specificity of responses stems from the timing,
duration, amplitude, and type of signal generated and the pathways from
which it emanates. At present, perhaps it could be said that while the
magnitude and nature of the challenge posed by systems biology are in-
creasingly well recognized, it remains unclear exactly how these chal-
lenges will be met, or how successful such attempts to do so will be.

Future Applications

The rise of systems biology is expected to have profound implications
for research, clinical practice, education, intellectual property, and indus-
trial competitiveness. As computational technologies advance, simulation
of complex biological systems will have more predictive accuracy, aspects
of laboratory experimentation will replaced by more cost-effective com-
putational approaches, and physicians will have new decision support
tools to help them identify the best preventative and therapeutic ap-
proaches for individual genotypes and phenotypes.

Just as systems biology will profoundly alter the way scientists and
physicians conduct their analyses, the same global problem-solving ap-
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proach could serve as a tool for the identification of ways to deliberately
manipulate biological systems with the intent to do harm.

Genomic Medicine

Description

Genomic, or personalized, medicine refers to potential patient-tai-
lored therapies made possible by improved molecular characterization
of disease, technologies that allow for rapid genomic and proteomic
analyses of individual patients, and advances in information technology
that allow practitioners to access this information in meaningful ways.
Scientists have known for a long time that human genetic variation is
associated with many diseases and questions. With recent advances in
technology that allow for quick, affordable genotypic assessments (i.e.,
from PCR to high-throughput sequencing), researchers have begun to
understand the implications of human genetic variation for the treatment
of disease.124  Patient-tailored therapies hold forth great promise as a new
way of treating, or preventing, disease and are an active area of research
and investment.

Current State of the Art

Recent accomplishments in the field include the use of an epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor, gefitinib (i.e.,
Iressa), for use in the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer. Scientists
have found that certain EGFR mutations may predict a patient’s sensitiv-
ity to the drug, meaning that some patients are more likely to benefit than
others. Moreover, in one study the mutations (and benefits of treatment)
were more prevalent among Japanese patients than U.S. patients, raising
general questions about the ethnic or geographic specificity of this and
other cancer drugs.125

Herceptin provides another more publicized example of the potential
for genomic medicine. In 1997, this drug became the first gene-based
therapeutic licensed and marketed for use against breast cancer. Women
with metastatic breast cancer whose cells produce the proteins HER2 and
HER2/neu were given new hope in the form of this monoclonal antibody
drug developed and manufactured by San Francisco-based Genentech.126

Herceptin, an erbB2 monoclonal antibody, is now licensed for use in the
20 to 30 percent of breast cancer patients who overexpress this tyrosine
kinase receptor.127  Although mechanism-based cardiotoxicity has been
observed, response rates of up to 60 to 70 percent have been reported for
Herceptin in combination with paclitaxel or doxorubicin.128  Similar
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“proof of principle” is now emerging for the clinical activity of small-
molecule inhibitors of oncogenic tyrosine kinases such as Glivec (imatinib)
against chronic myeloid leukemia129  and preclinical activity in tumor
models driven by the tyrosine kinase activity of the platelet-derived
growth factor and c-kit receptors.130

Future Applications

Understanding and harnessing genomic variation are expected to con-
tribute significantly to improving the health of people worldwide, includ-
ing the developing world.131  In recognition of this, Mexico is in the pro-
cess of delivering one of the first genomic medicine platforms in Latin
America, one that is expected to serve as a regional model for other coun-
tries in their efforts to ease health and financial burdens. The Mexican
government and medical and biomedical research communities view the
present time as a window of opportunity for investing in this emerging
technological trend, so as to minimize the likelihood of needing to de-
pend on foreign aid and sources in the future.132  Likewise, genomic medi-
cine activities in Singapore represent another national effort to gain lever-
age in this field. Already, high-tech manufacturing and financial services
serve as the fulcrum of the Singaporean economy. Strengthening biotech-
nological capacity, including genomic medicine capacity, is viewed as the
next high-tech step forward to accelerated economic growth.133

Integrating personalized, or genomic, medicine into regular health
care (in any country) will require overcoming two major challenges. First,
it will be necessary to make the “$1,000 genome” a reality. The $1,000
genome refers to the cost of sequencing an individual’s entire genomic
sequence and, although a somewhat arbitrary threshold, has come to rep-
resent the point at which the technology is finally affordable enough for
widespread use. It is not clear how the $1,000 genome hurdle will be
jumped, although biotech companies are trying. Some experts believe it
will require a new technology. The second and arguably more significant
challenge will be making the philosophical jump from the highly inter-
ventional, British-style school of medicine to a preventative, predictive
health care paradigm. Genomic medicine is expected to revolutionize
human medicine by altering the nature of diagnosis, treatment, and pre-
vention. In traditional medicine, diagnosis is based on clinical criteria,
treatment is population-based, and prevention is based on late-stage
identification of disease. In genomic medicine, diagnosis is based on mo-
lecular criteria (e.g., the use of microarrays in cancer diagnosis), treat-
ment is highly individualized (i.e., genomic based), and prevention is
based on early-stage identification of who is at risk.

The same genomic sequences that will one day allow health care pro-
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viders to identify and provide genotype-specific (and phenotype-specific)
treatment may some day be exploited as targets for novel biological
agents. Knowledge generated from genomic medicine could potentially
be used to target specific ethnic, racial, or other population characteristics.
Such weapons need not be hugely effective or even completely selective;
proportional selectivity would be sufficient since, in addition to the direct
effect of the weapon itself, the social tension, erosion, and (potential) frag-
mentation resulting from headlines of the “Mystery Virus Strikes Blacks,
Spares Whites” variety would be likely to trigger effects far in excess of
those from the disease itself.

While knowledge spreading from the various genome projects has
fueled speculation in this area, two points should be kept in mind when
considering this topic. First, the hugely large number of point mutations
and other polymorphisms within the genome are not likely to lead to any
selective targeting in the near future. Although techniques such as RNAi,
as discussed previously, certainly have the capability to inhibit the ex-
pression of key genes with relevant single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) within them, the proportion of such mutations lying in function-
ally important areas of the genome is small and the technical difficulties
associated with exploiting them are real. Second, the idea is not new;
South Africa’s Project Coast reportedly conducted experiments on vac-
cines designed to target fertility.134

The technology to construct such weapons exists. For almost two de-
cades, researchers have been using adenoviruses to target tumor cells in
individuals and steadily refining their techniques for directing viral entry
into cells. For example, it is now possible to modify through genetic ap-
proaches the fibers used by the virus for cellular attachment so that the
virus attaches to particular cell types.135, 136  Studies have also shown that
preferential attachment and infection of target cells can be markedly el-
evated.137, 138

Interestingly, while the availability of the complete human genome
sequence has revealed numerous SNPs and other polymorphic elements—
and has consequently raised greater concern about the possibility of using
biological weapons to target specific racial or ethnic populations—the abil-
ity to identify139  and exploit genetic differences among such populations
does not require this new information. Adenoviruses could be used to
deliver antibodies that target distinct ethnic groups with characteristic
cell surface molecules, without needing to identify population-specific
SNPs.140  For example, human leukocyte antigens have distinctive distri-
butions that vary with geographic origin (e.g., the common haplotype B8-
DR3 is distributed almost uniquely among Northern European Cauca-
sians; in the Mediterranean basin, this is replaced by B18-DR3).
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Modulators of Homeostatic Systems

Description

The stability and integrity (homeostasis) of the molecular circuits,
pathways and networks responsible for diverse body functions are altered
by disease and by exposure to noxious environmental pollutants and tox-
ins (xenobiotics). The quest to identify the molecular circuits and control
systems in each specialized cell type in the body, and to understand the
perturbations that give rise to disease, is a dominant research theme in
contemporary biology. Mapping the “molecular signatures” of the body’s
biocircuits in health and disease is the primary technological catalyst in
the development of new molecular diagnostic tests for detecting disease
and the emergence of new disease classification schemes based on causal
molecular pathologies rather than clinical symptoms. Analysis of the dis-
ease-induced perturbations in biocircuits also provides the intellectual
foundation of modern drug discovery, which is based increasingly on ra-
tional design therapeutic agents directed against the specific molecular
lesions responsible in disease etiology.

Burgeoning knowledge about the composition and regulation of ho-
meostatic molecular circuits in the body’s cells, tissues, and organs, and
their dysregulation in disease, epitomizes the dual-use dilemma created
by rapid advances in systems biology. The life sciences are undergoing a
profound transformation from their historical reliance on descriptive and
phenomenological observations to now focus on the detailed underlying
mechanisms of disease and identification of the “rule sets” that govern
the assembly and function of biological systems in both health and dis-
ease. These insights hold great promise for future advances in medicine,
agriculture, ecology, and the environmental sciences. But the very same
knowledge about the homeostatic control of body biocircuits can be
usurped for less beneficent intentions.

The rapid pace of research progress in revealing the detailed molecu-
lar circuit diagrams and control processes for every body function, dic-
tates that the risk of evolution of new threats will escalate in parallel. In
this context, the concept of a “biothreat agent” will expand beyond the
current limited perspective of biothreats as being only “bugs” (i.e., patho-
genic organisms) to include an entirely new category of threats—the bio-
logical circuit disruptors.141

Current State of the Art

The commercial availability of large libraries of bioactive chemical
compounds, together with automated high-throughput screening meth-
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ods, allows the biological activities of thousands of chemical compounds
to be assayed rapidly. Combinatorial chemistry and the directed evolu-
tion methods described earlier in this chapter are now used to routinely
generate chemical libraries containing 104 to 107 compounds at relatively
low cost (tens of thousands of dollars). In addition to “random” screening
to identify compounds with the desired biological properties, robust
knowledge about how the structure of a chemical compound correlates
with causation of specific biological perturbations will permit increasingly
accurate predictions about how the tertiary structure of bioactive mol-
ecules correlates with their affinity for, and reactivity with, specific mo-
lecular targets in the various cell lineages of the body.

The emerging field of toxicogenomics involves profiling the changes
in gene and protein expression induced by chemicals found in the indus-
trial workplace to assess potential risk from exposure to occupational and
environmental hazards. The pharmaceutical industry and drug regula-
tory agencies such as the FDA (and their international counterparts) also
have recognized the value of toxicogenomic profiling as a new tool to
detect how investigational drugs might adversely affect genes important
in drug metabolism or affect homeostatic genes that may lead to acute or
chronic side effects. The current heightened public and legislative con-
cern over drug safety will likely intensify pressures for the adoption of
toxicogenomics as a routine part of the drug approval process. The ben-
efits of toxicogenomics are self-evident. Once again, however, research
that reveals structure-activity relationship (SAR) correlations between
chemical structure(s) and specific toxicity events provide useful grist for
the design of biological circuit disruptors in malevolent hands.

More robust correlations between chemical structure and therapeutic
activity and absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicol-
ogy (ADMET) properties will also come from research in the new field of
chemical genomics (also referred to as chemogenomics or chemical biol-
ogy). This emerging area of research seeks to establish the SAR rule of
how chemical structure defines the selective interaction of different struc-
tural classes of molecules with various families of cellular proteins.

The Chemical Genomics Center, established in June 2004, by the Mo-
lecular Libraries and Imaging Implementation Group, as part of the NIH
New Pathways to Discovery theme is but one example of an initiative that
may eventually lead to potent new dual-use information. The center will
be part of a consortium of chemical genomics screening centers to be lo-
cated across the country whose purpose will be to identify small-mol-
ecule inhibitors of every important human cellular protein or signaling
pathway. Part of the rationale for the chemical genomics initiative(s) is
that, in contrast to researchers in the pharmaceutical industry, many aca-
demic and government scientists do not have easy access to large libraries
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of small molecules (i.e., organic chemical compounds that are smaller than
proteins and that can be used as tools to modulate gene function).

The database will give academic and government researchers an op-
portunity to identify useful biological targets and thereby contribute more
vigorously to the early stages of drug development. With plans to screen
more than 100,000 small-molecule compounds in its first year of opera-
tion, one of the goals of the Chemical Genomics Center network is to ex-
plore the areas of the human genome for which small-molecule chemical
probes have yet to be identified. Data generated by the network will be
deposited in a comprehensive database of chemical structures (and their
biological activities). The database, known as PubChem, will be freely
available to the entire scientific community. In addition to screening and
probe data, it will list compound information from the scientific litera-
ture.

Should this come to pass, it will offer enormous opportunities for in-
dustry and academic scientists alike to pursue novel “drugable” targets in
a search for small-molecule inhibitors of certain pathways that could offer
substantial clinical benefit. However, the availability of information and
reagents that enable one to disrupt critical human physiological systems
has profound implications for the nature of the future biological and
chemical threat spectrum. The difference between the NIH and industrial
efforts resides in the fate of the information produced from these large-
scale screening programs. Companies view their screening data and the
accompanying SARs to be proprietary assets. Their data are viewed as a
source of corporate competitive advantage and are not typically placed in
the public domain. In contrast, the NIH data will be placed in the public
domain, with the unavoidable accompanying complication of creating a
rich source of SAR information that could potentially be exploited for
malevolent use.

Future Applications

In the past, the dual-use risk of bioregulators was considered minimal
because of their lack of suitability for aerosolization unless microencapsu-
lated, their limited shelf life after atmospheric release, the fact that pro-
teins denature at very high temperatures and lose activity at low tempera-
tures, and high purchase costs. However, new knowledge and advancing
technologies, particularly encapsulation technologies (as discussed else-
where in this chapter), have raised concerns about the dual-use risk of
bioregulators.142

A greater understanding of how small molecules and naturally occur-
ring bioregulatory peptides function in higher organisms will open up
novel opportunities to design agents—for good or bad—that target par-
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ticular physiological systems and processes, such as the brain and the
immune system, in very precise ways. Scientists’ understanding of neu-
ropeptides and their role in diverse physiological processes has advanced
considerably over the last several decades.143  This new knowledge, com-
bined with the almost limitless size of the consumer market for pharma-
ceutical compounds that alleviate pain, depression, sleep disorders, and a
wide range of other mental disorders, suggests that many new potentially
dual-use psychoactive compounds will be discovered in the near future,
including novel compounds that affect perception, sensation, cognition,
emotion, mood, volition, bodily control, and alertness.144  Several so-called
“smart drugs”—brain-boosting medications that enhance memory or cog-
nition—are already being sold or are in development.145

4. PRODUCTION, DELIVERY, AND “PACKAGING”

The ability to manipulate “biological systems” in a defined, deliber-
ate manner—for either beneficial or malevolent purposes—depends on
the ability to produce and deliver such interventions. Technologies that
allow for such production and delivery are evolving very quickly, driven
by the goals and needs of the pharmaceutical, agricultural, and health-
care sectors. Some of these technologies, which clearly have immense po-
tential future impact on biology, have not been traditionally viewed as
biotechnologies or as having relevance to future biological threats. A
prime example is the potential now offered by developments in
nanoparticle science for the creation of novel and highly efficient delivery
systems for previously difficult-to-deliver biologically-active compounds.

These technologies can be subdivided into those concerned with pro-
duction, packaging, and delivery. Examples of production technologies
with relevance to biology include microreactor technology (as used in
the chemical engineering industrial sector), microfluidics and microfab-
rication technologies (e.g., currently being employed for next-generation
detection tools), and transgenic plants. Examples of packaging technolo-
gies with relevance to biology include microencapsulation and nanotech-
nology. Examples of delivery technologies with relevance to biology in-
clude aerosol technology and gene therapy and gene vector technology.

Plants as Production Platforms—“Biopharming”

Description

“Biopharming,” also called “molecular pharming,” is the harvest of
bioactive molecules from mass-cultured organisms and crops for use as
ingredients in industrial products and pharmaceuticals. Transgenic crop
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plants, into which genes for bioactive compounds from other species have
been inserted, serve as the basis of biopharming. (Biopharming differs
from bioprospecting in that the latter is sourced in wild populations.) A
novel advantage of biopharming is the crop-based production of vaccines
and antibodies otherwise not possible or too expensive to produce using
conventional methods.146

Current State of the Art

As described in Chapter 1, many different genetically engineered
crop varieties with genes for therapeutic products have been developed:
transgenic rice (beta carotene, human milk proteins, higher iron content,
higher zinc content, low phytic acid, high phytase); transgenic potato
(gene from grain amaranth for high protein content, antigens of cholera
and diarrheal pathogens, and hepatitis B vaccine); transgenic maize
(AIDS antigens, higher content of lysine and tryptophan, nutritive value
equivalent to that of milk); transgenic fruits and vegetables (bananas,
melons, brinjals [Solanum melongena], and tomatoes with subunit vaccines
against rabies; AIDS antigens in tomatoes; and human glycoprotein in
tomatoes to inhibit Helicobacter pylori against ulcers and stomach cancer);
transgenic tobacco (human hemoglobin, human antibody against hepati-
tis B virus, and 50 percent lower nicotine), and genetically engineered
coffee (decaffeinated by gene splicing). However, despite the existence of
functional prototypes and evidence that the technology works, there are
some technical, delivery, and regulatory challenges that are slowing
progress in the field.147

Future Applications

Plant manufacturing platforms may provide a cost-effective means to
produce vaccines, offering the ability to address some of the problems
associated with global vaccine manufacture and delivery.148  They are also
being used to experiment with plant-derived microbicides, with the goal
of finding a cost-effective way to block HIV transmission, and they are
being explored as a possible cost-effective way to produce antibodies for
use against potential biowarfare agents.149

However, transgenic plants could also be engineered to produce large
quantities of bioregulatory or otherwise toxic proteins, which could either
be purified from plant cells or used directly as biological agents. As with
legitimate production, using transgenic plants as bioreactors would elimi-
nate the need for mechanical equipment normally associated with the pro-
cess. The technology would be limited to producing protein-based agents
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(transgenic plants would be largely indistinguishable from nontransgenic
crops), but it could potentially provide a covert means for producing large
amounts of product.150

Microfluidics and Microfabrication

Description

Microfluidics and microfabrication are rapidly growing technologies
in which a wide variety of processes and manipulations are carried out at
miniaturized scales (e.g., nanoliter volumes) and in automated fashion.
Microfluidic, or “lab-on-a-chip,” technology underlies many recent ad-
vances in point-of-care diagnostics, including DNA analysis, immuno-
assays, cell analysis, and enzyme-activity measurements.151  Microfabri-
cation involves building functional devices at the molecular size.

Fabricated on glass or plastic chips ranging in size from a microscope
slide to a compact disk, microfluidic arrays require only very small (on
the order of picoliters, 10-12 liters) sample and reagent volumes. The most
sophisticated systems are completely integrated, with sample introduc-
tion, preprocessing (e.g., cell lysis, dilution), reagent addition, and detec-
tion all conducted on the same chip. But most systems are bulkier and
rely on external detector and other devices. Limitations of the current tech-
nology include reagent stability (or instability) and the need for liquid
reagent reservoirs.

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are a similar miniaturized
technology. Unlike microfluidic systems, MEMS devices are self-con-
tained and do not require reagents. Swallowed-capsule technology is a
popular example of a MEMS: patients swallow a capsule containing all of
the miniaturized equipment necessary for taking images in the gas-
trointestinal tract.

Current State of the Art

Nanotechnological advances are decreasing the size of microfluidic
and other miniature diagnostic systems even further. For example,
Biotrove, Inc. (Waltham, MA) has developed a nanoliter sample size real-
time PCR machine that, when commercially available, will allow users to
analyze thousands of samples simultaneously and for a much lower per-
sample cost than with currently available high-throughput microarray
systems. Other sampling problems come into play at smaller volumes
(e.g., the small volume may not be representative of the whole sample or
population).152
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Future Applications

As stated in a recent Science review on miniaturized diagnostic sys-
tems: “Farther down the road may be personalized health care with diag-
nosis and disease-monitoring occurring in the home with easy-to-use min-
iature devices.” Although this possibility may be farther into the future
than the scope of this report covers, for regulatory as much as technical
reasons, steps are being taken in this direction. For example, there have
been several recent advances in convenient sampling methods, including
breath and saliva sampling, that would be necessary before personalized
diagnostic devices become a widely accepted component of personal
health care.

Nanotechnology

Description

Nanotechnology, which was defined in Chapter 2, started off as little
more than a clever means of making incredibly small things. In 1990, IBM
scientists made headlines by painstakingly arranging 35 xenon atoms to
spell out the company’s three-letter name, creating the world’s smallest
corporate logo. Other scientists followed with an invisibly small
“nanoguitar.” Its strings, each just a few atoms across, could be plucked
by laser beams to play notes 17 octaves higher than those produced by a
conventional guitar—well above the human hearing range. Novelties
though they were, these feats proved that,with new tools in hand, scien-
tists could arrange atoms as methodically as masons arrange bricks—and
in doing so build materials never made in nature.

Last year alone, hundreds of tons of nanomaterials were made in U.S.
labs and factories. Microscopically thin sheets of tightly woven carbon
atoms are being wrapped around the cores of tennis balls to keep air from
escaping; new fabrics have been endowed with nanofibers that keep stains
from setting; some sunscreens have ultraviolet-absorbing nanoparticles
so small they cannot reflect light, making them invisible; and tennis rack-
ets and airplane bodies are being made with nanomaterials whose atoms
have been carefully arranged to make them especially strong.

Current State of the Art153

An intriguing feature of the nanoscale is that it is the scale on which
biological systems build their structural components, like microtubules,
microfilaments, and chromatin.154  In other words, biochemistry is a
nanoscale phenomenon. Even more intriguingly, a key property of these
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biological structural components—including, of course, the DNA double
helix—is self-assembly. In their quest to emulate these biological phe-
nomena, scientists have created the field of DNA nanotechnology155  and
the closely related field of DNA-based computation by algorithm self-
assembly.156

Some of the most interesting nanotech research being conducted to-
day falls within the realm of so-called DNA nanotechnology. DNA
nanotechnology is the design and development of objects, lattices, and
devices made of synthetic DNA. Since the DNA helix is naturally linear
(i.e., unbranched), the assembly of structures or devices built with syn-
thetic DNA requires constructing branched molecules that can then be
connected to form structural networks, or motifs. The DNA motifs are
combined by sticky-end cohesion, a high-specificity DNA reaction.

The DNA can be used as either “brick” and “mortar” in the construc-
tion of various kinds of nano-objects (so-called “high structural resolu-
tion DNA nanotech”) or as just mortar to join non-DNA particles (“com-
positional DNA nanotech”). The latter, which laboratories worldwide are
involved with, can be used in many ways to organize large complexes.
There are only about a dozen labs worldwide involved in high structural
resolution DNA nanotech, the potential applications—which are many
and varied—include architectural control and scaffolding (e.g., DNA-
based computation), nanomechanical devices (e.g., nanorobotics and
nanofabrication), and self-replicating nano-systems.

Self-assembling systems are completely autonomous devices that do
not require the input of a person (or a robot) in order to function (i.e., as
nanomechanical devices do). Last year an investigator at Purdue Univer-
sity made one of the first self-assembling nano-devices, in this case a
DNAzyme, which can bind and cleave RNA molecules one by one.157

Unimaginable just a couple of years ago, the creation of this device epito-
mizes the progress that the field of DNA nanotech has achieved in just a
few years.

Future Applications

The future trajectory of the field, particularly the convergence
of nanotechnology and molecular biology, is unclear, although it will
almost certainly have multiple medical applications, including therapeu-
tic delivery by nanoparticles.158  In October 2004, scientists from the
Institute of Bioengineering and Nanotechnology (Singapore) reported
having invented a contact lens capable of releasing precise amounts of
medication to treat glaucoma and other eye diseases.159  Nanobiotech-
nology also promises multiple new approaches to molecular detection
and diagnostics.160
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Just as nanotubes and other nanodevices promise novel advantageous
means of drug delivery, there is considerable concern that the very same
devices and particles could have inadvertent dangerous (i.e., toxic) conse-
quences. Several recent studies have examined the possible toxicity of
nanotechnology-derived products.161  Likewise, the field opens up an en-
tirely new means of potential deliberate misuse.

Aerosol Technology

Description

Very broadly, aerosol science is an interdisciplinary field focused on
the study of the presence and movement of biological particles in the
earth’s atmosphere, including the impact of such particles of human popu-
lations, agriculture, and animals (including insect control).162  The wide-
spread aerial spraying of the Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki (Btk), to
protect forests from damage and defoliation caused by the spruce bud-
worm, is a good example of how aerosol technology is being used and
optimized.163  Other examples of recent research in this field include a
study on the use of animal models for understanding the threat to human
health caused by inhalation of toxic airborne particulate matter;164  a study
on wind as a potential aerosolization mechanism for dispersing microor-
ganisms at flooded wastewater irrigation sites (reuse of partially treated
domestic wastewater is increasingly being done worldwide for agricul-
tural irrigation purposes);165  studies of plume characteristics of
bioaerosols generated during the application of liquid biosolids to farm-
land, and the microbial risk to human health associated with this prac-
tice;166  and studies on the aerial spraying of insecticides.167

In biomedical research, aerosol science revolves around the study of
the use of inhaled particulate matter as a means to treat human disease.
Although its current widespread use is for local treatment of asthma and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, direct administration of drugs to
the respiratory tract has been effectively used or is being tested to treat
bacterial lung infections, cystic fibrosis, and lung carcinoma. The effec-
tiveness of aerosol delivery for systemic action is also being explored, as a
novel, injection-free way to control pain and deliver various therapeutics
for the treatment of diabetes, human growth hormone deficiency (in chil-
dren), prostate cancer, and endometriosis.168  Compared to oral delivery,
advantages of aerosolized delivery169  include its rapid speed of onset and
even biodistribution.170
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Current State of the Art

In the drug delivery industry the three most common types of aerosol
delivery devices currently in medical use are propellant metered-dose in-
halers (pMDIs), dry powder inhalers (DPIs), and nebulizers.171  Propel-
lant MDIs are the most popular, since they are small, convenient, and self-
powered (i.e., by the high-pressured contents of the “metering chamber”).
The aerosol is drawn into a metering chamber, followed by propulsion of
the solution as droplets into the lung. In the past, most pMDIs utilized
suspensions or solutions of drugs in chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). But CFC
propellants are being phased out in favor of non-ozone-depleting
hydrofluoroalkane inhalers. But the latter require device components and
formulations that are different than those of CFC pMDIs, which has nec-
essarily led to the creation of novel delivery means.172

Many new DPI devices and technologies have been developed and
patented since the first one was introduced in the 1960s.173  DPIs deliver
powdered dry particles into the lungs, relying on the energy produced by
the forces of the inhaled airflow. Most powder products are mixtures of
drug particles and large lactose carrier particles. The smaller particles are
delivered to the lungs while the larger particles, which help with disper-
sion, are deposited on the mouthpiece. A variety of different technologies
have been used in the development of DPIs, and performance varies
widely among different types of inhalers. Attempts to improve the deliv-
ery of respirable dry products to the lower airways and lungs remains an
active area of research.174

Although air-jet nebulizers are inconvenient devices, due to their uti-
lization of compressed gas (and thus requiring an air compressor) and
their comparatively long aersolization time, their capability to deliver a
high dose over an extended time period is widely considered an advan-
tage over pMDIs and DPIs.175  Nebulizers work by passing an air-jet
stream (which is created by using compressed gas or piezoelectric ce-
ramics) through a capillary tube that runs through a reservoir containing
the drug; the drug solution is drawn out of the reservoir and deposited
into the lungs in droplet form. In addition to their inconvenience, other
limitations of the technology include the partial loss of drug dose during
exhalation (since nebulizers generate aerosol continuously) and the large
size of some of the devices. A variety of newer, “next-generation”
nebulizers, which overcome some of these limitations, are being devel-
oped and produced.

In addition to the quality and features of the delivery device, critical
to the delivery of the drugs to the lungs is the preparation of particles of
correct size and shape for incorporation into aerosol products. Advances
in powder technology and particle engineering play a significant role in
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improving powder production and aerosol drug formulation (e.g., by im-
proving particle dispersibility, control of particle morphology, physical
and chemical stability). For example, supercritical fluid (SCF) processing
has recently emerged as an alternative technology for designing particles
to use in metered-dose and dry powder inhalers.176  SCFs are substances
that exist as a single phase but have the properties of both liquids and
gases (at certain temperatures and pressures), and they can extract com-
pounds from complex substrates much more quickly than liquid organic
solvents can.

In addition to its pharmaceutical applications, SCF technology is be-
ing used in the food industry (for decaffeination of coffee and tea and
extraction of edible oils); the flavor and fragrance industry (for extraction
of aromas and flavors); the nutraceutical industry (for the extraction of
active ingredients for nutraceuticals and purification of antioxidants for
nutraceuticals), the paint/coating industry (for the production of small
particles for paint coating applications); and for a variety of other indus-
trial purposes (e.g., purification of natural and synthetic materials and
polymers and production of small particles for explosives).

Future Applications

Biomedical advances in aerosol delivery technology are expected to
improve drug delivery and patient adherence. Several companies are pur-
suing aerosolized insulin delivery as a non-invasive alternative to inject-
able insulin. It is widely believed that, once proven safe for prolonged
use, aerosolized insulin delivery will stimulate further activity in this al-
ready very active field. Aerosol delivery is also being explored as a means
of gene therapy.

Advances in drug delivery technology, including aerosol delivery,
have raised concerns about the use of bioregulators for nefarious pur-
poses. In the past, bioregulators have not generally been viewed as poten-
tial dual-use agents, largely because of the lack of effective delivery tech-
nology.177

The dual-use risk of bioregulators was considered to be minimal due
to their lack of suitability for aerosolization unless microencapsulated,
their limited shelf life after atmospheric release, the fact that proteins de-
nature at very high temperatures and lose activity at low temperatures,
and high purchase costs. However, new knowledge and advancing tech-
nologies, particularly delivery technologies, have raised concerns about
the dual-use risk of bioregulators. Potential delivery platforms include
the use of bacterial plasmids or viral vectors for cloning the genes that
encode bioregulators; use of transgenic insects (i.e., to secrete and inocu-
late the bioregulators); nanoscale delivery systems (e.g., engineered pro-
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teins either within or bound to nanotubes); and microencapsulated deliv-
ery systems (i.e., incorporating vectors or the proteins themselves into
biodegradable microspheres or liposomes for controlled release).178  Given
that anything less than 3 microns in diameter is respirable across what
amounts to a 75-square-meter absorptive surface, miniaturization of res-
piratory delivery systems comes with considerable dual-use risk. More-
over, transgenic plants could be put to dual use as bioregulator-produc-
tion factories.

Microencapsulation Technology

Description

Microencapsulation is the envelopment of small solid particles, liquid
droplets, or gas bubbles with a protective coating derived from any of a
number of compounds (organic polymer, hydrocolloid, sugar, wax, fat,
metal, or inorganic oxide). The capsules, which are basically miniature
containers that protect their contents from evaporation, oxidation, and
contamination and can be engineered with any of a variety of unique re-
lease mechanisms (e.g., from controlled, delayed, targeted release to bio-
degradable or salt-induced release), have countless applications.

Microencapsulation is not a new technology. Between the late 1940s
and early 1960s, the concept of chemical microencapsulation generated
interest in the pharmaceutical industry as an alternative mode of drug
delivery that could offer sustained controlled release. Researchers and
entrepreneurs continue to utilize and investigate advances in microen-
capsulation technology in efforts to make dosages more palatable, make
active ingredients more stable and/or soluble, and otherwise improve
drug delivery.179  In the decades since the technology first emerged, many
other life sciences industrial sectors have benefited tremendously from
non-pharmaceutical applications of microencapsulation. In fact, it was
partly in response to potential agrochemical applications of encapsula-
tion technology that the Controlled Release Society, an international orga-
nization with 3,000 members from more than 50 countries, was formed in
the mid-1970s (microencapsulation is the most common but not the only
form of controlled release). As defined on its Web site, controlled release
is “the field of scientific activity concerned with the control in time and
space of the biological effects of therapeutic agents in human and animal
health, and of other active agents in environmental, consumer and indus-
trial applications.”180

According to data provided by the Southwest Research Institute, the
number of U.S. patents for encapsulation processes increased from about
1,250 during 1976-1980 to about 8,500 during 1996-2001.181  U.S. patents
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for nanoencapsulation grew from near zero to about 1,000 over the same
time period.

There are two general categories of microencapsulation processes:
physical (e.g., spray drying, fluid bed coating, co-extrusion, rotary disk
atomization) and chemical (e.g., polymerization, phase separation, sol-
vent evaporation, coacervation). Between 1996 and 2002, polymerization
was the most commonly used process, based on U.S. patent data, followed
by spray drying and rotary disk atomization.

Current State of the Art

Today, microencapsulation technology is being used in water treat-
ment (to remove emulsified oils, heavy metals, phosphates, and sus-
pended solids from wastewater), food and agriculture (to improve taste
and mask odor; stabilize thermal, oxidative, and shelf-life properties of
ingredients; and allow for more effective absorption of nutrients and vita-
mins), and in the cosmetics industry (to create “eye appeal” or a specific
or special feel in a wide range of personal care products). It has also been
used as a way to manage mercury-contaminated and other hazardous
wastes.182

Examples of recent use and exploration of this technology include an
investigation by University of Saskatchewan researchers into the use of
microencapsulated engineered cells as an alternative approach to cancer
treatment.183  The cells had been engineered to release a compound that
kills tumor cells (i.e., functional necrosis factor-alpha). Implantation of
encapsulated cells (into a mouse model system) led to tumor regression
and slower tumor growth. In another study, researchers from the Nether-
lands tested the release, upon chewing, of flavored microencapsulates in
Gouda cheese (the microencapsulates contained sunflower oil, lemon, and
orange oil flavors).184  Japanese researchers recently demonstrated the use
of a novel nanoencapsulation drug delivery method for the external treat-
ment of photo-damaged skin.185  Advanced BioNutrition Corporation (Co-
lumbia, Maryland) was recently awarded a National Science Foundation
grant to further develop its proprietary microencapsulation technology
for the incorporation of functional ingredients—such as enzymes, fatty
acids, probiotics, even vaccines—into its animal and human food prod-
ucts.186  The company will use the money to scale up its microencapsula-
tion technology production process.

Future Applications

An exciting future application is the transplantation of encapsulated
live cells for therapeutic purposes.187  Other future applications range from
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teddy bears that release a scent to help children sleep to novel military
applications. In January 2005, for example, Northrop Grumman (San Di-
ego, CA) announced the development of new encapsulation technology
that allows non-marinized188  weapons and vehicles to be released by sub-
marines.

Gene Therapy Technologies

Description

Gene therapy is an experimental technique that uses “healthy” genes
to treat or prevent disease. In most gene therapy studies, a “normal” gene
is inserted into the genome to replace an “abnormal,” disease-causing
gene. A carrier molecule—called a vector—must be used to deliver the
“healthy” gene to a recipient’s target cells. Currently, the most commonly
used vectors are viruses (including retroviruses, adenoviruses, adeno-as-
sociated viruses, and herpes simplex viruses) that have been genetically
altered to carry normal human DNA. Nonviral options for gene delivery
include the direct introduction of therapeutic DNA into target cells, al-
though direct administration can only be used with certain tissues and
requires large amounts of DNA (see Figure 3-4).

FIGURE 3-4 Viral vectors.
SOURCE: James Benjamin Petro, presentation to the committee, February 2004.
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State of the Art

Gene therapy is still experimental, and most of the research performed
to date has been conducted in animal trials (from rodents to primates).
For example, in a study that appeared in Nature Medicine in March 2005,
using a guinea pig model system, researchers from the University of
Michigan and Kansai Medical University, Japan, reported that they had
used gene therapy to restore hearing in mature deaf animals.189  The evi-
dence suggests that gene therapy can be used to regenerate functional
hair cells, which are necessary to restore hearing, by using (in this case) an
adenovector to deliver the “healthy” gene into nonsensory cells that re-
side in the deaf cochlea. The introduced gene, Atoh1 (also known as
Math1), encodes a basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor and key regu-
lator of hair cell development. Upon delivery, hearing is substantially
improved.

The few human clinical trials that have been conducted have not been
as successful as originally hoped.190  Although substantial progress has
been made, and some clinical successes seem to be on the horizon, further
vector refinement and/or development is required before gene therapy
will become standard care for any individual disorder.

Future Applications

When gene therapy does become a clinical reality, it will be used to
correct faulty or defective disease-causing genes. But just as it will be used
to delivery “healthy” genes into cells and tissues, gene therapy could po-
tentially be used to deliver harmful genes.

Targeting Biologically-Active Materials to
Specific Locations in the Body

The efficacy and safety of medical drugs, imaging agents, and vac-
cines depend on the ability to deliver these agents to the right location in
the body and, ideally, with precision targeting only to the cells of interest.
Selectivity in drug delivery reduces the exposure of nontarget tissues to
the drug, thereby reducing the risk of unwanted drug actions and adverse
events. However, this obvious therapeutic need is far from easy to achieve
in practice. Selective targeting of bioactive molecules remains a largely
unfulfilled objective in clinical therapeutics. The pharmaceutical and bio-
technology industries, including companies that specialize only in the
design of ways to optimize drug delivery, are investing substantial sums
in research and development to achieve this attractive, yet elusive, goal.

Considerable ingenuity has been exhibited in designing “targeting”
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vehicles and “homing” systems for precision delivery of drugs and imag-
ing agents. These range from efforts to deliver materials to specific zones
in the body (e.g., aerosol delivery to the lungs, selective drug delivery to
different regions of the gastrointestinal tract) to the more challenging ob-
jectives of targeted delivery to specific cell types (e.g., cancer cells versus
their normal counterparts) or delivery of a drug or other bioactive agents
to a specific compartment inside the cell (e.g., nuclear uptake of genes
into chromosomal DNA for gene therapy or targeted therapeutic ablation
of deleterious genes).

A broad repertoire of targeting vehicles have been examined in this
research effort. These include carrier particles containing encapsulated
drugs (e.g., liposomes, nanoparticles, dendrimers); exploitation of the
“homing” ability of microorganisms to bind selectively to specific cells
(e.g., viruses or bacteria as vectors for targeted delivery of genes and pro-
teins); and the coupling of drugs to cognate carrier molecules designed to
recognize only the desired cell type and then release their therapeutic pay-
load. A unifying theme linking these different approaches lies in engi-
neering suitable “molecular recognition” systems whereby cognate mol-
ecules in/on the carrier system recognize and attach to molecules
expressed exclusively on the desired target cell, tissue, or organ. Addi-
tional cognate molecular interaction systems can be designed to enhance
the efficiency of drug uptake by cells once selective targeting has occurred
and for directing the delivered drug or gene to the correct location inside
the cell.

Two different technical approaches underpin technical strategies for
targeted drug delivery. The first incorporates the targeting (homing)
property into the drug itself so that it will interact only with target cells
that bear a “receptor” molecule that recognizes a structural region (do-
main) on the drug molecule. In the second approach the cognate proper-
ties required for recognition and binding to target cells are engineered
into a drug carrier rather than the drug itself. Drugs are associated with
the carrier either via passive encapsulation (e.g., particulate carriers) or
by chemical coupling to the carrier. Both approaches exploit cognate
molecular interactions as a common design principle. Targeted delivery
is achieved as a consequence of molecular recognition events that limit
the interaction of the drug and/or the drug carrier to only those cells that
express a specific molecular determinant that interacts with the drug or
drug-carrier complex.

As emphasized in the earlier section on how knowledge of the body’s
biocircuits can be used for both constructive and abusive purposes, the
technical platforms for precision drug targeting pose a similar dual-use
problem. Knowledge of how to target bioactive materials to specific cells
can be usurped to disrupt or destroy vital functions in humans, animals,
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or plants. However, the technical ease with which such assaults could be
mounted will be influenced by the location of the target in the targeted
host and the anatomic barriers that a targeting system must breach in
order to reach its molecular locus of action.

One of the more concerning assaults, yet attainable even with today’s
delivery technology, could arise from the use of targeted delivery systems
to insert genes into chromosomal DNA. For example, viral delivery vec-
tors developed for human gene therapy exploit the ability of viruses to
bind selectively to specific cell types as a way to deliver genes encapsu-
lated inside the viral particle into the target cells. The question of whether
these viral delivery systems are applied to beneficent or malevolent goals
is defined solely by the nature of the genetic payload incorporated into
the vector. Although therapeutic gene therapy has yet to attain routine
clinical utility, the extensive research literature on gene transfection tech-
nologies using viruses and various particulate carriers has demonstrated
the feasibility of inserting exogenous genes in multiple cell types in the
body. Future improvements in the efficiency of these delivery technolo-
gies can be confidently expected, with accompanying expansion in the
horizons of both therapeutic and nefarious utility.

The delivery and expression of genes that code for the uncontrolled
production of highly potent hormones and other natural bioactive media-
tors involved in homeostasis offer the simplest example of how this
knowledge could be abused and used to expand the emerging threat spec-
trum. Alternatively, rather than using a transfected gene directly to pro-
duce a bioactive product to perturb body function, the transfected gene
could act as a trigger for the abnormal expression or destruction of other
genes vital to body homeostasis. In either of these settings the introduced
gene is designed to integrate into the chromosomal DNA of the host. The
disruptive effects could be manifest immediately as an acute event or the
gene could lie silent in the genome for activation at a later time by a sec-
ond external trigger.

An aphorism frequently cited in the design of drug delivery systems
is that “the opportunities are limited only by the imagination of the inven-
tor.” Theoretically, the ability to design drugs and carrier vehicles en-
dowed with cognate molecular properties that enable them to home selec-
tively to the desired target in the body is limited only by the availability of
suitable molecular recognition molecules that can be incorporated into
the delivery system to confer recognition and binding by molecules
unique to the desired target cell. The availability of relevant molecular
cognate pairs for the delivery system and for the target is an obligate pre-
requisite for targeting. However, this is but one component in the engi-
neering of targeted delivery systems. For therapeutic applications, the tar-
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geting system must also exhibit suitable absorption, distribution, metabo-
lism, excretion, and toxicology (ADMET) properties.

Complementarity and Synergy of Technologies

Some futurists consider the convergence of bio-, nano-, and informa-
tion technologies, along with the neuro- and cognitive sciences, a trans-
formation that will prove as powerful as the Industrial Revolution (Figure
3-5). However, the details and impact of possible convergent events are
unclear at this time.

Enabling technologies are those that interact with each other to create
novel products that would otherwise be impossible to achieve. Nanotech-
nology enables other technologies by providing a common hardware for
molecular engineering and allowing for the realization of desirable archi-
tectures. Nanotechnology enables biotechnology by developing new im-
aging techniques, probes, and sensors; it also contributes to the miniatur-

FIGURE 3-5 Converging technologies. Biotechnology, nanotechnology, and in-
formation technology are converging in ways that will enable humans to do things
never dreamt of until now.
SOURCE: Michael Morgan, presentation during the Cuernavaca workshop, Sep-
tember 2004.
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ization demands of information technologies. Biotechnology enables other
technologies by identifying chemical and physical processes and algorith-
mic structures in living systems that have a genetically based material
organization. It enables nanotechnology by providing a paradigm that
nanotechnologists use in developing systems; much of the work in nano-
technology involves mimicking biotechnological processes while simul-
taneously redesigning them to fit particular purposes. Biotechnology en-
ables information technology by providing new systems of computing,
some of which may be based on DNA. Information technology enables
other technologies through its ability to represent physical states as infor-
mation and model processes. It provides the computing power that is es-
sential to all research; it enables nanotechnology through precision con-
trol of patterning and intervention; and it enables biotechnology by
providing the means to model complex processes and thereby solve diffi-
cult research problems.

In addition to convergence, which leads to the emergence of entirely
new disciplines such as DNA nanotechnology and bioinformatics, tech-
nologies combine and converge on a smaller, less dramatic scale all the
time. In terms of future potential threats, one should note the importance
of combinations or interactions involving technologies in any of the first
three categories—the acquisition of biological or molecular diversity, di-
rected design, and understanding and manipulation of biological sys-
tems—and technologies in the fourth category: production, delivery, and
packaging. In other words, the impact, both beneficial and detrimental, of
a small-molecule agent, synthetic agent, or an agent bred through “DNA
shuffling” is enhanced by appropriate packaging and delivery. Indeed,
growing concerns about the dual-use risk of bioregulators are partly in
response to advances in microencapsulated delivery systems, which make
the use of bioregulators for either beneficial or nefarious purposes more
feasible.

Based on extensive deliberations on a wide range of advancing tech-
nologies with relevance to the life sciences, including many technologies
and fields of knowledge not traditionally viewed within the rubric of
biotechnology, the committee was particularly struck by the extent to
which various tools and technologies are interacting and converging191 —
both additively and synergistically—and creating unanticipated opportu-
nities for these technologies to be used for either beneficial or malicious
intent (or with beneficial intent but unintended consequences). As already
mentioned, the convergence of nanotechnology and molecular biology
serves as a prime example of how an entirely new discipline, DNA
nanotechnology, can emerge unexpectedly and with profound conse-
quences. Nanotechnology is also merging with encapsulation and micro-
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fluidic technologies, providing the means for further miniaturization of
already very low-volume biological sampling, detection, delivery, and
other processes.

As one example, synthetic biologists are using their new tools in con-
junction with nanotechniques to program cells with decision-making
therapeutic power. For example, researchers have designed a prototype
“DNA computer” with the capacity to logically analyze mRNA disease
indicators in vitro (i.e., in this case, early signs of prostate and lung can-
cer) and control the administration of biologically active ssDNA mol-
ecules, including drugs.192  The procedure is relatively innocuous, requir-
ing the injection of a very small amount of fluid containing billions of
nanoparticles, each of which operates as a tiny computer by effectively
interrogating the cell and detecting the presence of diagnostic DNA mark-
ers (e.g., mutated mRNA sequences or underexpressed or overexpressed
mRNA). If the markers are present, the nanoparticle sends out a thera-
peutic short nucleic acid that can affect the levels of gene expression.

The field of bioinformatics represents another key example of con-
verging technologies—in this case biology, computer science, and infor-
mation technologies—all of which have merged to form what is now a
single discipline. Over the past 10 years, major advances in the field of
molecular biology, coupled with advances in genomic technologies, have
led to an explosive growth in biological information generated by the life
sciences community. This deluge of genomic information, in turn, has
led to an absolute requirement for computerized databases to store, or-
ganize, and index the data and for specialized tools to view and analyze
the data. These databases and tools comprise the field of bioinformatics.
Increasingly, biological studies begin with a scientist surveying databases
to formulate specific hypotheses or design large-scale experiments,
representing a dramatic shift in biology from a purely lab-based to an
information-based science. Moreover, the growing availability of
vast amounts of biological and other relevant information (e.g., small-
molecule libraries) will also allow nonspecialists to tinker with or design
constructs that, in the past, would have required years of education or
training.

CONCLUSION

“During the century just begun, as our ability to modify fundamental life
processes continues its rapid advance, we will be able not only to devise
additional ways to destroy life but will also be able to manipulate it—
including the processes of cognition, development, reproduction, and in-
heritance.”—Matthew Meselson193
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It is difficult to predict what the global technology landscape will look
like in 20, 10, or even 5 years into the future. But it is not difficult to antici-
pate that as advances are made, so too will opportunities for misuse. This
chapter summarizes information on emerging technologies that are ex-
pected to have significant economic, societal, and dual-use risk impacts in
the near future. As highlighted during the committee’s international
workshop in Cuernavaca, prominent among these are advances in knowl-
edge and delivery technology that have increased the dual-use potential
and risk of nonlethal bioregulators and the convergence of nano- and bio-
technology in the form of DNA nanotechnology.

A major theme that emerged from the committee’s deliberations in
Mexico was the notion that pathogens are not the only problematic agents
of biological origin. Some argue that bioregulators,194 which are nonpatho-
genic organic compounds, may pose a more serious dual-use risk than
had previously been appreciated, particularly as improved targeted de-
livery technologies have made the potential dissemination of these com-
pounds much more feasible than in the past. This shift in focus highlights
the reality that the materials, equipment, and technology necessary for
disseminating and delivering the agents to their intended recipient(s) are
equally, if not more, important than the agents themselves in terms of
their dual-use risk.

The immune and neuroendocrine systems195  are particularly vulner-
able to bioregulator modification. In fact, the capacity to develop
bioweapons that can be aimed at the interaction of the immune and neu-
roendocrine systems again points to a shift in focus from the agents to, in
this case, how a range of agents can be exploited (or created) to affect the
human body in targeted, covert, and insidious ways.

A controversial issue that arose from these discussions is how all re-
search on immune system evasion could be considered potentially dan-
gerous, thus highlighting the very important need to uphold the norms of
the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. Another important theme
that emerged from discussions of the material presented here is the no-
tion of time and how the advancing technology landscape has an uncer-
tain future and unpredictable dual-use risk implications. This
unpredictability poses a significant challenge for developing and imple-
menting a strategy to manage these risks. These challenges—and poten-
tial solution sets—are discussed in the following chapter.
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4

Conclusions and Recommendations

Future applications of advances in the life sciences and related tech-
nologies are likely to have a profound impact on human health and
well-being, as well as promote the efficiency of crop production and

animal husbandry. Continuing advances in biotechnology hold promise
for improved nutrition, a cleaner environment, a longer, healthier life
span, and cures for many once-formidable diseases. Even older technolo-
gies, such as classic methods for vaccine manufacture, have enabled the
eradication or reduction of many once-dreaded diseases such as small-
pox, poliomyelitis, diphtheria, tetanus, and whooping cough. Newer re-
verse genetic technologies for RNA viruses may facilitate the rapid, ratio-
nal development of vaccines for such agents. In the developing world,
broader application of biotechnology may make it economically feasible
for resource-limited countries to produce vaccines locally that are capable
of protecting their populations against endemic infectious diseases but
for which there is little or no economic incentive for large multinational
vaccine producers. In addition to improved health, world agriculture
stands to benefit greatly from new discoveries in the life sciences and
growing technological capabilities.

To a considerable extent, new advances in the life sciences and related
technologies are being generated not just domestically, but also interna-
tionally. The preeminent position that the United States has enjoyed in
the life sciences has been dependent on the flow of foreign scientific talent
to its shores and is now threatened by the increasing globalization of sci-
ence and the international dispersion of a wide variety of related tech-
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nologies. The increasing pace of scientific discovery abroad and the fact
that the United States may no longer hold a monopoly on these leading
technologies means that this country is, as never before, dependent on
international collaboration, a theme explored in depth in Chapter 2.

Although this report is concerned with the evolution of science and
technology capabilities over the next 5 to 10 years with implications for
next-generation threats, it is clear that today’s capabilities in the life sci-
ences and related technologies have already changed the nature of the
biothreat “space.” The accelerating pace of discovery in the life sciences
has fundamentally altered the threat spectrum. Some experts contend that
bioregulators, which are small, biologically active compounds, pose an
increasingly apparent dual-use risk. This risk is magnified by improve-
ments in targeted-delivery technologies that have made the potential
dissemination of these compounds much more feasible than in the past.
The immune, nervous, and endocrine systems are particularly vulnerable
to bioregulator modification.

The growing concern regarding novel types of threat agents does not
diminish the importance of naturally occurring threat agents—for ex-
ample, the “classic” category A select agents—or “conventionally” geneti-
cally engineered pathogenic organisms. However, it does mandate the
need to adopt a broader perspective in assessing the threat, focusing not
on a narrow list of pathogens, but on a much wider spectrum that in-
cludes biologically active chemical agents. The potential threat spectrum
is thus exceptionally broad and continuously evolving—in some ways
predictably, in other ways unexpectedly. The viruses, microbes, and tox-
ins listed as “select agents” and on which our biodefense research and
development activities are so strongly focused today are just one aspect of
this changing landscape of threats. Although some of them may be the
most accessible or apparent threat agents to a potential attacker, particu-
larly one lacking a high degree of technical expertise, this situation is likely
to change as a result of the increasing globalization and international dis-
persion of the most cutting-edge aspects of life sciences research.

The committee has proposed a conceptual framework in Chapter 3
for how to think about the future threat landscape. The task here will be
never ending, and as the world becomes more competent and sophisti-
cated in the biological sciences, it is vitally important that the national
security, public health, and biomedical science communities have the
knowledge and tools to address both beneficial and harmful applications
of advances in the life sciences.

In interpreting its charge, the committee sought to examine current
trends and future objectives of research in the life sciences, focusing par-
ticularly on applications that might be relevant to the development of
“next-generation” agents of biological origin 5 to 10 years into the future.
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While the committee understood that readers of this report might hope to
find a well-defined list or set of lists of future threats, perpetrators, and
timelines for the acquisition and exploitation of certain technologies for
malevolent purposes, the committee also realized the futility of this ap-
proach. The global technology landscape is shifting so dramatically and
rapidly that it was simply not possible for this committee—or any com-
mittee—to devise a formal risk assessment of the future threat horizon,
based on the possible exploitation of dual-use technologies by state ac-
tors, nonstate actors, or individuals. Given that within just the past few
years the global scientific community has witnessed the unexpected de-
velopment and proliferation of important new technologies, such as RNA
interference, nanobiotechnology, and synthetic biology, biological threats
of the next 5 to 10 years could extend well beyond those that can be pre-
dicted today. The useful life span of any such list of future threats devel-
oped in 2006 would likely be measured in months, not years. Instead, the
committee sought to define more broadly how continuing advances in
technologies with applications to the life sciences’ enterprise can contrib-
ute to the development of novel biological weapons and to develop a logi-
cal framework for analysts to consider as they evaluate the evolving tech-
nology threat spectrum.

While evaluating the rapidly evolving global landscape of knowledge
and capability in the life sciences and associated technologies, the com-
mittee agreed on five key findings and recommendations that it believes
are strongly supported by the information presented in this report, as
summarized in Box 4-1, that build on and reinforce the findings and rec-
ommendations put forward in earlier National Research Council reports,
including, but not limited to, Biotechnology Research in an Age of Terrorism.1
Because it believes that continuing advances in science and technology
are essential to countering terrorism, the committee’s recommendations
affirm policies and practices that promote the free and open exchange of
information in the life sciences (Recommendation 1). The committee also
recognized the need to adopt a broader perspective on the nature of the
“threat spectrum” (Recommendation 2) and to strengthen the scientific
and technical expertise available to the security communities so that they
are better equipped to anticipate and manage a diverse array of novel
threats (Recommendation 3). The recommendations call for the global
community of life scientists to adopt a common culture of awareness and
a shared sense of responsibility and include specific actions that would
promote such a culture (Recommendation 4). Finally, the committee rec-
ognized that no set of measures can ever provide complete protection
against the malevolent use of life sciences technologies, and its recom-
mendations reaffirm previous calls to strengthen the public health infra-
structure and the nation’s existing response and recovery capabilities (Rec-
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BOX 4-1
Recommendations

1. The committee endorses and affirms policies and practices that, to the
maximum extent possible, promote the free and open exchange of in-
formation in the life sciences.

1a. Ensure that, to the maximum extent possible, the results of funda-
mental research remain unrestricted except in cases where national secu-
rity requires classification, as stated in National Security Decision Direc-
tive 189 (NSDD-189) and endorsed more recently by a number of groups
and organizations.

1b. Ensure that any biosecurity policies or regulations implemented are
scientifically sound and are likely to reduce risks without unduly hindering
progress in the biological sciences and associated technologies.

1c. Promote international scientific exchange(s) and the training of for-
eign scientists in the United States.

2. The committee recommends adopting a broader perspective on the
“threat spectrum.”

2a. Recognize the limitations inherent in any agent-specific threat list
and consider instead the intrinsic properties of pathogens and toxins that
render them a threat and how such properties have been or could be ma-
nipulated by evolving technologies.

2b. Adopt a broadened awareness of threats beyond the classical “se-
lect agents” and other pathogenic organisms and toxins, so as to include,
for example, approaches for disrupting host homeostatic and defense sys-
tems and for creating synthetic organisms.

3. The committee recommends strengthening and enhancing the scien-
tific and technical expertise within and across the security communi-
ties.

3a. Create by statute an independent science and technology advisory
group for the intelligence community.

3b. The best available scientific expertise and knowledge should inform
the concepts, plans, activities, and decisions of the intelligence, law en-
forcement, homeland security, and public policy communities and the
national political leadership about advancing technologies and their po-
tential impact on the development and use of future biological weapons.
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3c. Build and support a robust and sustained cutting-edge analytical
capability for the life sciences and related technologies within the national
security community.

3d. Encourage the sharing and coordination, to the maximum extent
possible, of future biological threat analysis between the domestic national
security community and its international counterparts.

4. The committee recommends the adoption and promotion of a com-
mon culture of awareness and a shared sense of responsibility within
the global community of life scientists.

4a. Recognize the value of formal international treaties and conven-
tions, including the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BWC) and the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC).

4b. Develop explicit national and international codes of ethics and con-
duct for life scientists.

4c. Support programs promoting beneficial uses of technology in devel-
oping countries.

4d. Establish globally distributed, decentralized, and adaptive mecha-
nisms with the capacity for surveillance and intervention in the event of
malevolent applications of tools and technologies derived from the life
sciences.

5. The committee recommends strengthening the public health infrastruc-
ture and existing response and recovery capabilities.

5a. Strengthen response capabilities and achieve greater coordination
of local, state, and federal public health agencies.

5b. Strengthen efforts related to the early detection of biological agents
in the environment and early population-based recognition of disease out-
breaks, but deploy sensors and other technologies for environmental de-
tection only when solid scientific evidence suggests they are effective.

5c. Improve the capabilities for early detection of host exposure to bio-
logical agents, and early diagnosis of the diseases they cause.

5d. Provide suitable incentives for the development and production of
novel classes of preventative and therapeutic agents with activity against a
broad range of biological threats, as well as flexible, agile, and generic
technology platforms for the rapid generation of vaccines and therapeutics
against unanticipated threats.
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ommendation 5). All of the insight and capabilities generated by advances
in the life sciences and related technologies must be brought to bear on
the problem of building a more robust public health defense.

The committee could not envision any sort of “silver bullet” capable
of providing absolute protection against the malevolent application of
new technologies. Rather, the actions and strategies recommended here
are intended to be complementary and synergistic. An effective system
for managing the threats that face society will require a broad array of
mutually reinforcing actions in a manner that successfully engages the
variety of different communities that share stakes in the outcome. As in
fire prevention, where the best protection against the occurrence of dam-
age from catastrophic fires comprises a multitude of interacting preven-
tive and mitigating actions (e.g., fire codes, smoke detectors, sprinkler
systems, fire trucks, fire hydrants, fire insurance), rather than any single
“best” but impractical or improbable measure (e.g., stationing a fire truck
on every block), the same is true here. The committee envisions a broad-
based, intertwined network of steps—a web of protection—for reducing the
likelihood that the technologies discussed in this report will be used suc-
cessfully for malevolent purposes.

While recognizing that all of its recommended measures, taken to-
gether, provide no guarantee that continuing advances in the life sciences
and the new technologies they spawn will not be used with the intent to
cause harm, the committee members agreed that implementation of these
recommendations in aggregate will likely decrease the risk of inappropri-
ate application or unintended misuse of increasingly widely available
knowledge and technologies, favor the early detection of malevolent ap-
plications, and mitigate the loss of life or other damage sustained by soci-
ety in both the short and the long term, should the worst-case scenario
occur.

CONCLUSION 1: THE COMMITTEE CONCLUDES THAT THERE
IS A NEED TO MAINTAIN FREE AND OPEN EXCHANGE OF

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION.

In general, restrictive regulations and the imposition of constraints on
the flow of information are not likely to reduce the risks that advances in
the life sciences will be utilized with malevolent intent in the future. In
fact, they will make it more difficult for civil society to protect itself against
such threats and ultimately are likely to weaken national and human secu-
rity.2  Such regulations and constraints would also limit the tremendous
potential for continuing advances in the life sciences and its related tech-
nologies to improve health, provide secure sources of food and energy,
contribute to economic development in both resource-rich and resource-
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poor parts of the world, and enhance the overall quality of human life. In
the past, society has gained from advances in the life sciences because of
the open exchange of data and concepts.

One of the main challenges to the committee was to formulate mea-
sures that would continue to benefit human development3  while taking
into account legitimate national security needs. The goal of the committee
was to ensure that scientific progress and industrial development advance
expeditiously while not unduly aiding state or nonstate actors that may
wish to exploit these tools and technologies for malevolent purposes. The
recommendations put forth in this section consider policies and actions
that are balanced with respect to national security needs and the multiple
and varied beneficial applications of science and technology.

Recommendation 1

The committee endorses and affirms policies and practices that, to
the maximum extent possible, promote the free and open exchange
of information in the life sciences.

The many ways that biological knowledge and its associated tech-
nologies have improved and can continue to improve biosecurity, health,
agriculture, and other life sciences industries are highlighted in Chapter
2. Reducing or restricting the open exchange of information would over
time reduce the ability of the United States to remain competitive in the
global marketplace and to build robust defenses against future potential
biological threats. Equally important, it would deny many individuals,
both within and outside the United States, the tremendous health, agri-
cultural, and other benefits likely to be derived from advanced technolo-
gies. The committee’s recommendation has three components. The first
focuses on the openness of information generated from fundamental sci-
entific research, the second concerns policies and regulations, and the
third relates to international exchanges between scientists who are work-
ing in the life sciences.

Recommendation 1a. Ensure that the results of fundamental re-
search remain unrestricted except in cases where national security
requires classification, as stated in National Security Decision Di-
rective (NSDD)-189 and endorsed more recently by a number of
groups and organizations.

Like all sciences, the life sciences have relied on a culture of openness
in research, where the free exchange of information and ideas allows re-
searchers to build on the results of others, while simultaneously opening
scientific results to critical scrutiny so that mistakes can be recognized
and corrected sooner rather than later. Recent and proposed changes in
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the existing classification system threaten this culture in ways that are
potentially harmful to national and human security. For example, the
recent extension of classification authority to agencies not previously in-
volved in these matters (e.g., the U.S. Department of Agriculture,4  the
Environmental Protection Agency,5  and the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services6 ) raises questions about the criteria for classifica-
tion that might be applied to federally funded research. Under the cur-
rent system, in most agencies the task of applying classification standards
is so large that information classification authority has been delegated to
literally thousands of government officials. While detailed guides pur-
port to offer classification standards, the usefulness of these standards as
clear and objective tools fails and subjectivity intervenes when the sub-
ject matter and associated risks—and the direct and indirect costs of
overclassification—are less well defined or understood.7

In 2002, a draft U.S. Department of Defense regulation, if enacted,
would have required researchers “to obtain DoD approval to discuss or
publish findings of all military-sponsored unclassified research.”8  Such a
process would have made it possible for the department to prevent any of
its funded life sciences research that it considered “sensitive” (because it
could theoretically aid terrorists or be used in the production of biological
weapons) from entering the public domain, thus in effect allowing the
department to treat it as secret. The draft was withdrawn in the face of
considerable criticism from the scientific research community.9  This pro-
posal reflected the current opinion of some that government control
should go further than the regulations imposed by “The Uniting and
Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to In-
tercept and Obstruct Terrorism of October 2001” Act (i.e., the PATRIOT
Act10 ), and “The Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness
and Response Act” (i.e., the Bioterrorism Response Act11 ), and that it
should include broad controls on the dissemination of the results of scien-
tific research. In fact, current controls on dissemination of research now in
place within the pharmaceutical industry or at many federal institutions,
including, for example, Los Alamos National Laboratory, do extend be-
yond current regulations for publicly funded research. There are many
reasons why such restrictions may be imposed, such as a desire to con-
firm scientific validity of reports through an independent review process
prior to public release or a desire to protect intellectual property impor-
tant to commercialization. Restrictions based on a desire to prevent the
potential misuse of information are more problematic. Proposals to insti-
tute such controls on basic, fundamental research reflect a long-standing
tension between those who believe that limiting the dissemination of such
information may provide a margin of safety and others who believe that
the free and open exchange of fundamental research results is critical for
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maintaining the technological and scientific prowess and agility required
for a robust national security enterprise.12

As discussed in Chapter 1, it would be beyond the scope of this
committee’s charge to evaluate and articulate recommendations regard-
ing the U.S. system of data and information classification and other means
of data and information control (e.g., categorizing information as “sensi-
tive but unclassified”). However, the committee did recognize the limits
of any such system (as it currently exists or otherwise) with respect to its
ability to control the practically immeasurable amount of data and infor-
mation already extant in the public domain (e.g., freely available on the
Internet) and/or generated by non-U.S.-funded sources. The U.S. classifi-
cation system primarily applies to work done in government laboratories
or that is funded by the government. It does not extend to the vast, grow-
ing, and increasingly accessible global knowledge base being built by pri-
vate interests or in foreign countries. For example, as detailed in Chapter
2, China, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and other coun-
tries are now making proportionately greater contributions to the scien-
tific literature and knowledge base than they did in the past (i.e., the en-
tire scientific literature and knowledge base, including but not limited to
the life sciences).

Although many consider that a restrictive approach has been largely
successful in slowing the proliferation of nuclear weapons technology,
many of the same conditions do not apply regarding matters involving
the potential “dual use” of life sciences research and living organisms.
Various arguments suggest that overly restrictive regulations on the con-
duct and funding of research, the dissemination of research results, and
the industrial development of biotechnology will not prevent state and
non-state actors from gaining access to and using advances in research to
develop novel agents of biological origin. Some of these arguments are
presented below.

First, and perhaps most important, efforts to restrict the flow of in-
formation in the life sciences are likely to impede the ability of the scien-
tific establishment to keep ahead of potential threats. Not only is an open
exchange necessary for the recognition of potential threats in advance of
their realization, but it is also essential for the creation of effective coun-
termeasures. Science does not advance in a linear fashion, and typically
it is a development in an unrelated field that suggests a novel approach
to a particular problem. Great advances often come from the seemingly
random blending of technical approaches and theoretical insights from
different fields, as, for example, the application of semiconductor chip
manufacturing technologies to the development of ultradense DNA oli-
gonucleotide microarrays synthesized in situ. Another example is the
application of knowledge concerning transcriptional silencing in plants
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to the development of novel therapeutics for humans. Such associations,
in effect a convergence of technologies and unrelated hypotheses, cannot
be predicted effectively in advance, nor managed in any directed fash-
ion. They require the dissemination of the requisite information bits into
the scientific ferment, and the maintenance of an open environment for
research—including the open publication of research results. Such an en-
vironment will hasten the development of effective countermeasures
against biological threats. An open approach to the dissemination of in-
formation may also aid intelligence and law enforcement agencies in their
efforts to predict, assess, and deter the malevolent applications of new
tools and technologies as they arise.

Second, unlike research relevant to the design of nuclear weapons,
the fields of research in the life sciences with potential dual-use applica-
tions cover a very broad range of disciplines (see Chapter 3 for some ex-
amples) and a large number of individuals and institutions. Potential dual-
use applications may only become apparent long after an initial discovery.
Undoubtedly, the majority of life sciences research would probably be of
little interest to state-level offensive weapons programs or nonstate ac-
tors. Nonetheless, life sciences research is being pursued for a variety of
purposes: improved prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of human and
animal diseases; enhanced production of food and energy; environmental
remediation; and even microfabrication of electronic circuits. It is likely
that some work in each of these diverse areas offers significant dual-use
possibilities. Thus, the range and number of scientists and institutions
that would be affected by any attempt to impose new information con-
trols would be vast and difficult to list, let alone monitor. The magnitude
of the task becomes even more daunting given the lack of any interna-
tional body that is in a position to assume responsibility for this on a glo-
bal scale, even if all parties involved were agreeable with such controls,
which is highly unlikely to be the case.

Third, the financial costs associated with any regime aimed at restrict-
ing the flow of information would be very high. An estimate of the costs
of the U.S. nuclear weapons program between 1940 and 1996 suggests a
rough figure of $1 trillion for protecting the secrecy of classified informa-
tion.13  The costs that would be involved in any attempts to control infor-
mation related to biological research would include those involved in the
screening of personnel; acquisition of secure storage facilities, guards,
materials management, and maintenance of routine inventories of con-
trolled material.14  These financial costs would need to be borne by aca-
demic, commercial, and governmental institutions complying with gov-
ernment regulations. While U.S. institutions engaged in research on
category A select agents already bear the costs of security screening of
personnel, maintenance of secure storage facilities, guards, and routine
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maintenance of inventories of controlled material to meet current U.S.
regulations, any program aimed at regulating the dissemination of results
of potential dual-use research in the biological sciences would of neces-
sity need to be much, much broader in scope, and thus would be enor-
mously more expensive. Importantly, as discussed below in Recommen-
dation 2, any regime designed to control information related to research
on the currently listed select agents only would miss most potential dual-
use developments that are likely to emerge in the life sciences over the
next decade or more. It is unlikely that many foreign nations would con-
sider such costs justifiable, and any regime adopted only within the
United States in isolation from the remainder of the global life sciences
would be futile and likely counterproductive.

Fourth, history has demonstrated that efforts to impose restrictions
on the flow of information are generally unrealistic and may lead to a
black market that is much more difficult to monitor and oversee than an
open market.15, 16  In particular, this is very likely to be the case in the life
sciences where large international networks of scientists in many specific
fields of research have been accustomed to the free and rapid exchange of
information. A recent request by the U.S. Department of Health and Hu-
man Services (HHS) to suppress or alter the publication of a recent paper
accepted by the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA con-
cerning the risks of botulinum toxin being introduced into the U.S. milk
supply rapidly led to a much larger awareness of the manuscript on the
part of the biomedical research community and the greater public.17, 18

Indeed, some of the information contained in the manuscript in question
was published six weeks earlier in the New York Times,19 demonstrating
the determination of some authors to share the results of their research
with the public and the willingness of the lay press to disseminate such
putatively “sensitive” information if it is considered sufficiently news-
worthy (as many new dual-use developments are likely to be). While some
aspects of this particular incident may be unusual, it demonstrates the
difficulties inherent in attempting to control information generated by the
academic sector in the United States, from which many if not most novel
developments in the life sciences currently emerge.

The nature of the biological research enterprise is very different from
that of research related to nuclear weapons and even more different than
fundamental nuclear physics research: Most of the world already has ac-
cess to and cannot possibly be denied further access to the knowledge,
materials, and equipment necessary for developing or disseminating po-
tentially “dual use” knowledge in the life sciences. Unlike the relative
U.S. monopoly on nuclear knowledge and technology during the early
years of the Cold War, today’s advancing technologies with biological
dual-use potential are for the most part beyond the reach of U.S. regula-
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tions and influence. In many ways, the “genie is out the bottle” and it is
difficult to envision how it can be put back in.

Fifth, unlike nuclear physics, there is no accepted culture of secrecy or
control on the flow of research information in the life sciences. The very
real dual-use potential of atomic physics was made forcefully evident 60
years ago with the explosion of the first nuclear device at the Trinity Test
site in Alamagordo, New Mexico. In contrast, despite a long global his-
tory of limited attempts to use biological agents as weapons, realization of
the magnitude of the dual-use implications of advances in biotechnology
and the life sciences has come only much more recently. No doubt, this
reflects the pace and timing of advances in these two fields over the past
century. High-end research in the life sciences is also generally much less
capital intensive than research in nuclear physics. The result is that the
research culture in the life sciences is generally one that has been histori-
cally open, international in scope, and widely distributed.

Few molecular biologists or biomedical research institutions have any
experience with classified, or secret, research. There are nationally oper-
ated biological research laboratories with missions focusing on defense
against potential biological agents [such as the United States Army Medi-
cal Research Institute for Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID20 ) at Fort
Detrick in the United States or Porton Down in the United Kingdom], but
no laboratories exist that have openly declared missions to develop, test,
or stockpile biological weapons—all of which of would be in flagrant vio-
lation of the biological weapons convention. This is in stark contrast to
research activities in nuclear physics, which while also encompassing a
great deal of open, fundamental research historically have included the
use of facilities that are openly acknowledged to have missions related to
the development and testing of nuclear weapons. Such laboratories, in-
volved in the production and processing of special nuclear materials, are
operated with special security clearances that restrict access to a small
number of scientists and technicians who, in effect, constitute a closed
society.21  To be clear, the work at these laboratories is a small subset of all
research in nuclear physics, which as a field has strongly embraced open-
ness in the conduct and dissemination of its science.

Current U.S. laws and policies have the potential of creating de facto
“closed” facilities focusing on research with category A select agents. Al-
though these select agent laboratories, both in the federal government and
the academic sector, have been and would be focused on the development
of purely defensive countermeasures against perceived biological threat
agents, the restrictions surrounding access to the laboratories has raised
concerns in some quarters that some research may be more offensive in
nature.22  Such fears and misperceptions can only be alleviated by policies
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that promote transparency and encourage widespread dissemination of
the research results generated in such facilities.

Although the principles that underlie the design of nuclear warheads
are well understood by scientists around the world, details of nuclear
weapons design remain largely classified. Except during the period fol-
lowing World War II, when the United States managed a mostly classified
offensive biological weapons program, biology has enjoyed a long history
of openness and free exchange of materials, personnel, and ideas. As the
evidence presented in Chapter 2 strongly demonstrates, this open ex-
change of information is necessarily and increasingly global. Both basic
research and the development of commercial products utilizing life sci-
ences technology increasingly involves international collaboration and
partnerships, many of which are outside of formal bilateral controls.
Changing the open nature of the life sciences culture, or attempting to
change it, could have unintended consequences by discouraging gradu-
ate students and postdoctoral researchers—in many cases the best minds
engaged in rapidly developing fields—from becoming involved in re-
stricted fields or even communicating with people who are involved in
those fields, as major universities that accept classified research usually
create separate facilities where access is limited and controlled.23

While not classified, research on category A select agents now requires
special security safeguards that are both unusual and unsettling for the
academic research centers that are being asked to pursue this research by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other federal agencies in the
search for better countermeasures against possible bioterrorism attacks.24

These include background security checks on all personnel involved,
tightly restricted access to the laboratories involved, and in some institu-
tions the presence of an armed security force “24/7.” Such measures, irre-
spective of their degree of merit or utility, are likely to segregate a group
of research scientists from their peers and perhaps make the recruitment
of the best and brightest to an important enterprise more difficult.

Despite all of the above, the committee recognized that in relatively
rare instances there may still exist a need for the U.S. government and the
larger scientific community to impose some restrictions on the conduct of
research and/or on the publication of results, a point made by the Fink
committee in its 2004 report, Biotechnology Research in an Age of Terror-
ism.25  The committee labored without much success to define such cir-
cumstances. Explicit, specific, detailed “recipes” concerning how to make
and deliver a weapon might certainly be worthy of attempts to suppress
dissemination. However, defining what specifically constitutes such a
“recipe” is difficult. Research designed to create or exploit a critical host
vulnerability for which no countermeasures are available would trigger
review under recommendations 2, 3, and 4 of the previously cited Fink
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committee report. The potential value of focusing on such “functional”
criteria for defining problematic research should be further explored (e.g.,
research that deliberately seeks to exploit critical public health vulner-
abilities). Of course, in some cases, proprietary interests may dictate that
information be kept confidential.

The recent PNAS publication alluded to above has been considered
by some to be a roadmap for the introduction of botulinum toxin into the
U.S. milk supply. Although opinions are split, there were cogent reasons
to support its publication. While only time will tell whether the work by
Wein et al. was beneficial or detrimental to the security of the milk sup-
ply, its formal publication was likely moot. The analysis described in the
manuscript had been previously presented, and the manuscript itself was
widely disseminated in advance of its publication, highlighting once again
the difficulties inherent in attempts to suppress information in the
“Internet era.”

The scientific and intelligence communities will need to define nar-
rowly those “special circumstances” when classification is warranted and
allow public scrutiny of the process used to arrive at those definitions.
The scientific and intelligence communities will also need to devise effec-
tive methods to keep a close hold on information that truly needs to be
kept secret. At the same time, these communities need to maintain an
environment that promotes the advancement of science and technology
both domestically and globally. As the committee completes its report, it
notes that HHS Secretary Leavitt has formally established the National
Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB), following a recommen-
dation in the Fink report, and that the board has begun its work. The
NSABB has among its charges the development of specific guidelines to
meet these challenges.

The committee, therefore, strongly reaffirms the principles embodied
in NSDD-189 (Box 4-2), which defines the national policy for controlling
the flow of science, technology, and engineering information produced in
federally funded fundamental research at academic institutions, govern-
mental and nongovernmental facilities, and private laboratories receiving
federal funds. Issued by President Reagan on September 21, 1985, NSDD-
189 has not been superseded and continues to be the official U.S. govern-
ment policy. Indeed, then Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, Condoleeza Rice, reaffirmed NSDD-189 on November 1, 2001, in
a letter to Harold Brown of the Center for Strategic and International Stud-
ies. As she stated, “This Administration will review and update as appro-
priate the export control policies that affect basic research in the United
States. In the interim, the policy on the transfer of scientific, technical, and
engineering information set forth in NSDD-189 shall remain in effect.”
The director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, John
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Marburger, reaffirmed this position in a talk at the National Academy of
Sciences on January 9, 2003.26  A number of recent publications and state-
ments by other organizations also endorse the principles set forth in
NSDD-189.27

Recommendation 1b. Ensure that any biosecurity policies or regu-
lations implemented are scientifically sound and are likely to re-
duce risks without unduly hindering progress in the life sciences
and associated technologies.

Although the regulatory environment for life sciences research has
evolved over the course of several decades, the United States is witness-
ing a rapid transition from a scientific environment based on voluntary
compliance with recommended practices to one based on the imposition
and enforcement of statutes and regulations, particularly with respect to
the control of biological materials and personnel, leading in some cases to
the imposition of criminal penalties and sanctions. The high-profile case
brought against an infectious disease research scientist, Dr. Thomas

BOX 4-2
NSDD-189

NSDD-189 states that, “to the maximum extent possible, the products
of fundamental research remain unrestricted. It is also the policy of this
Administration that, where the national security requires control, the
mechanism for control of information generated during federally funded
fundamental research in science, technology and engineering at colleges,
universities and laboratories is classification. Each federal government
agency is responsible for: a) determining whether classification is appropri-
ate prior to the award of a research grant, contract, or cooperative agree-
ment and, if so, controlling the research results through standard classifica-
tion procedures; b) periodically reviewing all research grants, contracts or
cooperative agreements for potential classification. No restriction may be
placed upon the conduct or reporting of federally funded fundamental re-
search that has not received national security classification, except as pro-
vided in applicable U.S. Statutes.”

NSDD-189 defines fundamental research as “basic and applied research
in science and engineering, the results of which ordinarily are published
and shared broadly within the scientific community, as distinguished from
proprietary research and from industrial development, design, production,
and product utilization, the results of which ordinarily are restricted for
proprietary or national security reasons.”
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Butler, by the federal government following his self-disclosure of missing
plague bacillus inventory provides a stark example of the changes
wrought since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.28  Now serving
a prison sentence following his conviction on several counts unrelated to
his handling of Yersinia pestis, his actions, however inappropriate, are un-
likely to have prompted such a response in prior years. Although the tran-
sition started before the terrorist attacks of 9/11 (e.g., the 1996 Antiterror-
ism and Effective Death Penalty Act enacted new regulatory controls
regarding transfers of dangerous pathogens), two major pieces of relevant
legislation were passed into law less than a year after the attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon, and subsequent anthrax mailings:
“The Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools
Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism of October 2001” Act (i.e.,
the PATRIOT Act)29  and “The Public Health Security and Bioterrorism
Preparedness and Response Act” (i.e., the Bioterrorism Response Act).30

These new security provisions have radically transformed the research
environment for those who work with category A select agents in the
United States from one that was traditionally open to one that is highly
restricted and regulated in a number of ways. Of note, the PATRIOT and
Bioterrorism Response Acts represent only 2 of 17 bioterrorism bills intro-
duced by the 107th Congress (2001-2002) with potential ramifications for
the research scientists who are funded by NIH to work on these agents
and on whom the nation is dependent, in part, for the development of
effective vaccines, therapies, and related diagnostics.31

Here, the committee emphasizes that these and any additional related
proposed policies or regulations must be carefully and scientifically evalu-
ated to ensure that they do more good than harm. Examples of regula-
tions and policies that may potentially do more harm than good include
the extension of the “deemed export” regulations under the Export Ad-
ministration Act to information exchanges in the life sciences and unnec-
essarily onerous VISA requirements for foreign scientists to study and
work in the United States.

An additional example is the extension of security provisions for se-
lect agents in the PATRIOT Act to foreign laboratories funded by NIH,
often under subcontract to an American academic institution. While this
is consistent with the treatment of other federal policies and regulations
in such contracts, such provisions may be impossible for many foreign
laboratories to meet or unpalatable to local authorities in countries where
the restricted select agents are endemic and readily available in the envi-
ronment or in other research or clinical settings. The net result is likely to
be a reduction in the number of foreign collaborators with U.S. scientists,
with the result that the nation’s ability to understand the epidemiology
and evolution of these biological agents in their native settings is de-
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graded. It is questionable whether such a policy effectively promotes glo-
bal awareness of the “culture of responsibility” sought by many in the
study of such agents. The potential adverse impacts of policies such as
these32  need to be studied in an evidence-based manner, and decisions
concerning continued or future implementation should be made on the
basis of the balance between the harm done to the scientific establishment
charged with protecting society against such threats and any additional
direct security such policies may provide.

In addition to the many beneficial applications of life sciences knowl-
edge and technologies that were highlighted in Chapter 2, the promises
offered by the 13-year Human Genome Project provide an exemplary case
of a recent advance in life sciences made possible by the unrestricted ex-
change of information and technology. The International Human Genome
Sequence Consortium involved hundreds of scientists from 20 sequenc-
ing centers in China, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.33  The ability of the scientific community to respond
rapidly and rationally to the SARS epidemic was based in large part on
recognition of the offending etiologic agent, SARS coronavirus (SARS-
CoV). Within six weeks, the virus that causes SARS, SARS-CoV, had been
isolated and its complete 29,727-nucleotide sequence determined and
posted on the Internet.34  The rapidity with which this happened was de-
pendent in part on technology developed to advance the Human Genome
Project and on the sharing of data as they were generated in multiple
laboratories on different continents. In the months that followed, dozens
more SARS-CoV isolates were sequenced and published. Not only did
availability of the sequence data put to rest fears that SARS was the result
of a laboratory-fabricated agent, such data allowed researchers in open
laboratories worldwide to begin immediately to analyze the virus’ struc-
ture, function, and molecular pathogenic mechanisms, as well as develop
rapid nucleic acid-based diagnostic tests and identify potentially useful
antiviral lead compounds targeting the viral protease that were already
on the shelf.35  The use of these sequences by scientists addressing the
SARS crisis globally is a prime example of the crucial role that the free
exchange of international information and technology can play with re-
spect to, in this case, a rapid response to a public health crisis. It would
likely be much the same should a manmade infectious disease threat be
unleashed.

Restrictive policies and regulations that unduly hinder scientific and
technological progress would keep scientists and society from achieving
important goals, like sequencing the human genome or developing a rapid
response to a new disease outbreak, like SARS, not to mention the devel-
opment of effective countermeasures for bioterrorism.
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Recommendation 1c. Promote international scientific exchange(s)
and the training of foreign scientists in the United States.

Foreign scientific exchange is an integral and essential component of
the culture of science. As technological growth becomes increasingly de-
pendent on international exchange, it is also an increasingly vital compo-
nent of U.S. technological capacity, including biodefense technological
capacity. Weakening this link by prohibiting or discouraging foreign sci-
entific exchange—including the engagement of foreign students and sci-
entists in U.S. laboratories, meetings, and business enterprises and vice
versa—could impede scientific and technological growth and have coun-
terproductive, unintended consequences for the biodefense enterprise. As
described in Chapter 2, international scientific exchanges and the training
of foreign scientists in the United States have played integral roles in the
scientific and technological development of this country over the past few
decades. Such exchanges will continue to play important roles in main-
taining the international linkages that are so vital (and are only becoming
more so) for both basic and applied research and development in the life
sciences. Moreover, from the perspective of enhancing biosecurity, these
exchanges will be essential for the development of a shared global culture
of awareness and responsibility with respect to the dual use potential of
many future advances in the life sciences.

The implementation of the regulatory regime imposed by the PA-
TRIOT and Bioterrorism Response Acts on the life sciences community
have raised concerns that qualified individuals may be discouraged from
conducting biomedical and agricultural research of value to the United
States because of the apparent infringement of these rules and regulations
on individual liberties. Included among these measures are policies di-
rected at individuals based on their country of birth, rather than current
citizenship. As emphasized in Chapter 2, foreign interest in U.S. graduate
education in science and technology is waning, as the increased competi-
tiveness of graduate schools elsewhere in the world attracts gifted stu-
dents who, in the past, may have emigrated to the United States to study
and because of perceived and actual difficulties with obtaining entry to
the United States. For example, according to a February 24, 2004 General
Accounting Office report, between April and June 2003, it took an average
of 67 days to complete the security checks associated with visa applica-
tions, due to the wait time for required interviews (as long as 12 weeks in
India and 6 weeks in China) and Visas Mantis clearance.36  (The commit-
tee notes, however, that by November 2004, review time had reportedly
dropped to 15 days.37 )

Moreover, there have been recent indications that other steps are be-
ing taken, or pressures exerted, which may curtail foreign national par-
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ticipation in U.S. scientific activity. For example, in March 2004 the In-
spector General of the U.S. Department of Commerce issued recommen-
dations for regulatory changes that would affect existing requirements
and policies for “deemed export” licenses. A deemed export occurs when
a foreign national working in the United States gains access to or uses
export-controlled technology or information, including many types of
standard laboratory equipment. The recommendations include regulatory
or other administrative action that would clarify the definition of “use,”
base the requirement for a deemed export license on the foreign national’s
country of birth; and modify regulatory guidance on the licensing of tech-
nology to foreign nationals involved with government-sponsored or uni-
versity research.38  In March 2005, the Bureau of Industry and Security
(BIS) solicited comments on the proposed requirements (through May 27,
2005). In a letter sent to Peter Lichtenbaum, assistant secretary of com-
merce for the Export Administration, the presidents of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, Institute of Medicine, and National Academy of Engi-
neering, provided formal comments on the effect that this Advanced
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking would have on the scientific enterprise
(Annex 4-1).

On May 6, 2005, the National Academies hosted a workshop on the
proposed changes and their implications.39  On May 18, 2005, the presi-
dents of the National Academies, along with the presidents and executive
directors/CEOs of leading domestic and international scientific and edu-
cational associations including, but not limited to, the Association of
American Universities, the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, the American Council on Education, the Council on Competi-
tiveness, the American Physical Society, NAFSA: Association of Interna-
tional Educators, the Council of Graduate Schools, and the Institute of
International Education jointly issued six recommendations for enhanc-
ing the U.S. visa system to advance America’s national security interests
while promoting its economic and scientific competitiveness. The text of
the announcement can be found in Annex 4-2.

CONCLUSION 2: THE COMMITTEE CONCLUDES
THAT A BROADER PERSPECTIVE MUST BE ADOPTED

WHEN CONSIDERING THE SPECTRUM OF PRESENT AND
FUTURE THREATS.

U.S. national biodefense programs currently focus on a relatively
small number of specific agents or toxins, chosen as priorities in part be-
cause of their history of development as candidate biological weapons
agents by some countries during the 20th century. The committee believes
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that a much broader perspective on the “threat spectrum” is needed.
While current biodefense programs40  do consider the future potential for
specific pathogenic agents to be manipulated in ways that make them, for
example, more virulent or more resistant to available antimicrobial drugs,
even this approach is too narrowly focused. Recent advances in under-
standing the mechanisms of action of bioregulatory compounds, signal-
ing processes, and the regulation of human gene expression—combined
with advances in chemistry, synthetic biology, nanotechnology, and other
technologies—have opened up new and exceedingly challenging frontiers
of concern. Future advances that cannot now be described will continue
to extend these frontiers.

Recommendation 2

The committee recommends adopting a broader perspective on the
“threat spectrum.”

Recommendation 2a. Recognize the limitations inherent in
any agent-specific threat list and consider instead the intrinsic prop-
erties of pathogens and toxins that render them a threat and how
such properties have been or could be manipulated by evolving
technologies.

Lists are inherently problematic. As explained in detail in Chapter 1,
the spectrum of threats is much broader than the U.S. select agents list
might suggest. As one example, the current select agents list does not in-
clude the uncounted numbers of biologically active molecules identified
annually through industrial or federal government-sponsored (NIH
Roadmap) drug discovery processes, many of which could be construed
as potential threats. Nor does it include synthetic molecules or life forms,
such as those that could be created using a variety of emerging techniques
as described in Chapter 3, for example, through the application of reverse
genetic engineering of RNA viruses, the use of purely synthetic biology,
or DNA nanotechnology. Moreover, as described in Chapters 2 and 3 of
this report, propelled by a variety of powerful economic and scientific
drivers, biotechnology is developing, diversifying, and proliferating rap-
idly and globally, in largely unpredictable ways, with all its attendant,
potential, dual-use applications. New capabilities, for either good or bad
purposes, including the manipulation of gene expression in mammals
through the use of RNA interference, have achieved prominence even
within the life span of the present committee. Committee members were
repeatedly reminded to “expect the unexpected.” Against this central re-
ality, it is doubtful that any authority could enumerate a “select agents
list” that is sufficiently comprehensive, robust, or of enduring relevance,
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although most currently listed agents, such as smallpox, are likely to re-
main a potential menace even as new threats emerge.

The select agents list had its origins in the Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act of 1996, which required the secretary of HHS to estab-
lish and enforce safety procedures for the transfer of biological agents
considered to be the greatest threats to human health—that is, “select
agents”—including measures to ensure proper training and appropriate
skills to handle such agents and proper laboratory facilities to contain and
dispose of such agents. The PATRIOT and Bioterrorism Response Acts
imposed additional physical security requirements and regulatory obli-
gations for laboratories working with these select agents. The Bioterrorism
Response Act made it a criminal offense for any person to possess know-
ingly any biological agent, toxin, or delivery system of a type or in a quan-
tity that, under the circumstances, is not reasonably justified by prophy-
lactic, protective, bona fide research, or other peaceful purpose.41  In
addition, the new laws prohibited transfer or possession of a listed bio-
logical agent or toxin by a “restricted person.”42  Among other require-
ments, the Bioterrorism Response Act added new criteria for consider-
ation by the secretary in listing agents43  among other things, requiring
that the secretary ensure the appropriate availability of biological agents
and toxins for research, education, and other legitimate purposes.

On February 7, 2003, the CDC’s interim final rule (42 CFR 73) for the
possession, use, and transfer of select agents went into effect, changing
the way that select agents and toxins are managed in the United States.
Originally, the CDC was authorized to require laboratories transferring
select agents to register, as a way to ensure the safe transfer and shipment
of lethal pathogens and not with the intent to collect any specific informa-
tion. In accordance with the PATRIOT and Bioterrorism Response Acts,
the new regulations established additional requirements for those who
may possess select agents as well as those who might send and receive
those agents (e.g., the new regulations involved the U.S. Department of
Justice in performing background checks on individuals who may have
access to or conduct research on select agents). An expanded list of patho-
gens and toxins, including agricultural plant and animal pathogens, went
into effect on February 11, 2003.44

The interim final rules were initially met with many protests by scien-
tists and universities who argued that some of the rules were ambiguous,
would be expensive to implement, did not offer significant protection to
the public (because of the availability of some agents in nature), and could
delay or impede research.45  With respect to the list of category A select
agents covered under the interim final rule, the life sciences research com-
munity raised many concerns about the extent to which decisions to list
particular pathogens, toxins, and nucleic acids had been reached on the
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basis of the best scientific advice, as opposed to perceived or hypothetical
risks. For example, several rickettsial agents have been employed by state-
sponsored biological warfare programs in the past—they can be readily
disseminated, are highly pathogenic, and may not be easily diagnosed by
physicians in the United States today. While treatable, the number of in-
fected persons could easily overwhelm antibiotic supplies. Moreover,
these agents can be readily engineered today for antibiotic resistance.
Thus, many rickettsial agents share these features and are not on the list.
More importantly, the select agents list does not include many classes of
future potential dual-use agents. In addition, there is considerable uncer-
tainty about the risks that many of the currently listed items actually pose
to public health and safety and whether those risks are great enough to
warrant such restrictions. Smallpox and anthrax are obvious concerns,
but are the filoviruses worthy of their position on the list given the dan-
gers and difficulties inherent in working with them?

On March 18, 2005, the CDC issued the Final Rule for (42 CFR Part
73), Possession, Use, and Transfer of Select Agents and Toxins, which
implements the provisions of the Bioterrorism Response Act and updates
the interim final rule. Although some changes were made in response to
submitted comments, the select agents list was not modified (although
some language was clarified), as many scientists and scientific organiza-
tions had requested (e.g., the American Society for Microbiology46 ). Con-
cerns remain also about the status of cDNA clones of select RNA viruses—
the generation of infectious virus from such clones, when they represent
the complete genome sequence, is becoming increasingly facile. Yet their
status as select agents in the absence of overt infectivity remains poorly
defined and represents a potential illogical loophole in the control regime.

The main concern with the select agents list remains the extent to
which decisions to list particular pathogens, toxins, and nucleotide se-
quences are based on the best scientific evidence, with respect to their risk
of being used for malevolent purposes or the danger they pose to public
(or plant or animal) health should they fall into the wrong hands. A list
may also provide an unwarranted sense of security because of what is not
on it. Moreover, while any approach to meeting the diversity of biosecu-
rity threats that society faces today will require prioritization in the appli-
cation of resources, and this requires the development of a “list,” the
intelligence and scientific communities must be careful not to let any es-
tablished, agreed-upon list act to retard continued, intense surveillance of
the technological horizon for newly emerging threats. In fact, multiple
lists may be necessary for the disparate purposes of research prioritization,
public health surveillance and response to outbreaks, development of
practical countermeasures, and intelligence activities.
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Recommendation 2b. Adopt a broadened awareness of threats be-
yond the classical “select agents” and other pathogenic organisms,
to include, for example, approaches for disrupting host homeostatic
systems and/or the creation of synthetic organisms.

The limitations of the current select agents list, and indeed any list,
point to the need for a broadened awareness of the threat spectrum.
Mechanisms must be put in place that ensure regular and deliberate reas-
sessments of advances in science and technology and identification of
those advances with the greatest potential for changing the nature of the
threat spectrum. The process of identifying potential threats needs to be
improved. This process needs to incorporate newer scientific methodolo-
gies that permit more rigorous assessment of net overall risks. Rather than
adopting a static perspective, it will be important to identify and reassess
continually the degree to which scientific advances or current or future
biological “platforms” hold the potential for being put to use by potential
adversaries. This will require engagement of the scientific community in
new ways and an expansion of the science and technology expertise avail-
able to the intelligence community (as outlined in Recommendation 3).

In addition to the importance of relying on the best-available science
and technology expertise for assessing the nature of the future threat spec-
trum and for integrating such expertise within and across the national
security communities, there is an equally important need for providing
the same kind of expertise to the public policy community and senior
decision makers in the U.S. government. The structure and charge of the
entity that might fill this role are beyond the purview of this committee;
however, the committee recommends that further serious discussions be
held to consider how the following goals might be accomplished:

• Regular, independent peer review of policies, rules, and regula-
tions that address future threats, including an independent review of the
PATRIOT Act and other related statutes and regulations to ensure their
relevance and effectiveness in enhancing biosecurity with respect to intel-
ligence, law enforcement, and homeland security (see Recommendation
1b).

• Establish measures of effectiveness for science and technology-
based programs in the intelligence, homeland security, and law enforce-
ment communities that address emerging and future biothreats and tech-
nologies.

• Create and evolve a cross-agency strategy and implementa-
tion plan for scientific countermeasures and operational capabilities re-
lated to emerging and future biological threats and technologies—in
essence, an integrated future-oriented national biodefense plan. This plan
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should guide policy makers in their long-term investment planning for
biodefense.

CONCLUSION 3: THE COMMITTEE RECOGNIZES THE
IMPORTANCE OF A PROACTIVE, ANTICIPATORY

PERSPECTIVE AND ACTION PLAN THAT RELIES ON AN
EVALUATION OF STATE-OF-THE-ART SCIENCE, SO THAT

FUTURE BIOLOGICAL THREATS CAN BE BETTER
UNDERSTOOD, ADDRESSED, AND MINIMIZED.

A sound defense against the misuse of the life sciences and related
technologies is one that anticipates future threats that result from misuse,
one that seeks to understand the origins of these threats, and one that
strives to prevent the misuse of science and technology before it happens.
It would be tragic if society failed to consider, on a continuing basis, the
nature of future biological threats, using the best-available scientific ex-
pertise, and did not make a serious effort to identify possible methods for
averting such threats. Interdiction and prevention of malevolent acts are
far more appealing than treatment and remediation. The committee, there-
fore, urges the adoption of a broader perspective in considering the threat
spectrum (Recommendation 2). And the committee urges a proactive, an-
ticipatory perspective and action plan for the national and international
security communities.

These perspectives and plans must be based on a current working
familiarity with the life sciences and related technologies, especially those
that pose a clear and significant opportunity for misuse (Chapter 3), as
well as an appreciation for the future trajectories of these sciences and
technologies across the globe (Chapter 2). To meet these challenges effec-
tively, the committee recognizes an urgent need to establish new pro-
cesses, resources, and organizational structures that will enhance the
breadth and level of sophistication of the scientific expertise residing in
agencies concerned with national security.

Recommendation 3

The committee recommends strengthening and enhancing the sci-
entific and technical expertise within and across the security com-
munities.

Recommendation 3a. Create by statute an independent science and
technology advisory group for the intelligence community.

The national security community and its assessments of future bio-
logical threats must be informed by the best-available scientific expertise.
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Expertise can be acquired through outside collaboration as well as inter-
nal investments. With respect to the former, there have been several note-
worthy efforts to build useful outside advisory groups for the life sci-
ences, including the Defense Intelligence Agency’s (DIA) Bio-Chem 2020.
However, as discussed in greater detail below, Bio-Chem 2020 and other
existing advisory groups do not have the resources, expertise, administra-
tive charge, independence, and statutory standing that are needed. The
committee, therefore, recommends the creation of an independent advi-
sory group that would work closely with the national security commu-
nity for the purpose of anticipating future biological threats based on an
analysis of the current and future science and technology landscape and
current intelligence. In proposing the creation of this group, the commit-
tee supports Recommendation 13.1 of the Commission on the Intelligence
Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction
(March 31, 2005), which suggests the creation of an advisory group simi-
lar to the one recommended here.47

In making this recommendation the committee did consider other
options, including, whether this responsibility could be tasked to an exist-
ing entity, such as DIA’s Bio-Chem 2020, or the recently created the
NSABB. The committee concluded that the mandate, structure, and func-
tions of the proposed advisory group are sufficiently distinct from those
of existing entities as to warrant the creation of a new science and technol-
ogy advisory group for the national security and intelligence communi-
ties. While either of these two existing advisory bodies could, in theory,
be restructured and provided with a new charter that would accomplish
the aims envisioned by the committee in this recommendation, in practice
they would be so altered from their present structure and purpose as to
render them, in essence, new entities. In addition, while the advisory
group proposed here might make the functions of DIA’s Bio-Chem 2020
redundant and could possibly supplant this group, it cannot and should
not replace the NSABB, which has a large and important charge distinct
from that envisioned for the advisory group proposed in this section.

Red Team Bio-Chem 2020 was established by the DIA in 1998, as a
group of government and nongovernment experts in the life sciences and
related technologies whose mission was to lead and focus the defense
intelligence community’s assessments of emerging technologies that na-
tion-states or terrorists could use for biological or chemical warfare and to
mitigate technological surprise from foreign biological warfare programs.
It has met three to four times per year since then and serves as an ad hoc
partnership between leading life scientists in academia, industry, govern-
ment, and science and technology analysts from the intelligence commu-
nity. It produces analyses on emerging technologies and innovative ap-
proaches to threats for use by the broader intelligence community. One of
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the most important successes of this group has been the establishment of
close, productive working relationships between outside scientists and
science and technology analysts from within the intelligence community.
While Bio-Chem 2020 encompasses some of the features that the commit-
tee finds most important for an external advisory group, the committee
concludes that major restructuring would be necessary for it to take on
the functions that are critical for all relevant stakeholders.

Bio-Chem 2020 operates under several limitations. First, its primary
responsibility is to the DIA and the DOD. Even though other agencies
participate in Bio-Chem 2020 meetings, the group is not formally charged
with addressing the needs of the entire intelligence community.48  Sec-
ond, it is not permanent; it exists at the behest of the director of the DIA.
Third, the group of outside experts is small and therefore lacks expertise
in some important areas. Fourth, it has operated at no higher than the
secret classified level and has not engaged in analysis of primary sources
and methods, or perform real-time, independent assessments of intelli-
gence pertaining to potential threats in the life sciences arena.

The committee also considered whether the NSABB was an appropri-
ate body for implementing this new advisory function. However, upon
further analysis, there were at least two fundamental reasons why the
committee concluded that the NSABB could not, and should not, attempt
to address this critical unmet need.

In making its recommendation for the creation of the NSABB the Fink
committee envisioned that this new advisory body would “provide ad-
vice to the government and guidance and leadership for the system of
review of life sciences research . . . ” The Fink committee encouraged
the HHS to model the NSABB after the Advisory Committee on Immuni-
zation Practices (ACIP)—an independent advisory body to the federal
government.49

In implementing this recommendation, however, the Director of the
National Institutes of Health created the NSABB as a federal advisory
committee under the Federal Advisory Committee Act.50  As such, the
NSABB has no independent budget or staffing authority, serves at the
direction of the federal department or agency that created it, and can be
“retired” at any time.51  These structural features prevent the NSABB from
establishing the kinds of long-term working relationships and providing
the kinds of functions to the necessary stakeholders that would address
the crucial needs of the national security and intelligence communities, as
described in more detail below.

In addition, the NSABB’s charter defines a relatively narrow charge
that does not include the type of advisory and ongoing analytical and
evaluative functions that this committee envisions the advisory group ful-
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filling for the national security and intelligence communities, as proposed
in this section:

The NSABB will advise the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS), the Director of the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), and the heads of all federal departments and agencies that con-
duct or support life science research. The NSABB will advise on and recom-
mend specific strategies for the efficient and effective oversight of federally con-
ducted or supported dual-use biological research, taking into consideration
both national security concerns and the needs of the research commu-
nity.52

Addressing these current responsibilities has and will continue to con-
sume all of this board’s resources for the foreseeable future. As has been
pointed out, “its role resembles that of the Recombinant DNA Advisory
Committee that was established [by law] within the NIH in 1974, and that
played an important part in setting guidelines and reviewing research
protocols.”53  Restructuring the NSABB would make little sense given that
the board’s current membership has been selected by the secretary with
the current charge in mind.

The advisory group proposed by the committee in this section would
be tasked with forecasting the applications and implications of techno-
logical developments in the life sciences; providing expert analysis of rel-
evant collection information; providing guidance on intelligence target-
ing and collection requirements; and providing an independent, outside
“reality check” on technical assessments in the life sciences. Not only are
these needed functions outside the charge and purview of the NSABB,
but to provide them an advisory board will need a membership with ex-
pertise and background complementary to but distinct from those of the
NSABB.

The committee elaborates further below on the nature and functions
of such an advisory body for the national security and intelligence
communities.

• This advisory group should operate under the auspices of the
national security community leadership and provide direct input at the
highest levels of this community. The recommendation of the Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD) Commission that such a group report to the
Director of National Intelligence should be given serious consideration,
as this would increase the likelihood that the group serves the entire intel-
ligence community. The advisory group should also have an independent
source of funding and a dedicated staff. These latter features will help
strengthen its independence and stability, insulate it from short-term bud-
getary pressures, and enhance the dedication of its members to the de-
mands of membership.
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• To provide objective technical assessments, the advisory group
should be made independent of any specific agency. The functions of this
group should be codified in law, and include self-initiated as well as ex-
ternally requested analyses of science and technology with special rel-
evance to future potential threats, independent technical review of na-
tional security intelligence assessments in the life sciences, and real-time
assessments of relevant raw intelligence when deemed to be of special
current importance. This group might review and enhance intelligence
targeting and collection in the life sciences. It would provide an outside
“reality check” on technical assessments in the life sciences. The larger set
of members might constitute a network of available experts to whom na-
tional security officials and policymakers might turn for technical advice
on matters of timely and special importance.

• It should be composed of leading experts from academia, indus-
try, and government in a wide spectrum of disciplines relevant to the life
sciences and related technologies. The government members should rep-
resent the broad national security community, and include those scien-
tists most familiar with the “state of the art” in these disciplines. Member-
ship should take into account possible future threats to livestock and
agriculture, as well as threats to physical or information technology infra-
structure, when related to the life sciences and associated technologies.

• The size of the group should be sufficient to represent all impor-
tant areas of the life sciences and related technology in some depth and
yet small enough to allow close working relationships and trust to de-
velop among members of the group. Because these two needs may con-
flict, the advisory group should consist of a small core of elite experts who
are broadly versed in cutting-edge developments with applications to the
life sciences enterprise and who meet on a regular basis, much like Bio-
Chem 2020, as well as a larger set of members that provide greater in-
depth expertise for a more complete set of disciplines and who meet less
frequently or on an as-needed basis.

• The advisory group should publish both open and classified re-
ports on current, emerging, and future biological threats. The output of
the group should be shared widely with the intelligence, national secu-
rity, and policy communities and to the maximum degree possible the
general scientific and public health communities and, in particular, with
the NSABB. The output should inform national decision makers in the
relevant areas of science and technology developments and policy
options.

• It is critical that members of this Advisory group develop rela-
tionships of trust and familiarity among themselves. Preexisting differ-
ences in culture between the national security community and the outside
science community pose barriers that must be overcome. Frequent and
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regular meetings among a group with reasonably stable membership
would help in this regard. The advisory group should be given access to
any and all classified intelligence that is directly relevant to their tasks.

Recommendation 3b. The best-available scientific expertise and
knowledge should inform the concepts, plans, activities, and deci-
sions of the intelligence, law enforcement, homeland security, and
public policy communities and national political leaders about ad-
vancing technologies and their potential impact on the development
and use of future biological weapons.

Given the broad and constantly changing nature of future potential
biological threats, as highlighted in Conclusion 2 and as illustrated
throughout this report, the committee believes there is an urgent need to
create an agile, anticipatory system to recognize and, rapidly and effec-
tively, respond to emerging threats. If the national security and public
policy communities are to fulfill this mission, they must be well-informed
about scientific and technological advances in a variety of disciplines rel-
evant to the life sciences. This committee recognizes several as yet un-
solved and ongoing challenges for the national security community in
this area and takes note of the expert judgments of recent national investi-
gatory bodies54  as background for its recommendations here. The power
of this science and technology is increasingly wielded by individuals. Un-
derstanding the intent of a would-be malfeasant, a “holy grail” of the in-
telligence community, becomes ever more necessary. The committee fully
recognizes that the challenges associated with the collection of useful and
actionable intelligence on the potential malevolent use of biological agents
are substantial. These challenges will only grow, as the life sciences and
their associated enabling technologies evolve, expand, and disseminate at
a dizzying rate. However, as one senior intelligence analyst working on
biological threats has said, “We have no choice, but to try as hard as we
can.”

There are several existing problems in the national security commu-
nity and national political leadership related to the task of anticipating
future biological threats. First, these groups have not developed the kinds
of working relationships with the “outside” (nongovernmental) science
and technology communities that are needed (and feasible). Second, “in-
side” groups (national security community and national political leader-
ship) have been unable to establish and maintain the breadth, depth, and
currency of knowledge and subject matter expertise in the biological sci-
ences and related technologies that are needed. The number of analysts in
the national security community who have professional training in the
life sciences and technologies is small and insufficient; these analysts of-
ten lose touch with the cutting-edge of science and technology over time
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and tend to be moved from position to position, preventing them from
developing any particular depth of expertise and experience. Some of the
same problems are also true of intelligence collection and the collectors.
And to the degree that the right kinds of expertise do exist within the
intelligence community, this expertise is unevenly distributed. Moreover,
intelligence assessments are not always shared among the different mem-
ber agencies of the national security community. Finally, historical, politi-
cal, and cultural barriers have prevented the national security community
from working closely with counterparts from other nations and regions of
the world. Yet the life sciences and related technologies are distributed
around the globe in a seamless fashion, and future threats that arise from
this science and technology will be distributed globally as well. This com-
mittee addresses each of these three problem areas with the preceeding
subrecommendation, and the following two subrecommendations.

Recommendation 3c. Build and support a robust and sustained cut-
ting-edge analytical capability for the life sciences and related tech-
nologies within the national security community.

Analytical capability is a function of both the quality and quantity of
the relevant resources. The committee views people as the most impor-
tant resource for the national security community in building an internal
expertise in the life sciences and related technologies. Thus, it is suggested
that the national security community be provided the means to hire and
sustain significant additional personnel with current expertise in the sci-
entific disciplines discussed in Chapter 3. Open-source intelligence and
human intelligence are the most useful kinds of data today for identifying
and anticipating future threats from the life sciences and related technolo-
gies. Collection and analysis of both kinds of data will require intimate
familiarity with the scientific and technology workplace. Researchers with
state-of-the-art, hands-on experience in relevant areas of science and tech-
nology should be recruited at the completion of their doctoral or
postdoctoral training. Retaining these individuals and sustaining their
capabilities and currency are not easy tasks. They will need to maintain
close contact with the outside scientific world, for example, through at-
tendance at scientific meetings, courses, workshops, and perhaps sabbati-
cals “at the bench.” Their employers should refrain from frequent reas-
signment of these valuable experts to unrelated jobs and responsibilities.

Scientific expertise must inform intelligence collection in a meaning-
ful manner. In much the way that foreign-language expertise can be criti-
cal for some areas of intelligence assessment, working familiarity with the
language of modern molecular biology (and other scientific dialects) will
be essential for both analyst and collector in assessing potential future
biological threats. It goes without saying that if relevant information is
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not recognized as such, it cannot be collected for analysis. Conversely, an
inadequate understanding of today’s life sciences can lead to the collec-
tion of massive quantities of irrelevant information, resulting in degrada-
tion of overall analytical capabilities.

Recommendation 3d. To the maximum extent possible, encourage
the sharing and coordination of future biological threat analysis
between the domestic national security community and its interna-
tional counterparts.

As described in Chapter 2 of this report, the future of the life sciences
and related technologies reaches all corners of the globe, and the implica-
tions of future trajectories in these areas pose potential problems and op-
portunities for all of us. Not only do potential threats cross national
boundaries, but so do potential solutions. The power of international col-
laborations in addressing future biological threats cannot be underesti-
mated. For these reasons the committee recommends that the analysis
and assessments of potential biological threats be shared across interna-
tional boundaries wherever and whenever possible.

While general concerns about the sensitivity of sources and methods
will lead to caution and a reluctance to share data, the open nature of the
life sciences enterprise and the important role of open-source material in
the assessment of potential threats suggest that sharing of intelligence as-
sessments by the national security community with international counter-
parts may be more feasible than might have been assumed as well as de-
sirable. In addition, the sharing of biological threat assessments becomes
increasingly practical when adopting a later time frame further into the
future.

CONCLUSION 4: THERE IS A CRITICAL NEED TO ADVANCE A
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE IN ADDRESSING THE INAPPROPRIATE

USE OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN THE LIFE SCIENCES.

The committee appreciates that the threat posed by the potential dual-
use applications of advancing technologies is a global problem, one that
can be mitigated successfully only by actions taken in a global context. A
purely national policy, executed in the absence of engagement with and
participation of the global community, is unlikely to have a significant
impact on reducing these dangers. This is made abundantly evident by
the global dispersion of advanced technologies in the life sciences, as de-
scribed in Chapter 2. Recent years have witnessed the rapid growth of
biotechnology-related research and commercialization efforts in countries
of the Asian-Pacific rim, Latin America, and elsewhere. U.S. preeminence
in the life sciences is not only being challenged by other nations but may
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soon be lost. In October 2005 a National Academies panel delivered a dire
warning to Congress: Give science an extra $10 billion annually or watch
jobs and national status disappear to Asia. Many people may agree with
the message, but details of the panel’s ambitious prescriptions are already
drawing criticism.55

The committee therefore sought to develop an international perspec-
tive in formulating its recommendations and recognizes an urgent need
to engage the global community further in addressing these issues.

Recommendation 4

The committee recommends the adoption and promotion of a com-
mon culture of awareness and a shared sense of responsibility
within the global community of life scientists.

Even while considering steps that can and must be taken to strengthen
biodefense efforts at the national level, a proactive strategy against next-
generation threats will require collective and concerted global action. This
four-part recommendation outlines actions that could enhance the global
capacity to mitigate the biosecurity risks associated with advanced tech-
nologies.

Recommendation 4a. Recognize the value of formal international
treaties and conventions, including the 1972 Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention and the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention.

The biological weapons control regime of the 20th century dates back
at least to the 1925 Geneva Protocol, which entered into force in 1928.56

The protocol, which was supported by one of the most outspoken and
ferocious public appeals that the International Committee of the Red Cross
has ever made, was drafted in response to the horrific consequences of the
extensive use of poison gas in World War I. It prohibits the wartime use of
“asphyxiating, poisonous, or other gases, and of all analogous liquids,
materials, or devices” and of “bacteriological methods of warfare.” The
most important international step taken to strengthen the biological weap-
ons regime occurred decades later, with the 1972 Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention (BWC), which entered into force in 1975. The BWC
prohibits the development, production, stockpiling, or acquisition of bio-
logical agents or toxins of any type or quantity that do not have protec-
tive, medical, or other peaceful purposes or any weapons or means of
delivery for such agents or toxins. 57  According to the treaty, all such ma-
terials had to be destroyed within nine months of its entry into force.
As of December 2004, there were 169 signatories, including 153 ratifying
and acceding countries.58

Despite its relatively long history, beginning with the Geneva Proto-
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col, the biological weapons control regime and the BWC in particular have
been fraught with challenges, not the least of which is the lack of a treaty
compliance verification protocol.59  Many of these challenges are related
to the unique characteristics of biological weapons, as discussed in Chap-
ter 1 (i.e., unique in comparison to nuclear, chemical, and other weapons
of mass destruction).

 The chemical weapons control regime, also rooted in the 1925
Geneva Protocol, has been strengthened by the 1993 Chemical Weapons
Convention (CWC), which entered into force in April 1997.60  It is the
only multilateral treaty that seeks to eliminate an entire category of weap-
ons of mass destruction within an established time frame (by 2012) and
to verify destruction through inspections and monitoring by the Organi-
zation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). Moreover, the
CWC verification regime extends to dual-use industrial facilities judged
especially vulnerable to abuse for proliferation purposes. Although the
CWC has helped reduce chemical weapons risks, member states are ex-
periencing delays in meeting CWC requirements. For example, neither
Russia nor the United States is expected to have completed destruction
of their stockpiles until after 2012.61  Also, only a minority of member
states have adopted national legislation to criminalize CWC-prohibited
activities, and many have not yet put in place, as the CWC requires, the
measures necessary to ensure that toxic chemicals and their precursors
are used only for nonprohibited purposes. Moreover, although the
OPCW, as of September 2005, had conducted 2,195 inspections in 72
member states over the eight-plus years since the CWC went into force,
the organization does not have enough resources to conduct all the in-
spections that many consider necessary.

Despite the difficulties of implementing the BWC and CWC properly,
the two conventions serve as the cornerstones of the global biological-
chemical control regime, which has expanded to include rules and proce-
dures rooted in measures ancillary to the two treaties (such as the Austra-
lia Group62  and United Nations Security Council Resolution 154063 ). The
biological-chemical regime as it currently exists—including the BWC,
CWC, Australia Group, SCR 154064 , and other measures—must be recog-
nized for its positive contributions and placed within the overall array of
measures taken to prevent biological warfare.

In particular, the committee concluded that the BWC and CWC em-
body and codify international norms of behavior that should govern all
policies, actions, and strategies implemented both nationally and interna-
tionally. The biological-chemical regime encompasses more than law: It is
based on long-standing taboos stemming from public abhorrence to poi-
son and the deliberate spread of disease. The original BWC and CWC
negotiators largely defined the scope of their treaties not in terms of lists
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of agents or devices that could quickly become outmoded by technologi-
cal change but in terms of a general-purpose criterion whereby all biologi-
cal or chemical agents became subject to the constraints of the regime un-
less they were intended for nonprohibited purposes. Where specific lists
were deemed useful, however, they are incorporated into these regimes,
as evidenced by the three schedules of materials that are subject to verifi-
cation within the CWC. Such lists do not, of course, limit the scope of the
prohibitions set out in the two treaties, which remains set by the general
purpose criterion. It is this device that enables the biological-chemical re-
gime in principle to control dual-use technologies and to keep up with
scientific advance.

Such international conventions should not be considered the solution
to the issues society confronts today with respect to potential harmful use
of advances in the life sciences, nor should they be cast aside and ignored.
Despite their limitations, the committee appreciates their value in articu-
lating international norms of behavior and conduct and suggests that
these conventions serve as a basis for future international discussions and
collaborative efforts to address and respond to the proliferation of bio-
logical threats. Important opportunities will arise when states parties con-
duct their next quinquennial reviews of the operation of the BWC (in 2006)
and the CWC (in 2008).

The present report has several times noted that technologies are bring-
ing chemistry and biology closer together. That toxins and synthetic bio-
logical agents, including bioregulators, immunoregulators, and small in-
terfering RNAs, fall within the scope of both treaties is one such linkable
feature. These two review conferences will as always be dominated by
political considerations, but in view of the profound developments now
under way in the life sciences, the committee draws attention to the possi-
bilities held out by the 2008 conference for building on the parallel or
linkable features of the BWC and the CWC.

Recommendation 4b. Develop explicit national and international
codes of conduct and ethics for life scientists.

The committee reviewed the potential for codes of conduct or codes
of ethics to mitigate the risk that advances in the life sciences might be
applied to the development or dissemination of biological weapons.
Codes for professional behavior date back at least two millennia to the
Hippocratic Oath, which provided guidance for the conduct of physicians
in ancient Greece. A code of conduct (also known as an educational or
advisory code) provides relatively specific guidelines with respect to what
is considered appropriate behavior. 65  A code of conduct developed for
the life sciences could thus assist those working in the field to become
sensitive to specific actions in the course of their work or that are carried
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out by their colleagues. In the absence of a code, such actions might other-
wise go unnoticed. In contrast, rather than suggesting how to behave spe-
cifically, a code of ethics (also known as an aspirational code), lays forth
the ideals to which practitioners should aspire, such as standards of objec-
tivity or honesty. In the case of the life sciences, such a code might call for
biologists to consider the ethical implications of their work or to discour-
age generally the use of biology for malevolent purposes. Clearly, many
codes, including the Hippocratic Oath, may address elements of both con-
duct and ethics.

In considering such codes, the committee concluded that their pri-
mary effect would be to create an enabling environment that would facili-
tate the recognition of potentially malevolent behavior (i.e., experiments
aimed at purposefully developing potential weapons of biological origin)
or potentially inappropriate experiments that might unwittingly promote
the creation of a more dangerous infectious agent. The committee also
recognized that such codes could generally be expected to achieve their
desired effect only when reinforced by a substantial educational effort
and appropriate role modeling on the part of scientific leaders.

In addition to “codes of conduct” and “codes of ethics,” there are
“codes of practice,” also known as enforceable codes. Regulations con-
trolling research with the select agents derived from the PATRIOT Act
and other national legislation, including that enacted in response to the
BWC as discussed above, may be considered examples of an enforceable
code. The desired effects of such codes are to a considerable extent depen-
dent on the ability of enforcing agencies to detect proscribed behavior
and the nature of the consequences imposed on the offending individual.
In making this recommendation, the committee focuses on the potential
utility of “codes of conduct” and “codes of ethics” that may arise prima-
rily from within the life sciences professions, rather than enforceable codes
that may arise from legislative or regulatory bodies that are largely out-
side the life sciences in an attempt to regulate them.

Today, a wide variety of professional organizations, research institu-
tions, and scientific societies active in the life sciences have adopted codes
to guide the conduct of their members, and many other societies and in-
stitutions are considering what such codes should comprise. Of relevance
to research aimed at developing offensive biological weapons, the
aspirational 2000 American Society of Microbiology (ASM) Code of Ethics
states that “ASM members aspire to use their knowledge and skills for the
advancement of human welfare.”66  In 2002, the ASM reaffirmed that
bioterrorism and “the use of microbes as biological weapons” violated its
code of ethics.67  The code of ethics of the Australian Society of Microbiol-
ogy is somewhat more direct: “The Society requires each member . . . not
to engage knowingly in research for the production, or promotion of bio-
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logical warfare agents.”68, 69  The fact that the Australian Society affirma-
tively “requires” something of its members indicates that it is an “enforce-
able code,” and in fact, members who are found to have violated this or
any component of the society’s code are subject to expulsion from the
Society. The BIOTECanada Statement of Ethical Principles states un-
equivocally that the organization, “oppose[s] the use of biotechnology to
develop weapons.”70  Similarly, the EuropaBio Core Ethical Values docu-
ment states: “We oppose the use of biotechnology to make any weapons
and will not develop or produce biological weapons.”71

Recently, several international forums have made efforts to construct
globally applicable sets of principles guiding the development of specific
codes of conduct related to potential dual-use research in the life sci-
ences.72  For example, in November 2002, at the conclusion of their
intersessional meeting of the Fifth Review Conference, States Parties to
the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention agreed that the topic for
the 2005 intersessional meetings would be “the content, promulgation,
and adoption of codes of conduct for scientists.”73  Also in 2002, the United
Nations General Assembly and Security Council endorsed a report by the
Policy Work Group on the United Nations and Terrorism recommending
the establishment of codes of conduct for scientists related to weapons
technologies.74  The International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Bio-
technology is in the process of developing a draft code of conduct, and the
International Institute for Strategic Studies/Chemical and Biological Arms
Control Institute (CBACI) have already drafted a relevant charter.75  The
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) also has been consider-
ing the establishment of a “principles of practice” code that could serve as
the life sciences equivalent to the Hippocratic Oath.76

However, despite the presumption that ethical codes foster ethical
conduct, little is known about the effectiveness of these codes in prac-
tice.77  People may not comply with codes or even consult them.78, 79, 80

Nor will codes of ethics likely deter anyone who is firmly committed to
applying biotechnology for malevolent purposes, such as a disgruntled
scientist with a deep-seated animosity and intent to “get even” or a dedi-
cated member of a terrorist group. Nonetheless, codes may be useful in
raising awareness, fostering norms, and establishing public accountabil-
ity.81, 82, 83, 84  A code may sensitize researchers who might be unknow-
ingly or unwittingly used by such individuals to aid and abet their plans
by supplying knowledge or materials and may therefore make it less likely
that such aiding and abetting will occur. Moreover, codes may create a
climate in which voluntary reporting of suspicious activities on the part
of colleagues is more likely to occur and hence change the risk calculus of
potential offenders.

It seems clear that a widely promulgated code of conduct could raise
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the awareness of scientists concerning the risks posed by certain types
of experiments, much as the list of the seven types of “experiments of
concern” contained in the Fink report have heightened awareness and
prompted debate among scientists engaged in microbiological research.
A widely accepted code of ethics or conduct would appear to be an inte-
gral component of any plan to promote the development of a culture of
awareness and responsibility. Of note, HHS Secretary Leavitt has recently
charged the NSABB to develop such a code for scientists working in the
United States.85  However, as suggested above, a national code will have
little effect on the global behavior of life scientists. While there is thus a
need to promote the development of such codes globally, it is unlikely
that any single code will be uniformly acceptable, especially if it contains
the relatively specific features of a “code of conduct”. Thus, the efforts of
the international bodies referred to above may be particularly useful in
creating sets of principles as guides to the development of such codes.

The risk with any code or policy is that it will sit on the shelf gather-
ing dust. To prevent this, it needs to become part of the lived culture of a
social group. The first step to establishing this culture will be to develop
educational programs for scientists. Indeed, education may ultimately be
more valuable than a formal code of conduct, particularly if it encom-
passes not just ethical but also legal norms with regard to dual-use agents,
information, and technologies.86  Many scientists today are unaware of
the BWC, and the laws and regulations that have been enacted in the
United States and elsewhere for the control of biological materials and
personnel.87  It would be relatively straightforward to incorporate the con-
cept that a large proportion of current research in the life sciences has
dual-use potential into the formal training in research ethics that the NIH
mandates for postdoctoral trainees, for example. Efforts to expand aware-
ness concerning the risks of potential dual-use research and technologies
could also be integrated into continuing education courses, licensure
courses, or other regular sets of activities in which experts engage as a
way to update their credentials or resumes.

However, all the education in the world will not be as important as
the role modeling provided by respected figures in the scientific commu-
nity, both locally, nationally, and internationally. This “informal curricu-
lum” probably drives what students learn and emulate more powerfully
than the formal curriculum. Identifying, celebrating, and rewarding se-
nior scientists who through word and deed serve as role models in pre-
venting the malicious application of advances in biotechnology is per-
haps the most important element in creating an environment that enables
ethical and appropriate behavior. To the extent that such role modeling
extends to the training of foreign nationals in the United States, it may
also help establish a global culture of awareness and responsibility when
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such trainees return to their countries of origin to continue their profes-
sional careers. Foreign trainees will also be exposed to explicit codes of
ethics and/or conduct adopted within the United States, further reinforc-
ing Recommendation 1c that encourages foreign scientific exchanges and
the training of foreign nationals in the life sciences here in the United
States.

Recommendation 4c. Support programs promoting beneficial uses
of technology in developing countries.

As highlighted in Chapter 1, advancing technologies possess a “dark
side”—their potential to be used with the intent to cause harm. While this
is the focus of much of this report, the “bright side” of advancing tech-
nologies holds great promise for health and economic development, espe-
cially for people in developing countries. Significantly, there is evidence
that developing countries themselves—especially the “innovating devel-
oping countries” such as India, China, Brazil, and South Africa—are har-
nessing biotechnology and other emerging technologies to meet their lo-
cal health needs. Biotechnology, nanotechnology, and other emerging
technologies have the potential to improve human security by addressing
threats to human security such as disease and hunger.88  Moreover, con-
tinued progress in this sector, with structural reforms in the science, tech-
nology, and innovation systems of developing countries, will be crucial to
meeting the UN Millennium Development Goals.89

However, this biodevelopment agenda is on a potential collision
course with the biosecurity agenda. This is exemplified by the restrictions
on U.S. visas for foreign scientists described in Chapter 2 and in the re-
quirement that NIH grantees directing research on emerging infections in
a developing country comply with American laws and regulations con-
cerning select agents at their overseas study sites. Many developing na-
tions face urgent public health crises, including outbreaks of emerging
infectious diseases, on a daily basis. There are legitimate questions about
whether and how such countries should respond to the risk of biological
terrorism. Few of these countries are likely to perceive themselves as be-
ing at risk or that the risk is significant against the backdrop of the natural
infectious disease threats they face daily. Some analysts warn that, in some
cases, biodefense policies designed to prevent or mitigate the risk of a
bioterrorist attack could create hardships and even be counterproduc-
tive—for example, by pressuring countries burdened with other problems
to satisfy regulatory and other biodefense-related demands.90  Require-
ments to establish a regulatory authority and to promulgate intricate
safety and protection measures with respect to select agent pathogens
could divert already scarce resources from less formal but more immedi-
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ately effective operational systems in place for treating sick or vulnerable
populations.91

Biosecurity should not, and need not, come at the expense of lost po-
tential for promoting health and economic development in developing
nations through biotechnology. Efforts to promote the development of
peaceful uses of biotechnology in poorer countries can enhance biosecu-
rity by strengthening international relationships. These relationships pro-
vide opportunities for building a common culture of awareness and re-
sponsibility. As we defend against the dark side of the life sciences, the
bright side should continue to shine—not only because the lives of mil-
lions in the developing world may depend on it, but also because it is
likely to promote a common global approach to the dual-use conundrum.

Recommendation 4d. Establish globally distributed, decentralized,
and adaptive mechanisms with the capacity for surveillance and in-
tervention in the event of malevolent applications of tools and tech-
nologies derived from the life sciences.

Under this recommendation, the committee envisions the establish-
ment of a decentralized, globally distributed network of informed, con-
cerned scientists who have the capacity to recognize when knowledge or
technology is being used inappropriately or with the intent to cause harm.
This network of scientists and the tools that they use would be adaptive in
the sense that the capacity for surveillance and intervention must evolve
along with advances in technology. Such intervention could take the form
of informal counseling of the offending scientist when the use of these
tools appears unwittingly inappropriate or reporting such activity to na-
tional authorities when it appears potentially malevolent in intent.

The rapid pace of growth in the life sciences and its associated tech-
nologies—as described in Chapters 1 and 3—can lead to the unexpected
emergence of new techniques and entirely new disciplines (e.g., RNA in-
terference) in a very short period of time. Scientists working in the life
sciences are best suited to recognize the dual-use implications of these
newly emerging technologies and fields of knowledge, but they must de-
velop a broadly distributed culture of awareness and responsibility if they
are to recognize and shed light on potentially dangerous activities as they
occur.

Because of the key features of this proposed “bottom-up” culture of
awareness and responsibility—its globally distributed and decentralized
adaptability—the committee likened it to the mammalian immune sys-
tem, arguably the most spectacular example of a spatially distributed,
decentralized, adaptive system. The hallmark of the mammalian immune
system is its ability to respond to transgressions by microorganisms in
ways that limit the growth of the transgressor and afford protection
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against its detrimental consequences. The responses of the immune sys-
tem include both specific (adaptive immune system) and nonspecific (in-
nate immune system) components. These are intricately linked but react
in different ways to structures (antigens) that are foreign to the host. The
innate immune system includes components that are present and pre-pro-
grammed for action even before an antigen challenge is encountered. The
adaptive immune system, on the other hand, involves components that
react to an antigen challenge with a high degree of specificity but only
after some delay.92  Through a complex network of local mechanisms in-
volving both the innate and the adaptive immune systems, the essential
global functions of immune surveillance, recognition, response, learning,
and memory are constantly adapting to new microbial threats without
central direction. Perhaps the global scientific community could fruitfully
mimic this system.

The analogy between the global scientific community and the mam-
malian immune system is intended to be merely illustrative, not strict.
The concept proceeds from two salient facts. First, as argued throughout
the previous chapters of this report and under Recommendation 2, life
science technologies with potential for dual use are developing and diver-
sifying very rapidly. Any controlling mechanisms must therefore be dy-
namic and adaptive to the rapid pace of technological change. Second, as
argued throughout Chapter 2 and above, the global decentralized nature
of the problem demands that strategies for anticipating, identifying, and
mitigating potential future threats must necessarily have global reach.
Despite the existence of international conventions and related national
legislation, no “top-down” solution presents itself at the moment with
respect to the global regulation of dual-use agents and knowledge.

Given that unanticipated threats are virtually certain to emerge, de-
centralized and adaptive solutions, while potentially limited in effective-
ness, are nonetheless of substantial interest. Their usefulness may be lim-
ited to their ability to engender public opprobrium, but active steps to
promote the development of distributed, decentralized networks of scien-
tists will at the least heighten awareness while potentially enhancing sur-
veillance. These networks might be linked through a system analogous to
the Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases, which hosts the ProMED-
mail Web site (see Box 4-3).93  ProMED-mail was established in 1994 with
the support of the Federation of American Scientists and SatelLife. Since
October 1999, it has operated as an official program of the International
Society for Infectious Diseases, a non-profit professional organization with
20,000 members worldwide. The ProMED-mail Web site has become an
extremely useful locus for the posting of reports of infectious disease out-
breaks by any concerned infectious disease specialist or expert, or lay per-
son, including press reports, from around the globe. Such reports, while
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BOX 4-3
ProMED-mail

ProMED-mail—the Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases—a
spinoff of the nonprofit Program for Monitoring Emerging Diseases, and
now a project of the International Society for Infectious Diseases—is an
Internet-based reporting system dedicated to rapid global dissemination of
information on outbreaks of infectious diseases and acute exposures to
toxins that affect human health, including those in animals and in plants
grown for food or animal feed. Electronic communications enable ProMED-
mail to provide up-to-date and reliable news about threats to human, ani-
mal, and food plant health around the world, seven days a week.

Among the outbreaks first reported on ProMED-mail were the early re-
ports of SARS in both China and Toronto in 2003; Venezuelan equine
encephalitis in Venezuela in 1995; H5N1 influenza in Indonesia Novem-
ber 2003; and the 2005 outbreak of human disease in China attributed to
Streptococcus suis.

By providing early warning of outbreaks of emerging and reemerging
diseases, public health precautions at all levels can be taken in a timely
manner to prevent epidemic transmission and to save lives.

ProMED-mail is open to all sources and is free of political constraints.
Sources of information include media reports, official reports, online sum-
maries, local observers, and others. Reports are often contributed by
ProMED-mail subscribers. A team of expert human, plant, and animal dis-
ease moderators screen, review, and investigate reports before posting to
the network. Reports are distributed by e-mail to direct subscribers and
posted immediately on the ProMED-mail Web site. ProMED-mail currently
reaches over 30,000 subscribers in at least 150 countries.

A central purpose of ProMED-mail is to promote communication among
the international infectious diseases community, including scientists, phy-
sicians, veterinarians, plant pathologists, epidemiologists, public health
professionals, and others interested in infectious diseases on a global scale.
ProMED-mail encourages subscribers to participate in discussions on in-
fectious disease concerns, to respond to requests for information, and to
collaborate in outbreak investigations and prevention efforts. ProMED-mail
also welcomes the participation of interested persons outside the health
and biomedical professions.

often uncertain in their accuracy or significance early on, prompt the at-
tention of recognized infectious disease experts who moderate and help
facilitate an international Web-based dialogue, including comments on
what is and is not known about the suspect disease. Although supported
by a specific organization operating a centralized Web site, the reporting
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system represented by ProMED-mail is essentially decentralized, distrib-
uted, and adaptive. It has no direct investigative or public health author-
ity, but it serves as an early warning system, capable of earlier recognition
of disease outbreaks than established institutional systems of public health
surveillance and free of the potential political constraints on reporting
infectious diseases that may be felt by national epidemiological and pub-
lic health reporting systems.

A useful parallel to ProMED-mail would seem possible in the cre-
ation of a similarly distributed system for reporting potential inappropri-
ate applications of emerging life sciences research and technologies. Can-
didate activities for reporting might include, for example, (1) experiments
leading to the insertion of certain genes (e.g., interleukin-4) into known
pathogens (e.g., orthopox viruses) for no identifiable therapeutic or scientific
reason; (2) directed evolution (breeding) of novel pathogens for no identifi-
able therapeutic or scientific reason; or (3) the acquisition of supplies, equip-
ment, or biological reagents by groups or individuals in the absence of any
identifiable appropriate scientific aim.

Unanticipated results that generate a new and substantial dual-use
threat need not be considered indicative of malevolent intent by the indi-
viduals involved in such a distributed reporting system. It is possible,
indeed likely, that novel pathogens or other dual-use technologies of se-
curity concern will emerge through sheer serendipity in the course of le-
gitimate research—that is, research undertaken and funded explicitly for
identifiable therapeutic or bone fide scientific purposes; neither incompe-
tence, idle curiosity, nor intentional malevolence need be involved. The
research may actually be consistent with what had been initially proposed,
peer reviewed, and funded by government or not-for-profit agencies. For
example, the introduction of interleukin-4 into ectromelia virus, an ex-
periment that was supported by the Australian government, aimed to
improve vaccine responses but achieved quite different and unexpected
results.94  Nonetheless, a reporting system similar to ProMED-mail can
call attention to the hazards of such experiments, and thereby sensitize
the scientific community to their potential implications.

Unlike ProMED-mail, however, where the adversary is Mother Na-
ture (often abetted by human activities impacting on the environment for
infectious disease transmission), it is possible that the posting of certain
information concerning dual-use applications of life sciences technology
on a public Web site could have unintended negative consequences, per-
haps informing those with purposeful malevolent intent. Such postings
would thus need to be screened by a group of informed and concerned
moderators, as they are today for ProMED-mail. However, the main in-
tent of such a distributed reporting system would be to promote the free
flow of information in real time, with the view, as expressed in Recom-
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mendation 1, that the open and free exchange of information may be one
of the most important means of ensuring that risks are considered, appro-
priate countermeasures are developed, and possible consequences are
mitigated in a timely fashion.

In the event that it is a colleague or superior who is engaged in the
questionable activity, a scientist may need a way to report the suspect
activity anonymously (so that fears of reprisal do not deter reporting).
One possibility is that a Web site could be maintained by the science
community (like Linux95 ). Even with the most secure technology, how-
ever, in any country where penalties may be grave, there will still be
deterrence against reporting questionable activities if there is any per-
ception that it might lead to the identification of the reporting person.
Efforts would also need to be taken to ensure that inappropriate allega-
tions are not made against scientists in situations where the reporter may
be trying to right a perceived wrong or to “get even” with an individual
with whom they have a personal or professional dispute. The committee
acknowledges these issues yet believes that an open global forum of the
type envisioned may be able to overcome some of these problems by
shining the light of public attention on them and that such a forum will
prove useful despite such obvious limitations.

The committee was under no illusions that interventions and re-
sponses by the global scientific community that do not involve responses
by law enforcement agencies—for example, the threat of professional os-
tracism and/or academic sanction—would deter potential terrorists or
determined state actors. Presumably, few terrorists worry about their stat-
ure in the scientific community or tenure at an institution. The distributed
reporting and response network described above would be directed pri-
marily at the embedded community of legitimate scientists, its aggregate aim
being to stimulate creativity in anticipating activity that could be mali-
cious and to stimulate vigilance in detecting and reporting such activity.
The collective experience of the entire scientific community would be ac-
cumulated into one online memory, available to participants in the net-
work.

The existence of such a network could profoundly alter the risk calcu-
lus for potential offenders. That is, they would know that the embedding
community is alert to anomalous behavior; and, when appropriate, can
alert enforcement agencies that are capable of formal investigation, at least
in those countries that have enacted appropriate national legislation. In-
deed, it is probable that security agencies in multiple countries would
monitor this reporting network, for both good and possibly also inappro-
priate reasons. Again, the aim is to self-organize a body of norms and a
climate of vigilance across the global community of legitimate scientists
in order to change the risk calculus of potential offenders.
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Admittedly, there is a thin line between vigilance and vigilantism.
The former is the state of being watchful (i.e., without necessarily acting),
whereas the latter refers to a reactive behavior. The presence of vigilan-
tism could be as devastating as the absence of vigilance. Frivolous
charges will need to be deterred and censured as surely as legitimate
ones need to be followed up. In the social sciences, this involves the no-
tion of a metanorm.96  Metanorms already exist in the scientific commu-
nity. For example, it is a central meta-norm of researchers to report falsi-
fication of data or abuse of human subjects, and it is seen as a violation of
the meta-norm to not do so, given knowledge. Frivolous witch hunts and
overreporting are considered violations as well. The search for a balanced
strategy between under- and overreporting may take time and effort, but
is probably worth the investment.

Other methodologies, in addition to these Internet-based approaches,
may contribute to the development of a globally dispersed sense of aware-
ness and responsibility on the part of legitimate scientists. Social norms,
conventions, and institutions of many sorts emerge without central direc-
tion and are maintained by local conformity effects.97  Educational efforts,
scientific exchanges, international conventions, and codes of conduct and
ethics—in effect, all of the measures suggested above—can contribute to
the development of such norms for the global life sciences community
over time. Once in effect, social scientists would view these norms as stable
equilibria—social configurations from which no individual has any in-
centive to depart. Recognizing departures from the scientific norm will
require subtle discrimination. Yet humans are capable of developing a
very finely tuned sense of those behaviors that fall within a social norm
and those that do not.

CONCLUSION 5: REGARDLESS OF THE STEPS TAKEN TO
PREVENT SUCH EVENTS, THE COMMITTEE CONCLUDES THAT

THERE IS A NEED TO RECOGNIZE THE VIRTUAL
INEVITABILITY OF THE MALEVOLENT APPLICATION OF NEW
TECHNOLOGIES AND AN OVERARCHING NEED FOR A RAPID,

AND EFFECTIVE RESPONSE TO MITIGATE THE
CONSEQUENCES SHOULD SUCH AN EVENT OCCUR.

Human history is replete with applications of technology for hostile
purposes, and indeed the committee can think of no major category of
technology that has not been used for such. The life sciences are no differ-
ent, and it is only reasonable to expect that a technology derived from the
life sciences will be used for malevolent purposes in the future. This like-
lihood dictates the need to be prepared for a rapid and effective response.
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Recommendation 5

The committee notes with urgency the need to enhance public
health infrastructure, achieve greater coordination among respon-
sible federal agencies, and substantially strengthen existing re-
sponse and recovery capabilities.

The committee recognizes that all of its recommended measures,
taken together, provide no guarantee that continuing advances in the life
sciences—and the new technologies they spawn—will not be used with
the intent to cause harm. No simple or fully effective solutions exist where
there is malevolent intent, even in cases where only minimal resources are
available to individuals, groups, or states. Thus, the committee’s recom-
mendations recognize a critical need to strengthen the public health infra-
structure and our existing response and recovery capabilities. In keeping
with the focus of this report, the committee urges that the insights and
potential benefits gained through advances in the life sciences and related
technologies be fully utilized in the development of new public health
defenses. It must be noted, however, that many of the concepts and sug-
gestions embodied in these recomendations were articulated in the 2002
National Research Council Report, Making the Nation Safer: The Role of Sci-
ence and Technology in Countering Terrorism (see 69-79) and remain as rel-
evant and needed today as they were then.

An effective civil defense program will require a well-coordinated
public health response, and this can only occur if there is strong integra-
tion of well-funded, well-staffed, and well-educated local, state, and fed-
eral public health authorities. Despite substantial efforts since September
11, 2001, few if any experts believe that the United States has achieved
even a minimal level of success in accomplishing this goal, which is as
important for responses to naturally emerging threats, such as pandemic
influenza, as for the threat of a deliberate biological attack against one or
more population centers. Current efforts to accomplish these aims have
been woefully ineffective and have not provided the nation with the in-
frastructure it needs to deal rapidly, effectively, and in a clearly coordi-
nated manner when faced with a catastrophic event such as an over-
whelming tropical cyclone, a rapidly spreading pandemic, or a large-scale
bioterror attack. These efforts need to be enhanced and expanded.

In making the recommendations that follow below, the committee
recognizes that similar ones have been made in many different settings in
response to the challenges of bioterrorism.98  However, it is not dissuaded
by the lack of novelty in such recommendations, given their overriding
importance, and given the fact that, despite efforts to accomplish many of
these goals, much remains to be done before the nation can be considered
to be protected by the best possible public health infrastructure. In keep-
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ing with the focus of this report, the committee urges that the insights and
potential benefits gained through advances in the life sciences and related
technologies be fully utilized in the development of new public health
defenses.

Recommendation 5a. Strengthen response capabilities and achieve
greater coordination of state, local, and federal public health
agencies.

It remains unclear how the country’s response to a future biological
attack will be managed. The committee remains concerned about how the
responses of many different federal departments (e.g., the Departments of
Homeland Security, Health and Human Services, Justice, Defense, and
the myriad agencies within them) will be effectively integrated and who
will control operations and ensure that they are adequately interfaced
with local and state governments and public health agencies. Although
well beyond the scope of the committee’s charge, the development of an
effective means of integrating the responses by multiple governmental
agencies would provide the nation with perhaps the most necessary of
“tools” with which to meet any future challenge. Even current efforts to
develop preventive measures are poorly coordinated and inappropriately
placed into administrative “silos” with inadequate cross-fertilization and
communication (e.g., environmental pathogen detection in Homeland Se-
curity versus disease diagnosis in Health and Human Services, or human
infections in Health and Human Services and animal and zoonotic dis-
eases in Agriculture and Homeland Security). Such an arrangement does
not serve the nation’s needs well.

With the profusion of federal public health, environmental, law en-
forcement, defense, and security agencies now engaged in various aspects
of prevention, response, mitigation, and attribution in the event of a puta-
tive bioterrorist attack, the need for better integration and a clear com-
mand and control structure is critical. Rather than considering agents of
biological origin as simply another form of weapons of mass destruction,
such agents should be placed within the context of naturally emerging
infectious diseases, and the public health measures needed to combat
them.99  “Defense” in the case of biological security means, above all, im-
provements in domestic and international disease surveillance and re-
sponse.100  Current efforts to accomplish these aims should be enhanced
and expanded, and federal, state, and local governments (working with
the best advice of the scientific community) should carry out a variety of
communications activities, through both targeted and mass media efforts,
to inform members of the public as to what they may expect during a
biological event and what realistic and practical steps they could take to
protect themselves.
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Recommendation 5b. Strengthen efforts related to the early detec-
tion of biological agents in the environment and early population-
based recognition of disease outbreaks, but deploy sensors and
other technologies for environmental detection only when solid sci-
entific evidence suggests they are effective.

Efforts are needed to improve the abilities of both the health care and
public health communities to quickly detect disease outbreaks in human,
plant, and animal populations caused by the intentional release of a bio-
logical agent. Ideally, surveillance systems should be sensitive enough to
identify the emergence of an outbreak, categorize its nature, and identify
those populations affected, so that an outbreak can be quickly and effec-
tively contained. There are a variety of possible approaches today; some
of them are based on the collection and analysis of population-based clini-
cal, epidemiological, and even sociological data, including the number
and nature of emergency room visits, types of prescriptions, calls to phy-
sicians, and so forth, and the careful application of public health
informatics and computational modeling of epidemics. Other approaches
in the future might be based on real-time monitoring of biological mark-
ers in individuals, on a massively parallel scale, including molecular
markers of host response and profiles of indigenous microbial communi-
ties. It was beyond the scope of the committee’s charge to develop specific
recommendations concerning how current epidemic surveillance efforts
could be enhanced, but the committee recognizes a clear need to acceler-
ate current efforts to do so.

There is also a need to enhance present capabilities for detecting the
presence of a biological agent in the environment, measuring its abun-
dance, and determining the level of associated risk to the health of the
potential target host (human, animal, plant, etc.). Given that the number
of infectious agents may be exceptionally low following their dispersal,
there is a need to develop and evaluate new technologies to improve cur-
rently available monitoring and detection systems, as well as a need to
characterize a wide variety of environments over time, in the absence of a
health threat (i.e., the “background”). The difficulties of accomplishing
this should not be underestimated. However, advances in the life sciences
and biotechnology will aid in this task—providing yet another reason to
promote the general advance of research.

Efforts are now under way at present to develop a variety of new
biosensors that can rapidly detect one or more potential bioweapon
agents. Questions remain about how such sensors can best be deployed to
provide maximum surveillance capability at a cost that will be affordable.
Communications efforts also will be needed to explain to the public the
merits—and limitations—of such detection systems and to prepare the
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public so that people can respond appropriately in the event that detec-
tion systems trigger an alert. Again, specific recommendations are beyond
the scope of this committee’s charge. However, while recognizing the im-
portance and potential utility of such sensor systems, the committee cau-
tions against implementing monitoring activities with such devices with-
out compelling data to support their effectiveness.

Recommendation 5c. Improve capabilities for early detection of host
exposure to biological agents of disease and early diagnosis of dis-
ease caused by them.

Establishing a specific diagnosis is critical to implementing an appro-
priate public health response to a bioterrorism-related event, since the
diagnosis will guide the use of specific therapies, immunizations, and
other interventions. Efforts should thus be aimed at increasing the aware-
ness of primary care and specialist clinicians to the potential for disease
outbreaks initiated by the release of biological agents. As indicated in Rec-
ommendation 2, a broader perspective on the range of potential threats is
essential, particularly in this age when relatively simple genetic engineer-
ing might easily change the pathogenicity of a relatively harmless micro-
organism. There is a strong need to improve the ability of clinicians to
detect, report, and respond appropriately to patients who present with
symptoms or signs consistent with a biological attack.

By making a specific diagnosis before the alarm has been raised, or by
recognizing that a patient’s clinical presentation lies outside the expected
norm, a physician confronting an early case in an epidemic or a biological
attack can make a uniquely important contribution to the timeliness of the
public health response.101  Better training should also be coupled with the
availability of enhanced diagnostic tools that will provide physicians with
a “real-time” bedside capacity to identify unusual infectious agents in
patients with suspicious clinical signs and symptoms.

Early disease diagnosis, even prior to the onset of typical symptoms,
should be the goal of research and development efforts. While it is reason-
able to hope that improved diagnostic tests will be developed as a result
of current federal biodefense research efforts, it is not clear that adequate
attention, prioritization, or investment has been devoted to this important
area, or that all of the potentially useful approaches (e.g., comprehensive
monitoring of host-associated molecular biological markers) have been
adequately explored. There is a similar need for early recognition and
diagnosis of animal and plant diseases. As with Recommendation 5b,
many of the concepts and suggestions mentioned above, were articulated
in the 2002 National Research Council Report, Making the Nation Safer: The
Role of Science and Technology in Countering Terrorism and remain as rel-
evant and needed today as they were then.
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Recommendation 5d. Provide suitable incentives for the develop-
ment and production of novel classes of preventative and therapeu-
tic agents with activity against a broad range of biological threats,
as well as flexible, agile, and generic technology platforms for the
rapid generation of vaccines and therapeutics against unanticipated
threats.

No credible defensive effort can move forward without accelerating
the rate at which vaccines and other preventatives and therapeutic agents
are developed. Having effective vaccines available not only will help pro-
tect U.S. citizens and military personnel, but limiting the efficacy of bio-
logical weapons will reduce the attractiveness of such weapons and
thereby offer some means of deterring their use. Continued research is
needed to develop, or in some cases improve, vaccines against specific
biological agents that are already of concern (e.g., anthrax, smallpox, in-
fluenza) as well as to develop the capacity to design and produce new
vaccines rapidly in response to new threats, including threats that might
emerge from advances in the life sciences. A particularly desirable goal
would be to develop a single vaccine or biological response modifier ca-
pable of providing protection against a relatively large class of diseases.
To date, well-established companies in the pharmaceutical and vaccine
industries have had little financial incentive to develop new vaccines or
therapeutics for biological threat agents for which the market is extremely
uncertain and dependent ultimately on government procurement deci-
sions. Therefore, the government’s accomplishments in these areas have
fallen far short of the goals regarding development of new vaccines and
therapeutics.

The Bush administration’s $5.6 billion BioShield initiative sought to
solve this problem by placing large sums of money at the finish line, as it
were, allowing purchase following the development of an effective coun-
termeasure. However, there is no evidence to date that this has succeeded,
due to a variety of concerns on the part of “big pharma,” including the
reliability of the government as a development partner, its previous threat
to invoke eminent domain when concerned about the price of
ciprofloxacin proposed by Bayer during the anthrax attacks of 2001, and
(particularly in the case of vaccines) continuing worries about liability
exposure.102  For small biotech companies with limited venture capital
funding, BioShield represents a potential windfall, but for the large pub-
licly traded industry giants that are most capable of delivering these prod-
ucts, the opportunity costs are unacceptable related to the diversion of
corporate research resources.103

Many pathogens are becoming resistant to today’s antibiotics, and no
new classes of drugs have been developed in recent years.104  Already a
problem for naturally occurring diseases, the dearth of new antibiotics
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may prove especially troublesome in the event of a biological attack with
an engineered bacterial agent. In the initial phases of such an event, the
level of antibiotic susceptibility will not be known, and more than one
agent may be released simultaneously. Thus, new classes of broad-spec-
trum antibiotics are urgently needed, both for naturally acquired infec-
tions and to guard against the possibility of attacks with microbial agents
resistant to current therapeutics. Advances in the fields of genomics, cell
biology, structural biology, and combinatorial chemistry have resulted in
the rapid development of some new antiviral agents, but no broad-spec-
trum antiviral agents are on the market, and there are no specific antivirals
that are effective against the majority of the RNA and DNA viruses of
concern. Expanded efforts are needed to develop new antiviral agents for
specific diseases, but there is also a need to consider novel ways in which
broad-spectrum antiviral agents could be developed. This might include
the development of novel classes of immunomodulators for those agents
for which there are no available therapeutics or vaccines.

Finally, in an age that bears witness to many newly emerging infec-
tions as well as the growing threat associated with the inadvertent or in-
tentional creation of novel agents of biological origin, it is critical that the
time to develop and license new therapeutics and vaccines be substan-
tially shortened. The many years required for successful development and
licensure of either drugs or vaccines is inconsistent with the flexible, agile
responses required. The use of RNA silencing technologies offers promise
for the rapid, sequence-specific development of therapeutic and possibly
preventative antiviral compounds. Although many questions remain
about the ultimate safety and efficacy of such approaches, the ability of
this technology, as an example, to serve as a platform for rapid develop-
ment of needed drugs makes it very attractive. Similarly, there is a need to
develop vaccine platforms that are capable of being rapidly utilized to
express novel immunogens and to elicit protective immunity against a
newly appearing biological threat.

Again, it is not clear who might address these goals or how successful
any such attempts will be. The committee believes that these are very im-
portant goals, however, and that their success will depend on the ability
of science to continue to advance without being unduly fettered by
overrestrictive laws and regulations, as well as novel approaches provid-
ing appropriate financial incentives to the industry entities most able to
meet these challenges.

SUMMARY

Because it believes that continuing advances in the life sciences and
related technologies are essential to countering the future threat of
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bioterrorism, the committee’s recommendations affirm policies and prac-
tices that promote the free and open exchange of information in the life
sciences. It also recognizes the need to adopt a broader perspective on the
nature of the threat spectrum, and to strengthen the scientific and techni-
cal expertise available to the national security communities so that they
are better equipped to anticipate and manage a diverse array of novel
threats. Moreover, due to the global dispersion of life sciences knowledge
and technological expertise, the committee recognizes the international
dimensions of these issues, and makes recommendations that call for the
global community of life scientists to adopt a common culture of aware-
ness and a shared sense of responsibility and include specific actions that
would promote such a culture.

No single recommendation by itself can provide a guarantee against
the eventual successful use of the life sciences and related technologies for
malevolent purposes. Rather, the actions and strategies that the commit-
tee recommends are intended to be complementary and synergistic. An
effective system for managing the threats that face society will require a
broad array of mutually reinforcing actions in a manner that successfully
engages the variety of different communities that share stakes in the out-
come. As in fire prevention, where the best protection against the occur-
rence of and damage from catastrophic fires comprises a multitude of in-
teracting preventive and mitigating actions (e.g., fire codes, smoke
detectors, sprinkler systems, fire trucks, fire hydrants, fire insurance),
rather than any single “best” but impractical or improbable measure (e.g.,
stationing a fire truck on every block), the same is true here. The commit-
tee envisions a broad-based, intertwined network of steps—a web of pro-
tection—for reducing the likelihood that the technologies discussed in this
report will be used successfully for malevolent purposes. The committee
believes that the actions suggested in its recommendations, taken in ag-
gregate, will likely decrease the risk of inappropriate application or unin-
tended misuse of these increasingly widely available technologies.

Nonetheless, the committee recognizes that all of its recommended
measures, taken together, cannot guarantee that continuing advances in
the life sciences and the new technologies they spawn will not be used
with the intent to cause harm. No fully effective solution exists where
there is malevolent intent. The committee therefore reaffirms previous
calls to strengthen the public health infrastructure and the nation’s exist-
ing response and recovery capabilities, as it believes such steps will be
essential for the early detection of malevolent applications and for miti-
gating the loss of life or other damage sustained by society in both the
short and the long term should the worst-case scenario occur.
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ANNEX 4-1

June 16, 2005

Secretary Carlos M. Gutierrez
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Commerce
Room 5516
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Secretary Gutierrez:

We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments on the advanced
notice of proposed rule-making (ANPR) on “Revisions and Clarification
of Deemed Export Related Regulatory Requirements. One of the key roles
of the National Academies, consistent with our 1863 Congressional Char-
ter, is to advise the nation on important issues involving science, engi-
neering, and medicine such as this one. The members of our three honor-
ary academies—the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy
of Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine—and the scientific experts
who serve on the study committees of our operating arm, the National
Research Council, are working at industrial, academic, and governmental
institutions that are potentially affected by the proposed regulatory
changes. We provide these comments in light of our background and ex-
perience with the U.S. scientific, engineering, and medical enterprise.

Our most important observation is the following: We believe the rule
changes that are being recommended by the Inspector General and the
interpretation of existing regulations that are now being widely dissemi-
nated will serve to weaken both national security and the economic com-
petitiveness of the United States. The impact will likely be to dramatically
hinder American scientific, engineering, and health care research and in-
novation, factors that have been so vital to our quality of life.

The clearest problem now is that universities and industry are unable to
specify the expected impact of attempting to comply with these rules. We
believe that the Department needs to address the following issues in the
existing and proposed rules before we can provide you with a categorical
response and before the Department determines which interpretations
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and rule changes to the Export Administration Regulations, if any, will
make the nation safer.

First, the problems that these rule changes and new interpretations are
attempting to address, as well as the costs and benefits of different regula-
tory approaches, need to be clarified. It is not simply that the affected
communities will be more accepting of the need to tighten rules if they
understand why (although that will help), but that complex problems re-
quire focused and tailored solutions. The measures being contemplated
by the Department could be too broad, too narrow, or possibly irrelevant
depending on whether one defines the challenge as primarily countering
terrorist activities, political adversaries, or economic competitors.

Second, the new interpretations and proposed changes could eviscerate
the Fundamental Research Exemption as enunciated in National Security
Decision Directive (NSDD)-189 and reconfirmed by Secretary of State Rice
and former Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham in November 2001 and
May 2003, respectively. We favor a crisply defined regulatory “safe har-
bor” for fundamental research, so that universities can have confidence
that activities within the “safe harbor” are in compliance, and so that the
vital importance to national security of open fundamental research is re-
affirmed as a matter of national policy. The new regulatory machinery
could then be focused on university activities, if any, occurring OUTSIDE
the “safe harbor.”  Such activities might be conducted in separate facili-
ties, or even off campus.  And if the regulatory “safe harbor” is properly
defined and constructed, a number of universities might not even have
any such activities.

Third, it is necessary to determine whether the perceived national secu-
rity benefits are worth the cost that universities and industry will incur to
implement these proposed changes. While the financial costs would be a
burden, both sectors would find ways to manage them over time. Of much
greater concern is that these measures will pose an irretrievable cost to
our nation—especially our competitiveness and national security which
have relied so heavily for the last sixty years on the fruits of technology
derived from basic science, and bringing the “best and brightest” people
from other countries to the U.S. Losing the “best and the brightest” for-
eign students and researchers to other countries because they feel unwel-
come here will have very serious consequences for the future of America.
Eleven of the last 45 winners of the Nobel Prize in science105  from 1999-
2004 were foreign-born Americans. In the same timeframe, fifteen of the
last 51 recipients of the National Medal of Science, an annual award made
by the U.S. President, were also immigrants to the United States.
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Fourth, it is necessary to assess whether these particular measures will
not in fact staunch the flow of scientific information to potential terror-
ists, adversaries, and/or competitors. In a world where access to infor-
mation is increasingly global, those who intend to do harm to the United
States will simply go elsewhere for the scientific or technological infor-
mation they seek; the U.S. is far from the only advanced, research-
capable country.

These four issues are manifestations of a single principle of U.S. policy
concerning classified information: “Construct high fences around narrow
areas.” This refers to maintaining stringent security around sharply de-
fined and narrowly circumscribed areas of critical importance in order to
be able to maintain simultaneously the highest levels of national security
and of scientific research. This principle was originally articulated in A
Review of the Department of Energy Classification: Policy and Practice (1995)106

and acknowledges that an attempt to protect everything in fact dilutes at-
tention and protects nothing. It is our sense that the recommendations ex-
pressed by C.D. Mote, President of the University of Maryland, at the
National Academies’ May 6th workshop on the Department of Commerce
Inspector General’s Report on deemed export policy, could help to
operationalize this principle in the area of deemed exports. We urge you
to give them serious consideration as a first step:

1. Greatly narrow the scope of controlled technologies requiring
deemed export licenses and ensure the list remains narrow going forward.

2. Delete all controlled technology from the list whose manuals are
available in the public domain, in libraries, over the Internet, or from the
manufacturers.

3. Delete all equipment from the list that is available for purchase on
the open market overseas from foreign or U.S. companies.

4. Clear international students and postdoctoral fellows for access
to controlled equipment when their visas are issued or shortly thereafter
so that their admission to a university academic program is coupled with
their access to use of export-controlled equipment.

5. Do not change the current system of license requirements for use
of export-controlled equipment in university basic research until the
above four recommendations have been implemented.

To date, the Commerce Department has gained substantial goodwill
within the science, engineering, and medical communities through its
policy of openness in discussing and seeking comments on these rules.
We give considerable credit to you and other responsible officials, such
as Peter Lichtenbaum of the Bureau of Industry and Security, who have
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openly and willingly embarked on a dialogue that will ultimately make
the research community more aware of how to secure our most advanced
technologies from hostile entities. At the same time, we strongly recom-
mend the Department embark on responses to the communities’ concerns
before implementing regulations that may chill ongoing research of criti-
cal importance to the future of the U.S.

Sincerely,

Bruce Alberts Wm. A. Wulf Harvey V. Fineberg
President President President
National Academy National Academy Institute
of Sciences of Engineering of Medicine

cc: Peter Lichtenbaum, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Export Ad-
ministration, Department of Commerce

Bureau of Industry and Security, Regulatory Policy Division, ATTN:
RIN 0694-AD29
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ANNEX 4-2

Recommendations for Enhancing the U.S. Visa System to Advance
America’s Scientific and Economic Competitiveness and National

Security Interests107

May 18, 2005

Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the U.S. government
put in place new safeguards in the nation’s visa system that made it ex-
tremely challenging for bona fide international students, scholars, scien-
tists, and engineers to enter this country. While intended to correct weak-
nesses exposed by the attacks, the changes proved to be significant barriers
for legitimate travelers and created a misperception that these visitors
were no longer welcome here.

Other countries have used this opportunity to attract these individuals to
their own educational, scientific, and technical institutions. In addition,
key sending countries have enhanced their higher education systems in
an effort to keep their best students at home.

Despite significant recent improvements to the U.S. visa system, consid-
erable barriers remain that continue to fuel the misperception that our
country does not welcome these international visitors, who contribute
immensely to our nation’s economy, national security, and higher educa-
tion and scientific enterprises. These misperceptions must be dispelled
soon, or we risk irreparable damage to our competitive advantage in at-
tracting international students, scholars, scientists, and engineers, and ul-
timately to our nation’s global leadership.

One year ago, most of the undersigned organizations of higher education,
science, and engineering, in an effort to enhance national security and
international exchange made a joint commitment to work with the federal
government to make sensible changes to the visa system. We recom-
mended several improvements, some of which have been adopted in the
past year. Today we come together again to express gratitude and sup-
port for the changes that have been made, to continue to urge approval of
those that have not, and to recommend additional improvements, so that
America can continue to compete for and welcome the world’s best minds
and talents. We offer the following recommendations in the spirit of coop-
eration that has already resulted in improvements to the visa system:
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• Extend the validity of Visas Mantis security clearances for in-
ternational scholars and scientists from the current two-year limit to the
duration of their academic appointment. While we appreciate that the
limit has already been extended from one year to two years, this further
extension would be comparable to that already provided for international
students and would prevent redundant security checks that can waste
resources and cause unnecessary delays and hardships.

• Allow international students, scholars, scientists, and engineers
to renew their visas in the United States. Allowing individuals to com-
plete, or at least initiate, the visa revalidation process before leaving the
country to attend academic conferences or to visit family would reduce,
and in many cases eliminate, visa delays, thus permitting them to con-
tinue their studies and research uninterrupted.

• Renegotiate visa reciprocity agreements between the United
States and key sending countries, such as China, to extend the duration
of visas each country grants citizens of the other and to permit multiple
entries on a single visa. We applaud the State Department’s initial efforts
to achieve this and encourage continued efforts. Improved reciprocity
would allow the federal government to focus its visa screening resources
by reducing the number of visa renewals that must be processed.

• Amend inflexible requirements that lead to frequent student
visa denials. The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 should place
greater emphasis on student visa applicants’ academic intent and finan-
cial means to complete a course of study in the United States, instead of
their ability to demonstrate evidence of a residence and employment in
their home country and their intent to return home. Up to 40 percent of
student visa applicants from key sending countries are rejected because
they are unable to demonstrate to the satisfaction of consular officials their
intent and ability to return home after completing their studies. The
United States is losing too many top students to this policy, and the act
should be revised.

• Develop a national strategy to promote academic and scientific
exchange and to encourage international students, scholars, scientists,
and engineers to pursue higher education and research opportunities in
the United States. In addition to visa reforms, this strategy should in-
clude a plan to counter prevailing negative perceptions of studying and
conducting research in the United States and should promote study
abroad by American students.

The following recommendation, while not related to visa issuance, ad-
dresses a potential barrier to international scientists and engineers seek-
ing to study and conduct research in the United States.
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• The federal government should not require that export licenses
be obtained for international scientists and engineers to use equipment
required to conduct unclassified, fundamental research in the United
States. The Department of Commerce is considering expanding existing
regulations to require that licenses be obtained before certain foreign na-
tionals are permitted access to specialized scientific equipment required
for unclassified, fundamental research. Requiring such licenses would
further discourage top international scientists and engineers from making
the United States their destination, prompting them to seek research op-
portunities overseas.

Lastly, it is essential that adequate resources continue to be provided by
Congress and the Administration to administer an effective visa system
and to implement the above recommendations.

We reiterate our commitment to work with the federal government to
improve the visa system. That system should maintain our nation’s secu-
rity by preventing entry by those who pose a threat to the United States
and encouraging the entry of the brightest and most qualified interna-
tional students, scholars, scientists, and engineers to participate fully in
the U.S. higher education and research enterprises. Such a system will
foster American scientific and economic competitiveness. We commend
the Administration for the improvements made to the visa system to date,
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

ACIP Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices
ADMET Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion, Toxicity
AIDS Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
ART Antiretroviral Therapy
ASM American Society of Microbiology

BERD Business Enterprise Research and Development
BIA BioIndustry Association
BIO Biotechnology Industry Organization
BIS Bureau of Industry and Security
BWC Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention

CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
cDNA Complementary Deoxyribonucleic Acid
CFC Chlorofluorocarbon
CoV Coronavirus
CWC Chemical Weapons Convention

DHS Department of Homeland Security
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid
DOD Department of Defense
DPI Dry Powder Inhaler
dsRNA Double-stranded Ribonucleic Acid
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EGFR Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor
EPO European Patent Office

FDA Food and Drug Administration

GDP Gross Domestic Product
GFP Green Fluorescent Protein
GM Genetically Modified
GMO Genetically Modified Organism

HA Haemagglutinin
HHS Department of Health and Human Services
HIV Human Immunodeficiency Virus
HPLC High-performance Liquid Chromatography
HTS High-throughput Screening
HUGO Human Genome Organization

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
ICGEB International Center for Genetic Engineering and

Biotechnology
ICT Information and Computer Technology
INPI National Patent Office of Brazil
ISAAA International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech

Applications

MAMP Microbe-associated Molecular Pattern
MDI Metered-dose Inhaler
MEMS Microelectromechanical Systems
miRNA Micro-ribonucleic Acid
mRNA Messenger Ribonucleic Acid

NA Neuraminidase
NIH National Institutes of Health
NASSCOM National Association of Software and Services

Companies
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NPT Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
NRC National Research Council
NSABB National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity
NSF National Science Foundation
NSDD National Security Decision Directive
NSG Nuclear Suppliers Group
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OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development

OPCW Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons

PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction
PCT Patent Cooperation Treaty
PDB Protein Data Bank
pMDI Propellant Metered-dose Inhaler

qPCR Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction

REDI Regional Emerging Diseases Intervention Center,
Singapore

RISCS RNA-induced Silencing Complexes
RNA Ribonucleic Acid
RNAi Ribonucleic Acid Interference

SAR Structure-Activity Relationships
SARS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
SARS-CoV SARS Coronavirus
SCF Supercritical Fluid
SCNT Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer
SIPI State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic

of China
siRNA Small Interfering Ribonucleic Acid
SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms

TLR Toll-like Receptor

UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
USPTO U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

VEGF Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor

WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction
WTO World Trade Organization
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Committee Meetings

February 23-24, 2004
Washington, DC

Guest Speakers
Dr. Robert Carlson, University of Washington
Dr. James B. Petro, Defense Intelligence Agency

April 27-28, 2004
Washington, DC

Guest Speakers
Dr. Pim Stemmer, Avidia
Dr. Charlie Rice, Rockefeller University
Dr. Drew Endy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dr. Herb Lin, The National Academies
Sonia Miller, SE Miller Law Firm

June 23-24, 2004
Washington, DC

Guest Speakers
Dr. John Steinbruner, University of Maryland
Barry Kellman, DePaul University
Michael Moodie, Chemical and Biological Arms Control Institute
Terence Taylor, International Institute for Strategic Studies
Dr. David Lipman, National Center for Biotechnology Information/

National Library of Medicine
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Dr. Charles Jennings, Nature
Dr. Phillip Campbell, Nature
Dr. Jonathan Tucker, Center for Nonproliferation Studies/Monterey

Institute of International Studies
Dr. Gerald Epstein, Center for Strategic and International Studies
Dr. Jerrold Post, George Washington University

September 22-23, 2004
Cuernavaca, Mexico

Guest Speakers
Terence Taylor, International Institute for Strategic Studies
Dr. David Banta, consultant
Decio Ripandelli, International Centre for Genetic Engineering and

Biotechnology
Dr. Charles Arntzen, Arizona State University
Miguel Gomez Lim, CINVESTAV
Luis Herrera-Estrella, National Polytechnic Institute
Dr. Rosiceli Barreto Gonçalves Baetas, Biomanguinhos
Dr. Jacques Ravel, The Institute for Genomic Research
Dr. Patrick Tan Boon Ooi, Genome Institute of Singapore
Dr. Abdallah Daar, University of Toronto
Gerardo Jimenez-Sanchez, National Institute of Genomic Medicine
Ambassador Tibor Tòth, Hungarian Embassy, Geneva
Dr. Amy Sands, Monterey Institute of International Studies
Robert Mathews, Australian Department of Defence
Jerome Amir Singh, Centre for the AIDS Programme of Research in South

Africa
Peter Herby, International Committee of the Red Cross
Dr. Nadrian Seeman, New York University
Michael Morgan, The Wellcome Trust
Dr. Kathryn Nixdorff, University of Darmstadt
Elliott Kagan, Department of Defense

January 25-26, 2005
Washington, DC

Discussion of draft report.  No guest speakers.

March 8-9, 2005
Washington, DC

Discussion of draft report.  No guest speakers.
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Biographical Sketches of
Committee Members

Dr. Stanley M. Lemon, M.D. co-chair, is the John Sealy Distinguished
University Chair and Director of the Institute for Human Infections and
Immunity at the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) at
Galveston. He received his undergraduate A.B. degree in biochemical sci-
ences from Princeton University summa cum laude, and his M.D. with
honor from the University of Rochester. He completed postgraduate train-
ing in internal medicine and infectious diseases at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, and is board certified in both. From 1977 to 1983,
he served with the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Com-
mand, followed by a 14 year period on the faculty of the University of
North Carolina School of Medicine. He moved to UTMB In 1997, serving
first as chair of the Department of Microbiology & Immunology, then as
dean of the School of Medicine from 1999 to 2004. Dr. Lemon’s research
interests relate to the molecular virology and pathogenesis of positive-
strand RNA viruses responsible for hepatitis. He has had a longstanding
interest in antiviral and vaccine development, and has served previously
as chair of the Anti-Infective Drugs Advisory Committee, and the Vac-
cines and Related Biologics Advisory Committee, of the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration. He is past chair of the Steering Committee on Hepa-
titis and Poliomyelitis of the World Health Organization Programme on
Vaccine Development. He presently serves as a member of the U.S. Del-
egation of the U.S.-Japan Cooperative Medical Sciences Program, and
chairs the Board of Scientific Councilors of the National Center for Infec-
tious Diseases of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. He is
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chair of the Forum on Microbial Threats of the Institute of Medicine, and
recently chaired an Institute of Medicine study committee related to vac-
cines for the protection of the military against naturally occurring infec-
tious disease threats.

David A. Relman, M.D. co-chair, is an associate professor of medicine
(infectious diseases and geographic medicine) and of microbiology and
immunology at Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, Cali-
fornia, and chief of the Infectious Diseases Section at the Veterans Affairs
Palo Alto Health Care System, Palo Alto, California. Dr. Relman received
his B.S. degree in biology from Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and his medical degree from Harvard Medi-
cal School. He completed his residency in internal medicine and a clinical
fellowship in infectious diseases at Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, after which he moved to Stanford as a research fellow and
postdoctoral scholar. He joined the Stanford faculty in 1994. His major
focus is laboratory research directed toward characterizing the human
endogenous microbial flora, host-microbe interactions, and identifying
previously-unrecognized microbial pathogens, using molecular and ge-
nomic approaches. He has described a number of new human microbial
pathogens. Dr. Relman’s lab (relman.stanford.edu) is currently exploring
human oral and intestinal microbial ecology, sources of variation in host
genome-wide expression responses to infection and during states of
health, and how Bordetella species (including the agent of whooping
cough) cause disease. He has published over 150 peer-reviewed articles,
reviews, editorials and book chapters on pathogen discovery and bacte-
rial pathogenesis. Dr. Relman has served on scientific program commit-
tees for the American Society for Microbiology (ASM) and the Infectious
Diseases Society of America (IDSA), and advisory panels for NIH, CDC,
the Departments of Energy and Defense, and NASA. He is a member of
the Board of Directors of the IDSA, the Board of Scientific Counselors at
NIDCR/NIH, and the Forum on Microbial Threats at the Institute of
Medicine. He received the Squibb Award from IDSA in 2001, the Senior
Scholar Award in Global Infectious Diseases from the Ellison Medical
Foundation in 2002, and is a fellow of the American Academy of Micro-
biology.

Roy Anderson, Ph.D., FRS, is professor of Infectious Disease Epidemiol-
ogy and Head of the Department of Infectious Disease Epidemiology at
Imperial College Faculty of Medicine, University of London. Roy Ander-
son is a fellow of the Royal Society and a Foreign Member of the Institute
of Medicine at the US National Academy of Sciences. He has published
over 400 scientific papers on the epidemiology, population biology, evo-
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lution and control of a wide range of infectious disease agents, including
HIV, BSE, vCJD, parasitic helminths and protozoa, and respiratory tract
viral and bacterial infections. His principal research interests are epidemi-
ology, biomathematics, demography, parasitology, immunology, and
health economics. He also has a keen interest in science policy and the
public understanding of science. He has held a wide variety of advisory
and consultancy posts with government departments, pharmaceutical
companies and international aid agencies. Professor Anderson has been a
member of SEAC since January 1998.

Steven M. Block, Ph.D., is a biophysicist at Stanford University, where he
holds a joint appointment as a professor in the Departments of Biological
Sciences and Applied Physics. He is also a Senior Fellow of the Stanford
Institute for International Studies, and a member of the JASONs, a group
of academicians who consult for the U.S. government and its agencies on
technical matters related to national security. Prior to joining the Stanford
faculty in 1999, Professor Block held positions at Princeton University
(1994-1999), Harvard University (1987-1994), and the Rowland Institute
for Science in Cambridge, MA (1987-1994). He received his undergradu-
ate training in both physics and biology at Oxford University, earned his
doctorate from the California Institute of Technology (1983), and con-
ducted postdoctoral research at Stanford. Professor Block’s technical in-
terests are in interdisciplinary science, particularly the biophysics of mo-
tor proteins. His laboratory pioneered the use of laser-based optical traps
(“optical tweezers”) to study the nanoscale motions of these mechano-
enzymes at the level of single molecules, and his group was the first to
develop instrumentation able to resolve the individual steps taken by
single kinesin motors moving along microtubules. Other biological sys-
tems currently under study in his laboratory include RNA polymerase,
exonuclease, and helicase, enzymes that move processively along DNA.
Professor Block is a strong proponent of nanoscience, but he is also an
outspoken critic of the “futurist” element of the nanotechnology move-
ment.

Christopher Chyba, Ph.D., is professor of astrophysical sciences and in-
ternational affairs at Princeton University.  Until July 2005, he was associ-
ate professor in the Department of Geological and Environmental Sciences
at Stanford University, and co-director of the Center for International Se-
curity and Cooperation, Stanford Institute for International Studies. He
holds the Carl Sagan Chair for the Study of Life in the Universe at the
SETI Institute. His security-related research focuses on nuclear prolifera-
tion and biological terrorism. His planetary science and astrobiology re-
search focuses on the search for life elsewhere in the solar system. A
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graduate of Swarthmore College, Chyba studied as a Marshall Scholar at
the University of Cambridge and received his Ph.D. in planetary science
from Cornell University in 1991. He served on the White House staff from
1993 to 1995, entering as a White House Fellow on the National Security
Council staff and then serving in the National Security Division of the
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). After leaving the White
House, he drafted the President’s decision directive on responding to
emerging infectious diseases, and authored a report for OSTP in 1998 on
preparing for biological terrorism. He received the Presidential Early Ca-
reer Award, “for demonstrating exceptional potential for leadership at
the frontiers of science and technology during the 21st century.” He
chaired the Science Definition Team for NASA’s Europa Orbiter mission
and served on the executive committee of NASA’s Space Science Advi-
sory Committee, for which he chaired the Solar System Exploration Sub-
committee. Dr. Chyba currently serves on the National Academy of Sci-
ences’ Committee for International Security and Arms Control, on the
Monterey Nonproliferation Strategy Group, and chairs the National Re-
search Council’s Committee on Preventing the Forward Contamination
of Mars. In October 2001, he was named a MacArthur Fellow for his work
in astrobiology and international security.

Nancy Connell, Ph.D., is vice chair for research, department of medicine,
and professor of microbiology and molecular genetics, and has been ap-
pointed director of the NJMS-Center for Biodefense. She is an NIH-funded
basic scientist, a permanent member of the NIH Study Section on Bacteri-
ology and Mycology-1, and serves as director of the Biosafety Level Three
Facility of the NJMS-Center for Emerging and Re-emerging Pathogens.
She is a graduate of Harvard Medical School and has been a faculty mem-
ber at NJMS since 1992.

Freeman Dyson is now retired, having been for most of his life a profes-
sor of physics at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. He was
born in England and worked as a civilian scientist for the Royal Air Force
in World War II. He graduated from Cambridge University in 1945 with a
BA degree in mathematics. He went on to Cornell University as a gradu-
ate student in 1947 and worked with Hans Bethe and Richard Feynman.
His most useful contribution to science was the unification of the three
versions of quantum electrodynamics invented by Feynman, Schwinger
and Tomonaga. Cornell University made him a professor without bother-
ing about his lack of Ph.D. He subsequently worked on nuclear reactors,
solidstate physics, ferromagnetism, astrophysics and biology, looking for
problems where elegant mathematics could be usefully applied. He has
written a number of books about science for the general public. Disturbing
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the Universe (1974) is a portrait-gallery of people he has known during his
career as a scientist. Weapons of Hope (1984) is a study of ethical problems
of war and peace. Infinite in All Directions (1988) is a philosophical medita-
tion based on Dyson’s Gifford Lectures on Natural Theology given at the
University of Aberdeen in Scotland. Origins of Life (1986, second edition
1999) is a study of one of the major unsolved problems of science. The Sun,
the Genome and the Internet (1999) discusses the question of whether mod-
ern technology could be used to narrow the gap between rich and poor
rather than widen it. Dyson is a fellow of the American Physical Society, a
member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, and a fellow of the
Royal Society of London. In 2000, he was awarded the Templeton Prize
for progress in Religion.

Joshua M. Epstein, Ph.D., is a Senior Fellow in Economic Studies at the
Brookings Institution, a member of the Brookings-Johns Hopkins Joint
Center on Social and Economic Dynamics, and a member of the External
Faculty of the Santa Fe Institute. He holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from
MIT and is a member of the New York Academy of Sciences. He is also a
member of the editorial boards of the journal Complexity, and of the
Princeton University Press Studies in Complexity book series. His pri-
mary research interest is in the modeling of complex social, economic,
and biological systems using agent-based computational models and non-
linear dynamical systems. He has taught computational and mathemati-
cal modeling at Princeton and the Santa Fe Institute Summer School. He
has published widely in the modeling area, including recent articles on
the dynamics of civil violence, the demography of the Anasazi (both in
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences) and the epidemiology of
smallpox (in the American Journal of Epidemiology). His two most recent
books are Growing Artificial Societies: Social Science from the Bottom Up, with
co-author Robert Axtell, (MIT Press, 1996); and Nonlinear Dynamics, Math-
ematical Biology, and Social Science (Addison-Wesley/Santa Fe Institute,
1997). His book, Generative Social Science: Studies in Agent-Based Computa-
tional Modeling, is forthcoming from Princeton University Press.

Stanley Falkow, Ph.D., (NAS, IOM) is professor of microbiology and im-
munology and professor of medicine at Stanford University. Dr. Falkow
is recognized internationally for his research related to the molecular
mechanisms of bacterial pathogenesis. Dr. Falkow is the former president
of the American Society for Microbiology and has been elected to the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Sci-
ences, and the Institute of Medicine. He has received the Squibb Award
from the Infectious Diseases Society of America (1978), the Paul Erhlich
Award from Germany (1980), the Brisol-Myers-Squibb Award for Infec-
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tious Diseases Research (1997), and the Robert Koch Prize from Germany
(2000). Dr. Falkow holds a B.S. in Bacteriology from the University of
Maine, an M.S. in Biology from Brown University, and a Ph.D. in Biology
from Brown University.

Stephen S. Morse, Ph.D., is Founding Director of the Center for Public
Health Preparedness at the Mailman School of Public Health of Columbia
University, and Associate Professor in the Epidemiology Department. Dr.
Morse recently returned to Columbia from 4 years in government service
as Program Manager at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), where he co-directed the Pathogen Countermeasures program
and subsequently directed the Advanced Diagnostics program. Before
coming to Columbia, he was Assistant Professor (Virology) at The
Rockefeller University in New York, where he remains an adjunct faculty
member. Dr. Morse is the editor of two books, Emerging Viruses (Oxford
University Press, 1993; paperback, 1996) (selected by American Scientist
for its list of “100 Top Science Books of the 20th Century”), and The Evolu-
tionary Biology of Viruses (Raven Press, 1994). He currently serves as an
editor of the CDC journal Emerging Infectious Diseases and was formerly
an editor-in-chief of the Pasteur Institute’s journal Research in Virology. Dr.
Morse was chair and principal organizer of the 1989 NIAID/NIH Confer-
ence on Emerging Viruses (for which he originated the term and concept
of emerging viruses/infections); served as a member of the Institute of
Medicine’s Committee on Emerging Microbial Threats to Health (and
chaired its Task Force on Viruses), and was a contributor to its report,
Emerging Infections (1992); was a member of the IOM’s Committee on
Xenograft Transplantation; currently serves on the steering committee of
the Institute of Medicine’s Forum on Emerging Infections, and has served
as an adviser to WHO (World Health Organization), PAHO (Pan Ameri-
can Health Organization), FDA, the Defense Threat Reduction Agency
(DTRA), and other agencies. He is a fellow of the New York Academy of
Sciences and a past chair of its Microbiology Section. He was the founding
chair of ProMED (the nonprofit international Program to Monitor Emerg-
ing Diseases) and was one of the originators of ProMED-mail, an interna-
tional network inaugurated by ProMED in 1994 for outbreak reporting
and disease monitoring using the Internet. Dr. Morse received his Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Randall S. (Randy) Murch, Ph.D., received a B.S. degree in Biology from
the University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington in 1974, an M.S. de-
gree in Botanical Sciences from the University of Hawaii in 1976, and a
Ph.D. degree in Plant Pathology from the University of Illinois in 1979.
After 23 years of service as a special agent, he retired from the FBI in
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November 2002. During his FBI career, he was assigned to the Indianapo-
lis, Los Angeles and New York field divisions, and to the national secu-
rity, (forensic) laboratory and investigative technology (engineering) di-
visions at FBI Headquarters and Quantico, Virginia. He served as a
department head and deputy division head in the FBI Laboratory, as well
as a deputy division head of the FBI’s electronic surveillance division (in-
vestigative technology). He has extensive experience in counterintelli-
gence, counterterrorism, forensic science, electronic surveillance, WMD
threat reduction, and outreach to those communities. He created the FBI’s
WMD forensic investigation/S&T response program in 1996, and served
as the FBI’s science advisor to the 1996 Olympics. From December 1999 to
June 2001, he was detailed to the Defense Threat Reduction Agency as the
director of DTRA’s advanced systems and concepts office. He has partici-
pated in National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council, De-
fense Science Board and DTRA Threat Reduction Advisory Committee
studies and panels and other senior review panels. He joined the Institute
for Defense Analyses in December 2002, and now works to deliver cre-
ative solutions for difficult national security problems across a range of
operational, science and engineering disciplines.

Paula Olsiewski, Ph.D., is leading the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation’s pro-
gram to reduce the threat of bioterrorism. Since joining the Foundation in
2000, she has created a collaborative network from the public, private and
government sectors that has become critical to the nation’s civilian
biodefense movement. Among the many projects Dr. Olsiewski has facili-
tated is the Department of Homeland Security’s READY campaign, a pub-
lic education effort that empowers Americans to prepare for potential ter-
rorist attacks. Another important grant to the Center for Law and the
Public’s Health at Georgetown and Johns Hopkins Universities produced
model legislation for dealing with bioterrorism and catastrophic infec-
tious diseases. Thirty-three states and the District of Columbia have en-
acted legislation based on the Model State Emergency Health Powers Act.
A grant to the National Academies resulted in the Fall 2003 NRC Report
Biotechnology Research in an Age of Terrorism and led to the establishment
of the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity by the US Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services in March 2004. During the 1990s, Dr.
Olsiewski founded and directed a consulting practice, Neo/Tech Corp.,
providing expertise in structuring, implementing, and directing technol-
ogy development programs. Before that, she was vice president of com-
mercial development at Enzo Biotech, Inc. where she was responsible for
overall management of product development, technology licensing and
transfer programs. Dr. Olsiewski serves on numerous advisory commit-
tees and boards. She is a member of the MIT Corporation and was the
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president of the MIT Alumni/ae Association 2003-2004. She is chairman
of the Board of Trustees of Asphalt Green, Inc., a not-for-profit organiza-
tion dedicated to assisting individuals of all ages and backgrounds achieve
health through a lifetime of sports and fitness. Dr. Olsiewski received a
B.S. in Chemistry from Yale College, and a Ph.D. in Biological Chemistry
from MIT.

Chandra Kumar N. Patel, Ph.D., a member of the National Academy of
Engineering and National Academy of Sciences, is chief executive officer
and chairman of the board of Pranalytica, Inc. and professor of physics
and former vice chancellor of research at the University of California at
Los Angeles. Until 1993, Dr. Patel served as executive director of the Re-
search, Materials Science, Engineering and Academic Affairs Division at
AT&T Bell Laboratories. Dr. Patel has an extensive background in several
fields, to include materials, lasers, and electro-optical devices. During his
career at AT&T, which began in 1961, he made numerous seminal contri-
butions in several fields, including gas lasers, nonlinear optics, molecular
spectroscopy, pollution detection and laser surgery. Dr. Patel has served
on numerous government and scientific advisory boards and he is past
president of Sigma Xi and the American Physical Society. In addition, Dr.
Patel has received numerous honors, including the National Medal of Sci-
ence, for his invention of the carbon dioxide laser.

Clarence J. (CJ) Peters, M.D., is the John Sealy Distinguished University
Chair in Tropical and Emerging Virology at the University of Texas Medi-
cal Branch in Galveston and is Director for Biodefense in the Center for
Biodefense and Emerging Infectious Diseases at that institution. Before
moving to Galveston in 2001, he worked in the field of infectious diseases
for three decades with NIH, CDC, and the U.S. Army. He has been Chief
of Special Pathogens Branch at the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention in Atlanta, Georgia and previous to that, Chief of the Disease As-
sessment Division and Deputy Commander at USAMRIID. He was the
head of the group that contained the outbreak of Ebola at Reston, Virginia
and led the scientists who identified hantavirus pulmonary syndrome in
the southwestern U.S. in 1993. He has worked on global epidemics of
emerging zoonotic virus diseases including Bolivian hemorrhagic fever,
Rift Valley fever, and Nipah virus. He received his M.D. from Johns
Hopkins University and has more than 275 publications in the area of
virology and viral immunology. Dr. Peters is currently also a member of
the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Research Standards and
Practices to Prevent the Destructive Application of Biotechnology.
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George Poste, D.V.M., Ph.D., is chief executive of Health Technology
Networks, a consulting group based in Scottsdale, Arizona, and suburban
Philadelphia specializing in the application of genetics and computing in
healthcare and bioterrorism defense. From 1992 to 1999 he was chief sci-
ence and technology officer and president, Research and Development of
SmithKline Beecham (SB). During his tenure at SB he was associated with
the successful registration of 29 drug, vaccine and diagnostic products.
He is chairman of diaDexus and Structural GenomiX in California and
Orchid Biosciences in Princeton. He serves on the Board of Directors of
AdvancePCS and Monsanto. He is an advisor on biotechnology to several
venture capital funds and investment banks. In May 2003, he was ap-
pointed as Director of the Arizona Biodesign Institute at Arizona State
University. This is a major new initiative combining research groups in
biotechnology, nanotechnology, materials science, advanced computing
and neuromorphic engineering. He is a fellow of Pembroke College Cam-
bridge and distinguished fellow at the Hoover Institution and Stanford
University. He is a member of the Defense Science Board of the U.S. De-
partment of Defense and in this capacity he chairs the Task Force on
Bioterrorism. He is also a member of the National Academy of Sciences
Working Group on Defense Against Bioweapons. Dr. Poste is a Board
Certified Pathologist, a fellow of the Royal Society and a fellow of the
Academy of Medical Sciences. He was awarded the rank of Commander
of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth II in 1999 for services to medi-
cine and for the advancement of biotechnology. He has published over
350 scientific papers, co-edited 15 books on cancer, biotechnology and in-
fectious diseases and serves on the editorial board of multiple technical
journals. He is invited routinely to be the keynote speaker at a wide vari-
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